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Abstract

Starting with Symbolism, various modernist movements in the first half of the twentieth
century privileged the work of direct perception, objective attitudes and concrete imagery
over direct demonstrations of mental processes involving abstract ideation. Imagism, in
particular, had and continues to have substantial impact on descriptive practices in AngloAmerican poetry. By the middle of the century, however, the modernist engine was
exhausted. Poets and literary critics started finding the modernist emphasis on objectivity
and concrete imagery insufficient for engaging the mind’s more immediate and
spontaneous modes of responsiveness. This dissertation studies how plain rhetoric and the
concept of plainness enabled mid-twentieth-century poets to make meaningful departures
from the stylistic orthodoxies of modernism. The four poets studied here – Wallace
Stevens, Frank O’Hara, Thom Gunn and Eavan Boland – supplement the technical
achievements of modernism with a plain rhetoric that tests the affordances of abstraction,
generalization, and epigrammatic statement for modern poetry. The desire for plainspoken
language challenges some cherished critical distinctions between poetic language and
everyday language, calling attention to how communicative uses of language may in fact
increase the resourcefulness of poetic expression. Accordingly, these poets foreground the
gestural and referential strivings of their speakers to establish compelling continuities
between the concrete elements of experience and the mind’s abstractive gestures. The
project analyzes these literary developments within the larger context of intellectual
thought to demonstrate how transformations in the history of philosophy and critical theory
inform changes in literary style. More specifically, the project consults various accounts in
the Philosophy of Language and Psychoanalysis to evaluate the challenges and importance
of referential intention in fixing reference. Finally, this project also investigates the revival
of the Renaissance plain style in the period by Yvor Winters, a prominent literary critic at
Stanford University, whose work influenced many critics and poets. An analysis of
Winters’s legacy and influence on his students like Thom Gunn shows how Renaissance
conceptions of plainness offered generative stylistic models for modern poets and critics.
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Preface: Waking Up from Modernism
our hearts divided between dream and report,
we are ill-guided out of court;
report and dream within our hearts are fed;
but who will keep a roof over truth’s head?
Blanaid Salkeld, The Engine Is Left Running
Waking up is a serious business. As we go from dreaming to consciousness, we
have a provisional relationship to our surroundings, moving from vague, blurry and
unfocused perception towards more intentional modes of identification. Slowly, we take
up those habitual tasks performed at the start of day, while also beginning to think about
what the new day could bring. Sleep, of course, does not let us off the hook right away.
Our dreams continue to haunt us. We may remember them vividly, partially, or not at all.
Still, they persist and have an affective hold over us. If we wake up early, at dawn, the
daybreak cooperates with this transition. The sun comes up, illuminating the neighborhood,
bringing a bright spotlight on the theater of everyday and making the contents of our room
sharper. Our anticipation for the sounds of the new day slowly grows: Soon shops will
begin to raise their shutters, the elevator will begin to hiss, the buses will hit the road, and
footsteps will grow louder. Waking up, in short, situates us on a threshold between
ambiguity and clarity, fluidity and definition, and the unconscious and the conscious.
In the middle of the twentieth century, waking up received particular attention as a
compelling subject for poetry. Many poets experimented with the aubade, which is a poem
about dawn and early morning with roots in the Medieval and Renaissance periods. Though
aubades typically have romantic undertones with speakers anticipating an impending
separation from their lovers, most modern aubades are devoted to exploring the individual
experience of waking up and growing aware of one’s surroundings. We might crudely
associate the rise of the aubade in the middle of the century with a metaphorical waking up
from modernism. As the influence of modernism relaxes and poets develop more selfconscious attitudes towards the literary past, they become aware of inhabiting a threshold.
They cannot completely abandon modernism because most mid-century poets developed
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styles by experimenting with its techniques. Yet, they also do not feel entirely satisfied
with certain modernist prioritizations of objectivity, imagery, and impersonality.
On a more technical level, the poetry of waking up offers mid-century poets a
convenient opportunity for staging self-conscious departures from modernist imagery. The
process of waking up is closely related to how we gradually perceive and experience
objects. The chance combinations of a dreaming mind slowly yield to perceptual clarity,
as sleep gives way to wakefulness, and perception begins to take stock of its surroundings.
While the constructivist grammar of the unconscious resemble modernist procedures of
montage and distortion, the state of wakefulness demands active engagement and reference
to our surroundings. As such, the aubade serves as the perfect laboratory for poets to move
from modernist distortion towards perceptual and referential clarity, and for poets to use
sense data as grounds for pursuing certain truths about experience and knowledge.1
For comparative purposes, let us start by taking a brief look at some modernist
dawn poems with Imagist inflections. Ezra Pound’s “Alba” offers a highly condensed
account of the threshold between the lovers’ gentle union and imminent separation:
As cool as the pale wet leaves
of lily-of-the-valley
She lay beside me in the dawn.2
Though Pound initially seems to be launching a simple comparison between two things,
the simile in the first two lines proves quite demanding. Since there is little explicit
commentary on the intention and meaning behind the comparison, we only have the
intricate syntactic and tonal operation to guide our interpretation of the poem’s emotional
and psychological content. Pound establishes a contrast between the monosyllabic rush of
the lines and the verbal chain that constitutes the specific name of the plant likened to the

1

We may think of distortion here simply as techniques of description developed by modernist writers in
response to their growing awareness of the problems of representation. Or we may invoke critical accounts
that frame distortion from an ideological standpoint. For example, in The Meaning of Contemporary
Realism (London: Merlin Press, 1962), Georg Lukács argues that “the historical legitimation of modernism
derives from the fact that the distortion of human nature, the anti-artistic character of human relationships,
is an inevitable product of capitalist society. Yet since modernism portrays this distortion without critical
detachment, indeed devises stylistic techniques which emphasize the necessity of distortion in any kind of
society, it may be said to distort distortion further.” Lukács’s Marxist perspective charges modernism with
foregrounding individual perception and subjectivity to such an extent that legitimize social and communal
perspectives” (75-76).
2
Ezra Pound, Ezra Pound: Selected Poems (New York: New Directions, 1957), 36.
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lover. He calls specific attention to the name of this poisonous plant, but how significant is
it really? After all, he compares the lover to the coolness of the plant’s “pale wet leaves”
and not to the plant itself. The three lines contain so many adjectival properties that we are
more concerned with the specific modes of relating to the lover than the lover herself.
Maybe that is the point of the poem: As the sun slowly reassumes its dominion and brings
the lovers’ union to an end, the speaker can only focus on the signs that announce the
transience of the present moment. Soon the sun will warm up the world, and the leaves will
cease to show signs of coolness or wetness. So even despite Pound’s clear presentation of
the poem’s analogical structure, the absence of any direct or emotive commentary
prompted by the observation yields a general obscurity of intention.
Pound continued to be interested in the dawn-song and often included aubade-like
instances in his Cantos. For example, in the fourth Canto, while describing the destruction
of Troy, Pound throws in a description of the landscape at dawn to set the atmosphere:
The silver mirrors catch the bright stones and flare,
Dawn, to our waking, drifts in the green cool light;
Dew-haze blurs, in the grass, pale ankles moving.
Beat, beat, whirr, thud, in the soft turf
under the apple trees,
Choros nympharum, goat-foot, with the pale foot alternate;
Crescent of blue-shot waters, green-gold in the shallows,
A black cock crows in the sea-foam3
The historical references and the movement of the destruction narrative unfold in the
present tense. Pound’s sensuous and musical descriptions reinforce a heightened sense of
presence. Our access to the various details in the scene is contingent on the life we bring
to the poem’s images. Pound does not offer any direct statement to frame the imagery. The
images do not necessarily stand for anything and do not assert analogical relationships.
Rather, they constitute an atmospheric invitation for readerly attunement. At its conception,
Pound’s Imagism was influenced by early twentieth-century critic T.E. Hulme’s ideas
about the centrality of imagery to poetic discourse. Hulme believed that indirect and
abstract language belonged to prose writing, whereas “direct language is poetry, it is direct
3

Ezra Pound, The Cantos of Ezra Pound (New York: New Directions, 1996), 13.
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because it deals in images.” Poetry, Hulme insisted, “arrests your mind all the time with a
picture.”4 Pound’s resistance to abstraction and commitment to sensuous evocation puts
Hulme’s philosophical doctrines into practice. In addition, the principles of the short-lived
Vorticist movement convinced Pound on even stronger terms to move away from
abstraction and pursue essences through imagery as the real source of energy and
dynamism. As he declares in “Vortex,” “The primary pigment of poetry is the IMAGE.”5
William Carlos Williams was heavily influenced by Imagist techniques. Though he
demonstrates a keener interest in the ordinary and typically supplements imagery with
ironically self-conscious epigrammatic statements, he was also deeply preoccupied with
the power of objective evocation. For example, in “Dawn” (1917), Williams narrativizes
sunrise by bringing a dramatic vitality to the anticipatory movements that begin the day:
Ecstatic bird songs pound
the hollow vastness of the sky
with metallic clinkings –
beating color up into it
at a far edge, - beating it, beating it
with a rising, triumphant ardor, stirring it into warmth,
quickening in it a spreading change, bursting wildly against it as
dividing the horizon, a heavy sun
lifts himself – is lifted –
bit by bit above the edge
of things, - runs free at last
out into the open -! lumbering
glorified in full release upward –
songs cease. 6
4

T.E. Hulme, “A Lecture on Modern Poetry,” Selected Writings, ed. Patrick McGuinness (New York:
Routledge, 2003), 65.
5
Ezra Pound, “Vortex,” Modernism: An Anthology, ed. Lawrence Rainey (Malden, MA: Blackwell
Publishing, 2005), 97-99.
6
William Carlos Williams, The Collected Earlier Poems of William Carlos Williams, (New York: New
Directions, 1966) 138.
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Williams’s diction is more spontaneous and idiomatic than Pound’s. He manages to elevate
a tedious everyday scene into a heroic narrative with strong doses of awe and suspense.
The poet’s maneuvers are quick and excited. The descriptions of the sun’s movement offer
satisfying accounts of the poet’s own movement. The more we read, the more we enter a
performative state of mind, and witness the rhetorical energy it takes to embody an
epiphanic consciousness. How might we answer if we were asked to paraphrase this poem
or what it means? We would probably offer a reconstruction of the imagery in the poem,
but what does it mean? Does the sunrise symbolize anything? It is hard even to formulate
these questions because Williams self-consciously resists claims of significance. Does it
elucidate a larger idea? Well, you might say, the poem is a celebration of the grandest form
of elucidation, isn’t that enough? And under a certain set of aesthetic criteria, it sure is.
But poetry did not always resist abstraction and subordinating imagery to a central
meaning. There are good reasons to question this impulse, just as there are significant
limitations to an Imagist aesthetic which turns away from abstraction and generalization.
As Thom Gunn observes, “To enter the wilderness of specifics is to encounter the great
danger of Imagism, where the subject of any one Imagist poem is as important as that of
any other: they are all important and somehow equivalent.”7 Moving beyond the grammar
of modernism will involve supplementing modernist objectivity with direct statements of
subjective valuation in order to refresh and justify the interest in the particular. This
dissertation studies how mid-century poets sought ways of utilizing these dense and
concrete image structures of modernism to expand the resourcefulness of plain language.
In other words, a modern plain style comes to have promise, especially against a backdrop
of modernism, but it also needs to find ways to incorporate what is most challenging or
most exciting about modernist innovation.
In mid-century aubades, poets dwell as long as possible in the generative threshold
between vagueness and definition, between obscurity and precision. They also explore how
regaining consciousness and perceptual clarity activates the rational apparatus. Taking
stock of our surroundings, after all, is not merely a business of recognizing details and
identifying objects; it is also a matter of categorizing, evaluating, and making analogies.

7

Thom Gunn, “Observations of the Octopus-Mountain,” The Modern Movement, ed. John Gross, (London:
Harvill, 1992) 208.
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Given the modernist impatience with indistinctness and distrust of abstraction, it would
take poets some time and technical experimentation to develop grammars that can
sufficiently dramatize these dimensions of experience. When Thom Gunn evaluated the
state of poetic production in “What Hope for Poetry” (1963), he lamented the imagists’
“intense preoccupation with particulars” at the cost of abstraction and ideation:
It is not necessary for the poet to make incredible claims. He has to believe in the
importance and validity of one man’s experience and of poetry as a medium for
truth-telling… [S]ince the understanding is never final and the experience is never
self-answering, the whole of the world is a constantly renewed responsibility. The
effort to see clearly will be continually refreshed, because the desire to understand
must be renewed for every different experience of which it is a part.8
How can poetry make inductions from particulars that resist definition? What kind of
knowledge can language derive from experience? What is lost and gained when poets move
from the description of particulars to issue abstract truth-statements and generalizations
about experience? Is truth necessarily a transcendental notion that always shoulders
epiphanic finality, or can the plain talk of truth also achieve an objectual presence in the
poem, by making the mind more responsive to the syntactic gestures of plain statements?
To explore these questions in more detail, let us now turn to a series of aubades
from the middle of the century. Anthony Hecht begins his 1951 “Aubade” (which he later
changed to “A Deep Breath at Dawn”) by announcing:
Morning has come at last. The rational light
Discovers even the humblest thing that yearns
For heaven; from its scaled and shadeless height,
Figures its difficult way among the ferns,
Nests in the trees, and is ambitious to warm
The chilled vein, and to light the spider’s thread
With modulations hastening to a storm
Of the full spectrum, rushing from red to red.
I have watched its refinements since the dawn,

8

Thom Gunn, “What Hope for Poetry?” Granta 68, 1229 (19 October 1963), 8.
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When, at the bird-call, all the ghosts were gone.9
This is a war poem. The speaker is haunted by the recollection of a comrade killed during
the war at a similar time of day. After he acknowledges the morning in the first sentence,
the “rational light” of the sun takes control of the syntax, guiding the speaker’s attention
from object to object. The line endings and the rhyme-scheme heighten the awareness of
the objective world, as each line ends with a proper noun. The illumination of the sun is
associated with “rationality.” It banishes all ghosts and apparitions, presenting all the
threads that hold the objective world in an irresistible order. Yet, the observational and
descriptive attitude does not suffice. The “rational” awakening forces the poet to account
for his perceptions as well.
The last couplets of each stanza in Hecht’s poem are seemingly autonomous
because they are syntactically unglued from the long and descriptive sentences in the earlier
parts of the stanza. Despite their seeming autonomy, there remains something provisional
about these couplets: In contrast to the full rhymes in the preceding lines, they feature slant
rhymes. For example, in this first stanza, Hecht pairs “dawn” and “gone.” The arrival of
the new day is contrasted with the ghosts that are “gone.” But their memory remains.
However deeply the speaker commits his attention to the objective world, the haunting
memory keeps interrupting the sovereignty of present perception. The first-person pronoun
eventually enters the poem as the speaker now feels compelled to acknowledge the
transition from perceptive consciousness to a higher order self-consciousness about the
“refinements” of his own language and mind.
Finally, in the last stanza, Hecht gradually withdraws his attention from the
objective world to make abstract pronouncements about trauma. Here the universalizing
impulse kicks in. Hecht turns to the first person plural and the punctuation gets more
muscular to clear dramatic space for the speaker’s statements: “It is as well the light keeps
him away: / We should have little to say in days like these, / Although once friends; we
should have little to say / But that there will be much planting of fig trees...”10 As Hecht
moves between sensuous description, first person declaratives and generalizable
statements, he stages meaningful combinations between objective and plainspoken

9

Anthony Hecht, “Aubade,” The Kenyon Review 13, no. 4 (1951): 661.
Anthony Hecht, “Aubade,” 663.
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attitudes. Though this is not a moralizing poem, it does explicitly engage moral content.
The aubade compels the speaker to take up description, and the “refinement” of perception
increasingly amounts to a refinement of perspective. When he zooms out at the end in order
to launch a series of general statements, the syntactic intricacy of his language extends the
perceptual operations of the previous stanzas. So the truth-claim at the very end does not
amount to a detachable or epigrammatic sort of truism. The poem’s desire for plainness
and abstraction matches its painstaking investment in the particular.
The world gains in clarity, objects acquire more definition, and a greater
consciousness about one’s particular place in the world emerges. As a result, the self
becomes more aware of its distinction from the world. In various dawn-poems from this
period, we can observe how the desire to capture the transitory state between imprecision
and lucidity, between free association and referential clarity also challenges poets to
provide more explicit accounts of self-consciousness: Is there an essential core to the self
that is detachable from the world of objects, or does self-consciousness have deeply
empirical roots which make it impossible to theorize a self outside of the thingly?
In “Aubade,” Elizabeth Jennings moves from unstructured synesthesia towards a
gradual realization of the expressive autonomy of the outside world:
A chirp, a chirp in the now
Blue not total dark.
I want a music of colours
As the song begins to work
In the throat of a bird at dawn
Who unwittingly celebrates how
Sky turns bright before pale
And then the sun’s full powers
As the voices of all the birds
Gather a throng of words
And give them sovereign scores.11

11

Elizabeth Jennings, “Aubade,” The Collected Poems, ed. Emma Mason (Manchester: Carcanet, 2012),
188.
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The speaker begins with an onomatopoetic signal which slowly invites her to a state of
conscious engagement with the world (“I want”). Her subsequent observations record the
anticipation of a waking mind that still expects dream-like associations between sensory
impressions. But as these impressions become more available and distinct, she also grows
more aware of the increasing separation between herself and the world. The long and
winding second sentence, which makes up most of the poem, places the desiring self on
one side (“I want”) and the “sovereign scores” uttered by the birds on the other. What starts
as the speaker’s naïve expectation eventually gains “sovereignty” in the form of an aural
message that now requires translation.
Similarly, Donald Davie’s “Aubade” is stretched between the performative
declaration of a first person (“I wish”) and a series of perceptions whose objects
cumulatively strive for autonomy. The speaker addresses a sleeping lover, wishing that
upon waking, she, too, gets to experience the delicate threshold between sleep and
wakefulness. The challenge is to use imagery that captures the vagueness and imprecision
of sensory engagement at dawn:
I wish for you that when you wake
You emulate the leaf and bird;
That like them, touched with grace, you take
Note of the wind. You have not heard
Its low-voiced billows yet, nor seen
(Lost in your less elated rest)
The empty light upon the green,
The leaves and tumbling birds that gave
The wind its due, and then redressed
That small excess, each bounding spray
A boat that dances on the wave,
A whip that tingles in the day.12
Ironically, each sensuous perceptions that the speaker wishes his lover to experience is
either imperceptible or require substantial efforts: Why does the speaker choose “lowvoiced billows”? How can one see an “empty light” or observe the praise that leaves and
12

Donald Davie, “Aubade,” Collected Poems (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1990), 75.
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birds have already offered to the wind? Listing these clandestine and virtually unnoticeable
perceptions, Davie manages to evade Imagist precision, and tests whether poetry can
dramatize the speaker’s psychology in the absence of such condensed constructions. Like
most poems written in the period, this one is also haunted by the specter of Imagism.
Though Davie launches his images in the guise of concrete constructions, they are
always playfully indistinct. His language is actively informed by intersubjectivity, by a
simultaneous awareness of the growing distance between self and other. In fact, like most
traditional aubades, Davie’s is tinged with a Hardyesque melancholy realization of the
lovers’ impending separation. The “less elated” descriptions of the lover are already clearly
demarcated in parentheses and feel distinct from the world’s unfolding symphony. The
poem is both an appreciation of dawn and an emotional effort to delay imminent
separations between lovers, objects, and perceptions.
We find a similar movement from personal declaratives to the emerging autonomy
of the other’s voice in Derek Mahon’s “Memorandum in Spring.” This poem is situated in
a double threshold: at daybreak, and between two dominant seasons, Winter and Summer.
Waking early, I felt spring coming back
Into the world, the hypnopompic clock
Crystallising at last, quite suddenly,
The last of winter. – And now an early bird
Has flown in from nowhere and can be heard
Whistling its heart out in a nearby tree.13
These first lines record the sense of revival and clarity brought about by a new Spring day.
The speaker’s attention is continuously hijacked by different objects whose presence and
voice intensify with wakefulness. Mahon’s speaker seems particularly eager to intervene
in this dawn orchestra with his own idiosyncratic diction, since he offers rather shrewd and
startling characterizations of the events. The clock is described as “hypnopompic,” that is,
it is still associated with the state right before waking up. The bird’s lyrical efforts are
characterized as “whistling its heart out.” Mahon quickly intervenes in the language of the
external world, impatiently imprinting his verbal consciousness on various happenings. In
the middle two stanzas, the speaker continues his scattered reflections on the changing of
13

Derek Mahon, “Memorandum in Spring,” Icarus 43 (May 1964): 2.
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the seasons, until he cannot disregard the song of the bird anymore. “That bird is still at it,”
he yields, “He seems to say –
‘This is it. Be ready with your larger vision,
Get out into the world again –
Be critical of sunlight, and in rain,
Which is the brother of snow, try to remain
True to the half-true truisms of the season,
However false to the larger illusion.’14
Like in Jennings’s “Aubade,” the speaker here finally hears the “sovereign scores” of the
bird, a voice that speaks with more discernible and acute lyricism than the waking voice in
the earlier stanzas. The quoted lyric voice seems other, like it originates in another source
and therefore requires translation. Unlike the speaker’s more individualized pinpoint
operations (i.e. “hypnopompic”), the bird’s descriptions offer the more abstract and farreaching descriptions of a Stevensian imagination. The poetic vision is exalted as capable
of providing illuminations far stronger than the dominant source of illumination – the sun
– and thus a competitive relationship is established.15
Mahon drives the poem towards an abstract statement, yielding at the same time
the transitory nature of truths established in poetry. For Mahon, it matters nonetheless to
remain “[t]rue to the half-true truisms,” like the bird which “is still at it,” because
imagination is present in all perception. Mahon is generous with his usage of the indefinite
“it” throughout the poem, leaving traces of ambiguity whenever a poetic argument is
constructed. Rather than illuminating the entire landscape, poetry – like the sun - offers
provisional illuminations. Like Mahon, the four mid-century poets studied in this
dissertation strove to define a new role for truth and abstraction, finding in them energizing
and vitalizing forces rather than transcendental ambitions.
John Ashbery also finds a productive model in the kind of knowledge acquired at
dawn. In “Evening in the Country,” he remarks, “[t]here is growing in that knowledge”:
We may perhaps remain here, cautious yet free
14

Ibid.
Wallace Stevens, “Esthétique du Mal,” The Collected Poems (New York: Vintage, 2015), 334. Wallace
Stevens’s imagination similarly competes with the sun’s totalizing performance, describing the “grossest
appetite” of this “clownish yellow” “insatiable.”
15
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On the edge, as it rolls its unblinking chariot
Into the vast open, the incredible violence and yielding
Turmoil that is to be our route.16
The path Ashbery sets for poetry is constructed in relation to the busy and ambitious
activity of the morning sun. Like Mahon, Ashbery’s pronouns promote ambiguity: The “it”
in this stanza may refer to the sun, which has the most substantial presence in the poem.
Though it may also refer to the edge, where the poet is stationed. The ambiguity is useful,
however, because truth claims, Ashbery cautions, cannot be truly separated from
transcendental ambitions that inform idealist claims to Truth in the first place. Ashbery
does not stick to this route. He situates himself on the edge, on the margins. His poetic
meditation is grounded but aims at truth sideways, as it were.
His attitude is reminiscent of Wallace Stevens’s lines from “Notes Toward A
Supreme Fiction,” where the speaker announces: “[t]here’s a meditation there, in which
there seems // To be an evasion, a thing not apprehended or / Not apprehended well.”17
Ashbery is similarly explicit about the tentative nature of the mind’s resolutions. Perhaps
this self-consciousness about evasions which are inevitable from poetry’s claims to truth
is what distinguishes the poet from the sun. The dawn attunes poetry to an interdependence
between appearance and presence. As aubades trace the daily movement from darkness to
light, they also establish this transitional process inextricable from any substantial
knowledge facilitated by the sun’s illumination. Poetry’s relationship to objects is based
less on their final clarity and more on their modes of gaining particularity and distinction.
This poetic inquiry was not only restricted to the poetic realm. Phenomenology was
trying to establish similar modes of attunement to a world in flux. As the founder of
phenomenological inquiry, Edmund Husserl, insists in his Paris Lectures, “we must
describe closely the perception of a house in terms of what it means as object and its modes
of appearing. The same applies to all forms of consciousness.”18 Husserl emphasizes the
importance of extending this mode of inquiry attuned to the appearance of objects – their
perpetual wavering “between vagueness and clarity, attention and inattention” – to the
16
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activities of consciousness.19 After all, thinking and knowledge experience similar
confusions, transformations, and clarifications while engaging with the mutable world. As
we have seen in various mid-century aubades, poets often stretch their syntax to establish
radical dependencies between the mind’s modes of valuation and its attempts towards
objectivity. Most acts of recognition commence with plain declarations of intention: “I
felt,” “I wish,” “I want.” Husserl likewise emphasizes that “it is the nature of the ego to
exist in the form of real and possible awareness. Its possibilities depend on the various
patterns of the I can, of the capacities which reside within the ego’s own subjectivity.”20
The objects, in other words, are inseparable from how “the ego means, thinks,
values, handles, imagines, or could possibly imagine, and so forth.”21 Husserl’s rejection
of a philosophical mode of inquiry which draws “meaningless conclusions from an alleged
immanence to an alleged transcendence, the so-called things-in-themselves,” is closely
aligned with mid-century poets’ skepticism about the modernist insistence on objectivity
and William Carlos Williams’s famous dictum, “no ideas but in things.” Rather than
pursuing a final state of epiphanic illumination, their poems declare truths provisional at
best. They find modernism’s exclusionary insistence on an objective responsiveness to
particulars untenable. Since no perception is untainted by subjective valuation, the desire
for objectivity can only affirm and communicate the desire itself. Cecil Day Lewis voices
similar phenomenological critiques of modernism in his 1946 Cambridge lectures:
Certainly the poet must try ‘to see things as they really are’; but nothing really is in
isolation, pure and self-sufficient; reality involves relationship, and as soon as you
have relationship you have, for human beings, emotion; so that the poet cannot see
things as they really are, cannot be precise about them, unless he is also precise
about the feelings which attach him to them.22
It is misleading, in other words, to treat the world as ‘given’ and ready to assent to the
dictates of poetic or philosophical composition. Images alone do not suffice, Lewis
contends, and poetry should not abstain from obviating the analogical relations that hold
various images in compelling relations.
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In her early poem, “Anaphora” (1946), Elizabeth Bishop explores the kinds of
evasions poetry would need to bring a convincing texture to reality. At first she describes
how “[e]ach day with so much ceremony / begins.”23 But as soon as the speaker announces
the day’s inauguration, the poem starts to evoke a downward motion with relentless
enjambments and descriptions of falling, sinking and fatigue. Bishop marks the start of day
with the inevitable anticipation and knowledge of the sun’s eventual disappearance, as if
warning readers that every illumination and truth comes with a best before date. Like
Ashbery and Mahon, Bishop makes every attempt to subvert the sun’s authority: Rather
than pointing or overtly referring to the sun –we can’t really look at it, after all – Bishop
subjects it to referential ambiguity:
“Where is the music coming from, the energy?
The day was meant for what ineffable creature
we must have missed?” Oh promptly he
appears and takes his earthly nature24
What does the “ineffable creature” refer to here? Does it refer to the sun, the day, or
anaphora, the unused rhetorical figure which is the title of the poem? With this referential
equivocation, Bishop suggests a continuity between the sun’s daily activities and the
poem’s rhetorical operations. In the meantime, she records various tonal and performative
shifts, from the enthusiastic confusion of the quoted inquiry to the dawning awareness of a
masculine sun. Eventually, we realize, what controls our attention is not the sun but the
mastery with which the speaker supplements her observations with attitudinal adjustments.
The rhetorical excitations caused by the sun’s daily illumination matter more than what it
reveals. Bishop, in other words, presses for an analogical awareness of the mind’s
referential undertakings.
Though the sun is never directly named, the speaker manages to refer to its
changing position throughout the poem. Linguistic reference, Bishop demonstrates, does
not solely concern the relationship between the signifier and the signified. It is rather a
holistic process realized through a series of rhetorical maneuvers and speech acts which
sustain the analogical stream of intention and thought. In the final lines, Bishop describes
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“the fiery event / of every day in endless / endless assent.”25 The sun is once again
metaphorically evoked, expressing approval for the relations the mind discovers between
different things and ideas. Nonetheless, Bishop clearly wants her readers to hear the
homophone of the poem’s last word, ‘ascent,’ which is ultimately the most essential
prerequisite of a shared reality. The sun, of course, is not the entity moving upwards or
downwards; it is merely approving our eager ‘ascent’ to unheard or unwritten meanings
communicated by the poem.
Coincidentally, the philosopher W.V. Quine calls “semantic ascent” “the shift from
talking in certain terms to talking about them.”26 Quine is interested in why we use
quotational practices to emphasize the falsity or truth content of an experience. Why do we
add “is true” or “it is true that” to a sentence when the mere utterance of the sentence ought
to imply that we believe in the truth of what we are saying? “The truth predicate” Quine
argues, “is a reminder that, despite a technical ascent to talk of sentences, our eye is on the
world… What are best seen as primarily true or false are not sentences but events of
utterance.”27 Quine’s account is useful for understanding the intentions behind the plain
truth statements frequently employed by mid-century poets.
Unlike Imagist poets who turn poetry into a space for ordering mythological and
intertextual allusions, the poets in this dissertation are interested in situating the poem in
particular physical locations. The aubade offers an especially productive rehearsal space
because the waking mind is compelled to take stock of its surroundings. Keeping poetry
rooted in a shared or identifiable reality becomes a crucial and necessary effort. Making
abstract statements with truth-content does not necessarily constitute a departure from
reality. As Quine shows, it becomes a way of ascertaining that “our eye is on the world.”28
Quine’s invitation to regard these instances more as “events of utterance” elucidates the
self-conscious attitudes which participate in the ascription of truth to particular semantic
instances. As we shall observe, poets often demarcate these instances through various
linguistic and extralinguistic resources like deictics and gestures, which ensure that the
impulse for abstraction remains rooted in a physical context.
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Gestures, unlike voice, resist quotation because despite their outward orientation,
they remain embodied. The proliferation of gestural communication in mid-century poetry
results from a desire to establish inseparable links between context and truth. Since this
poetry is interested in how the desire for plain truth energizes perception and rhetoric, it
will be useful to remain cognizant of Charles Altieri’s useful distinction between truth and
truthfulness. Truthfulness, which is the more relevant term for this study, brings about a
“clarifying of intentions,” demonstrating how “the person stakes an identity on clarifying
how he or she is modified by the experience.”29 The important question then is how the
self is affected by the dawning of a new day, of a new perception, or of a new truth.
Let us end this section by turning to Philip Larkin’s “Aubade” where it gradually
dawns on the speaker that death is inescapable.30 At the outset, the speaker tries to latch on
to an object or image, but everything is in an unfocused and blurry state:
And so it stays just on the edge of vision,
A small unfocused blur, a standing chill
That slows each impulse down to indecision.
Gradually, as the furniture in the room achieves concrete existence, and “as the room takes
shape,” the truth appears in the form of a “plain” image.
Slowly light strengthens, and the room takes shape.
It stands plain as a wardrobe, what we know,
Have always known, know that we can’t escape,
Yet can’t accept. One side will have to go.
A poem about waking up eventually and somewhat paradoxically turns into a meditation
on dying. Larkin slowly moves from the language of visions, blurs, blanks, and glares to a
statement about human experience: “Death is no different whined at than withstood.” We
can see how Larkin systematically subverts the logic of modernist imagery by devoting the
descriptive occasions in the poem to imprecise states, and by instantiating truth in the most
unadorned and banal images: “plain as a wardrobe.” The plain image maintains a powerful
presence in the poem because it is rooted in a specific dramatic context with a voice that
29
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communicates intense psychological anguish and isolation. As Terry Whalen argues, for
Larkin “an impression of the world is at the stimulating base of the work, but there is also
a process of thought regarding the impression which he conveys.”31
This dissertation sets out to explore the potential four specific mid-century poets
found in plain demonstrations of the “process of thought.” We will turn to the poetry of
Wallace Stevens, Frank O’Hara, Thom Gunn and Eavan Boland to investigate how they
use the idea plainness to stage meaningful departures from the overwhelming influence of
modernist objectivity. But before we turn to these poets, we will first survey several midcentury critics who raise similar concerns about the disproportionate attention to objective
imagery in modern poetry and criticism. For example, in “Analysis of Imagery: A Critique
of Literary Method” (1942), Lillian Herlands Hornstein raises doubts about “the collectors
of images” in recent literary theory.32 She takes issue with the “two-fold assumption that
the image is a true indication of interest (and always direct observation…), and the absence
of an image is an indication of lack of knowledge or lack of interest.”33 Hornstein
problematizes the popular conviction that knowledge and experience always need to be
substantiated by imagery. Imagery, as a unit of thought, cannot stand for thinking at large.
The chief problem for Hornstein is that modernist insistence on autonomous imagery
obfuscates the great variety of analogical modes that images can inaugurate (rather than
embody). All this is to say, the preoccupation with imagery and objectivity were not simply
poetic trends epitomized by Imagism. It was rather a more widespread intellectual
phenomenon of modernity with a range of philosophical and theoretical implications. Let
us now turn to the page and start looking at various critical dissatisfactions with modernist
imagery that were raised in the middle of the twentieth century.
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Introduction
In an 1880 textbook on Rhetoric, Brainerd Kellogg, renowned Professor of Rhetoric
and English Literature, dedicates one of the lengthiest sections to Imagery. He defines
images as “those expressions in which, departing from our ordinary style, we assert or
assume… those notable relations” observed between different things. “Figures of speech
of all kinds are invaluable,” he continues, “because… they convey the thought more clearly
than plain language could and so make it easier of apprehension.”1 He then introduces an
exercise with a long list of figurative statements selected from different poems, inviting
students to “substitute” in each case “plain language for the figurative, and note the loss of
distinctness and of beauty.”2
This exercise would not strike a contemporary as peculiar. I can imagine asking
students to do something similar in an introductory course on poetry to get them to
appreciate figural representation and poetry’s sweet resistance to paraphrase. But as we
turn the pages and read further into Kellogg’s account of imagery, we might start raising
our eyebrows at the long list of critical terms used to identify the specific mode of
establishing “the relation of likeness between things.” Faded or mixed metaphors,
allusions, personification, apostrophe, antithesis, metonymy, synecdoche, hyperbole, wit,
irony, epigram, allegory. In this regard, earlier manuals of poetry would be even more
daunting. A brief look at the first prosody manual in English, George Puttenham’s The Arte
of English Poesie (1589), will suffice. The manual offers a list of “sensable figures” with
playful English translations for Greek rhetorical terms. See how many you can recognize
from the first ten on his list:
metaphora, or the figure of transporte
catachresis, or figure of abuse
metonimia, or the misnamer
antonomasia, or the surnamer
onomatopeia, or the newnamer
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epitheton, or figure of attribution, otherwise called the qualifier
metalepsis, or the far-set
liptote, or the moderator
paradiastole, or the currifauel, otherwise called the soother
meiosis, the disabler3
Surely, some of these terms are still covered in literature courses. But we rarely call them
by their names. Most creative or critical engagement with literature nowadays generally
identifies instances of figural language as “image.”4 Manuals of rhetoric are certainly not
assigned in classrooms anymore, and often critical discussions of figural activity are carried
out through dialogues with various philosophical texts, and by raising issues about the
metaphysics, ontology or epistemology of images. Though some images may purposefully
aim for an anti-figurative aesthetic, which was a central ambition of modernism, this does
not sufficiently explain how such a rich rhetorical glossary became obsolete.
In a 1950 review titled “The Problem of Imagery,” Josephine Miles observes a
general confusion regarding “imagery” in critical discourse. She refers specifically to
Pound’s “In a Station of the Metro” and William Carlos Williams’s “Red Wheelbarrow”
to remind readers that Imagist poetry for the most part employs the “sheer presentation of
… sense detail.”5 “Sense detail,” she continues, “does carry much of the life of poetry for
us in the Twentieth Century, and it is perhaps for this reason that students are more and
more singling it out for scrutiny in image form.”6 Miles, however, is troubled by the modern
tendency to define poetry solely on the basis of imagery. She grants that imagery has played
a more significant role in poetry ever since the rise of empiricism, but she also notes that
earlier in history
it was not the report of sense impression that was poetically operative, except as
part of amplification and description, but rather the concept of doubleness, of trope.
Of course there is some idea of doubleness in image: the sense impression and its
3
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representation in language; but by this idea, trope would be triple, for in addition to
the original impression trope employs a doubleness of language itself, figuring forth
explicitly its hyperbole, pun, simile, metaphor, personification, and so on, to convey
relationship.7
Imagery, according to Miles, is not a “major poetic device” because it stays on the level of
sensuous observation without necessarily being absorbed by the prevailing ideational
activity of a poem.8 Figures and tropes, she finds, are more central to the activity of poetic
thinking because they are more attuned to the analogical and comparative stances the mind
inevitably develops during perception and ideation. So what changed? How did the rich
technical language around poetic tropes become so narrow as to be replaced by the more
general and ambiguous term “image”?
Kellogg’s account makes substantial efforts to outline different ways of engaging
the “manifold relations between things” because he believes that imagery is always
subordinate to a larger meaning: He warns teachers to “prune closely” so that a student
does not use images “solely for ornament, varnishing or veneering his style with it, but that
he lays it under tribute to his thought – thinks in it, and expresses himself by it, and through
it.”9 This conviction about a hierarchical relationship between imagery and meaning
naturally invites ways of discerning the particular type of subordination. The proliferation
of critical terms is therefore not surprising. But once imagery is distinguished from the
general ideational structure of a poem, the terminology for classifying its specific mode of
contributing to a larger meaning becomes obsolete. The image now exists to raise certain
philosophical questions about the structure and legitimacy of ideation in a poem. In other
words, poets now seek ways of dissociating the image from the more explicitly and directly
articulated grammars of thought. They want to organize images with their own spatial and
temporal logic so they can to resist the mind’s inevitable abstractive gestures. Let us now
think more specifically about how and when this autonomous and concretized activity of
imagery replaces the more ideational and hierarchical structures of figuration.
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I.
We may identify the Symbolist revolution in late nineteenth century as the broad
historical moment when imagery began to strive for autonomy in poetic discourse.10 This
ambition was in part a reaction to the positivist thought of the nineteenth century which
had promoted scientism and objective description as hallmarks of artistic technique. In
Anglo-American contexts, Symbolist sensibility gained ground particularly in response to
post-Romantic and Victorian sentimentality and the artists’ inexhaustible desire to turn to
the world for evidence of their emotional turmoil. Victorian poets, including later ones like
Hardy and Swinburne, could keep looking at the world in restless anticipation for imagery
to produce corresponding psychologized intensity. The failure of such non-correspondence
between epiphanic image and experience ultimately lead poets to seek ways of dissociating
them and to search for satisfaction in concrete and sensuous instances of emergence.
Anna Balakian’s account remains the most compelling treatment of Symbolist
rhetoric and the changing limits of its sociality as its principles move across borders:
[N]aked words used in isolation generate a scale of ambiguities that increase the
range and depth of communication as developed in the symbolist mode contains a
subversive intent. Indeed, it is often implicitly persuading the reader of a truth
diametrically opposed to the obvious meaning of the words employed.11
Despite the dual mechanism that seeks simultaneously to generate and undermine meaning,
French Symbolist poetry nevertheless preserves the sense of a first-person speaker that
endeavors to establish communication with an audience, even while striving for moments
of crystalline language that can capture the ego’s particularized investment in specific types
of perception or sensation. Balakian argues that Symbolism had this communicative
impulse at its core and when the Imagists started experimenting with Symbolist techniques,
they isolated the private, crystalline moments as the constitutive essence of a poem, thus
10
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departing from the communicative impulse that had been central to the former, and
valorizing the syntax of private perception which ultimately amounted to “hermeticism.”12
T.S. Eliot, for example, famously announces in his 1921 essay “Hamlet and His
Problems” that “[t]he only way of expressing emotion in the form of art is by finding an
‘objective correlative,’” emphasizing the importance of “immediate” evocation.13 Ezra
Pound similarly describes the “Image” as “the presentation of such a ‘complex’
instantaneously which gives that sense of sudden liberation; that sense of freedom from
time limits and space limits.”14 Modernist artists and writers accomplished a great deal
with this insistence on autonomous imagery. Chief among them was the cleansing of poetry
from the excessive sentimentality of the Victorian age. Modernists intentionally avoided
the language of emotion and feeling, and pursued more impersonal attitudes toward the
objective world. This impersonality, in turn, allowed them to reveal the fantasies and
illusions which sustained long-standing fictions of selfhood and authenticity. Various
modernist movements starting with Symbolism such as Impressionism, Expressionism,
Futurism, and Surrealism were jointly engaged in this pursuit for autonomous imagery, that
is, for imagery that resists being absorbed into a hierarchical system of signification.
In one of the earliest and most influential celebrations of Symbolism in English,
The Symbolist Movement in Literature (1899), Arthur Symons had already assigned a cultic
significance to the movement. “In this dutiful waiting upon every symbol by which the
soul of things can be made visible,” he argued, literature “may at last attain liberty, and its
authentic speech… In attaining this liberty… it becomes itself a kind of religion, with all
the duties and responsibilities of the sacred ritual.”15 Symons was right. The Symbolist
insistence on sensuous particularity indeed became the dominant mode of aesthetic practice
for subsequent modernist and avant-garde movements. These movements developed
different rhetorical modes for delaying rational coherence, meaning and abstraction. But,
of course, an aesthetics based on objectivity and impersonality had its own share of
disadvantages. Most importantly, the modernist distinction between imagery and abstract
12
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ideation rested on philosophically untenable grounds. Imagery, after all, is never entirely
devoid of abstraction, just like the particular is never altogether distinct from the general.
As a result, there remains something unsettling about the desire to devote the entire
intellectual activity of a poem to a set of images or concrete instances, and to distinguish
imagery from the more abstract and ideational events in a poem.
To be sure, suspicions were raised about the indiscriminate domination of the
sensuous in art before the middle of the century. For example, in a detailed study of
Expressionism published in 1916, the Austrian art critic Hermann Bahr observed a general
movement in Western art “from the inner world towards the outer world.”16 Artists, he
argued, become “more and more eye; and the eye becomes always more passive, always
less active. The eye no longer possesses a will of its own, it abandons itself to the stimulus
until it becomes at last completely passive, a mere echo of nature.”17 More specifically, he
characterized Impressionism as “an attempt to leave nothing to man but his retina… The
Impressionist leaves out man’s participation in appearance.”18 Similarly, in 1936, the
French poet Paul Valéry raised doubts about “the invasion of Literature by description.”19
Valéry admits that the “immediate effects” of sensuous description can be strategically
useful, as it leads writers to develop ways of holding readerly attention more effectively
but, he maintains, an “abuse” of description “gradually dissuades writers from employing
their ability for abstraction,” and leads to the diminution of the intellectual part of art.”20
As Valéry demonstrates, the main shortcoming of the modernist insistence on
objective imagery is its subsequent reluctance to represent the mind’s active interpretations
of sensory experience. The object world makes diverse demands on our attention, with
some urging more sensory precision and engagement than others. The theater of the self
therefore cannot be successfully constructed with an exclusive emphasis on the objective.
The way we categorize and assimilate sensory experience into the ongoing stream of
thought and ideation contributes equally, if not more, to identity and culture. So much of
our identity is constituted by how we move – carefully or clumsily - between different
16
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degrees of engagement such as attention, perception, observation, opinion, and belief.
When confronted by particular instances that elicit our responsiveness, we reflect not only
on the objective situation but also on how we integrate it into the mind’s active ideational
and grammatical landscape.
When he called into question the modern distaste for abstraction, the Scottish
philosopher Norman Kemp Smith was making a similar point in a 1928 paper “The
Fruitfulness of the Abstract,” presented at the Aristotelian Society. The modern
preoccupation with particulars, Smith contends, assume that “it is easy to apprehend the
individual in the uniqueness of its individuality.”21 In reality, however, there is nothing
more difficult than to carry discrimination to the point of apprehending the uniquely
individual… To cognize is to recognize, to recognize is to identify a recurrent type,
and to identify a recurrent type is to have selected for special – i.e. abstractive –
attention, in one or more instances of the type, the feature or features which go to
make up the content of the type.22
For modernist art that foregrounds imagery, this crucial realm of experience is often only
indirectly explored through technical strategies like montage which suggest synthesis
between presumably concrete instances. Yet the image-centered traditions of modernism
leave much to be desired due to their strict prioritization of consciousness over selfconsciousness and perception over apperception.23 Though the strictly condensed and
concretized imagery can be evidence for the synthesizing and categorizing activities of the
mind, the absence of straightforward accounts of the self’s affective responsiveness (like
its experience of anxiety, confusion, excitement, happiness) make it difficult for readers to
monitor the mind’s changing relation to and dependence on perceptual activity.
Now, this is easier said than done. The most important philosophical quandaries are
rooted in the troublesome nature of giving an account of self-consciousness. Selfconsciousness is certainly a fact of our existence: The awareness of the self’s activity in
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the world is not restricted to the information received through the senses. We are capable
of tracing and synthesizing various investments of the self – past and present – to develop
complex attitudes towards the world and our own identity. But what is really the nature of
self-consciousness? If we are constantly in the act of integrating data, how could we even
offer an explanatory account of self-consciousness other than through the data itself?
Both empiricist and idealist accounts grapple with this problem. David Hume, in A
Treatise of Human Nature, asserts that “I can never catch myself at any time without a
perception, and never can observe anything but the perception.”24 Similarly, in the Critique
of Pure Reason, Immanuel Kant argues: “I cannot determine my existence as that of a selfactive being, rather I merely represent the spontaneity of my thought, i.e. of the
determining, any my existence always remains only sensibly determinable, i.e.
determinable as the existence of an appearance.”25 Both foundational philosophers identify
self-consciousness as the ground of experience. We cannot treat it, they claim, as an object
because it makes experience possible to begin with. Kant characterizes the activity of
apperception or self-consciousness “spontaneous” because the operations of the mind are
always at work.26 Even when we make the meta-level leap at ‘checking ourselves’ and
accounting for our thoughts, Kant thinks, we are still examining the objects of
consciousness rather than consciousness itself, since what we identify as mental operation
is susceptible to error and misconception. As Sydney Shoemaker argues, “the identification
of a presented object as oneself would have to go together with the possibility of
misidentification.”27
Herein lies the rub: If we limit our definition of the “objects of experience” or the
“objective” to the particular sensuous instances or images of perception, then we get
something close to modernist sensibility. But as various twentieth-century philosophical
accounts will contend, the more ideational and abstract activities – thinking, deciding,
deducing, reasoning – ought to be characterized as objects of experience as well. We
perform most such activities through the medium of language and language maintains an
24
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inventory of our ideational existence. We then relate to these instances of thought as objects
in our mind, calling upon, modifying and juxtaposing them as we go along. Poetry in the
middle of the century moves beyond the modernist belief in a world that is always already
mediated for consciousness, foregrounding instead the mind’s abstract and analogical
efforts. As Charles Altieri observes, departures from modernism entailed “[r]ealizing the
full power of self-consciousness,” which involves “learning to participate in everything
possible for the mind as it creates relationships that are capable of locating the numinous
within a shared world.”28 Though Altieri’s later work goes on to emphasize the centrality
of self-consciousness to modernist constructivism, more important to our purposes is his
emphasis here on how postmodernism draws the technical innovations of modernism into
more social, colloquial and public registers of a “shared world.”
This dissertation demonstrates how poets in the middle of the twentieth century
began to look for ways of engaging these abstract and analogical activities of the mind. For
some poets like Wallace Stevens, this entailed self-conscious references to figural
vocabulary which, as Kellogg puts it, requires the mind to become attuned to different ways
of engaging the “manifold relations between things.” As we shall see, the particular names
of these figural devices (metaphor, apostrophe, exaggeration, repetition) feature
prominently and self-consciously in Stevens’s work. On a more general level, this project
involved performing informed departures from the modernist struggle for precise and
objective imagery. These poets, as we shall see, insist that imagery need not be precise and
lucid to mobilize a sense of intention. They inhabit perceptual thresholds characterized by
imprecision, unclarity, vagueness and latency in order to defer objectual satisfaction and
foreground more prolonged versions of the mind’s abstractive propensities.
To be sure, for the four poets studied here, modernism’s technical accomplishments
continue to offer various technologies of description and organizing imagery. They all start
out by experimenting within various traditions of modernism to eventually devise
occasions for dropping imagery and testing whether the mind’s abstractive efforts at
generalization can convey the sense of a shared reality. These occasions cultivate an
intellectual responsiveness towards emergent associations between the mind’s
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investments. I shall use the term plain to characterize this type of poetic discourse which
struggles to free itself from sensuous imagery charged with private significance to pursue
inductive and abstractive gestures that can generate satisfying intellectual generalizations.
The principal questions for these poets therefore concern the relationship between
experience and knowledge: whether we can derive knowledge from specific experience,
and produce truth statements that convey this knowledge, and whether language can
facilitate this transition from pointing to the specifics of experience to abstract statements
about experience?
If we return to Kellogg’s manual of rhetoric momentarily, we shall recall that his
defense of imagery was founded on their ability to improve upon “plainness.” Images, he
argued, “convey the thought more clearly than plain language could and so make it easier
of apprehension.” But since mid-century poets were consciously distancing themselves
from a poetics reliant on imagery, the other side of Kellogg’s equation – plainness – became
a source of fascination. Rather than asking how imagery can add to plainspoken language,
they examined whether language stripped down to its plain essentials could generate
satisfying engagement. The desire for plainness therefore entailed driving thought forward
without substantial recourse to imagery.
Since they started out by experimenting scrupulously with modernist techniques,
mid-century poets had the benefit of hindsight and knew that hard distinctions between
image and idea would be untenable. In an encyclopedic entry on imagery, Gunn starts by
establishing their inseparability:
‘I see what you mean,’ we say, or ‘I look forward to my birthday,’ comparing the
actions of the mind with those of the eyes. We often speak like this, and when we
want to explain an idea or process we often use visual references: ‘they make things
clear,’ we say, as if we were talking about the distinctness of physical shape or
colour…. It is through imagery, or pictures, that the world enters our heads. Though
we manage to understand abstract ideas like friendship or lateness or hard work, it
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seems that we must constantly refresh them and keep them alive with particular
examples.29
Mid-century pursuits of plainness consequently entail making paradoxical negotiations
between the desire to establish distance from modernist imagery and an awareness of the
ultimate impossibility of dissociating imagery from the activity of thought. The rhetoric
we shall encounter in these poems is the collision John Ashbery stages in “And Ut Pictura
Poesis Is Her Name” between “the extreme austerity of an almost-empty mind and “the
lush, Rousseau-like foliage of its desire to communicate.”30 The plain, austere, unadorned
on one side, and the lush, metaphorical, and embellished on the other. Ashbery’s syntactic
orchestration of these seemingly dissimilar rhetorical styles expresses how they, in fact,
legitimize one another. Like dichotomies between simplicity and complexity, or between
minimalism and materialism, distinctions between plainness and eloquence are products of
changing cultural norms and values, and they need each other to continue to generate
cultural significance. In other words, instances of plain language often gain significance
through a self-conscious resistance to eloquence, ornament and imagist precision.
The title of this dissertation comes from a late poem by Wallace Stevens, which
establishes plainness as a performative strategy that systematically draws upon
ornamentation. Stevens begins the poem by pronouncing that “after the leaves have fallen,
we return / To a plain sense of things.”31 Plainness, Stevens shows, is a desire perpetually
inscribed in discourse. By using the present perfect instead of the present tense in the
dependent clause, Stevens turns plainness into a hypothetical condition. Plainness, like
other linguistically-motivated notions like fact and truth, energizes a desire for the absolute,
and for what Stevens elsewhere calls “the the.”32 But language can never be entirely
stripped of details. As we move from referential to descriptive uses of language, we have
to device ways of approximating, or as Stevens says, “increasing the feeling for reality.”33
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Part of what motivates language is the growing awareness of adding to reality each
time we rely on linguistic maneuvers to evoke it in language. As Shoshana Felman argues,
“with respect to the system of meaning, the referential excess of utterance would thus be a
sort of energizing residue.”34 Stevens’s poem self-consciously indulges these residual
phrases which clearly go beyond a referential function and add to reality: “It is difficult,”
he admits, “even to choose the adjective / For this blank cold, this sadness without cause.”
The speaker ironically describes the difficulty of choosing an adjective even when his
language is rife with them. He invokes referential gestures, as if he were immediately
pointing to the objects of description, but his referential gestures are also conscious of
pointing to language itself. As the famous saying goes, there is no such thing as plain
vanilla, though saying it makes the desire grow.
The three most common definitions of “plain” conveniently encapsulate the
theoretical trajectory outlined in this Introduction. First and foremost, we characterize
something as plain when it is “straightforward,” “simple” or “unadorned.”35 Imagery,
surely, is not the only ornamental device in poetry. Nonetheless, by the middle of the
century, due to the claims of autonomy inscribed in it during the modernist period, imagery
which strives for precision and objectivity begins to stand out as a stale, inflexible and
hackneyed technique that hinders intellectual exploration rather than facilitating it. Cecil
Day Lewis makes a similar point in his 1964 lectures:
There is resistance to the poetic image… a resistance due to a poverty of the general
imagination… [A]t the present time, we get the poets using a very great profusion
of imagery, but with a minimum of support from the general imagination. That is
perhaps the chief cause of the obscurity, the erratic touch, and the centrifugal strain
we find in so much modern verse.36
For Lewis, the modernist desire to craft objective and precise imagery aims to dissociate
the objects of description from the imaginative potentials the mind locates in them. The
general absence of plain and abstract commentary to frame imagery causes readers to lose
interest in this crucial poetic device. As a result, the modernist strategy becomes, Lewis
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argues, an overused and redundant technology for modern verse, a kind of ornament.
Plainness in this mid-century moment thus becomes associated with the relative absence
of such ornate imagery.
We invoke the second definition when we describe something as ‘plain to the
senses,’ when the information received through the senses is self-evident. According to the
dictionary, when something is “plain” it is “clear to the senses or the mind… it is easily
perceivable.”37 Empiricist philosophy is often characterized as “plain” for this very reason.
Empiricists believe with some variation that all of our knowledge comes from sense
perception. This inductive method is important to how we define plainness because
plainness also involves taking sense data as a reliable basis for truth and knowledge.
Finally, plainness also means “unmistakable; sheer, pure, absolute, utter,
downright.”38 This third definition stems from the generalizable truth-content derived from
plain perception. We invoke this definition when we use such colloquial phrases as ‘the
plain truth.’ Used this way, plainness endorses the truth of those general statements
produced inductively from particular experiences. Let us keep this semantic trajectory in
mind as we study how poets turn to plain language as a reliable basis to move our attention
inductively from sensory experience towards abstract generalizations that aim to make
truth claims about experience.
II.
Before zooming out to explore the larger theoretical landscape which informed
mid-century transitions in poetry, let us briefly survey various mid-century critics who, like
Josephine Miles and Cecil Lewis, voiced dissatisfactions at the growing popularity of
Imagist principles, and advocated for a return to plain abstraction to record the mind’s
integrative efforts. In a series of lectures delivered in 1936 at Oxford University, I.A.
Richards takes issue with the modern popularization of the word “seeing” to elicit
meaningful engagement with works of poetry and art. What do you see in this poem, a
teacher may ask, or which image strikes your attention? Richards contests this effort and
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argues that “visualization is a mere distraction and of no service.”39 Sensuous realization,
of course, is central to aesthetic experience; however, the idea of “seeing” ought not be
reduced merely to a state of sensuous responsiveness. In reality, Richards shows, when we
say “I see” or “I see what you mean,” in ordinary discourse, what we imply exceeds
sensuous engagement. We indicate apprehension or comprehension that is supported by
thought and feeling. Therefore, Richards concludes, “language, well used, is a completion
and does what the intuitions of sensation by themselves cannot do.”40 Privileging and
foregrounding the sensory over the abstract proved deceptive because linguistic operations
can never be realistically divorced from abstract operations which allow us the establish
meaningful engagement with sensory data.
An important reason behind the critical skepticism about abstract ideation concerns
the clumsy correlation between idea and ideology. There is a risk that truth claims and
generalizations will become prescriptive or even authoritarian. Certainly, some discursive
regimes, such as various religious and political systems, tend to utilize truth and abstraction
for prescriptive ends. It is understandable for this cautious sensitivity to emerge after a
tumultuous war period predominantly occasioned by authoritarianism. However,
abstraction, ideation and the pursuit of truth do not by default feed into such totalizing
ambitions. We engage in these activities every day. We might preface an experiential
statement with ‘It is human nature to,’ or warn somebody, ‘I don’t think you should do
that,’ or wonder whether we ought to make changes in our lives. These instances involve
more than just particular details that energize the thought process. They rely on general
principles or abstract truths. While there are good philosophical reasons to be suspicious
of general principles when applied to human behavior that is claimed to be distinctive in
any way, abstract commentary or generalization play an important role in eliciting our
responsiveness to specific situations in everyday life.
In Theory of Literature (1948), Austin Warren and René Wellek assert that ideas
should enter literature when they are successfully “incorporated into the very texture of the
work of art, when they become ‘constitutive,’ in short, when they cease to be ideas in the
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ordinary sense of concepts and become symbols, or even myths.”41 But why should literary
accounts not engage instances of ideation more on more straightforward terms? The
formulation of abstract thoughts and ideas are inextricable from everyday language and
communication, so why should literature differentiate itself from everyday language by
making ideas dependent on symbolic correspondence? Their assessment perhaps makes
more sense when we take into account the hard distinctions they draw between everyday
and literary language.42 Their mystification of a literary language that resists the plain and
direct declarations of everyday idiom leads them to argue further: “A theoretical insight
may increase the artist’s depth of penetration and scope of reach. But it not need be so. The
artist will be hampered by too much ideology if it remains unassimilated.”43 But as Lionel
Trilling observes, there is an apparent “tautology” in their argument, for “what else is ‘too
much’ ideology except ideology that is unassimilated?”44 Trilling reminds us that “too
much of anything” will hamper the artist, including too much imagery or metaphor.
Ultimately, their account remains unclear as to why ideation would need to be controlled
more carefully than imagery. One reason might be that readers can in part make up their
own minds about what implications to establish for imagery, but readers can also employ
such interpretive attempts to monitor deductive activity, or the grammatical structures that
poets rely on to convey the force of abstract assertions.
Trilling’s concluding thoughts offer a convincing argument against the critical bias
towards ideation. He admits that “the language of poetry is very largely that of indirection
and symbolism,” yet, “it is not only that. Poetry is closer to rhetoric than we today are
willing to admit; syntax plays a greater part in it than our current theory grants, and syntax
connects poetry with rational thought.”45 Ultimately, Trilling’s account demonstrates,
poets and critics will need to move beyond an understanding of ideas as unchangeable,
doctrinal and fixed entities, and
learn instead to think of ideas as living things, inescapably connected with our wills
and desires, as susceptible of growth and development by their very nature, as
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showing their life by their tendency to change, as being liable, by this very
tendency, to deteriorate and become corrupt and to work harm, then we shall stand
in a relation to ideas which makes an active literature possible.46
A similar debate takes place between Earl Wasserman and Leo Spitzer in the early 1950s,
this time focusing on John Keats’s “Ode on a Grecian Urn.” Let us remember the final
statement in Keats’s poem since its epigrammatic and abstract tone becomes the
centerpiece of this literary argument: “Beauty is truth, truth beauty, - that is all / Ye know
on earth, and all ye need to know.” In The Finer Tone (1953), Wasserman advocates for an
“imagistic” reading of the poem: “[O]nly a reading of the total imagistic grammar of the
poem can unfold its intent.”47 He operates under the assumption that any abstract content
ought to be subordinated to imagery, since the “imagistic grammar” constitutes the poem’s
central activity. This perspective is obviously at odds with a large portion of literary
history, where imagery is in fact subordinate to the meaning pursued in a poem.
Spitzer finds peculiar Wasserman’s decision to take a first stab at analysis by
delineating the poem’s imagistic structure. “I would first ask myself,” he opposes, “in the
down-to-earth, factual ‘French’ manner: What is the whole poem about, in the simplest,
most obvious terms?”48 Spitzer observes that the concept of imagery “has always been
somewhat overrated by English literary critics, who delight overmuch in that sensuous
element which for them makes a poem; and Wasserman’s idea of the ‘imagistic grammar’
goes even further in this direction in proclaiming implicitly an autonomy of the images.”49
This critical desire for “an imagistic metagrammar” which renders insignificant the poem’s
“intellectual grammar” turns the critic into a dodgy “sorcerer’s apprentice.”50 Spitzer
concludes that the discernment of a poem’s intellectual concerns ought to receive priority
over a critical reconstruction of its imagery. If imagery was indeed the primary activity that
controls a poem, the critical attitude could take as its foundation the private associations
developed from the poem’s associative network and turn hermetic. Foregrounding the
poem’s intellectual content, however, would establish a shared stage of meaning which is
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variously dramatized by certain figures and tropes. Accordingly, he invites critics to use
“less of imagistic magic or alchemy that smells of lamp, and more of that open air of
crystalline lucidity around the work of art.”51
Perhaps, however, these general discussions between critics about the role of
imagery in literary discourse are less effective than targeted examinations of modernist
practices based on imagery. These more specific accounts also speculate ways of
overcoming the hardened legacies of modernism. Frank Kermode, in Romantic Image
(1957), was one of the first critics to offer a systematic investigation of the impasses caused
by the endurance of Symbolist practices, which render “any alternative… heretical –
dubbed, for instance, ‘ornamentalist’, as degrading the status of the Image, and leading to
another ‘dissociation,’ another over-valuation of ideas in poetry.”52 Kermode concludes by
hoping that “[s]omehow, and probably soon, the age of dissociation… must end.”53 The
Cambridge critic Graham Hough, whose perspective was aligned with Kermode’s, wrote a
review of Romantic Image upon its publication. He argued that since the rise of Imagism
“thinking in images” has been established as “the test of poetic utterance” and lately “only
what has been conceived in this sensuous, anti-discursive fashion is authentically poetry.”54
Both Kermode and Hough find that the legitimization of the Imagist mode has been
particularly reinforced by poets like Eliot and Pound who turned to historical models to
create alternative canonical trajectories that justify concepts like impersonality and
objectivity.55 Like Kermode, Hough maintains that the Imagist revolution offered
satisfying departures from various literary styles, but its indiscriminate popularity has
blinded poets to contributions other “kinds of rhetoric” have made and can still make to
poetry.56 One particular facility that has been shunned by modern poetry, but ought to be
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recovered, was the “right to discourse and to reflect, to share not only the mysterious
illumination of the Image ‘but also the ordinary syntax of the daily life of action.’”57 Both
critics anticipate that a relaxation in Imagist sensibility will bring about renewed
interrogations of the role ideas, abstraction and everyday experiences can play in poetry.
Hough went on to turn this welcoming reception of Kermode’s Romantic Image
into a more systematic account of Imagism’s limiting influence on modern poetry in Image
and Experience (1960). Hough reiterates his conviction that Imagist techniques are “at the
centre of the characteristic poetic procedures of our time, and there is a case for giving the
word a wider extension.”58 Like many critics who emphasize the imagist evasion of
abstract thought, Hough asserts that “imagist convention forbids that most ancient recipe
for a poem – the poem in which first a natural object is presented, and then some reflection
of human experience that arises from it, or is in some way parallel to it.”59 He is willing to
admit that the Imagist turn in poetry offered a “much needed spring-cleaning,” a sentiment
Thom Gunn would later echo in an interview when he acknowledges Imagism’s ambition
“to clear poetry of all the accumulated junk.”60 Nevertheless, Hough laments, the house of
poetry “has not been comfortable to live in ever since.”61
As plain demonstrations of the act of thinking became more commonplace in midcentury poetry, poets and critics needed to find ways of substantiating this activity. How
does a reader experience the event of thought in a poem? We will observe a heightened
interest in gestural expressions and communication, which allowed poets to elucidate the
performative dimension of thinking that exceeds language. Most gestures generate a
holistic awareness of the thought process and move attention away from the semiotic plane
(signifier/signified) which energized much of the modernist practices of objective
evocation. In a lecture at the British Society of Aesthetics in 1961, William Empson offers
a useful distinction between the “visual images” of the Imagist movement and what he calls
“muscular images,” describing the latter as a more crucial source of dynamism in poetry:
“To imagine a movement might well be a preparation for making it; and we know that dogs
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dream of chasing rabbits because we see them twitch as they lie by the fire.”62 Empson
characterizes Imagism as “determinedly anti-intellectual,” due to its commitment to subdue
any talk of intentionality (i.e. what the images are about). “An Imagist reader is not allowed
to understand anything.”63 He provides a clearer account a few years later in “Argufying
in Poetry” where he traces Imagist tendencies to the Symbolist movement. He claims that
its principal formula, which has by now turned into an obstacle for poets, “is that a poet
must never say what he wants to say directly; that would be what is called ‘intellectualising’
it; he must invent a way of hinting at it by metaphors, which are then called images.”64
Even though the philosophical scaffolding for Empson’s account of Symbolism
remains unconvincing, like other critics, he successfully identifies how an exciting
aesthetic revolution ended up creating an impasse for poetry. He, too, invites poets to take
more seriously the activities of thinking and reasoning which inform our everyday
existence. To that end, he uses the humorous term “argufying,” to characterize “the kind
of arguing we do in ordinary life, usually to get our own way,” which ought find its way
back into poetry: “Argufying in poetry,” Empson asserts, “is not only mental; it also feels
muscular. Saying ‘therefore’ is like giving the reader a bang on the nose… The word
‘therefore’ is no more stale than the word ‘dawn’, and has just as much imagery about it.”65
Though Empson’s directive for poets to explore avenues of abstraction and find substance
in the mind’s intellectual efforts is continuous with previous critical accounts, his emphasis
on the “muscularity” of language anticipates much of the transformation that will take place
in postmodernist poetry. His language also predicts the role the body and gestures will play
in energizing the poetic gusto for abstraction by showing how abstraction can find support
in communicative acts rather than finding correspondence in objective correlatives.
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III.
It is now to Yvor Winters we must turn since he is the literary critic who popularized
the terms ‘plain’ and ‘plain style’ in modern criticism. Why turn to Winters at the end of
this account literary-historical account? One reason is strategic. Winters’s notion of the
plain style had such widespread influence that starting with his historicized framework
would have taken away the opportunity to theorize plainness anew. The more important
reason is that surveying various critical dissatisfactions with modernism and the modern
status of the poetic image sets the stage for Winters’s criticism in a different light. Winters
has often been criticized or dismissed as an authoritative, moralizing and rationalist critic.
And those he was. He had a provocative and judgmental attitude, and proposed very
restrictive definitions for what should count as poetry.
However, Winters’s discontent with modern poetry is often aligned with the larger
intellectual landscape outlined above. Like Kermode, Empson and Hough, Winters situates
the origins of Imagist aesthetic in Symbolist principles, and how these principles gradually
came to mean “all ideas could be expressed in terms of sensory perceptions.”66 He resents
the cultural legitimization of a poetic sensibility which rests satisfied with “sense
perceptions for their own sake, and for the sake of whatever vague feelings they may
evoke.”67 He believes that poetry cannot be reduced to a sensuous representation of
experience based on concrete particulars and that the poem “is the event plus the
understanding of the event.”68 If understanding and ideation inevitably join sensory
perception, why should we expect from poetry to “produce the illusion of the immediate
experience without the intervention of the understanding?”69 This critical attitude, as we
have seen, was widely shared among his contemporaries.
There are various justifiable reasons behind Winters’s disputed reputation. First is
the harshness and generality of his evaluative language. He categorized many poets as
representatives of particular sensibilities without sufficient engagement with their works,
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often brushing off or dismissing those who did not satisfy the rational structure he deemed
integral for poetry. More provocative was his problematic emphasis on concepts like
morality and truth at a time when these terms had long begun to lose currency as acceptable
organizing principles for culture or literature. For Winters, the “moral” content of a poem
did not necessarily refer to codes of conduct or standards of behavior. He used it to describe
subjects that have pressing importance for our social existence. Poetry should be able to
capture those dimensions of social existence and moral quandaries which require humans
to think, weigh alternatives and make choices.
Similarly provocative was Winters’s description of his literary sensibility as
“absolutist.” He declared his belief “in the existence of absolute truths and values.”70 But,
here too, the formulation makes his view seem harsher and more restrictive than it need be.
In reality, he thought it “foolish” to believe that one “personally has free access to these
absolutes,” and his “absolutist” worldview was developed in response to the “relativist”
who gives up on the notion of truth altogether for the individualist belief that “the judgment
of every man is right for himself.”71 With the qualification, Winters’s perspective does not
sound all that problematic, since the desire for social content in poetry already presupposes
some affinity with the idea of shared truths and reality. He ultimately believed that valuable
works of literature “approximate[s] a real apprehension and communication of a particular
kind of objective truth.”72 It is his particular emphasis on the “approximation” and
“apprehension” of truth that would prove generative for his students.
The second and more pressing reason behind Winters’s notoriety - as well as
popularity – was a critical ambition he shared with the modernist poets he eventually came
to criticize. Like Eliot’s ambition to construct a new lineage of the English poetic canon
based on objective attitudes, Winters attempted to produce a revisionist account of English
literary history – from sixteenth century onwards – by foregrounding the poets who pursued
rational structure in their poems. This meant that Winters excluded many celebrated poets
while including others that were unheard of or lost in the margins of literary history. In
Romantic Image, Frank Kermode describes Winters as “eccentric in his choice of major
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modern poets,” and respects his efforts for being “the only critic of any fame who can take
for granted the history of the kind of poetry and criticism he is opposed to.”73 Winters’s
literary-historical efforts were indeed impressive and influenced an entire generation of
critics. However, there were, of course, great costs to reconstructing literary history based
on a few rhetorical principles. His criticism, rather paradoxically, was almost entirely
uninformed by historical context and social developments, even though he kept pressing
for moral and experiential content. This is one of the important reasons why Winters’s
literary account does not continue to have much purchase in the contemporary critical
scene, though at the time, it offered a generation of critics fresh and energizing rhetorical
tools for approaching poetry.
Winters’s most enduring and influential critical account was that of sixteenthcentury English poetry, which constitutes the foundations for his theory of the plain style.
In three consecutive articles published in the Poetry magazine in 1939, Winters offered a
revaluation of sixteenth-century poetry, characterizing a typical plain style poem as opting
for “a theme usually broad, simple, and obvious, even tending toward the proverbial.”74
Since Winters believed that poetry should have clear and paraphrasable moral content, it is
not surprising that he would defend rhetorical devices like proverbial statements, which
explicitly announce a poem’s moral commitment to a clear and generalizable vision.
Winters’s stylistic account of the plain style was partially accurate, especially
where it related to the mid-Tudor period of the Renaissance. Most mid-Tudor poets wrote
miscellanies which comprised poems in a variety of styles, including what Winters would
call Petrarchan or eloquent. But they had an unmistakable and explicit social awareness,
with short epigrammatic statements on moral issues, answer poems exchanged between
friends on moral questions, and epitaphs which celebrated the lives of friends and esteemed
personalities. Their affinity with the miscellany structure was informed by earlier models
of poetic anthologies and primary among them was Tottel’s Miscellany, which was edited
and published by Richard Tottel during England’s brief return to Catholicism under Mary
Tudor. Early century poets, particularly Thomas Wyatt, had in fact produced works which
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can be characterized as plain and eloquent, with various levels of combination. However,
while anthologizing these works, Tottel actively regularized their prosody and content,
eliminating Wyatt’s restless meters and prematurely establishing the iambic meter as a
possible standard for English poetry. In addition, he titled each poem with moralizing or
summative titles such as “Of change in minde,” “Description of the contrarious passions
in a lover,” and “The louer professeth himself constant.”75 These titles, along with his
regularizing revisions, scaled down the narrative or dramatic intentions behind the poems,
making them appear instead like occasional contemplations on moral questions.
Most mid-Tudor anthologies produced by poets affiliated with the Inns of Court –
such as George Gascoigne, Barnabe Googe, and George Turberville – resemble these
miscellanies in their structure, prosody and social content. Given the epigrammatic and
moralizing tendencies in their works, Winters’s privileging of this group of poets as central
to the development of the Renaissance plain style was accurate. Let us for example turn to
the first few lines of George Gascoigne’s elaborately titled poem, “In trust is treason,
written by a Lover, leaning onely to his Ladies promises, and finding them to fayle”:
The straightest Tree that growes upon one onely roote:
If that roote fayle, wyll quickly fade, no props can do it boote.
I am that fading plant, which on thy grace dyd growe,
Thy grace is gone wherefore I mone, and wither all in woe.76
We will immediately recognize the poem’s formal composure. It is written in Poulter’s
measure. Mid-Tudor poets gravitated towards this form because it embodies the activity of
balanced thought. Given the length of its lines, the form is not conducive to spontaneous
outbursts of emotion. In his 1575 treatise, Gascoigne warned those that use the poulter’s
measure “to auoyde prolixitie and tediousnesse, and euer, as neare as you can, do finish the
sentence and meaning at the end of euery staffe where you wright staues, and at the end of
euery two lines.”77
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Gascoigne uses the same rhetorical structure in each stanza: A couplet with a
proverbial statement about experience followed by a dramatization describing how the
poet’s own experience corroborates the statement. Gascoigne’s verse is especially
successful in dramatizing tensions between received wisdom and personal experience. His
relationship to truth is discernibly ironic and reflects the unsteady political period in which
he produced most of his verse. Though the two couplets seem to complete each other, the
order of their presentation is bewildering. Rather than deriving some truth from experience,
this speaker starts from a truth statement and then demonstrates how his own experience
might corroborate it. Still, there is much discernible psychological anguish behind the
poem’s structural composure.
Despite the seeming availability of well-structured truths, Gascoigne’s speaker fails
to find an anchor: “When Ancors slip & Cables breake, her helpe lyes in the dust.”78 The
lover’s ultimate “untruth” might be linked to the unstable social institutions of the period.
The inconstancy of the lover and the mutability of the world are the most common sources
of complaint in mid-Tudor verse, and becomes an incentive for poets to adopt a ‘constant’
and predicable prosody as a kind of playful coping mechanism. Winters’s characterization
of the rational scaffolding of most sixteenth-century plain style poetry resonates
convincingly with mid-Tudor poetry of Gascoigne’s kind, which does indeed feature “the
proverbial” with “a feeling restrained to the minimum required by the subject” and “a
strong tendency towards aphoristic statement.”79
Nevertheless, as Winters broadens his perspective to include the late-sixteenth and
early-seventeenth centuries, his framework gets blurrier. In the poetry of Fulke Greville,
William Shakespeare, John Donne and Ben Jonson, plainness was not a unifying stylistic
principle anymore; it had turned into a strategic attitude. The proverbial poetic statement
offered a technology to establish even more ironic or skeptical stances on concepts like
truth and moral clarity. Since Winters’s account of the plain style aimed to create an
alternative canon based on stylistic principles, he could not produce a convincing historicophilosophical argument for the emergence and endurance of plainness. Roland Greene
argues that in the hands of mid-Tudor poets, plainness had already become “not so much a
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style as an intellectual and emotional redoubt: a self-imposed discipline, a commentary on
other modes, a vantage point on the passing world.”80 A critical account of Renaissance
plainness had to go beyond identifying its ‘stylistic’ features and establish the
sociohistorical incentives which motivated poets to embrace this form of “intellectual and
emotional redoubt.”
Despite its flaws and generality, Winters’s account of the plain style swiftly
captured the literary imagination. The immediate influence of his ideas, which we can
observe by looking at his students’ works, endured in two realms: creative and critical. On
the creative side, Winters modeled for students a poetic trajectory informed by a dramatic
transformation that took place in his own career. Despite the harsh criticisms he later
leveled at Imagist poets, he himself was pretty much a practitioner of Imagism in his early
works. An early poem by Winters could sound like this:
On the desert, between pale mountains, our cries;
Far whispers creeping through an ancient shell.81
In contrast to Pound’s Imagist poems, the first person in Winters has a down to earth
existence and a more active presence in the poem, using lyric perception to outline the
making of a decision or the adjustments of a personal habit. Nevertheless, in his earlier
works, Winters had an obvious affinity for Poundian juxtapositions that propose indirect
associations between images. His student, Robert Hass, describes Winters’s poetry before
his “the dramatic change” of style:
He had, following the dicta of the imagists, cleaned the windows of perception.
There is, in many of these poems, nothing but a tense clear perception of the world
and, in their music and movement, the feeling that emerges from that perception.
He had, with admirable fidelity and discipline, taken the imagist poem to one of its
limits.”82
Thom Gunn also characterizes Winters’s early verse as Imagist in principle. But, he argues,
Winters eventually “came to realize that accumulated and juxtaposed intensities of image
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do not amount to thought.”83 The principles of the plain style would come in handy as
Winters searched for ways of engaging the activity of thought in his own poetry. By the
1930s, Winters’s poem would start to include plain and straightforward reflections on
rhetoric, similar to the epigrammatic lines in mid-Tudor miscellanies: “Write little; do it
well. / Your knowledge will be such, / At last, as to dispel / What moves you overmuch.”84
Winters educated a generation of poets, including Donald Hall, Thom Gunn, Edgar
Bowers, Alan Stephens, J.V. Cunningham, Kenneth Fields, Robert Pinsky, Robert Haas,
and Philip Levine. His influence is evident in many of these poets’ works, especially in
their shared affinities for certain formal prosodic structures and the power they found in
the plain poetic statement as an organizing principle. For example, Alan Stephens, who
edited a selected poems of the mid-Tudor poet Barnabe Googe, would go on to title his
own collected poems In Plain Air.85 Stephens’s speakers often search for Wintersian
continuities between plain perception and plain statement: “this icy freshness / in things in
their clearness / shapes – in the sharp air / of this one deepening dusk – black / now and
unremitting, though a man travels / no more than a tree.”86 J.V. Cunningham, who
reconstructed an account of sixteenth-century “moral” and “pleasant” styles, was heavily
influenced by the epigrammatic poetry tradition.87 In a poem titled “Epigram,” for example,
he writes: “And what is love? Misunderstanding, pain, / Delusion, or retreat? It is in truth
/ Like an old brandy after a long rain, / Distinguished, and familiar, and aloof.”88 Winters,
who admired Cunningham’s poetry, characterized it as “plain style reborn.”89
Thom Gunn was similarly influenced by Winters’s plain style. He edited collections
of Ben Jonson and Fulke Greville’s poems, as well as adamantly teaching about the plain
style in his courses at the University of California, Berkeley. Winters’s influence on Gunn’s
poetic development will be studied in-depth in the third chapter. As we shall see, the most
generative element in Winters’s account was his prioritization of the attitudes we adopt
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towards truth rather than truth itself. In his essay on the sixteenth-century plain style,
Winters argues that “[t]he wisdom of poetry of this kind lies not in the acceptance of a
truism, for anyone can accept a truism, at least formally, but in the realization of the truth
of the truism.”90 Despite the seeming inflexibility of his “absolutist” theory of literature,
Winters’s framework offered poets versatile attitudes on truth. His emphasis on
apprehension, for instance, would appeal to Gunn and help him discover more flexible uses
for poetic statement.
On the critical side, Winters’s invitation to rank plain style poets over cherished
eloquent poets like Sir Philip Sidney and Edmund Spenser revitalized interest in many
poets obscured by canonical preferences. Most of Winters’s students were able to offer
more convincing accounts for the plain style by departing from his fixed categories, and
treating plainness as a more flexible stylistic concern or strategy in poetry. Richard Waswo,
for example, sympathetically acknowledges the weaknesses in Winters’s criticism. He
observes that Winters actively played down the contributions of the eloquent style to plain
poetry because his objective was to prove the “superiority of the plain style.”91 However,
Waswo continues, “Winters’s polemic has come to be employed … as an exploratory tool
rather than as an argumentative weapon.”92 A fair assessment of sixteenth-century poetry
requires a more flexible attunement to the mutual operations between the two styles.
Waswo maintains that the development of lyric poetry in this period “reveals a mixture and
a modification of both the plain and the ornate styles – a mixture determined in each
particular case by whatever reasons a poet may have had for employing either or both.”93
Other students, Wesley Trimpi and Raymond Oliver, broadened Winters’s
framework by looking for specific precursors and models for the plain style in Classical
periods. Their accounts, however, were based on a problematic linguistic distinction
between denotation and connotation, which they had inherited from Winters. According to
Winters, the clarity of perception was essential for the rational structure of poetry, and to
write about things clearly, without excessive indirection, poets had to develop confidence
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in the “denotative” qualities of language. Winters was cognizant of the fact that connotation
in language is inescapable. Words do not only refer, they are charged with implication. In
addition to its meaning, a word evokes a variety of ideas and feelings. Winters associated
the rational activity in a poem with denotation, and the emotional activity with connotation.
When a poet uses language to think through concepts and make rational statements, the
denotative aspects needed to be emphasized. The “deliberate employment” of the two
tendencies was crucial.94
Both Trimpi and Oliver adopted this definition. For instance, in his study of Ben
Jonson, Trimpi defines plain style as the “style in which distinction between the denotative
and connotative qualities of language is least apparent, in which content and the feelings
expressed about the content qualify one another to the exclusion of all irrelevant
material.”95 Oliver likewise associates plain style as using “a maximum of reason, clarity,
and precision” and “mak[ing] full use connotation but never at the expense of
denotation.”96 The distinction between denotation and connotation, which can also be
encountered in many New Critical accounts, continued to color literary imagination for a
long time.97 But as mid-century accounts of language from both philosophical and
psychoanalytic fronts would endeavor to demonstrate, an interrogation of language cannot
get us very far if it takes words or signifiers as the primary unit of signification.
This New Critical, and in this particular case, Wintersian legacy which traces the
production of meaning to relations between individual semantic units and takes words as
the basic unit of analysis constitutes the greatest limitation of these accounts. To be sure,
the historical affinities and trajectories constructed by these critics remain informative and
essential to any subsequent account of the plain style. But since in modern contexts
plainness becomes a performative tool and a form rhetorical desire, its investigation must
rely on a more social and holistic understanding of language, as it is used and performed.
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Modern uses of plain statement demand attitudinal attunements which align poetry with
truthfulness rather than with any cherished idealist notion of truth. Meaning, likewise,
becomes secondary to meaningfulness, which requires developing careful attunements to
the social contexts and practices that supplement instances of language with truthfulness,
assurances, and veridicality. For this reason, in each chapter, I will offer detailed accounts
of contemporaneous debates in philosophy and psychoanalysis. A general awareness of
how language features in these adjacent discursive fields will enhance our interrogations
of plainness and its cultural purchase in this period.
Where philosophers offered systematic interrogations of the relationship between
semantics and use, psychoanalysts attended to the affective landscape which informed our
efforts to communicate through the medium of language. In these accounts, anxiety
emerges as the dominant affect characterizing the desire to maintain referential continuity
in language. Both discursive regimes, like poetry in the earlier parts of the twentieth
century, were struggling to break free from a conception of language based on words or
signifiers as the most elemental units of meaning. Saussure’s doctrines, which insisted on
conceptualizing language as a closed-system and distinguished it from the social activity
of speaking, had widespread influence on the intellectual climate surrounding modernism.
With the rise of poststructuralism and the establishment of context-dependence as a
philosophically relevant category, the Saussurean framework started to lose currency. Once
it was established that linguistic reference involves more than a correspondence between
word and world and between reference and referent, theorists had to provide convincing
accounts for how the world endures in our thoughts and language.
Investigating the prominence of plain language in poetry allows us to debunk the
myth of a poetic idiom that is decidedly distinct from the everyday uses of language.
Instances of plain rhetoric demonstrate how poetic language also has to confront the
pressures of reference and devise maneuvers that establish continuities between direct
perception and subsequent reference. As Quine says “[t]o us the question whether we are
seeing the same old ball or just a similar one is meaningful even in cases where it remains
unanswered. It is here that the reification of bodies is full blown.”98 In other words, we can
talk about objecthood in the space opened up between the skepticism about linguistic
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reference and the holistic maneuvers we employ to ascertain successful communication. It
is in this space that most aubades wake to life, and in this space that poets studied in the
dissertation have found their voice. When we are awake, objects do not effortlessly yield
to free association as they might in dreams. We have to recruit objects for our discursive
operations, and to that end, we depend on language as a public and communicative tool.
We need to develop referential routines that are necessary to engage and involve the other
– other people, objects, and contexts – in our discursive operations. In other words, once
the self enters the shared structure of the social world, it develops self-consciousness,
which emphasizes its distinction from the world as well as its reliance on an interconnected
web of linguistic existence, where referential success depends on employing routines that
are recognizable to and shared by others. The tension that emerges between heightened
self-consciousness and the social pressure of linguistic communication will be a central
concern in the dissertation.
Lyric poetry is of particular relevance in this context because it offers the perfect
stage for dramatizing tensions between heightened self-consciousness and the pressures of
a communicative situation. We tend to romanticize lyric poetry for offering representations
of an individual psyche and private uses of language. However, the self, even in its most
solitary or poetic reflections, relies on the learned propensities of linguistic communication
to organize its thoughts. Michael Dummett explains in “Language and Communication”:
We are inclined to exaggerate the contrast between them because we tend to
conceive of soliloquy solely as the audible aspect of a thought-process, whereas,
when we think about dialogue, we attend to the very various things that can be done
by means of verbal utterances. But the things that someone does when he is
addressing only himself are just as various as those done by someone addressing
another. He does not merely frame propositions and acknowledge some of them as
correct: he asks himself questions, draws conclusions, forms resolves, makes plans,
reproaches himself, exhorts himself, ridicules himself; treats himself, in other
words, much as he would an interlocutor.99
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Theodor Adorno advanced similar argument in his influential essay “Lyric Poetry and
Society” when he criticized the commonly held “misgiving” that we “respond to lyric
poetry as something set against society, something purely individual.”100 He protested that
this desire for a lyric voice that separates itself from the concerns of social existence was
nothing more than a delusion:
For language itself has a double aspect. Through its configurations it submits to all
possible stirrings of emotion, failing in so little that one might almost think that it
is language which first produces feeling. On the other hand, language remains the
medium of concepts and ideas, and establishes our indispensable relation to
generalities and hence to social reality.101
Instances of plain language in modern poetry alert us to the second fact in Adorno’s
description of the inevitable sociality of lyric language. It is attractive to conceive poetry
as a melancholy enterprise where the language achieves such decisive distinctions from
reality and everyday idiom that each utterance amounts to a melancholic affirmation of the
world’s resistance to naming and reference. Yet, as Adorno insists, poetic language and
everyday language share the same medium after all, and they inevitably advance their
claims by using some common maneuvers and gestures. This inescapable alliance becomes
even more pronounced in modern poetry, when the pressures of form of relax, and poetry
more comfortably inhabits proverbial and commonplace registers.
Gillian Rose was partially right in her provocative description of postmodernism as
a form “despairing rationalism without reason.”102 She asserted that postmodern thought
relied excessively on the melancholy precept of referential impossibility as an excuse to
abstain from an interrogation of concepts for fear that it might be ideological or
authoritarian. Postmodernism, she alleged, vetoed “universal notions of justice, freedom,
and the good, for being inveterately ‘metaphysical,’ for colonizing and suppressing others
with the violence consequent on the chimera of correspondence.”103 Rose is not alone in
identifying such relativist attitudes and a general skepticism of reason with postmodern
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rhetoric. And yes, some traditions of postmodernism have followed this recipe and
committed to representational melancholy. But as I shall endeavor to demonstrate in this
dissertation, this is an incomplete account. The mid-century transitions between
modernism and postmodernism allow us to observe different and more flexible attitudes
towards concepts like truth, certainty, and referentiality.
IV.
In the final section of the Introduction, I will set the stage for my later explorations
of critical theory and psychoanalysis. Just as we began by interrogating the generative
power the experience of waking had for mid-century poetry, let us now think about what
this experience might involve for philosophy and psychoanalysis. Waking poses series
problems for philosophy. In dreams, we see things, mostly images, but do not really have
the choice to intervene. We cannot use our reason to interrupt or reject an association which
emerges in a dream. We cannot ask for clarification. As we wake up and begin to perceive
the world, we situate ourselves – in a room, dormitory, hotel, or wherever – and gradually
make sense of the world. We move from a state of uncontrolled association to
consciousness through various processes like identification, recognition and selfawareness. Here I am, there is my lamp, I’m in my room, the day is about to begin.
Philosophers have grappled with this transition because when we dream, we do not
know that we are dreaming. So how are we to know what we are experiencing right now
is actually wakefulness? What if this is all a dream? This doubt is especially convenient
for philosophical skeptics who want to debunk the concept of deliberate action. In
Meditations, Descartes famously worried about this problem: “… I see plainly that there
are never any sure signs by means of which being awake can be distinguished from being
asleep. The result is that I begin to feel dazed, and this very feeling only reinforces the
notion that I may be asleep.”104 To overcome this skepticism, Descartes prioritizes truths
acquired through thinking over those acquired through sense perception. Though
susceptible to skepticism, thinking is established as a special activity of the mind that can
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go on independently of sensuous bodies and images. Wax, for instance, can exist in
numerous states (solid, liquid, etc.), and if one’s knowledge of wax was limited to data
gathered through sensory perception, one could never be certain about referring to wax. So
a rational mind that is not entirely dependent on sensory perception provides a safer guide
through the world. As the history of Western philosophy clearly demonstrates, there are
serious problems with Descartes’s framework. Nonetheless, he was able to identify some
of the most compelling questions which have kept philosophers occupied for centuries.
One of these questions was about the nature of thought and whether it depends on sensuous
bodies and images. Is it really possible to think without images? After all, the meaning of
even more abstract terms like “love” or “anxiety” might be supported by sensuous
identifications or recollections. If that is the case, can thought be said to rely on images?
We are left wondering whether thought can survive without images, and not the
other way around, whether images can survive without thoughts. (This latter possibility is
not even conceivable.) But to the first question: Is thought possible without imagery? To
be able to answer, we would have to determine the kind of imagery associated with thought.
Are we talking about visuals like pictures and paintings, or a process, like the one described
by Empson, whereby a visual awareness emerges? In a paper presented at the Aristotelian
Society in 1952, the Welsh philosopher H.H. Price argued that “[t]he human mind… must
always have sensible or quasi-sensible particulars to ‘carry’ its thought.”105 However, he
continued, in “free” thinking, “we think in or with all sorts of sensible and quasi-sensible
particulars… in words, in images, with gestures or incipient gestures, in pantomimic
actions… [T]he sound ‘red’ is certainly not itself red ; and the written mark “dog" is not
itself an example of the concept Dog, and neither barks nor bites.”106 Price concludes that
thinking necessarily involves “imaging,” and “mental picturing” but… no “images” or
“mental pictures.”107
Price was not alone in advocating for a philosophical departure from imageoriented analyses of experience to start offering more general and structural accounts of
how we use language to report on experience in the first place. Philosophers of language
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(most clearly Wittgenstein) move away from “picture theories” based on visualization to
interrogations of grammatical and contextual determinants that facilitate the production of
meaning. Husserl founds phenomenological inquiry by broadening his teacher Franz
Brentano’s object-oriented definition of “mental phenomena” to include all acts of
reflection.108 “We must,” he announces, “make these acts themselves, and their immanent
meaning-content, our objects.”109 Marxist critics, most prominently Theodor Adorno in
Negative Dialectics, extends the notion of reification based on commodities and objects to
the realm of ideation. Throughout this project, these twentieth-century philosophical
interventions that interrogate the nature of expressive acts, will establish the intellectual
framework within which departures from modernism took place.
In addition to the image-based theories, early twentieth-century studies of language
was heavily influenced by the work of the Swiss linguist Ferdinand de Saussure. In his
Course in General Linguistics at the University of Geneva between 1906 and 1911,
Saussure characterized language as a “self-contained whole,” a “well-defined object” and
“a system of signs in which the only essential thing is the union of meanings and soundimages.”110 He divided the linguistic sign into two units: the signifier, which is the lexical
form of the sign, and the signified, which is the mental concept expressed by the sign. For
Saussure the signified did not designate a specific object in the world since a sign always
ushers multiple possibilities. Rather than referring to a specific tree out there in the world,
the signifier “tree” refers to the concept of a tree. Saussure’s arguments are sound only if
we are willing to accept his precondition to treat language as a closed system. After all,
what do we use, if not language, to communicate in specific situations and establish
relations with actual, physical objects? Saussure was of course not oblivious to such social
and contextual uses of language but he relegated them to the realm of speaking. Language,
he maintained, needs to be distinguished from speaking. Language was “social” and
“essential” where speaking was “individual”, “accessory”, “accidental.” Since he deemed
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language a socially-created aggregate of rules, he also believed that “unlike speaking,
[language] is something that we can study separately.”111
By treating the signified as a mental concept, Saussure’s model effectively
undermined its position because denying language the ability to establish relations with
actual existents made relations between signifiers the only viable material for a scientific
study of language. Consequentially, language was conceived as a closed symbolic system
that creates reality without referring to the world outside. This model is compelling because
so much of our reality is already constituted by language and Saussure’s foregrounding of
its grammatical surface alerts us to the level of our reliance on this symbolic system. In
fact, this symbolic separation of language as constituting its own reality would turn out to
be influential for mid-century poststructuralist approaches which will be explored
throughout this dissertation.
However, Saussure’s categories posed serious limitations. Philosophers quickly
realized that the hard distinction between language and speaking was untenable. Language
is not an object we can study by extracting it from actual contexts, as suggested by
Saussure’s metaphor of taking a cross section of the plant stem.112 Just as the grammatical
structure of language does not dictate each and every possibility for speech, language, too,
continuously changes with speech acts that reconfigure and distort conventions. Saussure’s
paradigm was partly informed by the rise of monolingualism in late-nineteenth and earlytwentieth centuries with the rise of nation states many of which endorsed “linguistic
uniformity” as an ideal.113 Languages spoken by other nations were deemed ‘foreign’
regardless of the proximity between languages.114 The political project of linguistic
unification did not represent the actual multilingual constitutions of most societies. As a
result, the politicization of the linguistic sphere entailed a systematic undermining and
repression of what now came to be considered ‘foreign.’ Saussure’s Course in General
Linguistics similarly endorses the existence of one official language per nation, as his
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account constantly transitions between clearly demarcated borders. According to Pierre
Bourdieu, Saussure’s conception of language as
a code both legislative and communicative which exists and subsists independently
of its users and its uses, has in fact all the properties commonly attributed to official
language. As opposed to dialect, it has benefited from the institutional conditions
necessary for its generalized codification and imposition.115
Bourdieu’s commentary clearly demonstrates the continuity between Saussure’s account
of language and the political project of linguistic standardization.
Bourdieu’s account is crucial for this dissertation. Although I am studying English
language poetry, the central philosophical question concerns the representational
capabilities of language and how postmodern poets establish confidence in language as a
medium for moving between private and public realms, and between the particular and the
general. Using language towards public purposes requires confidence in a shared language
that can be understood by members of a larger community. The monolingual paradigm,
however, actively undermined the actual speaking conditions to establish language as an
official and “well-defined object.” The inevitable result was the narrowing of semantic
horizons which urged speakers to compensate for the loss through a proliferation of private
idioms. As Bourdieu aptly demonstrates, “[t]he unification of the linguistic market means
that there are no doubt more and more meanings for each sign.”116 The rise of a
standardized paradigm which allows for and even encourages variation is, according to
Bourdieu, the very definition of a market logic, and more specifically in this case, of a
“linguistic market”: “Political unification and the accompanying imposition of an official
language establish relations between the different uses of the same language which differ
fundamentally from the theoretical relations between different languages.” 117
Some prominent theories of monolingualism have misconceived this proliferation
of the idiomatic by designating what really is a symptom of a political paradigm as a form
of resistance against it. Most prominently, Jacques Derrida tries to counter this nationalistic
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drive for standardization by emphasizing the privacy and untranslatability of individual
idioms. He conveniently invokes hermetic writers like Paul Celan to demonstrate how their
language can resist all claims of appropriation: “When you look for what is most idiomatic
in a language – as Celan does – you approach that which, throbbing within the language,
does not let itself be grasped.”118 Derrida also maintains that “[e]very poem has its own
language” and that poetic language is “untranslatable.”119 Though Derrida was critical of
Saussure’s correspondence between the signifier and the signified, in many ways, he
advanced the structural privileging of the linguistic surface by designating the indefinite
play between the signifiers as the only process behind the creation of meaning. In other
words, rather than dissolving Saussure’s untenable distinction between language and
speaking, Derrida more radically foregrounded language as a symbolic system which
cannot establish correspondence with the physical world. This separation between
language and reality, however, is a symptom of and not a counter-mechanism to the
monolingual paradigm.
Modernist poets similarly established self-conscious distancing mechanisms from
public speech patterns by either overemphasizing the material qualities of language (as in
Gertrude Stein) or producing air-tight and unconventional syntactic constructions (as in
Ezra Pound, H.D. and Mina Loy). Yasemin Yildiz argues that it was “modernism that most
clearly begins to unsettle [monolingualism] and that attempts to find ways out of it, even
if the language crisis that animates modernism is generally articulated around ‘language’
in the singular.”120 Though the proliferation of private idioms offers an implicit resistance
against the growing political program of standardized language, it also emphasizes the
structure of ‘language as such’ divorced from the pressures of social and public existence.
As Altieri demonstrates, “the very terms of modernism's success also made visible a major
problem: art that successfully evades the imaginary might also block itself from addressing
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those aspects of sensibility allowing poetry to take on actual social force.”121 In
consequence, the next generation of poets and philosophers will attempt to collapse the
Saussurean distinction between language and speaking by focusing on linguistic instances
as speech acts which variously rely on semantic clues as well as social and contextual
determinants. This conception of language capable of engaging social identities and
situations will require a demonstration of how language can enact correspondences with
the physical world. The desire for plainness emerges more decisively in this context.
As theories of language turn towards behavioral models in the middle of the
twentieth century, and Saussurean conceptions of language as a closed system begin to
decline, qualitative criteria gain more prominence. Meaningfulness, which Jason Hartley
and Jason Potts define as “the quality of making meaning in a sociocultural context,”
becomes more relevant than meaning, and similar qualitative concepts like truthfulness,
sincerity, and reliability begin to find more popularity in literary criticism.122 In reading
literature, we can often find ourselves modulating between questions of meaning (what
does this poem mean, do we agree with the point being made here, is it true that…) and
questions of intention (what can we say about the speaker, is the narrator reliable, do we
trust this voice, would we talk like this in ordinary life?). Plainness is one strategic tool that
can heighten an audience’s willingness to modulate between these frameworks, between
truth and truthfulness, and between meaning and meaningfulness.
This also applies in everyday conversation. Our inclination to adjust utterances with
phrases like ‘here is what I am trying to say,’ ‘put simply,’ ‘all this to say,’ is not simply a
matter of repetition. The effort to pursue plainer modes of expression and communication
reflect a more general desire to establish the translatability of our intentions. (Can you see
what I mean? Can you see where I am coming from?) Ultimately, a great majority of our
linguistic efforts consists in getting other people see or appreciate to the force of our claims.
Similarly, in literature, as Altieri says, “[u]nless we can recover the force that writers intend
by their efforts as artists and interpreters of action, I do not think we can justify appeals we
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make to their authority and wisdom.”123 The ambition to pursue plainer modes of
expression compels us to peel away the seemingly insignificant layers of language.
Ironically, however, often what gives plainness its force is not any final instance of reduced
or simplified language. It is rather the very demonstration of the effort. Plainness therefore
yields generative dependencies between apprehension and comprehension.
The notion of translatability is useful here because it alerts us to possible overlaps
between inter and intra-lingual translation. Changing attitudes toward interlingual
translation proves instructive for two important reasons. First, this dissertation studies
literature in, what Yildiz calls, the post-monolingual period during which individuals are
“primarily monolingual, as defined by their mother tongue, when at the same time they are
posited as the building blocks of a larger multilingual whole.”124 Yildiz’s deliberate
avoidance of “multilingual” is provocative and many have disputed its ability to capture
the dynamics that govern contemporary multilingual societies and artworks. It does,
however, successfully capture postwar attitudes towards language which were necessarily
informed and limited by traces of early-century monolingualism while also witnessing the
gradual emergence of a more globalized and multilingual imagination. This paradigmatic
threshold may help us more effectively trace the mid-century poets’ movement between
private imagery and plain sociality.
Second, the post-monolingual characterization of the period also captures the
linguistic awareness of the poets in this dissertation, whose literary outputs were not
necessarily ‘multilingual’ though they developed remarkably playful and performative
attitudes towards other languages.125 There are discernible differences between modernist
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and postmodernist attitudes towards other languages and practices of translation. Where
modernists characteristically emphasized the otherness of foreign languages, postmodern
poets developed more flexible and holistic frameworks around translation. As Altieri
explains, modernist “poets learned a good deal from the French, but rarely through their
own translations; and the contrast between them and the extensive translating of the
postmoderns cries out for explanation”126 Altieri argues that translation was especially
useful for postmodern writers in their endeavor “to capture the prehensive energy of other
cultures.”127 With his emphasis on “prehension,” Altieri finds in interlingual movement an
opportunity to treat language as more than a system of relations between signifiers.
Successful translation requires finding counterparts that carry comparable speech
dispositions and modes of responsiveness.
We should keep this emergent translational awareness in mind as we interrogate
the acts of self-translation carried out by mid-century poets to pursue plainer modes of
expression. Wallace Stevens often playfully used foreign words in his poems and
aphorisms (“at last I call you by name, my green, my fluent mundo”), treating them as
pleasurable and generative features of the poetic imagination.128 In a recent study, Harris
Feinsod characterizes Stevens’s ambition to create fluency in a “a plastic, denationalized
language,” as more than an aspiration “to command a foreign language.”129 Stevens
attempts, Feinsod argues, “to weave and dissolve languages into a singular global
language.”130 Similarly, in O’Hara’s poetry, we find untranslated bits of others languages
which do not beg for translation precisely because they are assimilated into the poem’s
performative logic. For instance, in “Song,” O’Hara asks his lover: “must lovers of Eros
end up with Venus / muss es sein? es muss nicht sein, I tell you.”131 Thom Gunn, who used
to describe himself as an “Anglo-American” poet, continuously traveled between
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grammars stemming from the formal and empiricist aura of Cambridge, and grammars
which absorb the poetic and sexual freedoms of San Francisco.
Though from Ireland, Eavan Boland spent much of her childhood in London,
speaking the colonizer’s language. This awareness stayed with her and in one of her later
works, “A Habitable Grief,” she remembers how she “learned / a second language there /
which has stood me in good stead - / the lingua franca of a lost land.” As she was entering
the literary landscape of Irish poetry, there were a number political initiatives for the revival
of Irish-language poetry, and many notable poets like Michael Hartnett and Seán Ó
Ríordáin had responded to the call. Boland’s own practice as translator also demonstrates
how inter- and intra-lingual translation necessarily inform each another. In her introduction
to After Every War, translations of German language poetry by twentieth-century women
poets, Boland recounts the German spoken by two girls who had escaped Germany and
came to their house to help with domestic chores: “It still speaks to me – that language I
cannot understand but need to hear. And that, I think, covers some of the paradox of
translation. Some of the poems in this book were being written, or had been written, at the
very moment those sisters were talking.”132 Though hesitant to compare the political
turmoil in Ireland and Germany, Boland admits that it was the affinities she felt with these
voices that brought such urgency to her project. “Nevertheless,” she admits, “I do believe
my experience of the first made me more able to read these beautiful poems for what they
are – one of the most poignant acoustic systems of all: the vast public event felt as a private
tremor.”133 This poignant recipe will continue to resonate in our ears as we analyze poetry
that endeavors to bring the bodily, the private and the instinctual into the public arena.
Finally, this dissertation will engage a variety of psychoanalytic perspectives
which, like the philosophical accounts of the period, departed from Saussurean accounts of
language. When approached from the psychoanalytic front, the experience of waking up
demands a reorientation of our attention. Rather than focusing on what happens after we
wake up, we have to think about what happens before, in our dreams. That’s where the
story began for Sigmund Freud. Unlike Descartes, Freud did not believe that thinking was
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entirely a conscious activity. He introduced another state – the Unconscious - which had
an observable influence on human existence. Dreams could give us vital information about
the workings of the Unconscious. Dreams, he argued, had manifest and latent content.
Because the workings of the Unconscious are “compressed, condensed, superimposed on
one another,” the manifest content does not offer a direct account of its activity.134 It is,
rather, “expressed as it were in a pictographic script, the character of which have to be
transposed individually into the language of the [latent] dream-thoughts.”135 Remembered
dream images, in other words, serve as guides to construct the larger thought processes
which underlie them. Freud distinguishes these image recollections from the objects of
perception by characterizing them as “ready to hand.”136
The “pictographic” and “ready to hand” symbolism of Freudian dream imagery had
profound influences on various modernist movements at the turn of the century. We can
find echoes of the Freudian unconscious, for example, in the condensed imagery of
Imagism. As Susan Freidman demonstrates in Psyche Reborn, “Freud’s description of
unconscious thought processes is particularly in tune with imagist aesthetics,” and more
specifically, with their mutual stress on the “nonrational image.”137 Like Imagism, “dreamwork thinks in pictures, never in concepts.”138 Though Friedman is right to emphasize
affinities between Freudian condensation and Imagist density, there are notable differences
that cannot be possibly overlooked. These differences will become more obvious if we turn
to a historical encounter between the two movements.
One of the most important Imagist poets, H.D. underwent psychoanalytic therapy
with Sigmund Freud between 1933-34. She kept two diaries to capture the intense thought
exchanges and debates she had with Freud, later publishing them in Tribute to Freud. The
disagreements between the two figures have largely to do with Freud’s positivist insistence
on finding symptomatic meaning of dream images and H.D.’s more aesthetic appreciation
of their thingliness and mystery. At one point in her account, H.D. remembers seeing in a
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hotel bedroom in Corfu “a series a shadow- or of light pictures … projected on the wall of
a hotel bedroom.”139 She anticipates “megalomania” as the likely Freudian interpretation
of this experience, though she does not hesitate to suggest an alternative: Perhaps this
“writing-on-the-wall is merely an extension of the artist’s mind, a picture or an illustrated
poem, taken out of the actual dream or daydream content and projected from within…
really a high-powered idea, simply over-stressed, over-thought.”140 H.D.’s descriptions of
poetic imagery share a kinship with the “overdetermined” character of dream imagery. But
as in her Imagist poems, she believes that the image suffices: It already contains an
ideational complex, and the interpretive desire to make explicit those ideas which empower
the image would take away the force of the experience. The disagreement between Freud
and H.D. anticipate the spirit of the many debates which will come to characterize
psychoanalytic discourse in the middle of the century.
Where Freud believes that the contents of the unconscious have signifying power
– i.e. they have positive content and referential correspondence – some later psychoanalysts
including Jacques Lacan maintain that the unconscious is structured like a language and
their signification cannot fully extend to the realm of consciousness. Lacan’s emphasis on
the autonomy of linguistic structure over meaning is more closely aligned with H.D.’s
commentary on poetic practice. In his 1955 seminar on Psychosis, for example, Lacan uses
the Saussurean distinction of a linguistic system that is divided between signifier and
signified to amplify the role of the former: “[E]very real signifier is, as such, a signifier
that signifies nothing.”141 It is futile therefore to ascertain what a signifier refers to in the
world. What gives us an idea about the workings of the unconscious are rather the relations
between the signifiers and their positioning in linguistic discourse. As Lacan would state
in a later lecture, “the function of language in speech is not to inform but to evoke.”142
The divergences between Freud and Lacan are not endemic to psychoanalysis. As
we have seen, the possibility of linguistic signification and reference was also the primary
preoccupation for the philosophers of language and reference. Hence, interrogating the
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chief premises of psychoanalysis as a critical method will allow me to approach the
intellectual climate of the period through a different set of parameters. Psychoanalysis will
prove most useful while measuring the affective aspects of the poets’ changing relation to
the world of images and objects. How do mid-century poets cope with the anxiety that
results from leaving behind modernist discourse, and dropping the modernist image to
pursue a plainspoken language comfortable with abstraction?
The chapters in the dissertation follow a chronological order. I start in the first
chapter with a philosophical investigation of Wallace Stevens’s poetry, since he offers the
compelling case of a modernist poet who consistently resisted the central tenets of Imagist
objectivity. As Stevens pursues more public modes of the lyric later in his career, plainness
becomes a crucial strategy for situating the mind’s imaginative voyages in shared and
shareable reality. This chapter also provides a detailed philosophical account on reference.
Though the Imagist ambition to offer direct treatments of things and concrete arrangements
of particulars may seem like the epitome of effective referential correspondence between
language and reality, what ensures the durability of reference turns out to be active
negotiations between the concrete and the abstract, between semantics and performance.
In the second chapter, I study Frank O’Hara’s early experiments with surrealism
and how surrealist assemblages provide metonymic surfaces for self-actualization in his
urban poems through plain and performative declarations (“I do this, I do that”). Anxiety
emerges in this study as a dominant affect in mid-century efforts to overcome the objectattachment of modernism. I establish anxiety as a prominent affect by surveying literary
and psychoanalytic accounts. On the literary front, I turn to the American period of W.H.
Auden, a complicated influence on the New York School, and his mid-century eclogue The
Age of Anxiety. Though late Auden also purposefully resists modernist objectivity in
pursuit of a plainer rhetoric, his discursive fixations prevent him from staging compelling
correspondences between language and reality. On the psychoanalytic front, I propose a
revisionist account of anxiety to situate it in the pre-Oedipal stage before the onset of
symbolic awareness. This speculative model shows how gestures and other extralinguistic
means of expression increase the resourcefulness of plain language and reference.
In the third chapter, I begin by tracing the dominant academic influences behind
Thom Gunn’s early works and interest in plain rhetoric. Gunn wrote his first two books,
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Fighting Terms and The Sense of Movement while studying with two tough and moralizing
critics: F.R. Leavis at Cambridge, Yvor Winters at Stanford. These first books are
characterized by Elizabethan diction, stiff prosody, and - thanks to Winters’s influence – a
return to the poetic statement of the Renaissance plain style. While these practices give
Gunn the opportunity to maintain a critical distance from modernism, the New Critical
obsession with poetic realization prevent him from establishing an original and
autobiographical poetic voice. With My Sad Captains and his eventual departure from
scholarly fields of influence, Gunn starts to make more imaginative uses of the plain style
and explores more liminal prosodic structures. Syllabic verse, in particular, offers him a
method of disidentification with the prevailing heteronormative dynamics that informed
his earlier works, and teaches him to navigate the precarious field of gestures and
uncontrollable bodily movements (shudders, shivers, trembles).
In the fourth and last chapter on Eavan Boland, I trace one of the poet’s signature
gestures back to the very beginning of her poetic career in the early 1960s. This
characteristic gesture involves the use of deixis and colon to introduce syntactic ruptures
and a muse-like disembodied middle voice, and allows Boland to examine the possible
uses of epigrammatic poetic statement in modern poetry. I demonstrate how the midcentury period in Ireland witnessed widespread dissatisfactions with modernist obscurity
and a prevalent desire for lucidity and plainness. The technical achievements of the English
Movement and W.B. Yeats became the dominant influences on Boland’s early work. Both
sources resisted modernist objectivity by embracing different versions of plain rhetoric. An
analysis of the ambivalent reception of Yeats in mid-century Irish context shows how the
poet’s interest in myth and enchantment allowed Boland to craft a disembodied middle
voice capable of reimagining the possibility of re-enchantment in modern poetry.
Before turning the page and begin our analysis of plainness in the middle of the
twentieth century with Wallace Stevens, let us briefly consider Annie Dillard’s instructive
breakdown of the enduring relationship between two styles, “fancy” and “plain,” lest we
forget that plainness is above all a strategic attitude, one that can shift line by line, rather
than a genre or identity:
You know how a puppy, when you point off in one direction for him, looks at your
hand. It is hard to train him not to. The modernist arts in this century have gone to
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a great deal to untrain us readers, to force us to look at the hand. Contemporary
modernist fine prose says, Look at my hand. Plain prose says, Look over there. But
these are matters of emphasis. So long as words refer, the literary arts will continue
to do two things at once, just as all representational painting does two things at
once. They point to the world with a hand. So long as you write literature, you
cannot unhinge the world from the words, nor the words from the page.143
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Chapter 1: Wallace Stevens and the Grounds of Reference
The one moonlight, in the simple-colored night,
Like a plain poet revolving his mind
The sameness of his various universe,
Shines on the mere objectiveness of things.
Wallace Stevens, “Note on Moonlight”
Though a passionate champion of the role and value of the imagination for modern
poetry, Stevens never ceased to emphasize the importance of grounding one’s imaginative
sojourns in physical reality. As he states in his notebooks, “Poetry is a response to the daily
necessity of getting the world right,” and “The real is only the base. But it is the base.”1 In
his earlier works, Stevens conveys this necessity by foregrounding particular points of
reference (a person, an object, a color, an aspect) to organize the activity of consciousness.
Though these fixed points of reference provide satisfying empirical anchors to reinstate the
force of reality, our sense of reality is continuously supplemented and refreshed.
As a result, the descriptive desire for contextualizing what constitutes plain reality
ought to be complemented with a conceptual desire to attain plain formulations or
statements of our subjective judgements. However, since self-consciousness is always
operational, it is difficult to sustain such convincing distinctions between these two
processes at any given moment. Stevens overcomes this difficulty by creating larger-thanlife fictional characters through which the activity and development of self-consciousness
may be monitored and dramatized.
Later in his career, as Stevens pursues a contemplative lyric voice with more
compelling modes of sociality, the work of reference requires more substantial efforts.
How can “we” think about the world together and partake in the formulation of judgements
without turning reality into a merely symbolic or metaphorical stage? Stevens’s later poems
foreshadow the challenges that the lyric voice will have to face while pursuing more public
and participatory strategies. As the lyric setting becomes more communal, linguistic
reference risks becoming more inscrutable. In response, Stevens will continuously provoke
1
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the imagination with barren versions of reality to test its resistance to nothingness. The
pressure of this substantial absence will allow him to shift the focus from what language
adds to reality to what reality adds to language, imbuing certain linguistic gestures with a
performative sense of worldly correspondence and referentiality.
In this chapter, I will start by offering a philosophical investigation of the
relationship between reference and self-consciousness. I will then demonstrate Stevens’s
sarcastic and playful resistance to Imagist models of objectivity which illustrates how the
direct treatment of things ultimately fails to offer adequate accounts of referential intention.
We will see that referentiality emerges as both a semantic notion based on syntax and a
performative one based on use and context. Finally, I will turn to Stevens’s later poems to
show how the desire for plainness – both perceptual and rhetorical — yields compelling
dependencies between concrete perception and abstract statement.
Referential expressions have distinct functions in language and provide provisional
anchors for the objects of thought. Jack, the guy who called me yesterday, that kid, this
woman here, the creek next to the school, the King of France. All these terms serve
referential functions. When we refer to things, objects, and people, we assume in various
ways that there ought to be objects in the world which will answer to the names or
descriptive designators used. The function of such referring terms is not limited to real
world situations, or what Kenneth Taylor calls, “representation-object relations,” where we
have to point to objects and use demonstratives such as this and that.2 Referring captures
something about the intelligibility of the world and the process through which we use
categories to identify particular objects.
Reference also has more complex cognitive functions. It allows us to establish
continuity between “representation-representation relations” and think with “same
purport.3” This means that I can think about my advisor reading this chapter today and then
about the same advisor’s regret about saying yes to join my dissertation committee in the
first place. I am thinking about the same advisor in both cases. Taylor calls this “our
capacity for thinking with intrinsic purport of sameness.”4
2
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More often than not, language has to be modest in terms of its ambition to capture
the existence of what is out there. Reality always calls for further qualifications.
Descriptions never suffice to give us a complete picture of the world. This is especially
true when we give adjectival or adverbial descriptions of the world or when we try to
choose the right verb to convey the nature of a specific action. Though referential uses of
language can and often do involve descriptive statements, their analysis turns the world
into a mappable structure of objective relations. When someone asks, “what is that woman
doing over there?” we look around to identify the objects that might fit this demonstrative
reference. Is it that woman with the brown bag, or that one with high heels, or the waitress
that is currently taking an order? Obviously, this brief survey of our surroundings cannot
help but register the qualitative and adjectival modes of seeing; we can’t see things as they
are, without supplementing our descriptions with some characteristics that bring about
convincing modes of specification. However, referential uses of language enrich our
attention to the word-world correspondence, such that the specific constituents of a
particular context become more readily visible. In other words, the conditions of a
situation’s intelligibility become more concentrated around specific objects.
The referential concentration of attention is no different within linguistic discourse
that bears only a representational relationship to reality. Think of the following sentence:
“The farm here belongs to many families. It is quite famous.” What does the it in the second
sentence refer to? For someone undertaking semantic analysis, the words the farm and
many families would light up. But grammatically, of course, there is one and only one
possibility. It, being singular a term, refers to “the farm.” Though the referent of “it” is
quite clear, we can see how attention to reference can light up distinct relations of
objecthood in a given episode of language. Where there is ambiguity, such networks light
up more decisively because the mind has to discern between possible referents the most
suitable one. A good example would be: “The farm belongs to the family and it is very
famous.” In this case there is nothing in the sentence to help us decide whether the “it”
refers to the farm or the family. Both are possible. The referential uncertainty here makes
the objective network in language light up even more assertively. Even if we can’t –
without context - decide how to assign the reference, the uncertainty helps the reader to
draw out the objective structures upon which the whole linguistic assertion operates.
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Reference has crucial roles to play in poetry as well. Even though demonstrative
reference in poetry has to be restricted to the representation-representation route – given
that poems cannot actually point to an existing world out there – references still work to
heighten readerly awareness about the objective structure of a poem. This kind of objective
awareness involves becoming acquainted with the sorts of objects that populate the poem,
the relations between those objects, and the kinds of agency which make it possible for a
poet to refer to already placed or described objects with same-purport. Let us turn to an
early poem by Wallace Stevens, “Stars at Tallapoosa” to test this idea.5
The first half of the poem offers a catalogue of descriptions of things readily seen
(“The lines are straight and swift between the stars”), things that can’t be seen without a
metaphorical sheath (“The criers, undulating the deep ocean’s phrase”) and things that
negate the mind’s perceptual or metaphorical proclivities (“There is no moon, on single
silvered leaf.”) The last category, negation, affirms the relationship between the first two
categories. Sense cannot be separated from sense. That is, sensory experience cannot be
separated from the sense of things perceived. Even to the question of what is not a part of
this landscape, the mind cannot answer without metaphors: “The moon,” does not suffice,
because when the mind imagines the absence of something, it still imagines a particular
version of a particular, the absent moon has to appear in the mind in a distinct manner.
The turn in the poem comes with the third stanza: “Let these be your delight,
secretive hunter, / Wading the sea-lines, moist, and ever-mingling, / Mounting the earthlines, long and lax, lethargic. / These lines are swift and fall without diverging.” In
Stevens’s poems this turn to inwardness, a heightened self-awareness, often coincides with
the necessity to establish for it a larger-than-life ego-category. In this case it is the
“secretive hunter.” This is a bit like erotic role-play: The sudden ascription of an identity
state changes the conditions of seeing. A heightened consciousness of identity means that
the poet is being seen as well, and now has to perform. He has to stage a rapprochement
between what the mind takes to be its private vision of the world and a kind of identity that
is continuous with the world. Therefore, Stevens starts breaking the line with trochaic
participles (wading, mounting): It does not suffice to have an active imagination, it needs
to be continuously (and violently) activated. The secretive hunter is not an arbitrary identity
5
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category: Hunters need keen vision, intuition and attunement with their surroundings. To
see as a hunter means to look for particular things with a strong awareness of the general
landscape. That awareness has already been established in the first two stanzas of the poem.
But now, in turning to particulars, the poet has to find ways to preserve the imaginatively
adorned reality as grounds for its actions.
What better way to stretch that original perception than through reference? Notice
how the sentence structure changes in the third stanza: “Let these be your delight.” The
subject-predicate structure of earlier stanzas are now replaced with imperatives and action
clauses. The referential ambitions of the poem have significantly inflated as well. The
grouping of many distinct parts into a single deictic expression, “these,” does not simply
gather and stretch the things from the first two stanzas. More important, it carries the
inseparability therein of the real and the metaphorical. Stevens uses “these” as opposed to
“those” because it suggests a sense of proximity to the objects of perception, to the
empirical reality that has given the poem the necessary grounds for its imaginative activity.
Though the stars, as the title suggests, are the primary candidates for this reference, it is
perfectly plausible for “these” to refer to the entire system of object-relations, established
in the first stanzas between things like lines, stars, moon, and the body. Clearly, then, the
poem is not merely addressing an imagined hunter-ego, it is also inviting the readers to see
and read with the awareness of a hunter. The merging of these two identities is the central
referential activity in the poem: As readers, we are addressing the “secretive hunter,” while
at the same time being addressed by the poem as the hunter. If the poem ends up being a
mere celebration of the imagination, the primacy of imaginative activity over plain reality,
this most loaded referential gesture of the poem gets reduced to insignificance.
Hence, the very final gesture of the poem is to turn inward. Only then does the
poem manage to move away from its autonomous stanzaic structure. The last two stanzas
are a single thought, representing the activity of imaginative combination that is never
punctuated by an actual object. There are no objects to be found in this inner cognition: “a
sheaf of brilliant arrows,” “bright-edged and cold,” “nimblest motions,” “lost vehemence
the midnights hold.” All these are possible adjectival states that can be appended to
experience but by themselves, they simply celebrate the imagination’s capacity to combine
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aspectual descriptions. Let us finally examine the turn at the beginning of the fourth stanza
that facilitates this introspective moment:
The melon-flower nor dew nor web of either
Is like to these. But in yourself is like:
The poet separates the objective from the subjective. The objects of the world, vibrating
with alliteration (w), are clearly not like “these.” What are these? Once again, the poet turns
to reference to stretch the earlier objectual scope of the poem down to the final thought.
Now, however, there are clear linguistic resistances. What does it mean to be “like
to” something? Does it simply mean to be “like it” or “similar to it”? For Stevens, the
things of the world and the imaginative combinations of the mind cannot even exist in a
relationship of similitude. The two sides of the equation are not in a “like” relationship; we
cannot talk about them as resembling one another. Hence the enigmatic next sentence
launches a new and softer alliterative structure (f, l) that will accommodate the smooth
journey of the imagination: “But in yourself is like:” This line could refer to the objects in
the previous line and mean that one could talk about similitude if the objects were to be
located as part of an inner cognition. It might also suggest a characterization of “in
yourself,” as in “here is what “in yourself” is like.”
This impasse is characteristic of Stevens’s early poetry. On one hand, he wants to
preserve the sense of a reality that can exist independently of the mind, and on the other,
he can’t help but celebrate the imaginative structures which enhance that reality. What is
constant in Stevens’s project, however, is a keen awareness of the additive qualities of
imagination. Ultimately, in the quoted lines above, the referred objects are not absorbed by
the smooth flight of the imagination at the end. They are clearly demarcated by syntax. If
we were to ask, “what is being compared to the activity of the imagination?”, these
references would preserve their status as self-sufficient entities. As Stevens will say in a
later poem, “Crude Foyer,” we are “content / At least, there, when it turns out to be here.”6
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The Lyric Self and Self-Consciousness
We are running into a philosophical predicament: Stevens is invested in preserving
the pressures and demands of the objective world. His imaginative departures and additions
to the structure of reality always come with varying degrees of skepticism and calculation.
But if the world is continuously enriched by the imagination and if, in speaking about the
world with same-purport, we cannot help but thrust the world into conceptual and
imaginative relationships, what is the ultimate purpose of metaphysics, of trying to
understand what there is and the nature of what there is?
Charles Altieri is one of the many critics who recognize Stevens’s commitment to
the empirical, however, even in his account, this commitment is secondary to what he calls
the power of the “grammar of as.” Because as “produces a continuous capacity to blend
observation with second-order reflection and so comes as close any linguistic element to
embodying the powers of imagination.”7 Elsewhere he praises Stevens and Ashbery for
privileging “relations rather than objects, since the idea of relationship stresses an equation
between making and discovering.”8 Altieri is interested in how Stevens can catch the world
at its fullness, rife with relationships and analogical structure. Yet he does not quite
demonstrate how Stevens manages to maintain the force of reality as a dynamic demand
on consciousness. If the empirical reality in fact serves as a foundation for Stevens’s
imagination, how does Stevens establish reality as a kind of ground or base? How can
Stevens even use language, which is already a symbolic structure rife with private
associations, to communicate a desire for plain reality or perception?
Altieri emphasizes a language of interaction and presence-ing in order to avoid
“what Jacques Derrida would call the endless supplementarity of trying constantly to shore
up what will pass as accurate description”:
Nonetheless, it takes poetry to explore how subjects can interact with objects as to
establish ‘presences’ and challenge reductive accounts of value. That is the level of
reality that matters for poets as Stevens conceives them.9
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By turning away from the endless supplementarity of description, Altieri instead
supplements the notion of reality with description. This way, the idea of reality itself
becomes more important than any way of securing logical foundations for it. Such
phenomenological accounts of reality consequently turn it into a metaphorical desire. We
now take a strong sense of presence, intensity, or affective overload as capturing a deep
sense of reality. As a result, we recognize reality when it becomes unrecognizable, or when
a context, scene or instance of language is loaded with demands for recognition. Altieri
reads the turn in the third stanza of “Stars at Tallapoosa” as “returning to that self in full
analogical self-awareness.”10 His reading assumes a global perspective in the poem. He
tracks the investments of this perspective as it alternates between different degrees of
metaphorical absorption. However, Stevens limits this global perspective by addressing the
“secretive hunter” and so creating a performative identity to which we can comfortably
assign the changes in cognitive and rhetorical activity of the poem.11
By creating this hunter-identity that accepts such ascriptions, Stevens raises a
crucial question about the nature of first-person experience, the importance of which we
tend to overlook. Stevens’s astonishing ability to create such ostentatious identities which
conveniently gather empirical ascriptions while at the same time making the readers forget
about the omission of first-person accounts has to complicate the question of selfconsciousness. By assigning self-consciousness to these larger-than-life figures or to the
deepening of their perception, we simply treat them as empirical objects and not as entities
bearing self-consciousness. One way to resolve this issue to treat these identities as
extensions of the lyric speaker. They are, in other words, necessary inventions that allow
role play and require the poet to gradually erode any distinction between performance and
reality. When we return to the lyric speaker as a unified concept, these theatrical digressions
become ingredients of self-consciousness. The problem with this approach is that there is
rarely an identifiable central lyric consciousness in Stevens which would accommodate
10
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such ascriptions. Since these larger-than-life identities absorb much of the poem’s
ascriptive energy, the absence of a discernible lyric self becomes even more accentuated.
This lack may be one of the greatest strengths of Stevens’s poetry and amounts to
a Kantian conception of self-consciousness. When we realize that ascriptive energies of the
poem have largely been directed towards a creation within the poem, naturally we might
want to ask: Well, who is doing the ascribing in the first place? What original consciousness
is behind this project of outsourcing its affective investments to imaginary figures and
characters? To recover an original center of perception or experience is an impossible task
since Stevens, as we have seen in “Stars at Tallapoosa,” is most evasive when it comes to
marking the specific moments in which the ownership of consciousness changes. I have
characterized this process as Kantian because Kant insists on preserving self-consciousness
as a spontaneous process that accompanies our activities rather than turning it into an
intelligible or analyzable object. In the Critique of Pure Reason, he famously formulates
this idea: “The I think must be able to accompany all my representations; for otherwise
something would be represented in me that could not be thought at all” [B132].12 Later in
the text he says that self-consciousness is merely “appended to thoughts, without nothing
the least property of it, or cognizing or knowing anything at all about it” [A355].13 And he
describes “pure consciousness” as that “which is just what is to be explained, as its [the
subject’s] ground” [B422].14 In Stevens, too, the ultimate unavailability of a central lyric
perspective makes the reader forget about the necessary existence of a spontaneous
synthesizing activity, a unifying consciousness that produces the poems’ intricate syntax.
If, in Kant’s terms, self-consciousness is taken to be the “ground” of subjective
experience, attempts to recover this ground would amount to a metaphysical enterprise, a
metaphysical enterprise that Stevens will eventually practice in the later phases of his
career, especially in his last collection, The Rock. My argument is that such a project entails
the identification of the elemental existences that ground the subject, the plain sense of
things. This way, rather than framing the real as conceivable only through its marriage with
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the imaginary, we might start to demand descriptions of the world that identify the
elemental existences which must be presupposed within a cogent metaphysical system.
While trying to catch “the mind in the act of finding out what will suffice,” is it
enough merely to elucidate “the act of finding out?”15 My answer will be negative. The
double meaning in this search (“finding out what will suffice” and “what will suffice”)
foregrounds a relationship of codependency between the things of experience and the
conditions of sufficiency. Referentialist approaches to language, I argue, give us the best
tools for determining the nature of this codependency. It is important now to rephrase the
two questions left unresolved in our inquiry: 1) We must presuppose the existence of things
but they are given to us through experiences supplemented by the imagination. 2) We must
presuppose the self in order to enjoy the performative identities in Stevens’s poems, yet
this presupposition makes it even harder to recognize the operation of self-consciousness,
the central unifying force, the ground of the poem’s subjective experience.
What else can one do? How else can one actually talk about reality without reducing
it to a metaphorical desire for an unattainable objectivity? Stevens’s own language in his
essays reveals a terribly evasive understanding of the concept of reality. He sometimes
treats it as a necessary demand on the poet, and at other times dismisses the real as a product
of the imagination:
The subject matter of poetry is not that ‘collection of solid, static objects extended
in space’ but the life that is lived in the scene that it composes, and so reality is not
that external scene but the life that is lived in it. Reality is things as they are.16
Stevens’s distinctions here are markedly Kantian. Kant rejected the empiricist notion of
objective experience as involving a perceptual cataloguing of individual objects. Instead,
he emphasized how we are affected by objects. Our acquaintance with them, he held, is
merely a result of this affectation triggering the already-existing concepts in our minds.
Likewise, according to Stevens, for poetry, as for consciousness, actual objects are not the
primary stuff of reality. The important thing is how our “life” or experience is facilitated
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by the givenness of the objective world and how they make manifest our reliance on certain
a priori concepts.
Kant’s treatment of empirical experience, however, leads to confusion. How can
we be affected by the things in the world in a specific spatiotemporal frame but only worry
about the general structure of experience? If the successful activation of certain a priori
concepts requires an engagement with the outside world, how can that outside world be a
mere structure? Kant says: “The consciousness of my existence is at the same time an
immediate consciousness of the existence of other things outside me.” (B276).17 Does it
suffice then to know that there are things out there as opposed to knowing that there are
things out there?
P.F. Strawson, who will prominently feature in this chapter for his debate on
reference with Bertrand Russell, raised significant contentions against this Kantian
framework in his 1966 book The Bounds of Sense, and more importantly, made some
uncommon assumptions about what Kant might have meant by the concept of “the
necessary unity of experience”:
First, the unified items are just the experiences reported in our ordinary reports of
what we see, feel, hear, etc. No faithful reports of these experiences are in general
possible which do not make use of the concepts of the objects which our
experiences are experiences of. 18
Strawson claims that empirical experience, even in Kantian terms, needs to account for
actual objects even if our being affected by them is subordinated to the a priori. If we
engaged with particulars only insofar as they answered to certain already-existing cognitive
concepts, Stevens’s notion of “life that is lived in,” a reality would not even be conceivable.
The only reality one could experience would be limited to one’s mental activity. In other
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words, for experience to count or for our empirical experience to have some transformative
force, we ought to be able to describe and talk about these experiences precisely as the
“collection of solid, static objects extended in space.”
Strawson advances his own interpretation of the Kantian position in a “slogan-like
summary” that addresses a common misconception: “the unity of experience is confused
with the experience of unity.”19 Kant stresses that experience ought to be unified for a
central consciousness to be continuously synthesizing things. In the absence of such unity,
one would not, for instance, be able to refer to things in the world with same-purport or
consider instances of something as belonging to a general category. But as Strawson shows,
this should not be confused with “the experience of unity.” The latter category assumes
that the self is a smooth and continuous substance that is already unified and does not need
any sort of empirical backing to become aware of its existence or from which to interpret
a continuous referential-existence. In Altieri’s readings of Stevens, the self rarely depends
on such empirical accounts and is often taken to be a given. But Stevens’s illusory
constructions of unified, inflated and ego-driven identity-positions should not mislead us
into presupposing the existence of a unified self. More on this later, but it suffices here to
say that Stevens’s own conception of reality runs into serious problems when, like Kant,
he downplays the importance of the “collection of solid, static objects extended in space.”
The two problems outlined so far - about objectivity and self-consciousness – often
manifested jointly in Stevens’s thoughts, especially on the subject of plainness. In a letter
to his wife, Elsie, in 1908, Stevens wrote the following:
The plain truth is, no doubt, that I like to be anything but my plain self; and when I
write a letter that does not satisfy me – why it seems like showing my plain self,
too plainly.20
Stevens, as is his habit, starts out by treating plainness as a form of desire, a self-conscious
desire about attaining a degree of transparency through expression. Immediately, however,
there is a slight paradox in the first sentence: “[T]he plain truth” is not so plain after all and
expresses a desire that can be resolved only within the medium of language. So the desired
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state of plainness, which we might otherwise call ‘to be one with one’s self,’ cannot be a
continuous state of existence. At best, it can amount to a contextual and momentary
experience of attunement. When one insists on plainness, however, the lack transforms into
an excessively self-conscious performance of one’s presumed identity, in a way that Lacan
would characterize as the excess of jouissance. The solution, for Stevens, involves finding
some kind of “satisfaction” in what one writes so that the pursuit reaches a climax at the
moment of its disappearance.
Plainness, in this sense, corresponds to a momentary transgression, a brief vision in
which self-consciousness is experienced right before it decomposes back into the objective
structure of one’s experience. Notice how Stevens’s idea of plainness implies a floor and a
ceiling. The floor is defined by a lack of self-consciousness that provokes one to seek more
satisfying modes of empirical attunement. The ceiling is when the desire for plainness gets
replaced by plain desire so that one can only inquire into the mode of desire itself without
enough space for the self to emerge in its spontaneity.
The difficulty here must be apparent: The floor corresponds to a hyperawareness of
the world and entities within it but it lacks an imaginative supplement that can turn the self
into an active participant in the world’s realization. The ceiling, in turn, corresponds to a
hyperawareness of the affective existence of the self, in which the objects enter the field of
perception only as props already inherently charged with emotive conditions. Hence,
attaining plainness involves working from both directions: giving a descriptive
metaphysics of the world which obviates the specifics that ought to be presupposed as well
as a careful skepticism against the Cartesian delusion that willing to dispense with the
empirical existence of the self.
Stevens’s “Of Modern Poetry” lays out both these directions but the harmony
accomplished from their interplay is only available in the sounds of the words and not in
what they describe.21 The poem is the perfect demonstration of how a “self” created in a
poem, which then becomes the locus of ascriptions, does not overlap with the poetic
consciousness that makes things happen in the act of saying and uttering things. The poem
describes the challenge faced by modern poets who cannot be satisfied with “repeat[ing]
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what was in the script” and sets the stage for the activity of thinking about the demands of
modernity and new forms of expressions that could satisfy those demands.
… It has to be on that stage
And, like an insatiable actor, slowly and
With meditation, speak words that in the ear,
In the delicatest ear of the mind, repeat,
Exactly, that which it wants to hear, at the sound
Of which, an invisible audience listens….
“The poem of the mind,” the insatiable “it,” is never satisfied because it keeps
demanding of itself more qualifications and more precise ways of describing the act of
poetic communication. It is a wholly self-conscious enterprise. The infinite process of
refinement is an active demonstration of the Chomskian generativity of language which
keeps adding more and more relative clauses.22 But this moment in the poem is also a leap
of the imagination: Stevens continuously reanimates the “as if” to show how hypotheticals
can will a sensuous happening into existence. The language merely “speaks” rather than
speaking about anything particular. The force of the utterances is more significant than the
generative meaning which emerges from their combinations. The turn comes when a
particular “self” is introduced. What was simply described as “an insatiable actor” is now
a specific character (“the metaphyisician”). The open-endedness of “it” in the first part,
though presumably a perpetual reference to “the poem of the mind,” had turned the act of
reading into an indexical experience where the reading of the poem and the description of
the ideal poem coincided through the satisfactions of eloquence. But with this turn, the
open-endedness of reference is dramatically reduced and the ascriptions are now entirely
directed towards a specific persona.
By creating performative identities, Stevens aims to suspend readers’ selfconscious involvement in the world of the poem and the tendency to assume an emergent
lyric consciousness indistinguishable from the particulars. He constructs a competing
consciousness with a more substantial ego so that the reader can become newly aware of
inhabiting the world of the poem. Therefore, Stevens takes up the Strawsonian ambition to
disenfranchise solipsistic tendencies of the mind, to determine “whether something is or is
22
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not a sufficient condition for the existence of a non-solipsistic consciousness.”23 A
solipsist, for Strawson, would not even “think that everything particular which existed was
himself or a state of himself… the true solipsist is rather one who is simply not himself.”24
The implication of this argument is the following: a degree of self-consciousness is
necessary for the objects in the world to retain their particularity. If every object appeared
to consciousness only as evidence of its intentional states (if all we could know about
objects were the things about them that impress them in our thoughts), solipsism would be
the inevitable outcome.
The introduction of inflated egos in Stevens aims to interrupt the spontaneous
experience of readerly self-consciousness with solipsistic alternatives which often have no
patience for empirical experience. Strawson argues that “a person is not an embodied ego,
but an ego might be a disembodied person, retaining the logical benefit of individuality
from having been a person.”25 As readers, we might be tempted to think about the former
as an attractive possibility. By entering the world of the poem and responding to the poem’s
invitation to inhabit that world, we might assume that a readerly ego is finding gradual
embodiment in the poem. But this idea rests on the mentalistic assumption that the ego can
precede the world. Even in Kant’s framework this would not be permissible because though
self-consciousness enjoys privileged referential capabilities (indexicality), it cannot be
understood independently of an empirical existence.
Neither the reader nor the lyric speaker can enjoy immunity from the empirical.
Both refer to the things of the world, thereby constituting specific spatiotemporal limits on
the hermeneutic activity. The latter possibility in Strawson’s formulation of an “ego” as a
“disembodied person” is what we encounter in Stevens’s poems through its fictional
characters. These characters offer both tempting versions of the liberties, such as
dispossession, they might award to consciousness, while also issuing warnings about the
dangers of solipsism that can result from an exaggeration of these liberties.
Let us now observe the way Stevens introduces such a character in “Of Modern
Poetry”:
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The actor is
A metaphysician in the dark, twanging
An instrument, twanging a wiry string that gives
Sounds passing through sudden rightnesses, wholly
Containing the mind, below which it cannot descend,
Beyond which it has no will to rise.26
The desire for rightness and precision is conveyed through the alliteration of ‘w’ and the
use of present participles, which unlike the relative clauses of the previous section, continue
to extend the thought without granting similar satisfactions of eloquence. The actor cannot
be entirely convincing because he wants to show his “plain self, too plainly.” By locating
the turn in the poem at the moment when a specific self-consciousness emerges, Stevens
demonstrates the drama of what I called “ceiling.” “A metaphysician in the dark” is a
Kantian metaphysician because he believes in the possibility of satisfaction in the absence
of a minimally demarcated objective world.
In “What is Orientation in Thinking?” Kant creates a similar scenario in which “for
a joke, someone had shifted all the objects in such a way that their relative positions
remained the same but what was previously on the right was now on the left…”27 In this
case, it would still be possible to find one’s ways around the room by virtue of reason.
…we must reduce at least the relationship between the object in question and the
objects of experience to pure concepts of the understanding. In so doing, we
certainly do not turn the object into an object of the senses; but we do at least think
of something which is itself supra-sensory as capable of being applied by our reason
to the world of experience.28
This account shows how experience is still possible in the absence of clear intuitions even
though we cannot formulate substantial thoughts about these experiences. As Kant
famously declares in the Critique of Reason, “thoughts without content are empty.”29
Nevertheless, Kant overlooks the importance of memory in this scene because part of the
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reason why these objects retain some force of intuition has to do with the fact that the
subject has previous acquaintance with the objects. It is just that their spatial arrangement
has been changed. Once again, Kant preserves a strong mentalism here. As Rorty argues,
Kant tried to repudiate the ‘mental eye’ picture of the mind… and tried to replace
it by a picture of mental synthesis, which gave him the notion that the platitudes
which must be defended against the sceptic were synthetic truths, truths which were
guaranteed by reference to the character of intuitions as well as by reference to the
character of concepts.30
Rorty shows how Kant wants to simultaneously have the cake and eat it. Kant grants that
a level of acquaintance with objects is necessary but also that, if need be, he could easily
demonstrate the primacy of synthetic a priori truths and reason in the experiment about
orientating oneself in darkness. In constructing his scenario, Kant cannot let his
imagination fly and picture scenes that would resist any familiarity. To the contrary, he can
only allow minimal adjustments to the scene – a simple symmetrical reordering of objects
– because he wants the mind to be able at least to think with same-purport.
Stevens gives readers conflicting versions of self-consciousness in “Of Modern
Poetry” because he wants to show how, in the absence of empirical intuition, a threshold
can only be stated but not tested. The threshold “below which [the mind] cannot descend,
/ Beyond which it has no will to rise” is a logical statement that cannot display the vitality
of participation. Thus, it stands in clear distinction to the last lines of the poem which
catalogue versions of satisfaction that hinges on the absence of self-consciousness: “a man
skating, a woman dancing, a woman / Combing.” The metaphysician in the dark tries to
answer Kant’s question “what is orientation in thinking?” but all he can produce are
boundaries and conditions without significant empirical content. One wonders, at the end,
how different the poem would sound had the metaphysician been replaced by the skater or
the dancer.
The analytic claims of the threshold, however, are still quite useful to us as we try
to find an answer to the questions I have flagged earlier. In offering the floor and the ceiling
as metaphors, I wanted to outline a possible schema for the rapprochement of objective
experience and self-consciousness. However, I neglected to elucidate a crucial asymmetry
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in this process. As Stevens shows, the act of securing the minimal conditions for experience
has an abilitative modality (“below which it cannot descend”). This is the project of
descriptive metaphysics: to ascertain the things which can be presupposed. The latter, an
awareness of the ceiling, generates willing (“Beyond which it has no will to rise”). The
poem might be abstract, it might be “the poem of the mind” but what can be presupposed
about the world happens to determine the very structure of desire. The balance between
these modes – mutually dependent on ability and will – amounts to what Stevens means by
plainness. Though he won’t produce images or metaphors to capture the nature and force
of this balance until much later in his career, in these early poems we can catch glimpses
of the structural demarcations he draws in response to this desire for plainness.
As I’ve shown, Strawson’s descriptive metaphysics entails determining the most
basic entities which must be presupposed to be able to provide satisfying accounts of
experience. This project has a largely referentialist foundation. As P.M.S. Hacker
describes, Strawson wants to find, “in the light of the requirements of identifying reference
and reidentification, what are and must be the most fundamental, primitive, or basic objects
of reference and subjects of predication.”31 Many philosophers have taken issue with
Strawson’s attempts in Individuals to establish material bodies and persons as constituting
these basic and most fundamental existences. But these contentions are indifferent to the
structure of Strawson’s project. His aim to determine the plain structure of experience is
also an attempt to reveal the entities for which descriptive accounts must be given. The act
of giving such descriptions puts both semantic and referential pressures on the
metaphysician. It is by virtue of reference that we integrate these elemental entities into a
given piece of discourse. “Material bodies, in a broad sense of the word, secure to us one
single common and continuously extendable framework of reference, any constituent of
which can be identifyingly referred to without reference to any particular of any other
type.”32 There is one obvious problematic assumption here. Though Strawson assumes that
experiences come with a solid awareness of objects, this need not be the case.
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Ross Harrison disagrees with Strawson’s treatment of outer objects as individually
necessary for knowledge. He argues that the only necessity “is that the experiencer should
be able to distinguish qualitatively between his experiences.”33 When we form judgments,
we don’t need intuition of every specific object to contribute to the account. A “qualitative”
absorption of the objectual dynamics in a context should suffice. Fair enough. When we
enter a room, we don’t necessarily interact with every object. Our awareness depends more
on aspectual elements and modes of presence established by networks of objects. Though
accurate to the structure of perception, all that Harrison can offer to an exploration of
language is the idea that seem is more important than is, or to extend further, that there is
no such thing as is, and our perception is always a matter of seeming. The way that bridge
over there hangs or becomes available to perception under specific conditions is all that
awareness can absorb.
But we have to be mindful of a crucial difference between the quality of the
structure of perception and the quality of perception. There must ultimately be differences
between that bridge over there and the bridge that we saw a few days ago as we made our
way to San Francisco. In the former case, through the power of reference, we are trying to
lock our perception on a specific object. In the latter, we are simply working with the
mental representation of a bridge. Even within the latter category, when we are in a purely
representational domain, there are differences. As in, No, I don’t mean that bridge, I mean
the one that is often flooded with tourists. Admittedly, it is impossible to argue that
referential precision or accuracy tells us something about the scope of one’s acquaintance
with an object. To refer to the right object does not necessarily mean to have acquired a
strong metaphysical understanding of the object. But where reference fails, certain moves
or attempts at abstraction are simply not allowed in language or intuition.
Denotation, Meaning and Reference
Settling things referentially and settling them semantically make wildly different
demands on the speaker. When we return to language armed with Harrison’s emphasis on
the qualitative, all we get are internalist modes of verification: We can judge the truth,
33
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facticity or potency of an account of experience by judging the qualifiers of a speaker’s
language but all such explorations will have to be limited or internal to linguistic discourse
itself. Referential accounts of language emphasize quantifiers which raise questions –
though by no means determinate - about the scope of semantic ambitions, i.e. whether they
are internal or external (what some call de dicto and de re), whether certain utterances are
internally verifiable in a given piece of discourse, or whether they require external modes
of justification. We can turn to Bertrand Russell for an interesting example:
I have heard of a touchy owner of a yacht to whom a guest, on first seeing it,
remarked, "I thought your yacht was larger than it is"; and the owner replied, "No,
my yacht is not larger than it is". What the guest meant was, "The size that I thought
your yacht was is greater than the size your yacht is"; the meaning attributed to him
is, "I thought the size of your yacht was greater than the size of your yacht.”34
Russell, or his character for that matter, are completely oblivious to the use of language,
for the statement by the first speaker is clearly a de dicto assertion in that its meaning is
fully internal to the statement itself. The thought of a yacht is being compared with a
specific yacht. It does not add any practical information about the actual existents in the
world. A more proper response would be: “Well, why did you think that?”, “What made
you believe that?”, “Did you believe that because I am a billionaire?” So on pragmatic
grounds, the conversation ought to have continued in a way that builds on the quality of
perception: the way the object appears surprises me because I had different expectations
of the object. Then the conversation can follow from or deconstruct these expectations.
They are simply not talking about an existing object.
Russell was notoriously impervious to the uses of expressions and utterances,. In
order to eliminate the kinds of (logical, not pragmatic) confusions, as in the yacht example,
he worked towards a more conservative theory of denotation and logical description. His
problem in the groundbreaking 1905 essay was that “… all thinking has to start from
acquaintance; but it succeeds in thinking about many things with which we have no
acquaintance.”35 His issue with the ambiguity of descriptions was exemplified in the yacht
case. Proper names for Russell are no less innocent. He thought that proper names were
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equally vulnerable to error since people might simply operate under entirely different
beliefs or sets of judgement about particular names. Since it is practically impossible to
preserve objectivity in language, he went so far as to limit the scope of what counts as
logical proper names to “this” and “that.” He was obviously not thinking about the deictic
or indexical functions of these terms. The demonstrative use of “this” and “that” made
them qualify as logical names because they were the only guarantors of direct sense
experience accompanying linguistic representation. Therefore Russell concludes that “in
every proposition that we can apprehend, all the constituents are really entities with which
we have immediate acquaintance..”36 This is a rather bleak picture of what one can logically
do with language and it is completely inattentive first, to the use of language, and second,
to how we actually evaluate “propositions.” What the sentence refers to and what the
sentence means beg different modes of analysis. We now have to turn to Strawson’s famous
response to Russell for an alternative take on this issue.
In “On Referring” (1950), a critical response to Russell’s theory of denotation,
Strawson offers a more persuasive account of what it is that we do when we use referring
expressions in language. Strawson argues that careful distinctions have to be made between
an expression, its use and utterance. He held that “meaning is a function of the sentence or
expression; mentioning and referring and truth or falsity, are functions of the use of the
sentence or expression.”37
If I talk about my handkerchief, I can, perhaps, produce the object I am referring to
out of my pocket. I can't produce the meaning of the expression, "my handkerchief",
out of my pocket.38
One of the most recurring sentences in the history of language philosophy is “The king of
France is bald,” which for Russell, has to be “plainly false” because its subject does not
refer to any existing object (and is a pseudo-reference for what, in fact, is a definite
description).39 Strawson’s contention is that the sentence does have meaning and its
truthfulness depends on its use: “we cannot talk of the sentence being true or false, but only
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of its being used to make a true or false assertion, or (if this is preferred) to express a true
or a false proposition.”40
Likewise, a poem could be perfectly satisfied with the pursuit of meaning and
intensification of meaning, so that internal judgements about semantic moves made in
language suffices. But in Stevens, this is not sufficient because he is continuously searching
for contexts or occasions in which a certain utterance can have transformative power. Even
though his “endlessly elaborating” gestures create momentary illusions about the selfsufficiency of language, he is invested in demonstrating the gestural use of language as
well. It is not enough to populate the poem with objects and the stuff of reality; it is equally
and perhaps more important to demonstrate how language extends outward, searches for
things, objects, or seemings that might answer to its attempts at reference.
Stevens starts “Jouga” by declaring that “The physical world is meaningless tonight
/ And there is no other. / There is Ha-eé-me, who sits / And plays his guitar. Ha-eé-me is a
beast.”41 Stevens, like Strawson, clearly thinks about meaning as a function of language.
To disrupt a misguided continuity between linguistic meaning and meaning in the “physical
world,” he provides the pronunciation for Jaime, which paradoxically introduces an “other”
to the poem, a foreign name which we have to learn to pronounce. “Ha-eé-me,” of course,
does not mean anything, it is simply a reference to a character in the scene described. The
observation that the phonemes are “meaningless” does not change the fact that they can be
used to refer to Jaime. In addition to immediately othering the character as existing
independently of the poem’s desperate search for meaning, Stevens also manages to create
a stage on which entities are guaranteed to secure substantial presence. The ideas cannot,
as in the case of the “metaphysician in the dark” be absorbed by the elaborate syntax or
meaning-making desires of the poem. “Ha-eé-me” works like an existential quantifier, the
there exists, the there is at least one, below which the mind cannot descend. “A sortal
universal,” in Strawson’s terms, which “supplies a principle for distinguishing and
counting individual particulars which it collects. It presupposes no antecedent principle, or
method, of individuating the particulars it collects.”42 The principles or methods of seeing
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that emerge from this world nevertheless remain indebted to it. Stevens is abstract to the
core, but he uses the force of reference to preserve a grounded sense of the world from
which abstraction is possible in the first place.
One of the most remarkable resistances in Stevens’s poetry is against the tendency
to introduce objects, things or realizations into speech or discourse. A distinction has to be
made between saying and speaking. While saying is always attached to an object and
preserves the otherness of the thing uttered, speaking tends to invite more prepositional
modes, such as speaking of, about, for and in terms of. When things are introduced into
speech, they are introduced qualitatively, as in Harrison’s argument against Strawson
claiming that our awareness of the outside world need not be based tightly on individual
objects but on the structure of experience more generally. Likewise when we analyze
speech, the objects belonging to discourse often penetrate it with relevant aspects or
contributions they make to the production of meaning. Saying, on the other hand, preserves
the recognitional aspects of experience. It records apparent tensions between language and
reality more noticeably. In lyric poetry, saying is also closely aligned with reference
because poiesis is the act of making. To make a new world requires the parts to have sound
and substance. Bonnie Costello argues that “the power to constitute the world in naming it
– not ideas about things, but things as ideas – sets Stevens apart.”43 Stevens’s emphasis on
saying, then, is an effort to preserve the thingliness of the world.
The early poem “To the Roaring Wind” animates this playful distinction:
What syllable are you seeking,
Vocalissimus,
In the distances of sleep?
Speak it.44
Eleanor Cook defines the term “Vocalissimus” as the vocative form of the Latinate
adjective vocalis, that masculine entity which “utters a voice, sounding, vocal singing, also
in a rare poetic use, ‘causing or inspiring speech or song.’”45 But Stevens’s final imperative
to this muse-like figure is not to “say” or “utter” but to “speak it,” which reveals the nature
43
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of his expectation from poetic discourse: Rather than merely producing sounds or
flamboyant utterances, produce a speech that can engage the various intricacies of
utterance. There is clearly a type of dialectic here, since Stevens also provokes his readers
to enjoy the mere process of uttering the name, Vocalissimus. Like “Ha-eé-me” there
remains something unfamiliar about this sound that refuses to be absorbed into speech,
something that stands out in its otherness.
If we read this as a Shelleyan ode to the wind, we might observe Stevens’s
difference in how he resists Platonic universals. That is, he expects both answers from the
things of the world and their answers to remain within particular gestural modes of speech
that cannot be appropriated by discourse. In a Strawsonian sense, the aim is to obviate the
“relations between term-introducing expressions which are, in the relevant sense,
complete, and the facts or propositions which confer upon them their completeness.”46 The
completeness of the term-introducing expressions, or the referential network of a poem,
preserves and stimulates a desire for plainness, for a version of the things in the world that
are not changed or clouded by discourse. Reference, then, keeps the objective structure of
the world available as a mode of desire to which we may return.
A final remark needs to be made about self-consciousness. Here, as in his other
poems, Stevens makes us forget about an emergent lyric consciousness by creating a largerthan-life figure, a disembodied ego: the Orphic, prophetic entity called Vocalissimus. Just
as the sounds of the twangy instrument of the metaphysician is preferable to his selfconscious discourse, the jouissance of poetic language rests in the instrument that is
language, in the particular sounds that preserve a sense of the medium. What we and the
poet desire, the speech of Vocalissimus, also captures the ends of desire.
Before comparing Stevens’s aesthetic achievements to the limitations of Imagism,
I need to make one last philosophical move to close the Kant-Strawson loop. As Rorty
suggests, Strawson’s insistence on infusing more objectivity into Kant’s systematic
becomes more intelligible and potent when supplemented with a Wittgensteinian
behaviorism that emphasizes those “states apt for the production of linguistic behavior.”47
Therefore, according to Rorty, armed with a Wittgensteinian emphasis on conditions and
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criteria for linguistic use, Strawson’s insistence on objectivity amounts to “a matter of
demonstrating that we cannot imagine an assertion about anything being made by a person
who was not capable of making assertions about physical objects.”48
The latter capability, of introducing objects into discourse, is tied most closely to
referential activity. The most obvious cases are when an object makes overwhelming
demands on perception. Thus, Wittgenstein is habitually drawn to exclamatory uses of
language to capture the “dawning of an aspect.”: “If I let my gaze wander round a room
and suddenly it lights on an object of striking red colour, and I say ‘Red!’ – that is not a
description.”49 Like Strawson, Wittgenstein makes a clear distinction between description
and a referential use of language that tries to elicit modes of realization and participation
based on specific aspects or objects of perception. Altieri argues that “aspect-seeing offers
the minimal model of artifice at work – so minimal that it need not be attributed to will at
all.”50 The characterization of aspectual awareness as requiring minimal artifice locates this
speech act (“Red!”) at the vanishing point of self-consciousness. In this moment, the
discursive tendencies of language are momentarily suspended in favor of the thingliness of
language as an instrument, producing certain twangy sounds that modulate our attention.
In Strawson’s account, however, such moments need not be limited to the “dawning
of an aspect”:
Wittgenstein was perhaps over-impressed by the cases where we are suddenly
struck by something – be it a classical change of figure-aspects or the sudden
recognition of a face or the sudden appearance of an objects, as when an ordinary
rabbit bursts into view in the landscape and captures our attention…There is no
reason for making a sharp conceptual cleavage between the cases of a sudden
irruption – whether of an aspect or an object – and others.51
Strawson’s insistence to stretch the Wittgensteinian notion of aspectual awareness to
perception returns us to Kant, where the philosophical sojourn of this chapter began.
Wittgenstein’s episodes share the Kantian notion that “the visual experience is irradiated
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by or infused with, the concept” because in such episodes we can’t help but see and be
affected by that seeing in a certain way that must be a priori conditioned.52 But by using
language we also foreground the specific aspect or object of intuition. Most importantly,
we put a premium on the referential terms we happen to use to capture the force of seeing.53
Even if specific intuitions are always subordinated by a priori concepts, the objective
contours of the world play a decisive role in ensuring the “uniquely necessary” conditions
for experience, “uniquely necessary” because as Strawson argues, “although
distinguishable spatio-temporal objects falling under the same general concept might
certainly be distinguishable in many other ways, the one way in which they could not fail
to be distinguishable – the one way in which they are necessarily distinguishable – is in
respect of their spatial and/or temporal location.”54
The “uniquely necessary” conditions for experience corresponds to situations
which require a “minimal model of artifice” and to the vanishing point of selfconsciousness. 55 To imagine these intense encounters is to desire the plain sense of things,
to produce a language where the “inevitable knowledge” comes as naturally and minimally
as the spontaneous character of empirical experience. Reference is most powerful when
rhetorical plainness coincides with empirical plainness. Stevens’s poetic accomplishment
is to show that agency can be located in their capricious and calculated intersections.
It is tempting to think that Imagist poetry may be the strongest form of poetic
reference, given its commitment to the direct treatment of things and visual accuracy. To
the contrary, however, Imagist poetry avoids any investment in the capricious process of
tuning human speech to perception, or slowing down the syntax of speech to record a
perception that suddenly or urgently demands referential gestures and initiatives. The
popularization of Imagist methodology gave Stevens even more incentive to foreground
the perpetual desire for plain speech in his later poetry. My task for the rest of this chapter
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will be to establish differences between Stevens and Imagism, and to demonstrate the
significance of plainness for Stevens’s late poetry.

The the: Wallace Stevens and Imagism
Perhaps the best transition into thinking about Stevens’s relation to Imagism is
through the poem “The Man on the Dump.”56 The driving question behind this poem
concerns the fate of poetry, and more specifically, the fate of the repertoire of images that
poetry keeps generating. If “the dump is full / of images,” what keeps them from becoming
mere trash? What is it that makes the images spark when we return to a poem? What keeps
animating the poet’s clichés? Does it suffice simply to catalogue the images of the world?
There are instances in the poem when mere cataloguing is all Stevens seems to be doing:
… the janitor’s poems
Of every day, the wrapper on the can of pears,
The cat in the paper-bag, the corset, the box
From Esthonia: the tiger chest, for tea.
But even in such instances, the mere perception of objects is enhanced by the inferences
the mind can make about their features and the personalized functions they must once have
served. How does the poet know that the poems were written by a janitor? How does he
know that the box was used for tea?
The strange sounds uttered by the man, “ho-ho”, is the inverse of the poet’s “oh!”
The man’s discoveries are not accompanied by apostrophes and do not seek a profound
truth about the world. The things in the dump are the stuff of the world, and they give some
pleasure to the man, but not enough for a poetic apostrophe. The finding of value in the
things of the world, for what they are or what they might have been, is subtly associated
with mechanistic processes: “Days pass like papers from a press.” Despite the sheer
pleasure of inferences that the man can make about the various found objects, there is,
Stevens seems to be saying, a mechanism to this process. One must go beyond a
mechanistic treatment of things as ultimate bearers of value and test whether the modes of
valuation survive direct acquaintance with objects.
56
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This transition is recorded in the following lines: “One feels the purifying change.
One rejects / The trash.” There are various problems of reference here. Who does “one”
refer to? If the poem is read as a dramatic monologue (and there is enough evidence for
this reading, given such utterances as ho-ho), these references to a universal human position
are confounding. The man on the dump wants to see his experience as representative of a
general human tendency. This is what one does, after all. If the poem is a description of the
man on the dump, then why does Stevens not simply say: “He feels the purifying change.
He rejects / The trash”?
The problem of the disembodied ego arises again. Stevens raises uncertainty about
the status of our ascriptions. The characteristics that we ascribe to the man might not have
anything to do with him. We might have been ascribing things to the emergent lyric
consciousness all along. Or, if we come to accept “one” as also engaging our perspective
on the world, we would have to project all of our ascriptions back to ourselves. The absence
of a first-person speaker in Stevens’s poems always animates the dependence of selfconsciousness on acts of misrecognition and erroneous attribution. As Sydney Shoemaker
says, “… the identification of a presented object as oneself would have to go together with
the possibility of misidentification.”57 The turn in the poem, which marks a certain
liberation from the things of the world, paradoxically returns us to them because if we are
to see ourselves as a part of this universal perspective (“one”), then we have to start seeing
the empirical “burden” of the poem as part of our own self-consciousness.
The second, and a similar, problem of reference is about the phrase, “the trash.”
Just as “one” acts as a universalizing term, “the trash” gathers all of the particular things
named in the poem under an abstract category. “The trash” does not refer to anything but
an abstract idea about a collection of things. Therefore the transition to a universal
perspective is appropriately accompanied by a rejection of particulars. Such is the cost a
disembodied ego has to be willing to pay. The problem intensifies in the next stanza where
the tone of metaphysical inquiry takes over the poem and the poem presents theoretical
distinctions: “… and the moon comes up as the moon / (All its images are in the dump and
you see / As a man (not like an image of a man)…” The disembodied perception is trapped
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in a vision of the world that is “plainly plain.” The distinctions are meaningful but they do
not correspond to much that is out there in the world. They offer discursive satisfactions
but lack the pleasure of saying. They may eventually yield a Platonic “oh” but not the “ho.”
What empirical satisfaction can one experience knowing the distinction between “a man”
and “the image of a man”? In the final line perception amounts to what Stevens elsewhere
calls “the dominant blank, the unapproachable”:58 “You see the moon rise in the empty
sky.” Put another way, the task of the last part of the poem is to find a balance between
internalist and externalist accounts of signification. Can the internal mechanisms of the
poetic speech act suffice without the support and pressure of nonlinguistic factors?
The final stanza negotiates between these two modes. It returns “one” to the world
of empirical observation (“One sits and beats an old tin can, lard pail”) while also making
metaphorical attempts to establish the nature of what one must be searching for (“Is it
peace, / Is it a philosopher’s honeymoon, one finds / On the dump?”). The tension between
these two modes leads Stevens to emphasize speech as an embodied activity. The final
lines are marked by the gestural demands they make on the reader:
… Is it to sit among mattresses of the dead,
Bottles, pots, shoes and grass and murmur aptest eve:
Is it to hear the blatter of grackles and say
Invisible priest?
The performative invitations in these lines are simply extraordinary. Does the man point to
the blatter and exclaim “invisible priest?” Do we take the enjambment “say” as an
imperative, i.e. utter the following words? For the first time in the poem, what is said resists
being absorbed into a specific discourse. Is the recognition going to be absorbed by the
speech of the poet, of the man on the dump, or our own self-conscious identification with
these available perspectives? No matter. The poem has produced a referential agency that
suspends the discursive and meaning-making ambitions of the poem. Though the “invisible
priest” does not exist, it is not the “dominant” and “unapproachable” blank either.
We are once again situated at the vanishing point of self-consciousness, at the
Wittgensteinian moment when an aspect dawns on the seer. The final line captures the
synthesis of internalist and externalist modes of justification: “Where was it one first heard
58
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of the truth? The the.” Self-consciousness is most articulate when it is caught between the
particular and the universal. For what does “the the” refer to? It refers both to the oh and
the ho, to poetic truth and the “banal sojourn” among the things of the world. And we
experience the force of such self-consciousness most potently in the gestural supplements
that activate reference: “The the.” The meaning of this phrase, if you will, depends on its
proper inflection.
Stevens playfully positions truth between a speech act and a reference. Just as “the
the” might be a common linguistic template that we use to make generalized assertions
about things, it is not altogether independent from the previous sentence. “Where was it
one first head of the truth? The the.” With these emphases, the semantic operations become
more clearly foregrounded and, as we discussed at the beginning of the chapter, reference
is shown to flourish most successfully when there is resistance. Ambiguity in language
compels the speaker to compensate by utilizing demonstratives, relative clauses and deixis
to establish referential intention. As W.V. Quine says, “[o]ur ordinary language is intent
on reference.”59 Given the uncertainty about these two sentences related to each other,
however, it is hard to decide whether Stevens here wants to advance an understanding of
truth as an abstract universal concept, a mere speech act or objectual entity that one can
simply point to like the Man on the Dump points to things throughout the poem? This
uncertainty is perhaps representative of the nature of truth and reference. Are they semantic
notions, constructed within and validated by language, or do they need to be supported by
external data, by what is out there in the world?
Stevens manages in this poem to breathe life into a debate that occupied
philosophers most intensely in the middle of the century. Perhaps the debate which took
place between J.L. Austin and Strawson in 1950 successfully captures both sides of the
equation. Austin, an aficionado of the correspondence theory of truth, held that a statement
is a fact or that it is true if there is something out in the world that corresponds to it.
Strawson strongly disagreed with Austin. He believed that truth is a property of a linguistic
episode and has no bearing on the things in the world: “The facts (situation, state of affairs)
cannot, like the chessboard-and-pieces, have coffee spilt on them or be upset by a careless
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hand… The occurrence in ordinary discourse of the words "fact" "statement" "true"
signalizes the occurrence of a [a certain type of word-world-relating] discourse.”60
Strawson is careful to distinguish between the internalist justifications necessary for the
successful maintenance of a discourse and the existence of things out there in the world.
The recognition of truth, he affirms, surely contributes to our perception but it does not
inform the objective structure of the world.
This debate becomes one of the founding questions of the Linguistic Turn, and its
philosophical implications continue to haunt our critical imagination today. Strict
separations between word and world, and between reference as a performative tool - which
takes its strength from context - or a semantic category determine the power we attribute
to language and its ability to make meaningful interventions in the world. Unlike
philosophy, poetry is less interested making categorical distinctions, and in Stevens’s
philosophical meditations, we find recuperative attempts that imagine reconciliations
between semantic and speech-act theories of reference. Despite the division of the lyric
self between the speaker and the larger-than-life fictive characters, the poems continue to
elicit gestural responsiveness, suggesting that this linguistic problem might be best
resolved elsewhere, not on the surface of language nor in the world of things, but
somewhere in the middle.
Stevens invites reader to pay attention to the supplementary gestures that we
employ during linguistic communication. This is why he turns to italics towards the end of
“The Man on the Dump,” and involves the reader in the referential responsiveness that
joins perception. In her study of gestures in Stevens, Kristine Santilli argues that every
gesture conveys the “sense of something inaccessible as well as the wish to gather it to
oneself nonetheless. For this reason, the linguistic gesture is a gathering that demonstrates
both the futility of unsatisfied yearning and the irresistible and creative act of human
hope.”61 The poetic statement embodies this gestural intention because often, despite a
speaker’s knowledge of a full reconciliation between the tensions established in a poem,
the statement strives to gather all these tensions within the same syntactic unit. We see this
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impulse already in earlier poems like “The Man on the Dump,” but Stevens will grow even
fonder of the poetic statement in his later works.
The chasm between these notions of language, the constant tension between the
truth of linguistic episodes and the things of the world, is ultimately what animates the
reconciliation buoyantly staged in the epigrammatic statements that endure in modern
poetry. The desire for plainness, in other words, is a desire to identify a middle ground
between rhetorical and perceptual autonomy. The final reference in Stevens’s poem shows
that we cannot hear the truth, for it does not exist out there in the world, as Austin would
have it. Nor can we find it within the linguistic landscape of the poem. But it can be
embodied in gestures that thrust the referential organization of a poem out into the world.
This is what keeps poetic images from turning up in the trash. In the very next poem, “On
the Road Home,” Stevens writes:
It was when I said,
“There is no such thing as the truth,”
That the grapes seemed fatter.
The fox ran out of his hole.62
Once we acknowledge that truth is not a thing in the world, what authority can poetic
language have? Stevens is aware of this problem but also shows that there is a great cost to
abandoning the way of ideas in favor of mere description. The vitality of the world emerges
when the pressures of reality reveal the insufficiency of discourse, of speech and of
internally verifiable modes of representation. The task of poetry is to balance the pressures
of rhetoric with the pressures of empirical experience so that we can discover “the one way
in which” the things of the world “are necessarily distinguishable.” Such moments, I have
argued, coincide with the irresistibly gestural invitations of reference, what Stevens
elsewhere calls, “the intensest rendezvous.”63
“The Man on the Dump” can be read as a protest against Imagist conventions
championed by Ezra Pound. “The dump is full / Of images” captures Stevens’s anxiety
about the machinery of Imagist production, whose automatism is still prevalent in
American poetry. The Imagist commitment to describing the world through the evocative
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potentials of concrete particulars cannot dramatize a compelling tensions between
experience and perception. Imagist objects do not capture the contextual forces that
motivate or dramatize our referential efforts. In virtue of what does Pound refer to the
“faces in the crowd” or the “petals on a wet black bough?”64 The question does not arise
because the referential components of language are thoroughly deflated by there not being
any resistance to the speaker’s referential intentions. Speech turns into description without
having to recruit specific objects or components in the world into our field of vision. In
Imagist poetry, one can feel the semantic integrity of the language that holds images at a
meticulous balance. But contrary to its ambition for a direct treatment of things, the
particularity of the objects represented in the poems cannot be successfully registered.
Stevens, however, turns to plain statement to create occasions to test language’s resistance
to losing the world.65 With Imagism, contrary to its original ambitions, the lack of
valuational frameworks imposes a wide open metaphoricity on description.
Let us now turn to William Carlos Williams’s famous poem “The Red
Wheelbarrow” for comparison. In some ways, this is a not really an Imagist poem, given
that there is no object for the launching phrase, “so much.” But despite its rhetorical
flourishes, Williams was undeniably influenced by Imagist principles, and this poem comes
in handy for a comparison with Stevens, precisely because its Imagist core deflates its
efforts at referentiality.
so much depends
upon
a red wheel
barrow
glazed with rain
water
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beside the white
chickens66
Here we witness the gradual construction of a particular scene. Its ephemerality is captured
by the rainwater resting on the wheelbarrow. The realization of each object is delayed by
enjambments, which create a dialectical dependence between the objects and the scene,
between the parts and the whole. There certainly are various affective experiences that
accompany the piecemeal construction of the scene. After all, so much of its realization
depends on readerly agency dramatizing the line breaks and prepositional attitudes. In my
reading the dominant affect is anxiety because the poem establishes a relation of
dependence between “so much” and the meticulously proposed order of the described
scene. But any reading of the poem has to confront the question about this looming “so
much.” What is it that depends upon this scene? The poem is certainly not mere description,
it is clearly an assertion. But the subject of the assertion is ambiguous at best. Despite the
critical sense of “dependence” announced at the beginning, the pressures which require this
specific objectual assortment remains largely irrelevant.
Robert Rehder argues that “Williams avoids metaphor, as he avoids ideas and
prolonged descriptions of feelings and inner states, because they feel poetic, inauthentic
and unreal.”67 Yet many convincing readers of this famous poem have felt the need to take
metaphorical liberties with “so much” and proposed actual wordly situations that might
depend upon such a rural scene. For instance, Rehder asserts that “the so much tends to
become everything that is excluded from the poem.”68 While trying to celebrate the power
of the poem, Rehder later looks for a specific anchor in its descriptions only to find
variations of vagueness: “Presumably the red shines more brightly because it is wet….
Chickens is vague. How many are there?... Beside might also be said to be
unnecessary…”69 Despite his catalogue of absences, Rehder inconsistently concludes that
the poem shows how “everything can be seen with this simplicity and vividness.”70 The
only way such a conclusion can be supported is by emphasizing the duality Rehder
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observes between the first and the later stanzas. The apparent contradiction between the
drama forced onto the scene at the outset and the general vagueness of description animates
a readerly desire to see more clearly and to participate in the construction of the scene more
vehemently. If the poet’s ambition, as Rehder puts it, is to “rescue the object from the
turmoil of his feelings” the sober and disinterested tone of the poem makes perfect sense.71
Only, there isn’t sufficient rhetorical pressure to rescue the objects in their particularity.
According to Hugh Kenner, “so much depends on all that pastoral order: food, and
the opportunity to touch actualities (while trundling a wheelbarrow), and the Sabine
diastole to counter the urban systole.”72 This kind of interpretation, though most
compelling, is antithetical to the poet’s general commitment to describe things rather than
ideas. This is precisely the problem. In trying to avoid metaphor, Williams sacrifices the
entire objective order to metaphorical readings. The pastoral reading proposed by Kenner
implicitly nominates the objective order of the scene as a metaphoric construction of
modern tensions between the country and the city. Kenner admits that the “external”
pressures on the internal construction of meaning have to be the stuff of the imagination:
“Are these reflections penumbral to the poem? Probably. Probably even external to it. This
poem tends to ignore what it doesn’t state… We need to be at a picturesque distance from
such elements to think of how much depends (for us) on them.”73 There is nothing about
the specific objects in this scene and their particular modes of engaging consciousness that
authorize these various interpretations. At best, the poem demonstrates the futility of being
caught up in the world of things and objects because there are no rhetorical discoveries to
be made among them. The announced relation of dependence is either false or carries no
urgency whatsoever. If a more rhetorically charged set up were to precede the objective
descriptive of the scene, the objects would make more (supportive or conflicting) demands
on the perceptive expectations brought to the scene. The episode cannot be brought to a
reader without the reader bringing something to it. Isn’t that true for all art, you might
object, but in Williams’s poem, there is almost no rhetorical constraint on the latter.
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Compare this askew relation of dependence with the kind Stevens establishes in
“The Curtains in the House of the Metaphysician.”74 The poem begins with a similarly
ambiguous assertion: “It comes about that the drifting of these curtains / Is full of long
motions.” The “it” is stuck in an idiomatic phrase which introduces an “it just happened to
be that” kind of happenstance feeling. The poem is also very much about the process of
becoming and happening. The sensitive movement of the curtains has such an absorptive
power that it grants even the most abstract formulations of the mind a sensuous substance:
“the ponderous / deflations of distance.” The motions are registered in the alliterative
tendencies of language and the pleasure that comes from uttering these various expressions
presumably allows the metaphysician to enjoy their “sudden rightnesses.” But a careful
reading of the poem raises questions about the nature of his satisfactions. One might argue
that the truth of any metaphysical assertion, as Strawson shows, will have nothing to do
with the things in the world. It will at best be a linguistically motivated sense of truth. Yet,
the force of the alliterative utterances prevent the syntax from completely subordinating
the object (curtains) to meaning. Like “The Red Wheelbarrow,” this poem is made up of a
single sentence and stretches this feeling of “coming about,” of happening all the way until
the very end of the poem.
In contrast, however, the relation of dependence is articulated at the very end. The
task of this final assertion will be to bring a satisfying relief to the problems so far raised:
… as the firmament,
Up-rising and down-falling, bares
The last largeness, bold to see.
The verb “depends” in the Williams poem had a suggestive doubleness. As many critics
have remarked, the Latinate roots of the verb (de – pendere) mean to hang from, and the
literal meaning of the word is about contingency. In the Stevens poem, the main verb,
“bares” also carries a sense of doubleness that Charles Altieri has recognized. The word
“evokes ‘bears,’ a brilliant switching of agency so that bareness itself has to take on the
capacity to bear up under what it reveals.”75 The doubleness captures the tensions that
dominate the poem: Does the truth depend on a semantic or syntactical clearing, such that
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language, in a Heideggerian manner, gradually “unconceals” and makes bare?76 Or is it
rather a relation of carrying, and to go further, an object enduring in language? Stevens
does not resolve these but makes its objects essential to its rhetorical pretensions.
We might raise a Russellian question about the final description: “the last
largeness.” What does it refer to? Well, it might plausibly refer to Stevens’s esteemed
competitor, the sun. Once again, it is worth remembering the dramatic aspect of the poem
which Stevens masterfully manages to hide. Does the metaphysician’s discovery of this
“last largeness” coincide with the “up-rising” of the sun? The importance of this question
lies in the degree of estrangement it reveals about the metaphysician’s relation to the world.
Is he simply unable to call the sun by its name? Has the idea of a metaphysical
unconcealment overwhelmed his mind to such an extent that the sun is taken, rather
pretentiously, as this totalizing metaphor? With this in mind, the last qualifier, “bold to
see,” can either refer to the elusive power of a bright idea or the presumptuous nature of
that very idea. The capacity to refer to the objects of perception, though they often partake
in judgement more holistically, gives us the chance to work back from assertions or
rhetorical proclamations, and to account for their necessary objective foundations. As
Rorty says, “only when judgment takes place - when a propositional attitude is assumed that we get self-consciousness.”77
One interpretation of the last line that I have not advanced relates to the main
ambitions of this chapter, which is to understand the desire for plainness in Stevens’s
poetry. The main verb, “bares,” can also mean to make plain. If I am right to read “the last
largeness” as a possible description for the sun, then the metaphysician’s project
successfully harmonizes the rhetorical and the empirical such that the dawning of a great
idea coincides with the actual dawn. The natural rhythms of the world are felt most acutely
when the mind is fully engaged in its pursuits. Stevens’s discourse of plainness is often
accompanied by the sun as both a competitor and ally. A competitor because the sun is
much quicker and efficient at revealing the everyday structure of things. It manages to do
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it every day! There is no way to forget or ignore the objective existence of the sun. An ally,
because it serves as the most prolific candidate for metaphor.78. In this chapter, I have so
far argued that the desire for plainness is facilitated by a rapprochement between rhetorical
and empirical perception.
We Return: Plain Sense, Repetition and Trauma
“An Ordinary Evening in New Haven,” Stevens’s last long poem, starts by
announcing a state of separation.79 Before we witness the main object, the sun, let us look
at the opening lines:
The eye’s plain version is a thing apart,
The vulgate of experience. Of this,
A few words, an and yet, and yet, and yet –
The initial pun is irresistible: “The I’s plain version is a thing apart.” Self-consciousness
can only be established outside the body within an empirical realm, among the things of
the world. The plain version of what the “eye” sees in the world is scattered into pieces. It
is not focalized through some objects, it is separate from the objects of perception.
“Vulgate” means the commonly accepted version of a text, and here the description of the
“plain version” of perception as “vulgate” first imposes a certain textual character on it,
and then associates a certain commonness with it. This might be common in the sense of
vulgar, or common, as in shared. The plain version of things is at once a vulgar notion - a
tiny bit crude or offensive – and it is shared by others. The eye does not simply see, but it
gathers the scattered bits of perception through shared concepts that inform experience.
“Of this,” is absolutely vulgar in its ambiguity… of what? What is “this”? In the process
of trying to attain plainness, the language becomes both awfully unspecific and relentless.
Its perpetual qualifications are never truly satisfying and always leave more to be said.
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The second stanza finally introduces the sun:
As part of the never-ending meditation,
Part of the question that is a giant himself:
Of what is this house composed if not of the sun?
The eye, or the I, is looking for a source that enables the composition of things inhabited
and known. If so much of seeing depends on things becoming available to perception, what
makes this happen? The sun is the first candidate. It also has a number of qualities that
Stevens lacks: For one thing, it is vulgar, too obvious, and speaks to larger audiences:
“Down-pouring, up-springing and inevitable, / A larger poem for a larger audience.”
Stevens is setting out to write his last long poem and clearly, he establishes the sun as his
competitor partly because he is anxious to make his poetry speak more plainly and to a
larger audience. Therefore, the desire for plainness creates a somewhat obnoxious necessity
to say things in a shared language and in “few[er] words.” But such reduction simply dilates
the lack in vision and keeps demanding more qualifications. Unlike in “The Curtains,” the
sun here does not appear at the very end of the poem. It watches from the very beginning
as both an object and a figure. The challenge for Stevens is to be many things at once, as
commonplace, ugly, banal and vulgar as the sun without getting too much in the eyes.80
When Stevens’s lifelong project to maintain the objects of experience through such
mechanisms as reference in the rhetorical flourishings of the mind is supplemented with
his late desire to return to the plain sense of things, an important conflict emerges. In
focusing on the principal and necessary objects that provide anchors for the mind, one
comes to develop certain desires for them. The ambiguity of reference does not simply
balance the rhetorical and the objective anymore. Instead, the poem directs all of its
referential capabilities toward the particular object of desire. Stevens ultimately projects
the pursued idea onto fetishized objects which conveniently come to stand for the radical
absence of the idea. “In the perpetual reference, object / Of the perpetual meditation.” The
object of the meditation is always a lack because it always has to be found anew, so each
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section of the poem reenacts an attempt to cover this lack with objects before they are
enjambed back into “the perpetual meditation.”
Reference is a way to maintain the illusion of a stable object that perpetuates the
search. The result is that “we cannot tell apart / The idea and the bearer-being of the idea.”
One of the most important struggles for this long poem is that it does not offer a
disembodied ego to which ascriptions can be made. Hence, the announced division of the
self in the first line has to be confronted as a problem intrinsic to the very nature of
language. Without the customary larger-than-life figures, Stevens’s language cannot
produce satisfying illusions of self-consciousness. The entire sequence is thus marked by
a general feeling of insufficiency, frustration, falling short and sometimes even violent
anger. The fourth section, for instance, begins like this:
The plainness of plain things is savagery,
As: The last plainness of a man who has fought
Against illusion and was, in a great grinding
Of growling teeth, and falls at night, snuffed out
By the obese opiates of sleep. Plain men in plain towns
Are not precise about the appeasement they need.
These lines are an attempt to escape the “plainly plain” version of the self, which he now
characterizes as “savagery,” because the demand for plainness causes more problems than
originally anticipated. Plainness is simply unsustainable unless it is a form of desire. But
the process is annoyingly circular because now the poet needs objects or images to
articulate this desire. The inability to stop his reliance on the machinery of the imagination
causes a frustration which is then transferred to the figure of the “plain men in plain towns”
who are not only never satisfied but also do not even have a precise language to describe
what it is that they need.
This resembles the problem Stevens faces in every single poem of this sequence.
He can neither pinpoint what he is pursuing – how much reduction counts as sufficient
plainness - nor feel satisfied with the sudden rightnesses that language offers. In “The
Ordinary Evening,” as we have seen, Stevens starts from abstract assertions about the
presumed qualities of plainness, which locks him into a representational impasse. He has
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to overburden objects as bearers of meaning since he strives to locate meaning, a semantic
feature, out in the world. The things of the world, as Strawson shows, cannot corroborate
linguistic truths precisely because truth is a property of assertions. Thus starting from
abstraction and trying to find correlating objective structures to corroborate the meaning of
an abstraction produce frustrating paradoxes throughout the sequence.
When Stevens starts to write his last book, The Rock, he is thus troubled by the
problem of object-attachment. Reality was not simply a generative “pressure” for the poet
anymore; it has become a troublesome geography of possible transferences. The desire to
preserve the integrity of the objective world has become troublesome due to his increased
tendency to overburden objects with undue significance. So the last book, The Rock, is
tinged with a general melancholy associated with the loss of a “reality as we know it.” B.J.
Leggett observes that “throughout the late poems Stevens the poet imagines reality as the
imagination of a mind independent of the poet.”81 This, Leggett argues, is largely an
unconceivable task, but a fiction that Stevens was nevertheless willing to take a chance on.
My aim in this final section is to demonstrate how Stevens turns to repetition to deal with
this loss of a “reality as we know it.”
In “The Plain Sense of Things,” Stevens starts by presupposing plainness as
something out there in the world and turns to description to uncover the necessary structure
of its existence. He tries, in other words, to come up with a descriptive account that would
establish minimal grounds for description, what is absolutely necessary for description to
qualify as plain. Plainness, though presupposed, is no less a desire for that matter. It is now
a kind of shared, universal desire whose subject is the first person plural. Stevens has come
to identify with the “plain men in plain towns.” Altieri reads Stevens’s turn to “we” as
“embody[ing] the power to feel what one shares with others even as one is most sharply
confronted with one’s own isolation.”82
Though there is participatory emphasis in the poem, many lines also feature a
profoundly private vocabulary and it is difficult even to establish metaphorical extensions
for descriptions like “No turban walks across the lessened floors.” The desire for sociality
does not correspond fully with some of the obscure and enigmatic images in the poem.
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There is a disjunction between the poem’s apparent ambitions and its temporary turns to a
markedly private language. Even though the use of first person plural brings rhetorical
relief, it also makes the private references and metaphors feel solipsistic.
After the leaves have fallen, we return
To a plain sense of things. It is as if
We had come to an end of the imagination,
Inanimate in an inert savoir.
The seasonal atmosphere presents a relative barrenness that makes the imagination feel
superfluous. The leaves have populated the landscape, they have changed color and now
are gone. With them a whole vitality is gone. Nothing becomes visible. But notice how a
specific – almost contradictory – descriptive mechanism kicks in from the very first stanza.
Stevens postulates a “lack” of imagination only to fill this lack with the activity of the
imagination. Throughout the poem he performs this strange mechanism of the world
resisting imagination and finding imagination to be a perpetually active force in language.
Stevens starts out by asserting that we can return to a plain state of things after we
observe some sort of lack or loss. But what is it that we are returning to? There are multiple
ways of interpreting the title. The first is to read it idiomatically, as in the plain feeling or
aura of things, a wintry sense wonder. The second is to read sense as referring to sensation,
which is what plainness presupposes in the first place. Plain means what is readily available
to the senses. This second reading already introduces an expectation for repetition. Stevens
chooses this ambiguous title because he wants readers to test what it would take for the
mind to adjust to either definition against the specific descriptions in the poem. If the poem
is engaged too closely with the things of the world, we lose what plainness articulates in
terms of a general awareness or aura. Conversely, if the poem begins to pursue abstractions,
we lose the sensory ground for authorizing the activity of the imagination. The repetitious
structure endures throughout the poem. “As if,” already itself an invitation for the
imagination, hypothesizes its absence. Stevens characterizes knowledge as inert but uses a
delicious (and learned) French term to describe it: savoir. Though the poem claims to find
it “difficult even to choose the adjective,” it still describes the weather as “this blank cold.”
In short, the poem presents a play of the imagination working on the world in
different modalities. But why does Stevens turn to this repetitious structure? What does he
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try to master by staging the loss of imagination and its subsequent recovery in language?
Stevens, threatened by the risk of losing something, invents a game in language to master
it. This process calls to mind the Freudian theory about repetition and mastery. Freud gives
an account of the games his grandson, Ernst, plays when his mother is absent. He throws
various toys around into the different corners of the room, and when they disappear from
sight, he conveys a startled anxiety (“o-o-o-o”) about their disappearance. But later Ernst
adds an interesting twist to this game: He picks up a cotton-reel attached to a string and
holds on to the string while throwing the reel under the bed. He still feels surprised by the
object’s momentary disappearance, but upon retrieving it, he exclaims: “There!”
According to Freud, this game, Ernst’s repetitive need to stage and overcome loss, is a
successful attempt to master the mother’s absence.83 The overwhelming sense of autumnal
loss in Stevens’s poem and its repetitious structure turns it into a lamentation on the loss
of a correspondence between word and world. Does Stevens manage to master this loss?
From a Freudian angle, the perpetual loss and recovery of the imagination in
language might be interpreted as a possible, pleasurable form of mastery. But Jacques
Lacan offers a more skeptical reading of Ernst’s game:
… The signifier… is not simply what supports what is not there. The fort-da in so
far as it refers to maternal presence or absence, is not, here, the exhaustive
articulation of the coming into play of the signifier. The signifier does not designate
what is not there, it engenders it.84
Where Freud sees the game as a successful strategy to cope with the mother’s absence,
Lacan argues that the signifiers Ernst uses do not point to or represent what is really absent,
they rather establish a new referential relation (signifier/signified) for the concept of
absence. In this process, language becomes a kind of hall of mirrors where “meaning …
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always refers to meaning” and there is no way out.85 For Lacan, the trouble is not so much
about the object relation, i.e. the absence of the mother, it is rather about the more radical
loss of a unity, and the irrecuperable separation between language and reality.
On the one hand, there is the Lacanian regard for language as an inescapable system
of signification which makes it impossible to refer to the world. On the other hand, there
is the Freudian account of symbolic play that returns us to the world with greater regard
for the autonomy of its existents, liberating reference from a solely symbolic jurisdiction.
As the Linguistic Turn gains momentum towards the middle of the century, and the
lingering influence of modernism continues to generate melancholy attitudes towards
representation, poetry will occupy an uncertain position in terms of how it might refer to
the world and recruit its objects. Where can poetry find the necessary enchantment to
believe once again in the possibility of a successful correspondence between word and
world? How to formulate plain poetic statements to convey generalizable knowledge about
the world if language is regarded as an inescapable labyrinth filled with private
associations? We shall observe that anxiety will emerge as the primary affect as poets try
to find a middle ground between these two models, as they try to figure out what to do with
objects and images caught between description and valuation.
Let us conclude this chapter then by looking at the final stanzas of “The Plain Sense
of Things,” where Stevens uses a stanzaic enjambment for the first time in the poem and
accomplishes a more fluid syntax. Rather than moving image by image, or scene by scene,
now images start to cohabit the same syntactic unit.
Yet the absence of the imagination had
Itself to be imagined. The great pond,
The plain sense of it, without reflections, leaves,
Mud, water like dirty glass, expressing silence
Of a sort, silence of a rat come out to see,
The great pond and its waste of the lilies, all this
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Had to be imagined as an inevitable knowledge,
Required, as a necessity requires.
This final sequence starts with a turn (“yet”) that modifies the “end of the imagination” in
the first stanza to “the absence of the imagination.” Compared to the “end,” “absence”
brings a stronger sense of temporality, as if the work of the imagination is suspended only
for a brief period. Imagination is not “lost,” and the poem is not necessarily stuck in a
melancholy process of repetition. The engine of the poem’s atmospheric imagery is slowly
giving way to a more convoluted syntax and logical statements that require more working
through as the degree of abstraction increases.
Furthermore, whereas previously pronouns were only used idiomatically (“It is as
if,” “It is difficult even to choose”), they now serve a referential function, delineating the
way thinking proceeds by establishing referential anchors. The clearest instance is when
the poem makes its final summative gesture with “all this.” Though the descriptions were
striving to qualify specific aspects of things (“silence / of a sort”), this final referential
gesture groups everything together. The poem takes an obvious turn towards abstraction,
but Stevens stretches the syntax because he wants to dramatize a delicate balance between
the particular and the general. The final statement is replete with synonymous or nearsynonymous expressions. The modal verb (“had to”) already communicates a sense of
“inevitability” or “necessity.” Likewise, it is hard to tell the difference between “necessity”
and “requirement.” But in this context, nuanced distinctions between these nearsynonymous expression begin to reveal themselves. Though Stevens pursues abstraction
and general statement, he manages to elicit a powerful attunement both to the philosophical
argument and the particular words of the language. This remarkable final sentence
dramatizes every possible meaning of plain sense: perceptual, rhetorical and philosophical.
Here we can see how plain statements can consolidate the referential structure of a poem:
Rather than offering detachable meditations on generalizable subjects, these statements
embody the expressive and gestural tensions that rise to the linguistic surface throughout
the poem and stretch the objectual framework into the more abstract efforts of the mind.
Stevens’s late poetry has been the first model in our inquiry into the modern
concern with plainness and how it facilitates meaningful departures from modernism. The
self-conscious distance he maintains from Imagism throughout his career precipitates the
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sense of a ceaseless search, restlessness repetition and modification that characterize much
of his later poetry. He refuses to treat images as linguistic constructs and maintains that
plain reality has to refresh and motivate poetry’s representational impulse. Precisely
because this notion of plain reality needs to be perpetually refreshed, it cannot be conveyed
through fixed and condensed imagery. The poem has to inscribe its ‘visions’ with
possibilities and opportunities for renewal. A more convenient word for this process is
enchantment. Stevens’s poetry demonstrates, possibly against common sense, that modern
plainness needs enchantment. Hence, he always supplements the philosophical and logical
syntax of his poetry with a sensuous and playful language of magic and enchantment.
Finally, the variety of embodied dramatic personalities in Stevens’s poetry conveys
that the sense of a plain reality cannot be intended solely for the mind. He situates
characters in specific atmospheric contexts and absorbs the details of the physical world
not only through their linguistic expressions but also through their gestural repertoires. As
we shall see, other departures from modernism will follow suit: Against modernist ideals
of objectivity and impersonality, poets interested in conveying the sense of plain perception
will develop various embodied personality effects that strive to foreground the lyric self’s
spontaneity, authenticity, sincerity and confessionalism. Let us now turn the page to the
next chapter on Frank O’Hara, the poet of personality, and observe how he moves through
modernism before mastering the art of plain speech.
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Chapter 2: Frank O’Hara and Cuts of Modernism
“The ego is first and foremost a bodily ego; it is not merely
a surface entity, but it is itself the projection of surface.”
Sigmund Freud, The Ego and the Id1
In the last chapter we observed how over the course of his career Stevens becomes
anxious about problems of reference and the related difficulty of establishing objectual
anchors for his abstractions. In his later works, he searches for playful convergences
between plain language and plain perception by using repetitions, gestures and deixis to
enhance the feeling for reality. The question changes from whether it is possible to refer to
the world to an exploration of the kinds of techniques required to reinvigorate the
possibility of correspondence between language and reality.
Stevens’s playful repetitions and excited gestures differ from the more melancholy
image of a modern poet who embraces repetition in response to the failure of the referential
capabilities of language. In the latter case, the disjuncture between word and world
misleadingly designates language as a symbolic framework that we simply enter or fall
into. This misconception stems from psychoanalytic models which frame language
acquisition as a totalizing shift in the ego’s development. Modern psychology, in contrast,
demonstrates that linguistic acquisition is a more gradual process, with multifaceted
collaborations between various expressive resources such as utterance, gesture, and bodily
communication. Anxiety emerges as a primary affect during this transition as the ego is
confronted with objects that resist entry into symbolic representation and appear “cut off”
from emergent chains of signification.
In this chapter, I will turn to Frank O’Hara’s poetry to show how, in the early stages
of postmodernism, remnants of modernist imagery occupy the resistant position of objects
“cut off” from discourse. By studying the symptoms of O’Hara’s anxiety as he tries to
position traces of modernist imagery, we can appreciate postmodern ideas of selffashioning. We shall see how O’Hara turns to the plain language of performative
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declaratives (I do, I say, I make) to demarcate the metonymic frameworks from which the
poet can launch metaphorical projections of the self. Therefore, the poet finds himself
tasked with the continuous maintenance of the poem’s surface. For the purposes of this
chapter, I shall think about the surface as a kind of scaled projection, and in semiotic terms,
as the metonymic arrangement of context.
Critics tend to read O’Hara by privileging the surface of his poems. Charles Altieri,
for instance, calls them a “landscape without depth.”2 Marjorie Perloff turns to
contemporaneous painterly experiments that emphasize surface (i.e. Pollock’s action
paintings) to find equivalent models in which surface provides an area for the “physical
energies of the artist [to] operate, without mediation of metaphor or symbol.”3 When she
studies the relentless catalogues of things in O’Hara’s urban poems, she finds nothing
“behind these surfaces.”4 Dan Chiasson considers O’Hara’s surface as a self-preservation
strategy and a “way of staying new, tender, and quick vis-à-vis the present moment.”5
This emphasis on surface is a part of O’Hara’s own vocabulary about his aesthetic
ambitions. It stems largely from his non-committal movement between images and the
desire to record the countless stimuli which compete for attention in urban settings. In a
letter to Larry Rivers in 1957, O’Hara wrote:
Now please tell me if you think these poems are filled with disgusting self-pity, if
there are 'holes' in them, if the surface isn't kept 'up,' if there are recognizable
images, if they show nostalgia for the avant-garde, or if they don't have 'push' and
'pull,' and I'll keep working on them until each is a foot high. 6
Although O’Hara’s playful request emphasizes surface, he concentrates obsessively on the
work of maintaining and keeping it up, rather than working on a surface. Every item he
includes in the list of undesirable features are very much a part of his style. There is a great
deal of self-pity in his poetry (“I’ll stare down / at my wounded beauty”), consumerist
references in his imagery (“Instant coffee with slightly sour cream”), and a good number
2
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of homages to various avant-garde movements. O’Hara is not merely working on or
creating a surface. Rather, he is always in the act of redefining the surface and raising it to
a higher level so that his melodramatic and avant-garde tendencies remain disguised
underneath. There are, as such, some things behind O’Hara’s surfaces and I set out in this
chapter to find them. O’Hara is clearly conscious of the impossibility of preserving the
surface on the “level” of language, where connotation and misfires are unavoidable. So he
proposes to work on his poems “until each is a foot high.” With this Herculean gesture of
elevating the poems, O’Hara intends to strike an equilibrium between saying and meaning,
between semantic normativity and performative multiplicity. Explicating this gesture has
to involve finding out what is disguised underneath: what the poet tries to repress of the
“recognizable imagery” and the avant-garde.

Modernist Imagery, Postmodern Anxiety
Anxiety is the central affect that manifests from O’Hara attempts to sustain his
images on treadmill-like surfaces. The first critic to call attention to the prevalence of
anxiety in O’Hara was Charles Altieri who, in a 1973 essay, observed that “coexisting with
O’Hara’s evident joy in a kaleidoscopic rush of details and encounters are frequent
perceptions of a lurking anxiety ready to seize him if the flow of events should give it a
moment’s foothold” (italics mine).7 Altieri explains how O’Hara perceives anxiety rather
than experiencing it. This occasional perception allows the poet to bring more intensity to
his present experiences. Anxiety serves all the while as a reminder that the present might
dissolve and the surface disintegrate.
Freud likewise characterizes anxiety as a warning signal to guard the ego from
making investments towards unpleasure: “What is feared, what is the object of the anxiety,
is invariably the emergence of a traumatic moment, which cannot be dealt with by the rules
of the pleasure principle.”8 The present tense declaratives which define O’Hara’s style are
his tactic for guarding the poem against the repetitious mechanisms of traumatic separation
and of locating the poem in the present. For the forerunners of postmodernism, this
7
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traumatic linguistic awareness consists largely of modernist descriptive strategies based on
the direct treatment of things. This strategy is doomed, as we have seen in the Stevens
chapter: Where language is concerned, one cannot escape the indirection triggered by the
personal associations permeating each semantic unit. Cathy Caruth identifies a similar
traumatic repetition in empirical arguments which “not only do involve an attempt to
‘account for’ themselves, but this is in fact practically all they do, over and over again.”9
The modernist crisis of language responds to the rift between the word and the world by
channeling its resources to grasp what it knows to be ungraspable, perpetuating the myth
of representational melancholy. Each occasion for imagery in O’Hara triggers this signal
of anxiety “as threatening a repetition of such a moment.”10
As a result, O’Hara frames these occasions as part of a present that is organized
around specific affective situations. Still, the self is not merely a subject. As its affective
investments in the world accumulate, the self begins to appear to itself as an object. There
comes a point where the plain, first-person declaratives (I do this, I do that) amount to what
O’Hara calls “my rococo / self [that] is more assured of its / distinction.”11 In breaking
from modernism and bringing the personal voice back into the poem, the danger of
impersonality is not altogether eliminated. The self, too, can easily turn into an image that
begs description.
In a 2002 essay, “Portability; or, the Traveling Uses of a Poetic Idea,” Stephanie
Burt distinguishes anxiety as a consequence of the modes of sociality pursued by the poet:
“Anxiety about other people’s commitments can thus follow or lead to anxiety about the
continuity of one’s own person. Both can be anxieties about the portability of persons –
about how much you and I stay the same when we move.”12 The main question for Burt is
“how far we can take a poem – and a person – before they cease to be what they were.”13
In this chapter, I shall study the syntactical and grammatical dependencies that images
create before submitting themselves to the general flow or ‘transport’ of the poem. Finally,
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in a recent article, Lesley Janssen shows how “a recurrent anxiety in O’Hara “plagues his
desire to capture the rush of experience directly, and at times he seems to question the
satisfaction of particulars.”14 The modernist obsession with the particulars of perception
risks reducing the self into an entity that can be gathered retrospectively from its
attachments in the world. In contrast, O’Hara’s poetry tests the possibility of a performative
notion of the self that brings affective filters to each experience.
Let us now turn to “Interior (with Jane),” one of O’Hara’s early poems, to observe
how the poet strikes a balance between descriptive and performative utterances:
The eagerness of objects to
be what we are afraid to do
cannot help but move us. Is
this willingness to be a motive
in us what we reject?
The first two lines are connected with a peculiar rhyme, “to/do,” which speaks to the
ultimate inseparability of our actions from the potentials our imagination locates in the
object world. The characteristics associated with object and human are ironically inverted
in the third line. Objects, which “are eager to be” now do: they move us. And we, typically
afraid to do, are now be-ings moved by objects. By forcing the dependencies between
subject and object into a syntactical bind, O’Hara’s formulation collapses on itself. Without
an object, the poem cannot move, hence the return in the second part to the object world in
all its material glory: “a can of coffee, a 35¢ ear / ring, a handful of hair, what / do these
things do to us?” O’Hara starts listing the “stupid things” that mysteriously trigger some
emotive attachment. The poem’s title refers to an interior scene that O’Hara experiences
with his painter-friend Jane Freilicher, whose paintings often evoke a continuity between
interior and exterior spaces: a desk before the window, populated with different everyday
objects, rhymes with the details of the scene outside the window.
Likewise, O’Hara moves our eyes from the objects in the room to the wintery
landscapes outside the window: “We come into the room, the windows // are empty, the
sun is weak / and slippery on the ice.” The window, like the body, is the surface that
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mediates between the interior and the exterior without imposing hard distinctions.
O’Hara’s treatment of the body and its relationship to the exterior is similar to how Freud
describes the body as a surface: “A person’s own body, and above all, its surface, is a place
from which both external and internal perceptions may spring. It is seen like any other
object…” But Freud also emphasizes “the manner in which a person’s body attains its
special position among other objects in the world of perception.”15 O’Hara’s poem
similarly demonstrates the bidirectional flow of sensation from the inside and the outside.
While the first part of the poem grapples with a thought, the second part moves out to the
object world to search for satisfying correspondences to thought. What is the role of the
surface in all this? Does it remain a passive storehouse of stimuli or can it actively interfere
and differentiate its position “among other objects”? The final couplet introduces an
irreducible gesture that captures both the physical and the emotional movement of the
body: “And a //
sob comes, simply because it is
coldest of the things we know.
A sob is a particular gestural reaction and bears an awareness of the need to complement
the wintery sense of things. It is colder and more reserved than weeping or wailing. Yet
there is also something automatic or what Susan Rosenbaum calls “unselfconscious” about
this impenetrable gesture.16 It is not merely a matter of doing – in the way objects “do…
things to us.” It “comes” rather as a spontaneous event that resists the kind of theorization
O’Hara had performed at the beginning. The primary event in the poem is dictated neither
by images nor objects. With this final sob, the body acquires a unique agency that
distinguishes it from objects. Such spontaneous gestures expose the need to differentiate
between self as object and self as subject, or, to use Freud’s vocabulary, the bidirectional
movement that feeds the ego – “from without (sense-perceptions) and from within.”
Movement becomes the central mediator between presence and presencing,
especially when describing the potentialities in a given scene or object. Our thoughts can
move forward in lyric time but even O’Hara’s most ephemeral images are mindful of their
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culturally-mediated abilities to move someone. Being moved characterizes an imprecise
affective state, and as such, is rarely encountered in poetry. It is nevertheless one of
O’Hara’s central affects. He uses it to blur the distinctions between the human and the
nonhuman world. In “Poem” he writes, “All the mirrors in the world / don’t help, nor am I
moved / by the calm emergency of my / image in the rain,” and in “Aus Einem April,”
“Haven’t you ever fallen down at Christmas / and didn’t it move everyone who saw you?
/ isn’t that what the tree means? the pure pleasure / of making weep those whom you cannot
move by your flights!”17 In these examples, the affective meaning of “to move” is
contextualized by the literal meaning of the word, referring to how the self is positioned.
For a poet whose attention is unyieldingly committed to the instant, this semantic
duality is ultimately inevitable. O’Hara’s desire to move from and move on are
continuously interrupted and challenged by his being moved by things. The poet, however,
determined to move on to the next impression, always catches up with the tension that
results from his departure from images and not with the images themselves. Perhaps this is
the definition of anxiety. Always being late to an image so that when we discover its power
to seize us, we are already entering the force field of the potentialities gathered by the next
image. In semiotic terminology, anxiety accompanies the “metonymic impulse that reaches
indiscriminately for the next thing.”18
Tensions between metaphor and metonymy are central to the transition between
modernism and postmodernism, as well as to the psychoanalytic currents that inform both
periods. Freud studies the unconscious like a positivist scientist through its symptomatic
manifestations, unlike Lacan who eventually characterizes it as a linguistic structure. But
Freud’s attempts to understand the unconscious foreshadow Lacan’s post-structural
interventions based on the metaphorical and metonymic axes of semiosis. For instance,
halfway through Civilization and its Discontents, Freud searches for a metaphor to capture
the dynamic mechanisms of the unconscious. 19 His first candidate is Rome. He constructs
an imaginary version of the city in which “nothing that has once come into existence will
17
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have passed away and all the earlier phases of development continue to exist alongside the
latest one.”20 Freud seeks a metonymic image which will comprise all the archeological
layers of history. This way, he can demonstrate how the unconscious accumulates
experience, stores them and reveals their structural force to the psyche in arbitrary
combinations. The image of Rome initially provides a satisfying thought experiment.
However, Freud is not entirely comfortable with the way each historical structure retains
visual autonomy. Their seeming independence creates the illusion of there being separable
representations of things in the unconscious, whereas, Freud holds that the unconscious has
a relational structure. Ultimately, he decides to abandon the metaphor: “There is clearly no
point in spinning our phantasy any further… if we want to represent historical sequence in
spatial terms we can only do it by juxtaposition in space: the same space cannot have two
different contents.”21 It is hard to agree with Freud’s conclusion because, surely, spatial
meaning is always a social construct and has different “contents” for different subjects. We
might turn to the German for further clarification: “…derselbe Raum verträgt nicht
zweierlei Ausfüllung.”22 What Freud really means here is that the same room cannot
tolerate two different fillings or occupants. In other words, he is not talking about
associational meaning we might come to bring to a space. He is talking about metonymic
arrangement - what happens to be physically occupying or fill up a certain space.
Freud was writing Civilization and its Discontents towards the end of the 1920s,
when modernist movements such as Cubism, Surrealism, and Expressionism were having
tremendous impact on the aesthetic imaginary in Europe. One of their main strategies was
the distortion of imagery. In their shared preference for presentation over representation,
they foregrounded dialectical tensions between surface and depth. The Cubist emphasis on
geometric relations, the Surrealist obsession with chance interactions to delineate new
contexts, and the Expressionist desire for distortion were, in essence, motivated by a goal
to turn visualization into a compositional process. By obviating the “rules” of seeing which
make up the surface (through geometry, relational networks, and distortions), modernists
turned surface into a set of a priori limits on aesthetic judgment. What can and cannot be
20
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said about certain relations became more important than any talk of specific images or
objects. Modernist artists sacrificed the invitations of the objective for the very force of
objectivity. Their insistence on delaying representational unity ended up in a paradoxical
fetishization of unity as an imaginary force. The what of the represented was replaced by
what could be said about its representability.
In Freud’s discontent with the urban metaphor we can see the limitations of a
modernist aesthetics and what Altieri calls “modernism’s reliance on objectified
witnessing.”23 Freud argues that the “the same space cannot have two different contents”
because the distorted surface of the visual image has an overdetermining force on the
imagination. The apparent organization of the surface comes to dictate what can and cannot
be said about its manifest relations. In contrast, the unconscious resists the identification
of individual forces or a narrativization of its historical process. What is missing from
Freud’s portrayal of Rome are the subjective processes that frame and inform his choice of
individual landmarks. From the very beginning he announces a desire to present Rome “not
[as] a human habitation but a psychical entity.” He disregards the human inhabitants of the
city but still catalogues those structures which were historically recognized as bearing
cultural and political importance; structures, in other words, which are already imbued with
human significance. Had Freud foregrounded the subjective and performative accounts of
their significance – and how their contents are already historically proliferated – the ancient
city of Rome would have made a successful metaphor for the unconscious. Freud’s project
is paradoxical because it presents inherently subjective content with a prior lawfulness: “A
city is thus a priori unsuited for a comparison of this sort with a mental organism.”24
A few years after Freud failed to launch this metaphor, the cultural obsession with
concrete imagery, modernist impersonality and distortion began to fade. Emerging
postmodern tendencies shifted the emphasis from objective lawfulness to subjective and
performative orientations towards them. Artists began to explore surface-depth relations
not in and through objects, but through subjective and performative states. Rather than
building overdetermined equivalences between objects and how they frame or limit
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subjective discourse, postmodern artists emphasized the proliferation of discursive
structures that bear traces of object-attachment. As the speaking voice became more
affectively charged and theatrical, one’s manner of navigating the objective world gathered
more importance. We cannot talk about the objects or image-networks in the transitional
period between modernism and postmodernism without the tonal variations and emotional
states that engage the objects. The depression and alienation of Robert Lowell, the humor
and self-irony of Frank O’Hara, the pathetic minimalism of Robert Creeley, the passionate
and radical voice of Adrienne Rich: The theatrical dispositions of these voices become
more important than any lawfulness that a set of images or objects might impose on a poem.
Nevertheless, during this transitional period artists and poets continued to make
significant uses of modernist imagery. Literary critics frequently argue about where
modernism ends and postmodernism begins. The classificatory anxieties mostly stem from
the fact that early postmodern poets continued to organize their images through recourse
to modernist techniques. I am interested in anxiety as an affect that dominates this transition
from modernism’s impersonal object-attachment to postmodernism’s discursive
arrangement of objectual networks. The aesthetic anxieties of this transitional period are
rooted in the degree of intentionality that artists were prepared to offer their imagery: To
what extent should images be autonomous sources of concrete evocation, and to what
extent should they be about something and corroborate the mind’s abstractive activities?
These are the years in which French Surrealism was appropriated by American
poets. In a 1973 article, Paul Zweig observes how “by the time the ‘left wing’ modernism
of the surrealists reached the United States, it had become a scattering of detached ideas
and techniques, moving in separate directions, appealing to extremely different writers for
different reasons.”25 Modernist techniques were detached from their original technical
ambitions and became tools and recipes for description. Whereas in its original iterations,
surrealist automatism sought to eradicate rational distinctions between subject and object,
in mid-century American poetry, Surrealism was absorbed into the self-aware and dramatic
voices of poets like Ginsberg and O’Hara. There is here a clear inconsistency between a
technique first conceived for the systematic dissolution of consciousness and later
appropriated for bolstering the self-conscious performance and autonomy of voice.
25
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What do we talk about when we talk about the transition from modernist
preoccupation with the objective and the concrete to a postmodern aesthetics? In
modernism, the aesthetic surface demonstrates an awareness of the laws and grammars of
representation. In postmodernism, the surface discloses a desire to override the
representational rules that threaten the fluidity of poetic voice. In modernism, identification
of/with imagery plays a central role in both senses of the word. The recognition of images
is accompanied by affective states which partake in their realization. These affective
responses bring about identifications with images which are seldom made explicit. They
are almost always presentations of things, and, therefore, provoke the imagination to gather
its efforts around veiled representational unities.
In postmodernism there isn’t a lack of imagery but the technique of their production
is inherited from modernism. For example, the appropriation of various modernist
movements like Surrealism in mid-century American poetry does not reiterate their
presentational efforts. Surrealist imagery in this period is not exactly a technique of
aesthetic perception. Rather, it allows poets to create permutations between various images
and objects, and perform self-conscious refusals to locate depth in imagery. In his book on
Pollock, O’Hara describes Surrealism as “enjoin[ing] the duty, along with the liberation,
of saying what you mean and meaning what you say beyond any fondness for saying or
meaning.”26 The performative and present-tense operations of language (I say, I do, I mean,
etc.) start to receive priority over the relational and prepositional grammar of modernism.
One of O’Hara’s earliest poems, “Memorial Day 1950” offers an amusing survey
of the various modernist art movements, a survey which also announces O’Hara stylistic
repertoire.27 He begins with a declaration: “Picasso made me though and quick, and the
world; / just as in a minute plane trees are knocked down / outside my window by a crew
of creators.” The syntax is occasionally disjointed, calling attention to the mechanical
operations of language. The voice, however, is so playful and entertaining that it quickly
enlists syntax for improvisation. Micah Mattix reads the statement “Picasso made me” as
both “refer[ring] to O’Hara’s debt to Picasso’s style…” and how “the poet, in exploring
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himself in his work, becomes a work of art.”28 Cubism is not a mere technique but a
historically-charged strategy for variously disguising and performing the self. When
O’Hara engages with the “presentational” ambitions of modernism he realizes that he is
also inevitably representing himself, and turning himself into an image.
Successful interpretations of these poems, then, require a discursive understanding
of the active, performative interventions of self (the “I” statements) and what Sydney
Shoemaker calls the process of “being presented to oneself as an object.”29 O’Hara
continues to catalogue his various influences in “Memorial Day 1950.” He names Gertrude
Stein, Paul Klee, Dada, Rimbaud, Pasternak and Apollinaire and pays homages to the
machine-obsession of Russian futurism: “Poetry is as useful as a machine! / Look at my
room. / Guitar strings hold up pictures. I don’t need / a piano to sing, and naming things is
only the intention / to make things.” O’Hara’s consumerist agenda assigns a use-value to
each of these aesthetic influences. As opposed to adopting their techniques, O’Hara prefers
to name them and make them a part of the technology of poetic production. Whereas
modernist movements used the surface of language to establish a priori rules for concrete
realizations of imagery, O’Hara’s surface collapses all distinctions between depth and
surface. He intends to show how the machinery of linguistic signifiers situates the
speaking-subject amidst many representational regimes. It is through the eruptions,
interruptions and various obstinacies of language that we gather information about the
subject who both mediates and is mediated by language.
The Age of Anxiety: The Auden Factor
Before delving into a thorough psychoanalytic investigation of anxiety, let us
consider how anxiety colors literary imagination in the middle of the century. The
ambivalent desire towards modernist imagery was most powerfully embodied by W.H.
Auden, whose uneven career had a crucial influence on mid-century poets in America.30
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His 1947 verse drama The Age of Anxiety was the stylistic culmination of the rhetorical
uncertainty about the balance between abstract and concrete description which materializes
periodically throughout his work. To understand how this uncertainty becomes manifest in
The Age of Anxiety, and how Auden emerges in this work as the archetypal example of a
poet whose desire to move beyond modernism keeps pulling him back into its vortex, we
need an account of Auden’s style and reputation around this period.
Throughout his career, Auden had a tendency pressurize the abstract and the
concrete into single units of description. Randall Jarrell calls attention to these “exploited
rhetorical formulas” in his 1952 and 1953 lectures at Princeton, observing that often in
Auden’s poetry “a surprisingly abstract word is put into a concrete context.”31 Jarrell then
offers the following examples: “The beauty’s set cosmopolitan smile; love’s fascinating
biased hand; the baroque frontiers; the surrealist police; … the tree’s clandestine tide; the
small uncritical islands.”32 These phrases hold the two dominant features of Auden’s career
at a balance. They reveal a strong interest in concrete descriptions of gestures, postures and
human interactions, while also revealing an acute responsiveness to the discursive
structures that generate their fields of interpretation. In a 1952 review, D. J. Enright
characterizes Auden’s style as employing “lightning transitions between the most
intangibly abstract and the most vividly concrete.”33
In his early work, Auden’s interest in the philosophical and the abstract melt
seamlessly into the personal register of a vivid and analytical observer. Thus, with his
emphasis on the neatly-structured stanza, experiential description, and measured
abstraction, early Auden models for poets intriguing modes for departing from

and influential appeal. His honesty, his boldness, his engagement with science and politics, and his facility
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modernism.34 Though he never loses the preoccupation with the present historical moment,
after moving to New York in 1939, his poetry turns more abstract, often scrutinizing the
structural arrangement of these discursive regimes and the behavioral dispositions that they
cultivate. As a result, Auden comes to exert a mixed influence on the poets starting to write
in the middle of the century.
Given Auden’s active social life in New York and involvement in queer literary
circles, he had an especially strong influence on the poets of The New York School. Auden
met O’Hara and Ashbery at a Harvard reading in 1947, just as Ashbery was setting out to
write his Honors thesis at Harvard on “The Poetic Medium of W.H. Auden.”35 In 1952,
O’Hara gave an informal lecture on Auden at “The Club” in Greenwich Village.36 While
serving as judge for The Yale Series of Younger Poets between 1947 and 1959, Auden
became increasingly dissatisfied with the quality of submissions and in 1956, decided to
solicit works directly from O’Hara and Ashbery, eventually offering the prize to Ashbery’s
Some Trees. Auden also visited James Schuyler in his Florence apartment in 1948 with his
partner Chester Kallman. They had Schuyler over at their house in Ischia in 1948, and the
next year, Auden hired Schuyler a his secretary for a brief period.37
The New York School poets were clearly excited to be around such a towering
figure and never hesitated to acknowledge his influence on their works. In his lecture at
“The Club,” O’Hara argued that “Auden extended our ideas of what poetry could be,”
distinguishing him particularly from his modernist predecessors. Auden’s experiential
rhetoric licensed modern poets to return to those “experiences and expressions of what had
been looked down upon by the pretentious estheticism and mysticism of the Eliot school.”38
In a later interview for The Paris Review, Ashbery praised Auden as the first major
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influence on his work: “I particularly admired Auden, who I would say was the first big
influence on my work.”39 Ashbery hails Auden as “the modern poet,” and like O’Hara,
validates his influence against that of modernist poets: “Pound probably a monstrosity,
Williams – who hadn’t yet published his best poetry – an ‘imagist.” Eliot and Yeats were
too hallowed and anointed to count.”40
But this was one side of the coin. Auden’s stylistic transformation in America and
his growing fondness for abstraction had already started to alienate many of these younger
poets. In a 1957 review of Auden’s The Old Man’s Road, Kenneth Koch argues that
Auden’s new poems “are either developed too simply and one dimensionally to have the
resonance of poetry, or else they are too clouded with abstractions to be convincing.”41 The
primary feature of Auden’s work that The New York School grew up admiring – its
intimacy, sociality and uncompromising dedication to experience – had gradually
disappeared. Koch concludes with disappointment that Auden’s “good, free people aren't
convincing because one gets no sense that Auden has ever seen or touched one.”42 When
Schuyler writes to Koch about his review of The Old Man’s Road, he confirms his
response: “I read some of it and dropped it with a little whinny of disgust… I think you
ought to lay the book out like a split cod. I think it is anti-human.”43
O’Hara’s particular divergence from Auden stems from the lingering influence of
French poetry and surrealism in his own work. That they would come to disagree on the
value of surrealist techniques must have come as a great surprise to O’Hara, who believed
Auden a necessary influence for modern poetry. In addition, as critics observe, both O’Hara
and early Auden shared a fondness for listing things, grouping individuals and describing
private coteries. These lists were often supported by a revelatory tone and strategies of
enchantment that were characteristically informed by surrealism.44 In one such list or
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coterie poem “Memorial Day 1950,” O’Hara groups Auden together with Rimbaud. But
even in this early poem, we can feel a hint of O’Hara dissatisfaction with the stanzaic
sedateness of Auden’s lyric voice:
And those of us who thought poetry
was crap where throttled by Auden and Rimbaud
when, sent by some compulsive Juno, we tried
to play with collages or sprechstimme in their bed.
Poetry didn’t tell me not to play with toys
but alone I could never have figured out that dolls
meant death.45
Auden and Rimbaud brutally distract modern poets away from commonplace conventions,
encouraging them to employ montage and to strike a balance between song and speech.
That this encounter is imagined to take place “in their bed” also recognizes the way they
have emboldened modern poets to treat queer subjects more explicitly. Nevertheless, their
techniques are also described as “toys” and “dolls,” which O’Hara eventually comes to
associate with “death.” The air of authority exuded by these poets leads him to attribute
them a paternal significance. At the beginning of the next stanza, O’Hara sarcastically
downplays Auden’s Freudian obsession with dreamscapes, and reiterates his preference for
erotic landscapes as the origin of poetic imagination: “Our responsibilities did not begin /
in dreams, though they began in bed.”
A similar association between dolls and the paternal realm was drawn a few years
earlier by Auden through the character of Rosetta in The Age of Anxiety. Rosetta describes
dolls and
Their clothes creatures, so clearly expressing,
Tearless, timeless, the paternal world
Of pillars and parks. O Primal Age
When we danced deisal, our dream-wishes
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Vert and volant, unvetoed our song.46
It is highly characteristic of Auden to return to the Freudian “primal scene,” especially in
the middle phase of his career when sexuality constituted the primary discursive system
that determines behavioral patterns. O’Hara’s references to “collage” and “sprechstimme"
find resonance in these lines. Through Rosetta, Auden creates a dreamscape-collage that
brings together images evoking paternal and historical authority. Despite his critical stance
against Imagist assemblage, Auden’s method is different only insofar as it funnels all the
imagery into an obvious interpretative framework like psychoanalysis. O’Hara’s reference
to speech-song also lights up when we consider the alliterative verse structure that Auden
masterfully employs throughout the book.
Differences between Auden and O’Hara become more apparent after he awards the
Yale Younger Poets Prize to Ashbery. In a letter to O’Hara, he explains the difficulty he
faced while making a choice “when the only two possible candidates are both friends.” His
earnest letter ends with a word of advice:
I think you (and John too, for that matter) must watch what is always the great
danger with any ‘surrealistic’ style, namely of confusing authentic non-logical
relations which arouse wonder with accidental ones which arouse mere surprise and
in the end fatigue.47
Auden’s warning against O’Hara surrealist tendency to catalogue unrelated objects in
pursuit of chanceful combinations is significant. As we shall see, O’Hara only develops his
performative “I do this, I do that” voice after moving beyond the objectual assemblage of
surrealism and fashioning an embodied urban voice. Nonetheless, Auden’s dichotomy
reveals the limitations of his own technique. Since he is fond of organizing imagery that
points self-consciously towards an organizing discourse, his warning suggests illusory
separations between calculated, intellectual “wonder” and “accidental,” startling
association. This misleading dichotomy reveals the tenuousness of Auden’s presumed
departures from modernism. Though he is more interested in the abstract and the
psychological, his montage accomplishes a similarly obscure erudition that alienated many
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of his devoted readers. As Marianne Moore observes in a 1947 review of The Age of
Anxiety, “Mr. Auden is not ashamed of seeming to have done some reading.”48 Likewise,
Larkin calls Auden’s American style in 1960 as “too intellectual to be moving.”49
Auden’s dichotomy would be especially confusing for a poet like O’Hara whose
imagination was energized by the city, and it was precisely the unexpected intersections
between the intellectual and the accidental that motivated his imagery. In a later interview,
Kenneth Koch raises important suspicions about Auden’s assessment of O’Hara’s style:
But whereas a good deal of surrealist poetry tends to stay in this world of dreams
and the unconscious and magic, Frank's poetry clearly comes back to what would
be considered ordinary reality. It always ends up back on the streets, back with the
taxicabs, and most of all back with the emotional attachments.50
Koch’s amendment is accurate, since surrealism for this generation of American poets was
certainly not a totalizing framework. It was mostly a tool for organizing the objectual
landscape in a poem. However, Koch’s account oversimplifies the way O’Hara’s poetry
always “comes back to what would be considered ordinary reality.” As we saw in the
Stevens chapter, returning to a plain sense of things is no small task. Merely performing a
return to the urban context does not ensure the sense of a shared “ordinary reality.” It takes
O’Hara substantial efforts to learn to clear space, after curating surrealist assemblages, for
abstract statement and performative fluidity which can renew the sense of a shared reality.
Auden’s cold attitude toward French poetry does not stop with his letter to O’Hara.
He repeatedly voices strong distaste for the direction French poetry took after the Symbolist
revolution. These arguments often rely on overly general and tenuous comparisons
between English and French poetry. Auden maintains that French poetry has historically
tended to foregrounded the soundscape of language, and eventually came to promote hard
distinctions between poetic and everyday speech. “The English-speaking peoples,” on the
other hand have
always felt that the difference between poetic speech and the conversational speech
of everyday should be kept small, and, whenever English poets have felt that the
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gap between poetic and ordinary speech was growing too wide, there has been a
stylistic revolution to bring them closer again.51
Auden must have regarded himself as part of such a moment in English poetry when a
rapprochement between poetic and everyday language was long overdue. He was not
oblivious to the fact that the modernist turn in literature had propelled both literary
traditions similarly towards the concrete. In fact, in “Secondary Worlds,” Auden
demonstrates this kinship:
The attempt of the French symbolistes to make Poetry as intransitive as Music could
get no further than the narcissistic reflexive I love Myself: the attempt of the
imagists to make Poetry as objective as Painting, could only get as far as a chain of
unrelated simple comparisons – A is like B, C is like D, etc.52
His framework is not all that different from mid-century criticisms of modernist objectivity.
However, an obvious tension remains unaccounted for in his analysis: He calls attention to
the “narcissistic” procedures of modernism, while also recognizing their pursuit of
objectivity.
This unexplored philosophical tension also manifests in Auden’s own work, and in
his lifelong struggle to strike a satisfying balance between subjective speech patterns and
objective description. Increasingly, as his criticism of Symbolist and Imagist objectivity
grows more insistent, he tries to overcome traces of such objectivity by foregrounding
descriptions of abstract subjects and structures. Ironically, now his poetry begins to attract
the charges of obscurity which were commonly directed at modernism. The difference in
Auden is that he replaces images or objects with discursive structures. Jarrell aptly observes
this in his Princeton lectures, calling special attention to the proliferation of “the’s” in
“Auden’s middle period: the this, the that, the other – all the thousands of categories into
which beings are flung.”53 In the wake of modernism, the desire to move away from
objective description often leads poets to develop anxious attitudes towards its presence in
their own works. However, returning to a poetry that is capable of making effective uses
of abstraction could not happen by avoiding objectivity altogether.
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Interestingly, in later periods, Auden believes his literary pursuits to be taking him
towards some version of the plain style. Though his work demonstrates quite the opposite,
his parameters for what constitutes a plain style for modern poetry remain relevant. In his
1967 T.S. Eliot Memorial Lectures at the University of Kent, Auden observes that his
favorite modernist poets eventually realized that “poetry intended to be spoken or read can
no longer be written in a High, even in a golden style, only in a Drab one.”54 Auden uses
C.S. Lewis’s distinction between drab and golden styles in the Renaissance, which
corresponds to Winters’s distinctions between plain and eloquent styles. Auden is surely
referring here to the later works of T.S. Eliot, whose turn to a plainer style was also
motivated by an increasing religiosity.55 Auden describes the drab style as “a quiet tone of
voice which deliberately avoids drawing attention to itself as Poetry with a capital P, and
a modesty of gesture. Whenever a modern poet raises his voice, he makes me feel
embarrassed, like a man wearing a wig or elevator shoes.”56 Interestingly, Auden’s
distinction between High and Drab styles is not about degrees of objectivity nor the speech
dispositions of poetry. He invokes a more embodied vision of poetic speech where
embarrassment and gestural communication play a central role.
The moment of embarrassment when a lyric gesture takes a speaker beyond the
structure of everyday life generates a desire to return to a plain sense of things. Gillian
White recently detected the centrality of this dynamic of embarrassment in post-war poetry,
and how modern poets foreground the “overdeterminedly ‘overheard’ and often perplexed,
sometimes stranded – revolving around and even pushing against the impossibility of the
speakers it has been held to embody.”57 This “overdeterminedly overheard” voice is similar
to what Auden describes as Poetry with a capital P, instances of heightened poetic language
that mark a piece of writing as clearly and artificially distinct from everyday language.
Though such rhetorical flourishes might have been a source of disdain for Imagists, they
were powerful resources for other modernist poets that influenced the New York School.
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Self-consciously embarrassing or self-pitying dramatizations of the poetic self were indeed
central to poets like Baudelaire, Rimbaud, and Mayakovsky.
Auden’s rhetorical categories remain confused, but his emphasis on gestural
language is important. It is by turning to a language of gestures that Auden manages to
convey, in the face of minimal physical excitation, the sense of an embodied imagination.
His strongest and most vivid descriptions in works like The Age of Anxiety belong to the
realm of gestures. Though the objectual framework remains barren and unexceptional, the
gestural strivings of his speakers attain an uncanny visibility and power. Jarrell argues that
in Auden’s more abstract later works, anxiety has nothing to stick to but itself. As a result,
we come to realize that “[w]hat we are most anxious about is our anxiety itself.” Jarrell
finds it “inevitable that Auden should arrive at this point. His anxiety is fundamental; and
the one thing that anxiety cannot do is to accept itself; to do nothing about itself.”58 Thus,
in the absence of distinguishable objects, the speakers’ anxiety manifests in the gestures
that communicate their conative strivings.
Auden observes this relationship between anxiety and gesture in a 1956 essay in
Encounter: “Anxiety affects the Body and the Mind in different ways: it makes the former
develop compulsions, a concentration on certain actions to the exclusion of others; it makes
the latter surrender to daydreaming, a lack of concentration on any thought in particular.”59
Though Auden rarely develops embodied speakers in his later period, he announces here
an important project for modern poetry: While moving away from modernism and learning
to populate the world again with images and objects, the poet has to individuate the
affective constitution of the lyric speaker: “All bodies have the same vocabulary of physical
symptoms to select from, but the way in which they use it varies from one body to
another.”60 Auden never consistently manages to convey the gestural movements of his
speakers, but he successfully notices that returning to a plain sense of things, the sense of
a shareable perceptual landscape, requires representing how lyric speakers gesturally strive
to establish this reality. As a result, gestures emerge as a major descriptive opportunity for
utilizing modernist description while also revealing its limitations. As Charles Altieri
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describes, the gestural strivings of the Spinozian conative body “cannot be made the object
of an image or of imaginary projections.” However, it “nonetheless makes continually
present the contours of an insistent expressive will inseparable from a knowing subject
bound entirely to the facts of a shareable world.”61
Just like the psychoanalytic inquiries that we will turn to in the next section, Auden
returns to childhood and to linguistic acquisition to situate the origins of anxiety. In his
1956 inaugural Oxford lecture, “Making, Knowing, Judging,” Auden characterizes poetry
as a “verbal rite” that “pays homage by naming.”62 But he admits that in childhood the
faculty to distinguish between names and objects is not really developed.
A nurse, let us suppose, says to a child, ‘Look at the moon!’ The child looks and
for him this is a sacred encounter. In his mind the word ‘moon’ is not a name of a
sacred object but one of its most important properties, and therefore, numinous. The
notion of writing poetry cannot occur to him, of course, until he has realized that
names and things are not identical and that there cannot be an intelligible sacred
language, but I wonder if, when he has discovered the social nature of language, he
would attach such importance to one of its uses, that of naming, if he had not
previously made this false identification.63
Auden replicates here the limitations of early-twentieth-century philosophers like Russell
who were interested in naming and denotation at the expense of reference. In the example
from childhood that Auden describes in his account, there is a referential affirmation of an
object that conveys its availability for perception. When Auden moves from this enchanted
encounter towards a more melancholy concept of poetic language, his investigation is
fallaciously reduced to a direct correspondence between name and object. But the nurse’s
referential statement involves more than just a name; it points gesturally towards an object
that is available for perception. The limitations of Auden’s account reveal the growing
importance of embodied perception and gestural language for postmodern rhetoric.
The representational dynamics between object, image and gesture are most clearly
developed in The Age of Anxiety. This “baroque eclogue” features four characters: Malin,
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a Medical Intelligence officer, Rosetta, a buyer for a department store, Emble, a MidWestern Navy officer, and Quant, an old widower and shipping office clerk. It takes place
towards the end of the second World War, late at night at a bar on New York’s Third
Avenue. The characters gradually get drunk and contemplate various abstract and spiritual
matters. Later Rosetta invites them over to her apartment on the West Side, and their
conversation continues until dawn, when everybody goes their own ways.
The dynamics of the conversation follows the shape of a bell curve. Despite the
growing abstractions, dream references and irrational analogies, as they travel deeper into
the night, their psychological reality gains autonomy. They keep identifying discursive
intersections between their individual experiences of anxiety and restlessness. As they
leave the bar, enter Rosetta’s private space, and return at dawn to their ordinary lives, the
cloak of mystery and secrecy that once supported their nighttime meditations begins to lift.
As in many aubades studied in the Preface, the dawn and the totalizing ambitions of the
sun threaten the authority of poetic truth. Malin’s internal monologue concludes the work
with quasi-religious supplications to a greater authority: “His Truth makes our theories
historical sins, / It is where we are wounded that is when He speaks.”64 The narratorial
voice finally announces the beginning of “another long day of servitude,” and “the actual
world” is described as the place “where time is real and in which, therefore, poetry can take
no interest.”65
Two types temporal frameworks emerge throughout the play. The first is captured
by the general progression from late night to dawn. The liminal space between these two
periods, which is designated as most rife for poetic utterance, comes to symbolize the more
psychological types of temporal framework. Characters keep populating the conversation
with images from the pre-Oedipal threshold stage of psychoanalytic inquiry, by dwelling
on topics like emergent authority and object-attachment. This discursive cloud becomes so
omnipotent and establishes such a strong uniform structural awareness that it gets harder
and harder to distinguish between characters. This problem leads John Berryman to
describe them as “the four vaguest characters in modern literature.”66 That a centralized
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intellectual voice seems to be speaking and meditating through these various characters
constitutes the most serious weakness of The Age of Anxiety.
Fittingly, since the ghost of this central intellectual vision is so potently present, it
comes as no surprise for the work to end by invoking a greater religious authority. Jarrell
had predicted that Auden’s later works were doomed to this eventuality, since Auden’s
later conception of anxiety had no real objects to attach to but itself:
The reader may complain… ‘But what is left to be the core?’ That is the point I was
making: there is nothing left. The one thing the Christian must realize is that he is
‘less than any of God’s creatures,’ that he is swallowed in Authority, the wholly
determining Authority of God.67
Auden’s insistence on organizing reality by relying on the vocabulary and structures of
discursive regimes eventually turns reality itself into a construct. And the only way to
return to some reality is by invoking another discursive structure like religion which turns
everything into “the relations of Authority to the core.”68 This is not, however, the only
possible outcome of anxiety, and as we shall see in the next section, our relationship to
objects does not always end up affirming the primacy of a symbolic system. But impatient
with modernist objectivity, Auden keeps assimilating every object into an abstract
framework, where they dissolve for good, and his characters are often left on the verge of
nothingness. Malin declares: “With nothing to know about, / The mind reflects on its
movements / And so doubles any distance.”69 Quant resists this sense of nothingness,
returning not to physical reality but to the structural reality of psychoanalysis: “Animate
also your object world / Till its pure profiles appear again, / Losing their latter vagueness,
/ In the sharp shapes of childhood.”70
Since the actual experiences of these characters all assimilate into the selfsame
intellectual consciousness that formulates their meditations, the most successful parts of
The Age of Anxiety paradoxically end up being the narratorial sections, the only places
where the characters’ gestural movements break through the free indirect style and convey
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strong senses of embodied dramatic personality. We observe Quant, “looking up from his
drink” and catching “the familiar eye of his reflection in the mirror behind the bar,” Malin
“[w]atching the bubbles rise in his glass, Rosetta “[l]ighting a cigarette,” Emble,
“put[ting] down his empty glass and look[ing] about him as if he hoped to read in all those
faces the answer to his own disquiet.”71 Despite his protestations against the Symbolist
desire to establish a poetic language distinguished from everyday idiom, the verse sections
of The Age of Anxiety, with their strong alliterative momentum, do exactly that.
Nevertheless, the gestural descriptions survive in the readerly consciousness and help the
work succeed obliquely: by declaring the main source of anguish for the post-war period
to be the difficulty of asserting one’s individuality and breaking out from the general
category of “everybody” that is “reduced to the anxious state.”72 This drive for an embodied
individuation and for supplementing language with conative and gestural interjections will
prove fundamental to psychoanalytic examinations of anxiety, and to O’Hara’s
development as a poet.

The Location of Anxiety
I’m having a real day of it.
There was
Something I had to do. But what?
There are no alternatives, just
the one something.
Frank O’Hara, “Anxiety”
Transformations in psychoanalysis, itself a discursive regime, run parallel to the
transition I have outlined between modernism and postmodernism. A comparison of Freud
and Lacan’s rhetoric will suffice to demonstrate how psychoanalysis goes through a similar
discursive revolution. As we have seen in his failed attempts at erecting Rome as a
metaphor for the unconscious, Freud upholds a dichotomous understanding of depth and
surface. He prioritizes the presentation of symptoms as a way to establish the rules of
overdetermination and believes in the power of imagery and metaphor to encapsulate
71
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certain psychoanalytic ideas. He turns to the laws of energy and entropy to explain the
investments of the ego. As a result, he maintains faithful alliances to those images and
objects with which the ego develops identification. He describes this process (cathexis) as
“a synthesis in the course of which free energy is transformed into bound energy.”73
Freud’s appeal to the autonomy of these image-complexes is similar to how modernists
concentrate rhetorical energies on the sensuous presentation of specific objects. Altieri
describes this modernist mode of valuation as basing success on the “power to preserve
complex intellectual and emotional structures of ordered energy.”74
Lacan, on the other hand, influenced by Saussurean linguistics, emphasizes the
arbitrary relations between the linguistic signifier and the signified. Rather than
characterizing language as a tool used by subjects to convey ideas, he believes that
language constantly resists signification. Lacan thought of Freud’s rhetoric of libidinal
“energy” as “merely the symbolic notation for the equivalence between the dynamics
invested by images in behavior.”75 Freud, like a positivist scientist, was using a symbolic
instrument to explain the structure of reality, all the while acting as if the artificial
instrument must also be a part of reality itself. Thus Lacan held that “enunciation can never
be reduced to what is enunciated in any discourse” (emphasis mine).76 Speech “signifies
nothing” but upholds the symbolic structure which keeps mediating the subject’s desires
and traps the subject in chains of signification. It is through a “positioning of symptoms”
rather than a systematic Freudian explanation of manifestations that the subject is
revealed.77 For Lacan, a metaphor is the archetypal exemplar for the evasions of language.
It is used “in order to signify something quite other than what it says.”78 For Lacan, Freud’s
battle with the Rome metaphor would be the perfect demonstration of the operations of the
unconscious. Freud painstakingly constructs the city as a metaphor only to realize “how
far we are from mastering the characteristics of mental life by representing them in pictorial
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terms.” What is at stake here is not the urban image and its representational limits. Rather,
it is Freud’s unconscious relationship to the ancient city of Rome as an object of desire that
keeps him returning to it.79
By introducing the metaphor and then retracting it, Freud turns Rome into an object
of desire that refuses to be admitted into the chain of signification. When cut off from
Freud’s psychoanalytic discourse as unfit for the universal argument, Rome, the object of
desire gives rise to anxiety: an anxiety that manifests itself as the feeling of being “far from
mastering” a discourse, which is, according to Lacan, where one always is and has to be.
In his lectures on anxiety, Lacan argues that “the universal affirmative is only meaningful
in defining the real on the basis of the impossible.”80 In other words, it is only when there
is a factor resisting a universalizing argument that we feel the need to invest in preserving
the integrity of a universal judgment. When something threatens the totalizing mission of
discourse and appears cut off from it, we try preserve the veracity of the discourse. Lacan
summarizes this theory in the following example: “There are living beings. Mum, for
instance, who don’t have a phallus. So, this means that there are no living beings –
anxiety.”81 When a counter-example defies a universalizing belief, there is of course a
possibility that the belief itself should fall apart. However, Lacan argues that we simply do
not choose this path: “The most convenient thing is to say that even those who don’t have
one have one. That’s why by and large we stick to this solution.”82 After the father, or the
Law, intervenes, one has to learn to be satisfied with language as an inherently
metaphorical entity. Even if the mother does not have a phallus, well, she must have one
because she seems to have one, she acts like she has one, or she strikes me as someone who
simply must have a phallus. When the mother is reintegrated into discourse in this
metaphorical (as if) fashion, she turns into an associative source for desire and transference.
This liminal space where the mother is both cut off from discourse and is being pulled back
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into the chain of signification is the place of anxiety. As Lacan says, “anxiety is the radical
mode by which a relationship to desire is maintained.”83
Let us now examine the affective constitution of this liminal space, which is
inadequately elucidated by both Freud and Lacan. In Lacan’s framework, once the
symbolic mediation occurs, things can only exist in language as signifiers among which
meaning is arbitrarily transferred. The brief autonomy of an object and its ability to avoid
the chain of signification presents an anomaly. Anxiety thus forces him to return to the
inescapable legacy of the “original,” the Freudian systematic, which he acknowledges to
be an uneasy undertaking. In Freud’s Inhibitions, Symptoms and Anxiety, “everything is
spoken about, thank goodness, except anxiety.” Lacan establishes the position of anxiety
as somehow unaccounted for, or cut off from Freud’s framework.84 What to do with this
object? Lacan’s goal to absorb anxiety back into psychoanalytic discourse is itself a
performance of anxiety, since anxiety elicits this very desire to reintegrate the “cut off”
object back into discourse. The question of where to place anxiety becomes for Lacan a
question of where to place Freud.85 “What provokes anxiety is everything that announces
to us, that lets us glimpse, that we’re going to be taken back onto the lap.”86 Reproducing
Freud’s vocabulary unsettles Lacan for his framework is based on a lack that motivates
desire. The substantial presence of a cut-off object threatens his theory.87
Therefore, when anxiety proposes objects that are – even if briefly – cut off from
the chain of signification, Lacan has to find a way to affirm the integrity of his own
universalizing discourse on desire. 88 He turns to double negation to avoid the language of
presence and describes anxiety as “not being without an object.” Lacan acknowledges that
“anxiety isn’t about the loss of the object, but its presence. The objects aren’t missing.”89
Yet, he also wants to keep this blatantly present object unnamable: “Although anxiety
sustains this relationship of not being without an object, it is on the condition that we are
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not committed to saying, as one would of another object, which object is involved – nor
even to being able to say which.”90 If one could talk about the object involved fully, “as
one would of another object,” that is, as one would of signifiers, we would be back in
Lacan’s discourse on desire. There is something about the object of anxiety that resists
naming. 91 Frank O’Hara calls this object “just / the one something.”
O’Hara’s 1957 book Meditations in an Emergency embodies this Lacanian anxiety
of the unavoidable presence of an object that resists naming and insists on remaining
outside of the chain of signification. For example, in the title poem of the sequence, O’Hara
declares: “I am always looking away. Or again at something after it has given me up. It
makes me restless and that makes me unhappy, but I cannot keep them still.” As objects
constantly evade the poet’s attention and remain ungraspable, the poet at first fails to find
adequate opportunities to substantiate the self. O’Hara eventually attempts to displace his
anxiety onto the objects to reverse the attention: “And lately, so great has their anxiety
become, I can spare myself little sleep.” The inability to name and to grasp things makes
the poet ever more conscious of inadequacies of language.
Instead of submitting to melancholy, however, O’Hara reverses the gaze of the
objects to catch the self amidst its own declarative episodes: “I’ll stare down / at my
wounded beauty / which at best is only a talent / for poetry,” “Now I am quietly waiting
for the catastrophe of my personality / to seem beautiful again, / and interesting, and
modern.” While O’Hara catalogues the nameable and unnamable objects around him, the
self urgently awaits some metaphoric definition. Eelco Runia argues that while “metaphor
‘gives’ meaning, metonymy insinuates that there is an urgent need for meaning.”92 In fact,
the main Emergency in the entire collection is precisely this urgent need to advance
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metaphorical projections of the self in a world which produces too much stimulus for the
limited stockpile of linguistic maneuvers. What remains unclear so far is whether language
can absorb all things into its representational order. To answer this, we need to understands
the reasons behind Lacan’s distress over returning to Freud’s concept of anxiety.
Lacan’s restless engagement with Freud results from the systematic
incompatibility between their frameworks. For Freud, anxiety is an affect that serves the
needs of the ego. In An Outline of Psycho-analysis, he argues that “[the ego] makes use of
the sensations of anxiety as a signal to give warning of dangers that threaten its integrity.”93
Similarly, in his lecture “Anxiety and Instinctual Life,” Freud reiterates that “the ego is the
sole seat of anxiety – that the ego alone can produce and feel anxiety.”94 This poses a
problem for Lacan because the idea of the ego that Freud associates with anxiety has
realistic, not narcissistic, undertones.
Elizabeth Grosz observes a fundamental difference between Freud and Lacan’s
theories on the ego. Throughout his work, Freud talks about the ego alternately as realistic
or narcissistic. In the realistic version, “the ego protects the id by shielding it from harmful
or excessively strong stimuli coming from reality – from external criticism, harsh
judgements, the absence of desired objects.”95 In the narcissistic version, “the ego has no
direct relation to reality and no privileged access to the data of perception. Its primary
relations are libidinal.”96 In other words, the narcissistic ego is driven by a continuous
dialectic between pleasure and unpleasure.
As Grosz shows, the realistic ego responds to the pressures of the reality principle
and is capable of taking a perceptual account of physical reality without the symbolic
mediation of the narcissistic libido. Lacan posits an entirely narcissistic version of the ego
which develops during the mirror phase. He does away with any Freudian emphasis on the
ego’s reality-testing functions. Since Freud repeatedly associates anxiety with the realistic
ego, Lacan’s return to Freud has to come to terms with this distinction.
I argue that we should locate anxiety between these two discursive structures:
Between a realistic Freud and narcissistic Lacan. This way, we can define the status of
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objects anew on this intermediary platform. If Freud believes that the ego can take account
of objects as such and Lacan rejects this possibility, there may be a middle ground where
the object as such is present, though also threatened by the encroachment of the symbolic.
Let us think about where and how the ego develops in both frameworks. I shall follow the
psychoanalytic methodology of returning to the microcosm of childhood in search of an
alternative metaphorical vocabulary to conceptualize the process of linguistic acquisition.
Lacan’s mirror phase, which takes place between the sixth and the eighteenth
months of life, is the pre-Oedipal stage during which the infant develops identifications
with deceptively complete and autonomous images. These images work to “establish a
relationship between an organism and its reality”97 The infant recognizes the objects
around him as merely existing for him. Other individuals’ intentional activities are not yet
a part of his judgmental process. The child desires the mother and the father’s feelings are
not yet a part of this affective equation. With the onset of the Oedipal stage, the child is
hard-pressed to find a way to account for the father’s desire as well. How does the child
adjust his desires based on this new factor? He cannot desire the same way anymore. There
is now another intentional attachment to the same object. After the father’s intervention,
the mother turns into a metaphorical force, a linguistic signifier through which the child
can represent his desires back to himself.
In Freud’s terminology, an awareness of others’ intentions emerges with the onset
of the phallic phase (onset around age three) which succeeds the anal phase. Whereas the
phallic phase is characterized by a metonymic relation (part/whole – does the mom have a
phallus?), the anal phase is characterized by how things separate from the body.98 As Freud
explains, “defecation affords the first occasion on which the child must decide between a
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narcissistic and an object-loving attitude.”99 Lacan is aware of this Freudian dynamic
because he relates the idea of “cutting an object” to defecation: “This cut is what gives its
value, its accent, to the anal object, with everything that it can come to represent, not simply
as they say, on the side of the gift, but on the side of identity.”100 The “cut off” object is
not necessarily a signifier within the symbolic (not yet, at least) because it exists for one
person, and does not absorb a multiplicity of intentional states. The anal phase enacts an
elementary dialectic between object attachment and detachment. As the symbolic order
encroaches, the retention of the object becomes the marker of a narcissistic attitude that
prevents the child from “entering the conversation.” Thus, as Kristeva argues, the anal
phase gradually comes to involve a decision-making process and becomes the precondition
for the Oedipal theater of the phallic phase. Anxiety should therefore be located as the
governing affect between the anal and the phallic phases.
What is absent from both Freud’s and Lacan’s frameworks is an account of the
behavioral transformations taking place during the anal phase, between the ages of one and
three. In order to fill this gap, I will turn to the folk psychology notion of the “theory of
mind,” and a specific experiment called the “false belief task.”101 Let me create my own
version of this experiment for explanatory purposes. There is a box and a bowl. Emma puts
a piece of chocolate in the box and leaves the room. While she is gone, somebody takes
the chocolate from the box and puts it in a bowl. When Emma comes back, where is she
going to look for the chocolate? The right answer, of course, is the box: That’s where she
left it and she is going to think it is there. This is the answer given by most children older
than three. Remarkably, most younger children think that Emma is going to look in the
bowl, the last observed location of the object. The younger children do not yet have the
ability to factor in other’s people’s beliefs when they develop judgments.102 Though
psychologists have not isolated the specific mechanisms that lead younger children to
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ignore others’ beliefs, Mark Jary argues that these experiments show that after a certain
age “what ultimately guides behaviour is a representation of how the world is, rather than
the state of the world.”103
I turn to the false belief task because, given its timing in children’s development, it
offers a corrective to the psychoanalytic misconceptions about language acquisition. At
some point between ages two and three, children learn to absorb other people’s beliefs into
their own judgments and can better appreciate other people’s affective attachments to
objects. In the psychoanalytic framework, this ability is necessary for the onset of Oedipus
complex when the child begins to recognize that his desires conflict with those of the
father’s, directed towards the same object.
I associate anxiety with this period where the symbolic gradually encroaches on the
ego and its imaginary identifications start to turn into signifiers with values constantly
mediated by societal pressures.104 Most psychoanalytic accounts, including Lacan’s, ignore
this transitional process and characterize the encroachment of the symbolic as a sudden
entry into language. As modern psychology shows, however, this is a steady process where
uses of gesture and body language have differential effects on the child’s ability to pass the
false belief task. The adoption of a representational worldview, therefore, is not a case of
being thrown into discourse.
Different modes of communication (language, gesture, body) play different roles
throughout this process. The characterization of all such modes as purely representational,
and therefore equally mediated by the symbolic order, is misleading. This transitional
period, where anxiety is the dominant affect, situates the psyche in a mutable relationship
to objects. Most objects are available for the child’s desire without being entirely
endangered or mediated by the intentional attachments of other subjectivities. Depending
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on the communicative situation and the resources that the child brings to a situation, objects
may occupy this intermediary state or slide into the position of a signifier.
Anxiety, then, is an affect caught between two modes of objectual awareness
organized by perceptual autonomy and the proliferation of intentional states. The former
characterizes the impersonal awareness of modernism where the artist is invested in the
direct representation of the thing. An awareness based on perceptual autonomy foregrounds
semantics because it asserts an equivalence between perception and grammar. This process
upholds the vision of grammar as a normative structure. For example, when Charles Altieri
inflates the tilt in Malevich’s Red Square and Black Square as producing inevitable modes
of identification (“the audience nonetheless feels its relation to the tilt as carrying a deep
sociality”), he confirms the normative force of geometric relations.105 Or think how
Gertrude Stein’s syntax gives grammar an inflated normativity that leads skeptical firsttime readers to search for some semantic coherence.
The latter characterizes postmodern techniques of construction which designate all
meaning as context-dependent.106 In this mode, the pluralism of speech-acts becomes the
norm.107 O’Hara’s vacillation between these two modes allows us to observe the expressive
dynamics that generate anxiety. In the last part of the chapter, we shall look closely at
O’Hara’s procedures with particular attention to how the poet uses the resources of plain
speech to go beyond modernism. We shall see that O’Hara gradually learns to organize
modernism metonymically in the space of his poetry, creating a field of influence through
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assortments of various modernist movements. This field becomes the surface from which
O’Hara can advance metaphoric projections of the self.

O’Hara’s Modernist Returns
“Yet choose yourself. The great open stare of unconsciousness is a crystal ball.
Your life is pushing us to our feet, O leaf!”
Frank O’Hara, Mayakovsky
Surrealism is the most influential avant-garde movement on O’Hara poetic
evolution, as well as on the painterly branch of the New York School. O’Hara’s locates his
interest in Surrealism in its ability to unite “the duty, along with the liberation, of saying
what you mean and meaning what you say beyond any fondness for saying or meaning.”108
The dialectical tension between saying and meaning can be projected onto the semiotic
tension between metaphor and metonymy.
For O’Hara, Surrealism stands apart from many avant-garde movements because
of its insistence on dwelling in this liminal space of signification.109 Surrealism occupies a
privileged place because it relies on a metonymic displacement of everyday objects from
their contexts. This metonymic gesture simultaneously prepares the grounds for
subjectification, for the metaphorical project of self-fashioning. Metonymy keeps the
individual embedded within a contextual frame, but when the decontextualized metonymic
arrangement gathers sufficient coherence to signify an extratextual (or imaginary) unity,
the self starts to speak from a position of “liberation.”
Jane Gallop describes metonymy as “servitude”; under its semiotic jurisdiction,
“the subject bows under the oppressive weight of the bar.” Metaphor, according to Gallop,
“is a liberation from that weight… Metonymy is there from the beginning, and it is what
makes metaphor possible.”110 The surrealist insistence on metonymic organization delays
the metaphoric leap that both liberates the individual and reaffirms his necessary
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connection to and liberation from a context.111 This very relationship between necessity
and freedom causes O’Hara to identify the tension between “duty” and “liberation” as part
of the surrealist mode.
Theodor Adorno conceptualizes Surrealism around a similar tension. Adorno’s
perspective for this account is crucial because like O’Hara, he was interested in looking
back to the movement and in the renewed urgency awarded to it from a historical distance.
Both were writing about Surrealism in the 1950s. In “Surrealism Reconsidered” (1956),
Adorno asserts that “if surrealism itself now seems obsolete, it is because people already
deny themselves the consciousness of denial that is preserved in Surrealism’s photographic
negative.”112 Adorno identifies the same artistic tension as O’Hara. Only, instead of using
the words for “duty” and “liberation,” to describe the “the dialectical images of
Surrealism,” he refers to a “dialectic of subjective freedom in the state of objective
unfreedom.”113 The “photographic negative” represents both the assertive ego of the
surrealist artist and how it demands a kind of “self-annihilation, for which in dreams no
energy is required.” 114 The artistic self seeks liberation from a context that he himself has
metonymically demarcated from the objective world. Surrealism, as a result, creates a
feedback mechanism that “discharges itself in the shock [which] is the tension between
schizophrenia and reification.” 115 The self remains excessively embedded in reality, while
trying aggressively to assert its own psychologized logics of contiguity. Most postmodern
returns to Surrealism start with this “shock.” Rather than waiting for metaphor to emerge
or break free from a metonymic pattern, poets like O’Hara begin with an over-inflated
metaphoric sense of self and the potentials it finds in the world.
Hence, O’Hara’s early poems turn to ecstatic apostrophes which register the
shocking inevitability of self-consciousness: “Oh! Kangaroos, sequins, chocolate sodas!”,
“Look! The table, like an arrière- / pensée, trembles on its legs and / totters forwards.”116
In these early poems, clearly written under the influence of Surrealism, the metonymic
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tendencies are obvious but rather than creating a context from which the self can struggle
for liberation, they proclaim an individuality which then tries to maintain a metonymic
surface for its projections.
Lyn Hejinian describes how metonymy “moves restlessly, through an associative
network, in which associations are compressed rather than elaborated… A metonym is a
condensation of its context.”117 In other words, where metonymy is involved, there is
always a question of scale. The self-conscious grouping of various objects in an aesthetic
context divides the self, which now has to remain a convincing representation of its own
scaled version. Charles Altieri offers the most compelling study of how Surrealism served
as a liberating force for postmodern painters and poets, and explains how the “use of scale”
allows them to “achieve a kind of metaphoric force without metaphor.” 118
Though Altieri does not identify it, the scaling device that allows O’Hara to
maintain a deictic awareness of urban reality is none other than metonymy: “[W]hat makes
this sense of scale believable in O’Hara is his willingness to lay himself on the line so that
each line seems to exhaust what is happening in his present and to position himself on the
verge of another investment that may go off on a tangent.”119 The preservation of the
poem’s surface is tantamount to a reinforcement of the adopted scale. In this regard,
temptations, tangents, distractions and apostrophic modulations help the speaker to
continually renew a sense of surface. This process foregrounds spontaneity and what Altieri
calls, “an all-encompassing honesty… where there can be ‘no secrets.’”120 O’Hara’s
rhetorical plainness derives from the performative necessity for honesty and sincerity.
Let us now turn to one of O’Hara overtly surrealistic experiments. In “Green
Words,” a sestina written in 1953, the poet rotates the following end words: “grapes,”
“sun,” “sky,” “cat,” “strokes,” and “me.”121 Given that this is an O’Hara poem, it is no
surprise that “me” heats up the most throughout the poem. O’Hara continuously
reconfigures a setting in which the named objects – cat, grapes, sky – acquire a sense of
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presence. The sestina underscores the metonymic nature of the poem by limiting its
referential scope. These various objects are available to the poem because they are
presumably part of the same context, and, when placed side by side, demand new forms of
imaginative combination. In addition to this sense of contiguity, there is a permutational
process of surreal presencing which results from their newly formed interactions: “I sat
down on the sun,” “and I sit on the grapes accidentally. It does feel like the sun,” “I am
pushed into the sun by a cat,” and the last tercet:
The grapes are dying in the sun.
And the sky is its own black cat
which it strokes, as it does me.
While the sestina requires the poet to privilege three end words in the final tercet, it still
has to include the remaining three end-words. This formal organization demonstrates the
extent to which the objects become indispensable to the sense of the overall atmosphere.
Their presence and presencing – how they are made present and which of their
features have been foregrounded in the process – are inseparable. The presencing, of
course, captures all sorts of unconscious operations that might underlie the poet’s
attachment to these objects. Therefore, it is not possible to extract a sense of duration from
the rotation of the end-words; even though it is precisely this rotation that implies the
existence of a temporal framework. On one hand, the rotation keeps reinforcing the poem’s
logic of perception, the empirical grounds upon which it builds metonymic combinations.
On the other hand, as the poem’s associational logic proliferates, the end-words begin to
lose their plain sense. Associations accumulate and words begin to prioritize private sense
perception as opposed to the shared context from which signification ensues.
O’Hara’s most striking ability is to reinforce the mutual dependence between the
two processes. The title, “Green Words” announces a process of abstraction at the heart of
the poem’s linguistic strategies by associating words with colors. Accordingly, we can read
each word like a brush “stroke.” In fact, O’Hara chooses “stroke” as one of the end-words
because he wants to activate it as both a noun and a verb. In addition to its obvious
contextual meaning, moving the hands gently across a surface (i.e. stroking the cat), stroke
throughout the poem also refers to marks made on a surface (as in brushstrokes). The poem
embodies a painterly logic that likens words to brushstrokes, which create the surface of
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the painting and reveal its fragmentary, compositional structure. The equivocation of
abstract language and abstract painting is both generative and threatening. Though
abstraction enables more plasticity for unexpected semantic associations, conflating
syntactic units with painterly gestures also reveals traces of discontinuity. Rather than a
continuous flow of objects in and out of the poem, a limited range of objects rotate,
constantly increasing in private association. Since a brushstroke can never be repeated
identically, each application of the same color becomes a marker of difference, and each
word – though they are all “green” – refers to an individual’s unique history of perception
rather than the perceptual opportunities offered by a shared (urban) context.
In consequence, O’Hara often resorts to aggressive interjections that seek a
rapprochement between perceptual history and present perception. O’Hara would come to
understand the shortcomings of this surrealist commitment after writing “Second Avenue”
in 1953, a kind of urban epic that never quite manages to launch the self out of its private
idiom and into the flow of a shared present. To compensate and broaden the poem’s
present, he uses interjections such as “Candidly. The past, the sensations of the past. Now!”
However, as Anthony Libby argues “O’Hara would eventually discover a type of
abstraction which wastes no energy in the struggle against meanings inevitably associated
with words.”122 At the root of this stylistic transformation is O’Hara’s turn to an
increasingly plain language that can handle abstract gestures.
The apparent “plainness” of O’Hara’s urban poems and their seeming lack of depth
are a part of his performative agenda. If we pay attention to the manifestations of affective
states in his present-tense declarations, a psychologized depth becomes available and
plainness reveals itself as a strategy for disguise. In “To a Poet,” O’Hara exposes his trick:
I am sober and industrious
and would be plain and plainer
for a little while
until my rococo
self is more assured of its
distinction.123
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In order keep up the surface, O’Hara has to keep on doing, he has maintain an ideational
dynamism throughout his poems and not let images be the poem. The effort is considerable
because, by committing to a muscular first person, O’Hara affirms the Other as
indispensable to his desire to communicate. But he cannot dispense with images either
because the spontaneous performances of the self eventually yield concrete patterns of
seeing and witnessing. He transitions to the hypothetical “would be” in the second line to
announce that he needs images to prevent the self from becoming the single dominant
image in the whole poem. Later, O’Hara starts to address the poet more aggressively. The
poet is apparently “angry” because O’Hara finds the “white-haired / genius of the painter
more beautiful / than the stammering vivacity / of / your temperament.” Though O’Hara
finds the “idea” of a painter more appealing than involuntary performances of character,
he clearly refuses to make a hard choice between the two. The solitary “of” occupies an
entire line, showing how one can “stutter” as part of a painterly process.
Subsequently O’Hara mockingly reverses William Carlos Williams’s famous
dictum: “… when the doctor comes to / me he says ‘No things but in ideas’ / or it is
overheard / in the public / square, now that I am off my couch.” Once again, in reversing a
famous dictum, O’Hara does not commit to a clear position. Even if he considers himself
an ideational – rather than descriptive – poet, we learn at the very end that he has been
lying on the couch all along! “Couch,” the one specific object in the entire poem, gets the
last word, as if O’Hara were silently admitting that it ultimately does come down to things.
Does O’Hara want to paint himself as a poet that speaks from the couch? Or as a public
voice that “is overheard / in the public?” If we trust the plain-speaking poet and take him
for what he says, at the end we are left with a “rococo-self,” intricately arranged like a
baroque chandelier. The “I” and the “you” gradually become indiscernible and the notion
of the poetic self ends up irreducible to any specific image in the poem.
Images and things, where they exist, are always deeply bound to speech-acts, as in
the case of the couch and its relation to the poet’s enunciation. This playful manifesto is a
typical example of O’Hara’s poetic strategy. He first locates the possibility of insight in
the ego’s identifications with self-enclosed aesthetic styles like the baroque. But he quickly
realizes that such identifications inevitably open him to the world. This realization is the
very source of the anxiety that dominates his poetry. It takes him a few descriptive efforts
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to realize that style is a product of false identification, constitutive of the ego and its illusory
autonomy.124 This illusion was perhaps captured most acutely by Archibald MacLeish’s
verses in “Ars Poetica” in 1926: “A poem should not mean, / But be.”125 That these verses
quickly became a doctrine emblematic of modernism is hardly surprising. The modernist
desire to repress the personal voice with the constructivism of normative grammar was also
an attempt to discipline speech-act pluralism, to tame language so that the poem could
successfully locate “the complex intellectual and emotional structures of ordered
energy.”126 By alerting readers to the context-dependency of his poems, O’Hara shows how
speech-acts can break the autonomy of modernist images and supplement them with a
different kind of gestural capacity, toward the world rather than mediated by form.
O’Hara concludes his explanatory notes on his own poem “Second Avenue” with
reflections that echo MacLeish’s maxim:
Perhaps the obscurity comes in here, in the relationship between the surface and the
meaning, but I like it that way since the one is the other (you have to use words)
and I hope the poem to be the subject, not just about it.127
There is still an important difference. Words, for O’Hara, are not just occasions to reflect
on questions that lie outside the poem. The poem is not about something because it does
not point elsewhere for a resolution of its tensions. Though O’Hara asserts an equivalence
between surface and meaning, he still holds that they exist in a certain relationship. If
O’Hara wants to keep up the surface, he has to find a way to master it, to continuously
break and make it. He breaks it with his occasional flirtations with the image structures of
modernism. He recovers the surface by assimilating these misleadingly autonomous
images into his fluid and proliferative speech-acts. “The act of failing,” as Felman argues,
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“leads paradoxically, to an excess of utterance.”128 O’Hara keeps returning to modernism
and risks losing the “surface.” Paradoxically, however, it is through the sensuous imagery
that O’Hara manages to reinforce the surface most assertively.
So what is really at stake in these returns? O’Hara is essentially testing whether the
self can survive these modernist voyages without handing itself over, without turning into
an object. O’Hara’s oeuvre is an interrogation of the survivability of the distinction being
and doing, meaning and performing, or in more philosophical terms, self as object and self
as subject. I have located this anxious pursuit between Freud and Lacan and between
modernism and postmodernism. O’Hara’s poetry establishes anxiety as a major affect that
accompanies our efforts to preserve the uniqueness of self.129
To end this chapter, let us turn to an ekphrastic ars poetica. O’Hara’s poem
“Digression on Number 1, 1948” refers to Jackson Pollock’s drip painting which he would
have encountered at the MoMA in New York City.130 The poem, dated December 20, 1956,
first appeared in print three years later in his 1959 book on Pollock. O’Hara records his
experience of encountering Pollock’s painting in the museum and the liberating potential
he discovers in its modes of abstraction. His casual tour around the museum is more than
just a series of artistic encounters. It illustrates how the poet develops a unique sense of
style. O’Hara tour becomes an autobiographical survey of his influences and aesthetic
development, first passing through various modernist artworks, which all dwell in the
thingly world, and finally discovering the freedom offered by Pollock’s gestural painting.
The poem opens with an anxious voice that fails to make meaningful distinctions:
“I am ill today but I am not / too ill. I am not ill at all. / It is a perfect day, warm / for winter,
cold for fall.” It’s one of those days. The theatrical language feels spontaneous and
reluctant: I want to do something. The self is thrown into the poem without a sense of
direction. “A fine day for seeing,” O’Hara resolves. Eventually he starts his tour and reports
seeing Miró’s ceramics, “the sea by Léger,” “complicated Metzingers,” “a rude awakening
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by Brauner,” and “a little table by Picasso, pink.” As O’Hara offers a metonymic catalogue
of these various modernist artworks, he fails to establish meaningful resonance. The
modernist artworks maintain an impersonal distance, denying the poet the opportunity to
fashion a personal voice. There is a clear searching tone as O’Hara compresses, with
skillful syntactical organization, all of these “seen” artworks into the space of a single
thought and stanza. These works motivate syntactic precision and a private associational
logic. The word “see” sonically and semantically proliferates as O’Hara repeats it in the
stanza: “A fine day for seeing. I see / ceramics”, “and I see the sea by Léger.” Despite its
generality, on a syntactic and semantic level, the language probes for some meaningful
habit or anchor. As readers, however, we are not able to participate in O’Hara’s tour
because the word play and the descriptions of the artworks remain raw or inaccessible.
After a round of concentrated “seeing,” the poet returns to its reluctant attitude: “I
am tired today but I am not / too tired. I am not tired at all.” There ought to be some way
of representing the abstract, emotional wavering of the poet’s quotidian existence. But the
listed modernist artworks and their mutual emphasis on the concrete have not provided the
poet with the technical means. By returning to a declarative attitude, O’Hara reinforces his
need to move through and beyond modernism. He is searching for a form of expression
that can launch the self without a dependence on the objective world.
At last, the poet sees the Pollock painting. It anchors the poem’s perception with a
sharp deictic turn: “There is the Pollock.” Pollock’s drip painting invites the poet to trace
its painterly gestures with an embodied imagination. Rather than studying an object, the
poet finds himself implicated in “the many short voyages” of Pollock’s “perfect hand.” The
gestural tracing of Pollock’s hand movements transports him onto an imaginary landscape:
Stars are out and there is sea
enough beneath the glistening earth
to bear me toward the future
which is not so dark. I see.
The self has finally become inextricable from its grammar. Whereas modernist artworks
had motivated O’Hara to invent intricate syntactical strategies, Pollock allows him to
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realize that “we are always already part of the sentence that our grammars afford us.”131
He teaches O’Hara not to drop declarative speech acts (I am ill… but not too ill) in favor
of artistic representation but to embrace their abstract modes of valuation. The wavering
and non-committal turns of the mind can indeed yield a more embodied and gestural
projection of the self “toward the future.” O’Hara ends the poem by repeating the
declarative “I see,” but this time it is devoid of any objects. Earlier, the repetition of this
verb “seeing” had been a demonstration of the various semantic associations one could
gather around a word. Here, the obvious word plays (“eye”, “I”) and the evident
metaphorical meaning (“I understand”) do not foreground the materiality of language as a
medium. Instead, they invite the reader to embody the projectile gesture of the last lines
and to experience the spontaneity of utterance as in itself a mode of valuation.
In this chapter on O’Hara, we began to think about the expressive potential gestures
offer to postmodern poetry. Gestures remind us of the context-bound character of speech
acts, framing the communicative surfaces upon which language operates. They help poets
move beyond the modernist fixation with the materiality of language, as well as the poststructuralist characterization of language as a symbolic system of signs. Along the way, I
turned to modern psychology to revisit the intellectual dogmas of psychoanalysis, and to
demonstrate the differential effects of gestural communication in language acquisition.
Now that we have a renewed metaphorical understanding of this process, let us substitute
the psychoanalytic metaphor of entry into language with the role of embodied intention. In
the next chapter, we shall turn to Thom Gunn’s poetry to think more about how an
embodied view of expression might expand the resourcefulness of plain language.
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Chapter 3: Syllabic Gestures: Thom Gunn and the Plain Style

“When the speaking subject, the ‘I’ forgets himself
completely, he is yet entirely present; language (as a sanctified
abracadabra) would otherwise submit to the process of reification
and disintegrate as it does in everyday speech.”
Theodor Adorno, “Lyric Poetry and Society”
In the last chapter on Frank O’Hara, we started to think about embodiment and
gestures by paying attention to the gestural quality of O’Hara’s declarative statements. In
this chapter on Thom Gunn, we shall extend our exploration to the literary representation
of gestures and bodily movements. Gunn wrote his first two books, Fighting Terms and
The Sense of Movement while studying with two tough and moralizing critics: F.R. Leavis
at Cambridge and Yvor Winters at Stanford. Gunn’s first books are characterized by
Elizabethan diction, stiff prosody, and - thanks to Winters’s influence – a return to the
poetic statement of the Renaissance plain style. While these tendencies gave Gunn the
opportunity to distance himself from modernism, the New Critical obsession with poetic
realization prevented him from establishing an original and autobiographical poetic voice.
With his third collection, My Sad Captains, and his eventual departure from the scholarly
fields of influence, Gunn moved toward more relaxed prosodic structures.
In this chapter, after evaluating Gunn’s early exposure to New Critical aesthetics, I
will be interested in Gunn’s use of syllabics and how this arbitrary prosodic form allows
him to move away from the New Critical preoccupation with poetic “realization.” Gunn, I
will argue, gradually shifts to the more precarious field of gestures and uncontrollable
bodily movements (shudders, shivers, trembles). His concurrent turn to gestures and
syllabics is not a coincidence; both maneuvers help him think about the power of structure
in rendering things visible and invisible. Certain gestures are firmly embedded in shared
social structures. We see them, use them, and assign shared meanings to them. Other
gestures, however, occupy a liminal state. They have not yet become a part of structural
awareness, or if they have, they are repressed as anti-structural and subversive. The poetic
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representation of indistinct and liminal somatic movements puts pressure on cherished
structures, often revealing the fictions that maintain a normative hold on culture.1
Similarly, syllabics is a prosodic structure that is continuously undermined by an
awareness of its own arbitrary nature: The poet simply has to commit to a specific number
of syllables per line. When executed successfully, this arbitrary structure engenders
suspicious modes of reading, often raising doubts about the presence of a complementary
accentual pattern, as well as about the number of syllables certain – especially Latinate words in fact have. More importantly, as syllabics gains prominence in mid-century
English poetry, it begins to find acceptance as a compelling technology for organizing a
poem. Consequently, it begins to raise doubts about the structural primacy of accentual
meters and the popular myths endorsing their natural fitness for speech patterns. Syllabic
poems dwell in a place of uncertainty, leading readers to look for rational justification for
their largely arbitrary structural organization. They are often defined against the more
“natural” and accepted rhythms of lyric poetry.
In short, there is a strong kinship between gestures and syllabics. Both put pressure
on a normative structural awareness, as well as demanding bodily engagement. The best
way to visualize a poetic gesture is to perform it and the best way to count syllables, after
all, is with our fingers. Thom Gunn will eventually turn to this tense playground between
normative and emergent structures to facilitate his departure from Wintersian notions of
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the role of poetic statement as a rational organizing principle. This departure will ultimately
lead Gunn to reimagine the role and value of poetic statement and plainness for modern
poetry. To demonstrate why Gunn turns to syllabics and gestures, we first need to
understand Gunn’s early exposure to a critical climate defined by New Critical pedagogy.
Cambridge and the Movement
Gunn wrote his first book, Fighting Terms, while he was still a student at
Cambridge in England. He starts out by modernizing the dramatic voice of Elizabethan
amatory verse and also inherits the Elizabethan concern for the material world’s mutability.
As a result, the resources of the image-oriented movements of the preceding generation
begin to seem inadequate. Investing poetic resources in capturing the force of a vision or
image transfers agency to the world of objects; whereas the masculine heroes of Gunn’s
early poems want to foreground their amatory endeavors and become centers of agency.
Gunn wants dramatic voice and its inflections, rather than the objects of attention,
to become the principal source of control in the poem. In “For A Birthday,” the speaker
begins by declaring his distrust of language: “I have reached a time when words no longer
help.”2 By the end of the poem, he declares the “springs of speech,” rather than words, as
the location where the poem comes to rest. This phrase conspicuously refers to the tongue
as both an erotic tool and the motor of seductive speech. The second stanza reads almost
like Gunn’s departure from the “crystal-gazing” ambitions of Imagism:
Description and analysis degrade,
Limit, delay, slipped land from what has been;
And when we groan My Darling what we mean
Looked at more closely would too soon evade
The intellectual habit of our eyes;
And either the experience would fade
Or our approximations would be lies.
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Erotic desire here is contrasted with the descriptive and rationalizing tendencies of the
mind. Whereas eroticism demands immediacy and suspense, the “intellectual” instincts of
sensory experience call for distance and precision. The poem moves from an enclosed
(abba) to an alternate rhyme scheme (acac) and relies on a number of imperfect rhymes
like “been” and “mean” which resist full closure. Ironically, however, Gunn uses the
resources of logical syntax to craft a seductive persona who knows how to describe and
analyze the operations of an intellectual mind. He successfully dramatizes the voice of a
character who at once craves and distrusts structure.
The proliferation of active verbs and Gunn’s masterful management of syntax to
organize a complex thought within the space of a single stanza are reminiscent of
Elizabethan poets, in particular, John Donne. In “For a Birthday,” we can hear echoes of
Donne’s “The Canonization,” which starts by asking the lover: “For God’s sake hold your
tongue and let me love.”3 Gunn ends the poem with a similarly misogynistic entreaty for
the lover to keep silent: “The sweet moist wafer of your tongue I taste, / And find right
meanings in your silent mouth.” Gunn gradually moves from an intellectual language to
one that is active and reliant on a series of performative statements (“I renounce,” “I taste…
and find”). He moves, in other words, from a desire to “capture” experience in poetry, to a
desire to turn poetry into a medium for personal action. By the end of the poem, he
successfully establishes the beliefs and dispositions of his poetic persona.
In a 1981 interview with John Haffenden, Gunn acknowledges Donne’s strong
influence on his first book, going so far as to say, “in fact I learned everything from it.”4
He continues:
… one thing Donne taught me was what Frank Kermode calls the relationship
between image and discourse, and to be able to accept discourse as a proper part of
the poem in the twentieth century, as opposed to those both in England and in
America who thought that poetry was entirely image… and that view is still
something of a dogma in America.5
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Gunn’s view of poetry here is continuous with Kermode’s suggestion that “[s]omehow,
and probably soon… the age of dissociation must end.”6 That is, Gunn’s interest in Donne’s
poetry is motivated primarily by Donne’s ability to foreground attitudinal postures that
energize the descriptive resources of a poem. As we have seen in “For a Birthday,” Gunn
does not abandon these resources altogether and acknowledges the desire for precision –
whether of an image or an idea – as an essential part of human experience. However, in his
first book, he strategizes a way out of Imagist orthodoxies by fashioning a type of poetry
that valorizes action and preserves the performative inflections of dramatic voice.
Gunn, of course, did not arrive at this aspiration for a poetry of “action” in a
vacuum. We might glimpse briefly at the historical context. Fighting Terms was published
in 1954, shortly after World War II and in an England that was experimenting – albeit
briefly – with the Welfare State.7 The demand for a kind of literature capable of making
statements and standing up for certain moral virtues was felt by many other poets of his
generation. Gunn’s name was critically associated with a rather short-lived and
disorganized group of writers called “The Movement,” which included Philip Larkin,
Elizabeth Jennings, Donald Davie and Robert Conquest.8 Though many of these poets did
not see themselves as part of an organized poetic movement, and some in fact subsequently
denied the very existence of such, there were compelling reasons to study them together in
the transitional political and literary climate.9 These poets returned to traditional verse
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forms, fairly strict metrical arrangements and to late-Victorian precursors such as Thomas
Hardy. In addition, their poetry consciously departed from the modernist understanding of
a world that is necessarily fractured and in need of subjective assembly.
J.D. Scott was the writer who coined the term “The Movement” in an article in The
Spectator in 1954, announcing that “[m]any people in the modern Britain, who believe that
they have been living in the same place for a lifetime, wake up one day to find they are in
fact living in a different place.”10 Similarly, Robert Conquest, in his introduction to New
Lines, a poetry anthology which included six poems by Thom Gunn, reinforces the palpable
distinction between the poets of the 50s from those of the previous generations,
characterizing their works as
free from both mystical and logical compulsions and – like modern philosophy – is
empirical in its attitude to all that comes. This reverence for the real person or event
is, indeed, a part of the general intellectual ambience … of our time. On the more
technical side, though of course related to all this, we see a refusal to abandon a
rational structure and comprehensible language, even when the verse is most highly
charged with sensuous or emotional intent.11
Conquest’s contemporaneous characterization of the literary style of this period is crucial
for two principal reasons. First, for its emphasis on the rise of an empirical attitude aligned
with the philosophical methods of twentieth-century logical empiricists such as A.J.
Ayer.12 Conquest observes a continuity between the philosophical and literary tendencies
of the period. The historical movement from the sensuous and perceptual insistence of
queer about ‘the Movement’, as the way all of us who were supposed to be ‘in’ it still spoke of it among
ourselves inside invisible quotation-marks.” Donald Davie, “Remembering the Movement,” With the
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they are true for Gunn’s early poetry as well. As I shall demonstrate, in his first book, he mostly invests in
fixed poses and postures that leave room neither for the instinctual nor for sudden experiences of insight.
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Imagism to a literary style capable of formulating truth statements from the particulars of
experience is continuous with the inductive ambitions of empiricist philosophy. In
addition, Conquest acknowledges the plain rhetoric of this new poetry, which is committed
to “rational structure and comprehensible language” even when the content requires intense
emotional engagement. That final qualification (“even when…”) in Conquest’s account
can be read as an acknowledgement of the poets’ implicit but shared reaction to the
emotional overflow in neo-Romantic poets like Dylan Thomas.
We might turn to other poets affiliated with “The Movement” to demonstrate that
the mid-century reaction to a poetry based on descriptive imagery, as well as the return to
a plainspoken and formal rhetoric, were indeed shared across the board. In the title poem
of her second book A Way of Looking (1955), Elizabeth Jennings raises similar suspicions
about what Gunn calls “the intellectual habit of our eyes”:
It is the association after all
We seek, we would retrace our thoughts to find
The thought of which this landscape is the image,
Then pay the thought and not the landscape homage.
It is as if the tree and waterfall
Had their first roots and source within the mind.
But something plays a trick upon the scene:
A different kind of light, a stranger colour
Flows down on the appropriated view,
Nothing within the mind fits. This is new.
Thought and reflection must begin again
To fit the image and make it true.13
Jennings, like Gunn, relies on a calculated movement between a series of formal devices:
an iambically-inflected intricate syntax that captures the mind’s logical responsiveness to
sensuous experience, an unusual rhyme scheme which in the first stanza (abccab)
conveniently represents the poem’s return to the “mind” to find the first impressions of
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“the tree and waterfall, and the gradual differentiation of the rhyme scheme in the second
stanza (abccde) that reflects the mind’s need to adjust to a new set of empirical perceptions,
and finally, the desire to formulate abstract and general statements in plain language. I
turned to this poem by Jennings because it presents an opportunity to pair the ambitions of
certain poetic traditions with corresponding philosophical schools of thought.
On first impulse, one might be tempted to characterize the simplicity of Imagist
rhetoric (recall Pound’s “In a Station of the Metro”) as the very embodiment of a
plainspoken language. However, the ambitions of Imagism correspond to the idealist
conceptions described in the first stanza above. The foregrounding of the sensuous and
grammatical relations of perception – in the absence of an explanatory account or statement
of their projected meaning – inspires a desire to search for their “roots and source within
the mind.” The mind, we might mistakenly believe, already contains the dynamics of
intentionality that structure perception.
In the second stanza, Jennings moves away from this idealist framework and
demonstrates the mind’s need to reinvent its categories in response to new perceptual
pressures. The language in the second stanza is heavily punctuated in contrast to the
continuous and logical grammar of the first. Short statements such as “[t]his is new,”
capture the necessity for adjustment and calibration. It is no coincidence that philosophers
of empiricism have historically made the case for plain rhetoric, since the breathing space
of plain rhetoric allows for the adjustments necessitated by new grammars of perception.
In other words, we should not conflate the controlled and intentional language of Imagism
with plainness. Plainness, as the poetry of the Movement demonstrates, relies on a strategic
movement between experience and knowledge, in a manner that provokes the mind to
contemplate their compatibility.
It would be amiss, however, to talk about the relationship between experience and
knowledge without considering the role of the body. The body is at the very core of our
sensuous existence. In contrast to Gunn’s dedication to a poetry of action, his attitude
towards the body in this period remains surprisingly restricted to its surface. Such a passive
representation of the body reduces experience into a linguistic construct, replacing the
meaning of experience with the experience of meaning. In Fighting Terms, the body finds
representation through the strategic adoption of heroic poses and postures that his
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characters maintain to fight existential angst or exert seductive power. “The Wound”, for
example, is a dramatic monologue in the voice of Achilles, in which “the huge wound” on
his head continuously opens and closes. 14 The strict iambic composure of the voice, along
with the narrative impulse provided by the poem’s balanced syntax, prevents the speaker
from demonstrating any sign of vulnerability. Even though the healing of the wound is
clearly interrupted by the speaker’s psychological anguish and quickly becomes a
metaphorical construct (“Its valleys darkened its villages became still”), it is nevertheless
treated as an image, an objectified sign on the body that keeps pace with the changes in the
speaker’s emotional state.15
“Without a Counterpart” is another dramatic monologue, this time with a speaker
who wakes up to the horrifying image of a dark and threatening geography.16 Only after he
is fully awake and erotic engagement begins does the speaker realize that he had been
looking at his lover’s body all along. Here, too, a poem about profound anxiety is rendered
with the composure of Gunn’s measured verse. It becomes obvious that the poet is invested
less in the performance of anxiety, and more in realizing the affect through the description
of the speaker’s changing perception: “I seemed to face across a deep sad plain / Hedged
at one end, a hillock in the centre…”, “The bad hole in the ground no longer gaped - / The
hard land round it, flexing into flesh, / Warmed me instead of swallowing me up.”
In these early poems, Gunn characteristically describes the other’s body, often
objectifying it and mapping his own anxieties onto it. As a result, the body turns into a
controllable realm and political tool on which knowledge can be inscribed. The political
subjugation in these poems is continuous with the misogynistic tendencies we find in much
of Elizabethan poetry. The gender dynamic is entirely heteronormative, and Gunn has
discredited the critical attempts to locate signs of a repressed homosexuality in these
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works.17 For him, this was a self-conscious period of learning and formal experimentation
based largely on the imitation of Renaissance models. Though he does indeed achieve
formal mastery over his material, he does not manage to depict the body, erotic desire and
instinctual experience with convincing power. Ironically, a good number of poems in the
sequence are about containment and keeping the body in strict confines: In “Lazarus Not
Raised,” the body of Lazarus hesitates before an expectant audience and finally decides “to
stay dead.”18 In “La Prisonnière”, a poem of erotic transgression, the speaker threatens the
lover to shut her “in a box / With massive sides and a lid that locks,” for only this way
reasons the speaker, “I can be sure / That you are still mine and mine secure.”19
The voice that emerges from the repressed bodies of Fighting Terms can only
survive within the confines of a formal structure. Their speech patterns are rooted in
literary-historical, rather than actual, experience. Eavan Boland characterizes this “voicedriven” early style as relying on a “displaced speaker.” They capture, she argues, “some of
the immediate past: the de-mobbed state, the recent encounter with death, the distrust of
the body.”20 Similarly, Alfred Corn finds that “we can understand these poems as part of a
program or strategy of ‘poses,’ the choice and implementation of an identity not innate in
the author.”21 P.R. King likewise notices that these “are not immediately personal poems,
even when dealing with personal emotions.”22 If we turn to Gunn’s own language from this
period, we will find that he, too, was aware of the impersonal strategies that he undertook
to craft a trained poetic voice. In a letter to John Holmstrom from December 1952, he
acknowledges William Empson as an early influence on his work:
There are extraordinary similarities between our verse. I don’t know whether 3
years of Cambridge is to blame for this: I suspect so. The people we most resemble,
17
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in general, are Empson and Graves — tho distantly most of the time. I am more like
Empson, and you like Graves. Now this is a bit frightening, in view of the minute
efficiency of those two. I admire them both limitedly: both are damned efficient,
but neither have, really, done anything big with their talent; only lovely exercises
which they can repeat and repeat.23
There is indeed a strong kinship between Empson’s poems and Gunn’s early work. Apart
from their mutual formalism and interest in metaphysical poetry, both represent the body
through self-conscious poses and postures. For instance, it is hard not to hear echoes of
Empson’s “Villanelle” (“It is the pain, it is the pain, endures. / Your chemic beauty burned
my muscles through. / Poise of my hands reminded me of yours”) while reading the first
few lines of Gunn’s “Tamer and Hawk”: “I thought I was so tough, / But gentled at your
hands.”24 More importantly, however, Gunn seems to be aware of the limitations of the
“efficient” composure that his work shares with Empson’s, and even acknowledges his
years of study at Cambridge as the potential ground for the limitations of these stylistic
principles. “I don’t want to write of my emotions according to their intensity,” Gunn
announces, “but to the competence with which I can treat them.”25 He subsequently
rationalizes the conscious decision not to write about homosexuality since “to work within
the limitations of one’s own sexual emotions can come later.”26 He cautions Holmstrom
not to read the heroic masks in Fighting Terms as disguise mechanisms for his sexuality.
Gunn’s purposeful avoidance of the “intensity” of personal experience and
determination to achieve formal “competence” no doubt helps him discover the many
rhetorical tactics that would inform his poetic procedure down the line. However, this
impersonality, poise and self-control were not ambitions solely of Gunn’s own making;
they were motivated by the dominant institutional literary perspectives of his time. We
should recognize, as Gunn himself does, the ghost of an academic rhetoric haunting his
vocabulary. In agreement with Holmstrom’s critical comments on his poem “A Mirror for
Poets,” Gunn admits, “the whole poem is, I feel, what one calls unrealised” (italics mine).27
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The critical term “realization” is a vague critical characterization of the successful
execution of formal and figural strategies, with roots in the teachings of the famous
Cambridge scholar, F.R. Leavis.28 It is a theoretical construct whose purchase relies on a
dramatic reading of poetry. That is, when a poetic instance is equipped with sufficient
dramatic energy – through formal, grammatical and rhetorical means – it “realizes,” or
embodies the speaker’s emotional or intellectual experience.
In an autobiographical piece, “My Life Up to Now,” Gunn acknowledges Leavis’s
influence: “I went to the lectures of F.R. Leavis, then in his prime, whose emphasis on the
‘realised’ in imagery and on the way in which verse movement is an essential part of the
poet’s exploration were all-important for me.”29 Similarly, in “Cambridge in the Fifties,”
Gunn remembers attending “all of F.R. Leavis’s lectures,” and the critic’s performative
“insistence on the realized, being the life of poetry.”30 This, Gunn asserts,
was exactly what I needed. His perceptions about language and verse movement …
by going directly to the texture of poetry, by showing how the reader’s halting and
attentive voice is an equivalent to the poet’s act of exploration...31
Leavis’s influence extended to Gunn’s professional life as a professor at Berkeley. In his
merit increase letter from 199 to Anne Middleton, then-chair of Berkeley’s English
department, Gunn recounts Leavis’s performative reading of Macbeth’s famous soliloquy
(“If it were done when ‘tis done…”) as a life-long model for his pedagogical ambitions.32
He admits that Leavis is “rather deplored today – rightly, I think, for the bitterness and
dogmatism that he customarily brought to English studies. But,” he remembers, “this kind
of perception was a revelation to me at the time, not only for my reading but also for the
poetry that I was beginning to write. For the first time I really understood the nature of the
connection between details of technique and the statement being made.”
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Now let me ask: What do we talk about when we talk about Leavis and this British
variety of New Critical pedagogy? It is hard for me to maintain a detached voice here as a
critic, because I experienced a similar romanticized fascination with what remained of New
Critical pedagogy as an undergraduate at Amherst College. I was obsessed with William
Pritchard’s lectures, which were largely devoted to dramatic readings of literary texts.
Pritchard, like Leavis – though with substantially less moralizing commentary - would
search for moments of “realized” cadence, imagery and emotion, often asking students to
judge whether the poetic treatment of certain questions was indeed warranted. Inherent to
this approach, however, is a contradictory attitude towards embodiment.
On one hand, these critics believed that a writer’s moral outlook ought to be
inscribed in the text, that the resources of poetry should somehow realize and embody the
emotional and moral dilemmas: How else could one judge whether their poetic treatment
is warranted or justified? Indeed, Leavis repeatedly characterizes literary expression as
continuous with moral action. For instance, in “Reality and Sincerity,” he praises Thomas
Hardy’s “After a Journey” as
a poem that we recognize to have come directly out of life… It is a case in which
we know from the art what the man was like; we can be sure, that is, what personal
qualities we should have found to admire in Hardy if we could have known him.33
Leavis’s claims about the necessary continuities between art and life was what made his
pedagogy so pressing to an undergraduate like Gunn in a post-war England where art’s
claims for significance found an inevitably skeptical reception. In fact, Gunn himself
acknowledges that it was this very insistence that appealed to him about Leavis’s
performance. He comes to believe after his exposure to Leavis that “[y]ou compare a book
to a person, for example, or to an action. This was what later attracted me about another
slightly difficult critic, Yvor Winters. He too considered a poem as an action. And it is, of
course; it’s not just a decoration.”34
On the other hand, “realization” remains an abstract and ambiguous principle, and
one that is mostly contingent on the dramatic performance of the reader. In that sense, the
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New Critical ideals of embodiment require performative contexts for their realization. They
demand a powerful critic to disassemble the text, point to their experience of its specific
“forceful” moments and then reassemble it back into – what is now – an imagined unity,
consisting of the words and the interpretive surplus. This, in other words, is a procedure
based on disembodiment and re-embodiment.
Leavis, of course, was aware of the slipperiness of his critical terminology. In
“Imagery and Movement,” he admits that “[t]he ‘realization demanded of the poet, then, is
not an easily definable matter; it is one kind of thing in this poem and another in that, and,
within a poem, the relation of imagery to the whole involves complex possibilities of
variety.”35 Though Leavis performatively locates the sources of poetic realization in the
text - in the formal and linguistic configuration of imagery – the scene or context of its
realization lies outside of the text. The ambiguity of this process is captured in the general
and contradictory nature of his dialectic between “life” on one side and “the peculiar
completeness and fineness of art” on the other.
What might it mean for a poem “to have come directly out of life” or for life to
“manifest itself” in verse? The principal limitation in Leavis’s perspective is his reductive
concentration on the experience of manifest meaning, which turns language into a closed
and autonomous system of representation. The ambition to capture the force of reality
through relations among linguistic signs has a circular logic. It wants reality but also
reinforces an understanding of poetics as altogether divorced from extralinguistic
experience. The proliferation of terms like reality, life, and sincerity in Leavis’s critical
works exposes a salient desire move beyond the confines of the text and escape New
Critical myth of textual autonomy.36
Leavis’s elusive critical nomenclature was also an attempt to circumvent the
language of truth. After all, he was writing in a moment of growing skepticism about the
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referential capabilities of language. Other critics and theorists of the period were also
looking for ways to evade the language of “truth” by inventing alternative critical terms for
it. Characteristic of these attempts is the double maneuver of disembodiment and
embodiment; that is, the maneuver of displacing the truth content of art onto a separate
realm. For example, though New Criticism had fetishized textual autonomy, their practice
of close-reading amounted paradoxically to a selective reconfiguration of the text.

Embodiment and Gesture
Gestures posed difficulties for the mid-century representatives of New Critical
pedagogy who favored the seamless embodiment of intention and meaning. Gestures,
unlike voice, are not separable from the body, and their description invokes a
psychosomatic totality. For example, in an influential essay published in 1942, R.P.
Blackmur first thinks about gestures in various arts (sculpture, painting, ballet) and then
contemplates their importance for poetry. Blackmur offers an inadequate theory of gestures
because his real interest is in “realized” gestures, or what might more properly be called
“poses” with direct figural significance.
Here we get the difference between gesture and act. In bad sculpture, what bores us
and annoys us and makes us feel that we are bumping our heads against stones, is
the sense that the athlete wants to leap or that the horse is about to canter, or
whatever it is; the arrested movement wants to go on and complete itself in action.
In good sculpture there is none of this, but rather that in the movement arrested, in
the moving stillness, there is a gesture completed at the moment of its greatest
significance.37
Blackmur considers gestural representation successful when it culminates in a fulfilled
action or event. A good gesture does not leave any energy unaccounted for, since any
excess or unbound energy creates anticipation for the continuation of movement beyond
the expressive authority of the artwork. On one hand, this perspective is convincingly
aligned with the critical inclinations of New Criticism: It is a celebration of the autonomy
37
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of artworks, and it is suspicious of those stray energies that send readers away from the
artwork, searching for answers in a place unmediated by the work itself. On the other hand,
there is something contradictory and revealing about Blackmur’s language. The
expressions he uses to describe a bad sculpture is more active and more visual. They engage
a larger spectrum of affective states: “bores us,” “annoys us,” “makes us feel.” The entropy
of these visually-unprocessed affective states finds their perfect embodiment in his
subsequent examples: “the athlete wants to leap,” “the horse is about to canter.”
But what is really wrong with these examples? After all, they manage to induce a
wide range of emotions in the critic, even if they are of a restless kind. According to
Blackmur, these depictions fail because they show us the athlete or the horse in the act of
doing something, about to do something, rather than capturing the energies stored in a
realized gesture. Uncannily, the most obvious gestural instance in Blackmur’s statement
comes at the end of this description of a “bad sculpture,” when he shakes himself off the
ekphrastic attempts with a mere “or whatever it is.” His subsequent remarks are as true of
his own thought process as of what he considers to be bad sculpture: “the arrested
movement wants to go on and complete itself in action.”
The critical turn to a vocabulary of gestures and bodily projection is continuous
with the desire to move away from modernist autonomy towards expressive openness. On
the far end, of course, is Olson’s influential 1950 essay, “Projective Verse” which aims to
open up the evocative potential of a poetic voice free form formal constrains. But gestural
language also informs other creative attempts which describe the nature of aesthetic and
hermeneutic experience. Here we might remember, for instance, Stevens’s question in
“The Man with the Blue Guitar”: “… Is it / An absence for the poem, which acquires / Its
true appearances there.”38 Or Richard Wilbur’s statement in “Poetry’s Debt to Poetry”:
“Astonished by a poem, a painting, a fugue, they had wanted to make something like
that.”39 The referential impulse behind Stevens’s there and the pointing finger of Wilbur’s
that speak to the rise of a gestural vocabulary in describing the ambitions of artistic
representation. Both poets inherit the New Critical gesture of disembodiment, where “true
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appearances” or the force of the actual is relegated to an extratextual realm. However, their
gestural descriptions also make this projected realm inseparable from the artwork itself.
The referential agencies that artworks empower simultaneously entertain an ideal of
separation while keeping their origin firmly rooted in the body of the artwork.
We find a similar desire to evade the language of truth via gestural description in
the writings of Delmore Schwartz, a New York poet, who had embarked on a detailed study
of T.S. Eliot in 1940s. He praises Eliot’s ability to capture “the sense of the actual and the
supreme power to grasp it.”40 But what does Schwartz really mean by the “actual”? After
a few abstract statements, he, too, turns to gestural metaphors for a richer definition: “The
actual is like a moist handshake, damp with nervousness or the body’s heat.”41 Schwartz
uses a gesture – a handshake – to describe the force of what he calls actual experience. The
description emphasizes both the surface of the body – with the affective sensuousness of
the hand – and its outward extension, towards the other, which is characteristic of all
gestures. Consequentially, the gesture itself – this embodied act which somehow carries
and conveys meaning – becomes for many artists more than just a technique; it turns into
a proper and generative subject matter.
In a 1967 essay, “Image and Gesture,” Hans Georg-Gadamer proposes gestures as
the vehicle for capturing meaning at a time when “the only thing that is universally familiar
to us today is unfamiliarity itself, momentarily illuminated by an ephemeral glimmer of
meaning.”42 Gadamer then goes on to explain the dialectic of embodiment and
disembodiment foregrounded by gestures:
What a gesture expresses is ‘there’ in the gesture itself. A gesture is something
wholly corporeal and wholly spiritual at one and the same time. The gesture reveals
no inner meaning behind itself. The whole being of the gesture lies in what it says.
At the same time every gesture is also opaque in an enigmatic fashion. It is a
mystery that holds back as much as it reveals.43
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Gadamer recognizes the referential import and urgency of gestures. Gestures are situated.
They establish potent links with the context and setting out of which they emerge. They
extend from the body towards the other, acknowledging their presence and a shared
context. The body refers to the world through its gestures. Gestures, however, are also
embodied. Their referential outward extension does not make them paraphrasable or
detachable from the body.
Once we understand this doubleness in gestures, we can more easily appreciate
Gadamer’s desire to establish them as the new site for truth and meaning in contemporary
art. Situating truth in the radically embodied realm of gestures ensures that any truth claim
with universalist ambitions retains an inseverable connection to the context of its origin.
Gestures, in other words, offer modern artists and critics a convenient way of holding on
to the devalued currency of truth while also acknowledging the need to ground truth in the
particular conditions which create a demand for it in the first place. This way, we can
understand very institution of truth and its emergence in discourse as stemming from a
need, whether natural or historically-motivated.
The most resolute articulation of this conceptual framework can be found in
Theodor Adorno’s Negative Dialectics. Adorno, like Gadamer, refuses to embrace
mainstream skepticism on the concept of truth, believing instead that an indiscriminate
devaluation of truth as an unsustainable notion rooted in the Enlightenment would be
tantamount to practicing the very logic of the Enlightenment. The inductive instincts that
shapes so much of human discourse demonstrates a need – however constructed – for the
derivation of meaning form experience and the formulation of general truths. Just like
poets, we, too, might find ourselves asking, “Isn’t it human nature after all…” Or while
wondering why it is that we travel, we might join Elizabeth Bishop and ask whether it is a
“lack of imagination that makes us come / to imagined places, not just stay at home?”44 If
there is a cultural suspicion about the universalizing grammars of the mind which make it
reach for the “one,” the “we” and the “us” of general and abstract statements, the solution
is not necessarily to turn away from this type of discourse altogether.45 A desire for such
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an indiscriminate departure would after all be no different than the ideological motives we
associate with the specific discourse to begin with.
As Adorno says in the final paragraph of Negative Dialectics, “[t]he need is what
we think from, even where we disdain wishful thinking. The motor of the need is the effort
that involves thought as action. The object of critique is not the need in thinking, but the
relationship between the two.”46 For Adorno, then, without a leap of thought, it is
practically impossible to understand why a specific situation imprints itself on or mobilizes
subjective intention. Without risking the action of thinking, which inevitably abandons
some particulars in favor of abstractions, we can have no access to the historical and
material conditions that generate the demands in the first place.
Hence, Adorno characterizes thought as a restless movement: Every time we
articulate a thought, we disclose the need from which the thought arises, hence making the
need itself available for the thinking up. As Carrie Noland aptly summarizes, Adorno
“depicts thought not as pure and autonomous speculation but rather as a kind of action, a
transformation of the donné whose ‘motor’ is insatiable need.”47 Movement is crucial for
Adorno’s dialectical system because we are metaphysically inclined to pursue “the moment
of meaning” and we have grown aware of the fallacy behind this ambition. Keeping a
metaphysical system in motion allows thought to monitor and negate its own claims to
truth. But perpetual motion by itself does not guarantee that thought will remain cognizant
of its former leaps and gestures. So one question remains: How does thought recognize its
own fallibility?48
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Yvor Winters and the Plain Style
Before turning to Adorno’s response to this question, let us return to Gunn who was
concurrently writing about the intellectual need to keep in motion for his second book The
Sense of Movement.49 We will see that, in this period, Gunn manages to liberate the body
from its repressed boundaries by subjecting it to perpetual movement. However, the
structure of this movement will be supported by Wintersian ideals of rationality which
move the poem between concrete description and abstract, generalizable statements,
making the body eventually unessential and dispensable. Understanding how Gunn
overcomes Winters’s influence will help us return to Adorno and the question of thought’s
fallibility with a richer conceptual framework.
The first poem in The Sense of Movement, “On the Move” was composed in the
Spring of 1955, shortly after Gunn moved to America. The poem juxtaposes the movement
of birds in nature to the movement of motorcyclists, who remained fascinating icons of
anarchy, masculinity and eroticism for Gunn.50 The first stanza describes birds and their
restless movement:
The blue jay scuffling in the bushes follows
Some hidden purpose, and the gust of birds
That spurts across the field, the wheeling swallows,
Has nested in the trees and undergrowth.
Seeking their instinct, or their poise, or both,
One moves with an uncertain violence
Under the dust thrown by a baffled sense
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Or the dull thunder of approximate words.51
By using a variation on the ottava rima, often used to treat heroic themes in poetry, Gunn
provides a heroic undertone to his representation of motorcyclists. Even though Gunn
describes types of movement that are short, sudden, confused, and forceful, he maintains
regular iambic control throughout the stanza. Hence, the rather chaotic sensory experience
is balanced by controlled cadence, which hints at an organizing impulse, at a rational
observation that holds these perceptions as part of the same thought and syntactic unit. In
the middle of the stanza, Gunn uses a trochaic inversion to mark a transition from the birds
to humans, and uses this occasion to rehearse a poetic statement: “One moves with an
uncertain violence…” However, it is hard to take this statement at face value because it
presents several irreconcilable elements.
On one hand, Gunn represents the human impulse to keep in motion as a natural
phenomenon, a trait we share with birds. On the other hand, he gradually turns to the
opposite of natural, deifying the affected posture of motorcyclists. He characterizes a
movement that is “uncertain”, “baffled” and “approximate” while using a strict formal
structure and precise diction. If the statement captures a truth about experience, it has to do
with the “uncertain violence” that motivates the desire for truth in the first place. Adorno
calls form “the unfolding of truth,” and describes it as “the nonviolent synthesis of the
diffuse that nevertheless preserves it as what it is in its divergences and contradictions.”52
Form holds the two meanings of “sense” - the multiplicity of sensations and the common
“sense” meaning extracted from them – in dialectical tension.
Each subsequent stanza enacts a similar tension between specific descriptions of
the motorcyclists’ posture and a general truth about experience. “One joins the movement
in a valueless world,” Gunn writes, “Choosing it, till, both hurler and the hurled, / One
moves as well, always toward, toward.”53 These lines would have made a brilliant epigraph
for Adorno’s Negative Dialectics, which similarly designates continuous movement as the
impetus for critical thinking. However, Gunn’s fascination with the poetic statement,
refreshed stanza after stanza, causes him to gradually abandon the objects of his attention
51
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in favor of a general abstraction without any traces of actual experience. At first, he
struggles to preserve objects in discourse through their sensory associations. For instance,
the repetition of “toward” in the above-quoted line intimates the revving engine sound of
motorcycles, declaring a subtle continuity between their described posture and the “sense”
or meaning that is extricated from it. However, the statement in the final tercet presents no
such traces save for the network of rhymes in Gunn’s approximation of the octava rima:
At worst, one is in motion, and at best,
Reaching no absolute, in which to rest,
One is always nearer by not keeping still.54
It is hard to distinguish between the two sides of the argument made in these syntactically
measured lines. How is being “in motion” any different than “not keeping still” except for
the qualification that the latter state seems to be enhanced by a clearer sense of purpose?
On the whole, the poem is about the importance of keeping in motion in an effort
to formulate certain values in a world which seems to have no patience for the articulation
of such universal principles, or in Gunn’s own characterization, “the search for value as a
value in itself.”55 However, the poetic statement in the last tercet acquires such a detachable
epigrammatic quality that it fails to accomplish its intended dramatic impact.56 G.S. Fraser
describes Gunn’s stanzaic movement “from particulars towards a persuasive generality” as
the poet “pressing towards the stating of a moral.”57 Gunn himself acknowledges the
detachable and ambiguous quality of this last tercet in a later interview. He admits that his
use of “one” feels “very stilted now” and that he would now choose “you” instead. “I’m
also not sure that the last line means anything,” he continues, “Nearer what? Well, yes, the
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motorcyclist is nearer the destination, but what’s the destination of human beings? Aha!
It’s a question that seems to answer itself but doesn’t.”58
Even though there is something excessively mannered and formal about Gunn’s
employment of poetic statement with the universalist ambitions of “one,” the desire to drive
the poem towards some kind of abstract statement manages to help him move away from
the Elizabethan rhetoric of Fighting Terms, and to turn his lens towards more contemporary
subjects. In other words, with “On the Move”, Gunn has clearly moved away from
Leavisian ideals of poetic realization towards a poetry that is capable of rational discourse
and poetic statement. Similar to the contemporaneous philosophical reflections of Adorno,
Gunn idealizes the restless movement of thought as a primary resource for a poetics driven
by rational organization. However, Gunn’s indiscriminate embrace of poetic statement
makes it into a kind of artificial technology without substantial roots in actual experience.
Gunn inherited this technique from the academic doctrines of yet another moralizing critic.
On March 17, 1954, Yvor Winters accepted Gunn to Stanford with a letter of praise, calling
his poems “the best submitted.” He also identified an important weakness in Gunn’s
“conception of what a poem is”, especially with regard to “choosing a theme solid enough
for your purposes and in defining the total theme clearly enough so that each detail will
really carry proper weight.”59 As announced in the letter, Winters was determined to help
Gunn move away from an understanding of poetry based on the realization of
psychologized imagery and towards a treatment of poetry as an instance of unified and
rational thought. If Gunn had arrived at Stanford some twenty years earlier, he might have
encountered a natural continuation to the critical doctrines of Leavis. However, by the time
Gunn arrived there, Winters had already moved beyond his Imagist phase and developed a
critical and uncompromising fascination with the Renaissance plain style.
In a series of essays on the sixteenth-century published in the Poetry magazine in
1939, Winters praised the Renaissance plain style as the “native” poetic tradition that was
obscured by a misguided critical fascination with the eloquent styles of the period.60 By
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way of inviting poets and critics to return to the resources of the plain style, Winters
summarizes its value by explaining the truth-telling ambitions of poetic statement:
The wisdom of poetry of this kind lies not in the acceptance of a truism, for anyone
can accept a truism, at least formally, but in the realization of the truth of the truism:
the realization resides in the feeling, the style. Only a master can deal successfully
in a plain manner with obvious matter.61
Winters offers a strong and convincing argument for the power of poetic statement. He
finds the modern distaste for abstraction and truth-telling ambitions of poetry misguided.62
The desire for poetic statement ought not be confused with aphoristic truisms or simplistic
platitudes. More important for Winters is the question – once again - of “realization.” In
other words, the power of the truth statement has to be warranted by the intensity of feeling
and the fashioning of a particular style. Whereas Leavis uses “realization” to describe a
localized process based on formal imagery, Winters uses it to describe the interplay
between “rational understanding” and “emotion.”63 Winters calls his theory of literature
“absolutist” which values works of literature that “approximates a real apprehension and
communication of a particular kind of objective truth.”64
Even though Gunn did not wholeheartedly embrace Winters’s uncompromising
doctrines about literature, he found his fascination with the plain style and poetic statement
compelling.65 The written feedback he received from Winters on his poems was centered
primarily on Winters’s principle of rational realization. For example, in a letter dated June
61
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26, 1961, Winters criticizes Gunn’s poems for “tend[ing] to be both melodramatic and
journalistic, and… uninformed by any seriously realized thought.”66 Gunn continued to
write about sixteenth-century poetry by always reiterating Wintersian divisions (plain and
eloquent). In addition, he devoted a series of lectures to plain style in the survey courses
he later taught at Berkeley. For instance, in his lecture notes for English 26 (Introduction
to the Study of Poetry), Gunn characterizes plain style as “tend[ing] typically toward
statement, toward an ordering of experience. The ordering of the experience tends to
become the experience of the poem.”67 In a regular essay prompt, Gunn asks his students
to “trace the connections between ‘reason’ and the ‘plain style.’”68
Most importantly, however, Gunn was typically eager to de-historicize plain style:
remove it from its Renaissance context and extend its resources to modern poetry. In many
of his writings and syllabi on the topic, he effortlessly moves between historical and
modern poetic styles. For example, in his preparatory notes for a lecture on Ben Jonson
and Thomas Campion, Gunn characterizes plain style as a “poetry of statement.” He then
situates the plain style in relation to the image-oriented movements of modern poetry:
“Some people will tell you that poetry IS imagery, or that imagery IS poetry — but no:
much poetry is not.”69 Similarly, in an article from 1959, he describes the detrimental
effects of Imagism by situating it in relation to the plain style:
What Pound and the imagists obscured, however, is the fact that image-making has
normally been merely a branch of poetic practice and not synonymous with the
whole. The greatest poets, from Chaucer to Stevens, whether they have drawn
copiously on the visual or not, have firmly subordinated it to a central meaning. But
many of our critics blandly overlook the tradition that a poem should mean
something, being under the impression that there is no connection between poetry
and common sense.70
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Gunn moves plain style out of its historical context to frame it as a rhetorical strategy that
exposes the limitations of Pound’s descriptive methodology.71 He criticizes the desire to
ground all description in sensuous experience and the consequent avoidance of abstract
language in contemporary writing. Poetry, Gunn argues, has historically used individual
perception and sensuous experience as grounds for more generalizable examinations of
human behavior and life.
In other words, Gunn believes there to be a steadfast connection between sense and
common sense, between imagery and ideation. Surely, these are not essentially antagonistic
concepts. Ideas frequently appear to us as images, and images are almost always vehicles
of ideation. However, since Imagism insisted on folding abstract ideas into the domain of
imagery, early postmodernists deemed it necessary to disentangle these inherently
entangled concepts. As W.J.T Mitchell argues in Iconology, since the very word “idea” is
etymologically rooted in the Greek verb “to see,” “[a]ny attempt to grasp ‘the idea of
imagery’ is fated to wrestle with the problem of recursive thinking, for the very idea of an
‘idea’ is bound up with the notion of imagery.”72
Gunn continued to be aware of this problematic interdependence throughout his
career. For example, in 1987, he would start his entry on Imagery for Richard Andrews’s
Poetry Horizons, a children’s manual of poetic terms, with the following statement:
‘I see what you mean,’ we say, or ‘I look forward to my birthday,’ comparing the
actions of the mind with those of the eyes. We often speak like this, and when we
want to explain an idea or process we often use visual references: ‘they make things
clear,’ we say, as if we were talking about the distinctness of physical shape or
colour.73
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Despite the apparent and indissoluble relationship between imagery and ideation, midcentury departures from modernism found it necessary stage tentative separations between
them. Hence, as Gunn moved from England to American, and from Leavis to Winters, he
practically moved from an obsession with the realization of dramatic attitude to the
realization of common-sensical thought.
Evidently, New Critical obsession with embodiment and realization continued to
shape Gunn’s process. His interest in gestures and the body in The Sense of Movement was
restricted to the realm of the “obvious” in Winters’s terms, and “common sense” in Gunn’s.
One of the primary meanings of common sense relates to the “intelligence or sagacity in
relation to practical matters arising in everyday life” (OED). A poetic discourse centered
around “obvious matter” and “common sense” naturally develops fondness for the
pragmatic landscape of human interaction and experience. That is, the visibility and
readability of certain practices are predetermined by their contribution to practical
situations.
Pierre Bourdieu calls these dispositions “always oriented towards practical
functions,” the habitus. He argues that the habitus “tends to generate all ‘reasonable’,
‘common-sense’, behaviours… which are possible within the limits of these regularities,
and which are likely to be positively sanctioned because they are objectively adjusted to
the logic characteristic of a particular field.”74 The body, in particular, is a powerful agent
in Bourdieu’s poststructuralist apparatus because it becomes a discreet vehicle of a group’s
beliefs and convictions. When we discuss proper eating etiquette, or the gendered dynamics
of sitting with legs crossed, or adjusting the firmness of a handshake, we might be under
the illusion of critically adjusting the field of human interaction. However, these gestures
and actions have already established themselves as part of the common-sensical landscape
of human interaction. In other words, they have already acquired a shared “objectified
meaning.”75
In his second book, Gunn’s attention is similarly restricted precisely to the habitus,
to poses and postures that are already inscribed in public awareness. For instance, in “Elvis
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Presley,” he employs an Elizabethan crisscrossing between love and war to examine the
apparent “timelessness” of the singer’s pose: “the pose held is a stance, / Which, generation
of the very chance / It wars on, may be posture for combat.”76 Elvis’s pose captures the
“revolt” of a certain generation, so it might signify something more active than a mere
stance; it might be the start of a generational revolt against authority. Once again, Gunn is
working within the realm of recognizable postures already engrained in public knowledge.
The desire to extricate a statement from Elvis’s posture, already rife with obvious
connotations, summons no formal innovation as Gunn sticks to iambic pentameter. As Neil
Powell argues, the poems in The Sense of Movement “seem to click into place with each
other a little too mechanically, while the poet scuttles away under cover of his pose.”77
The most important achievement of this book is therefore also its biggest weakness:
Gunn intends poetic statements to have the epigrammatic totality of plain style poetry, but
his statements remain moralizing and vague. The phrasal verbs in the statements seem to
have dropped their objects rather unnaturally. The ambiguity of the statement “One is
always nearer by not keeping still” may also extend to the poem on Elvis. In fact, John
Fuller impatiently asks: “Combat against what…? What is the real significance of
Presley?”78 Gunn’s desire to move between sense and common sense with the help of
poetic statement inadvertently readies his poetry to embrace indistinctness. Ironically, in
the Elvis poem, the discordances of the speaker’s formal gestures are more interesting than
what Presley’s pose might actually stand for.
Over the course of The Sense of Movement, Gunn gradually grows aware of the
limitations of a poetics which relies solely on learned gestures, including the formal. As he
admits in “The Nature of an Action”: “Each gesture that my habit taught me fell / Down to
the boards and made an obstacle.”79 Ultimately, Gunn realizes, what facilitates action is
neither perceptual nor intellectual responsiveness: “Doubted myself, what final evidence /
Lay in perceptions or in common sense?”80 He concludes in the last movement of the poem
that his “cause lay in the will, that opens straight / Upon an act for the most desperate.”
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Gunn finally settles on “will” as the principal engine of human actions. This vague concept
of “will” has been Gunn’s main preoccupation throughout his second book. He borrows
the concept partly from the existential rhetoric of Sartre and partly from Elizabethan
vocabulary. Regardless of its source, however, it comes to stand in for the ungraspable
force that somehow motivates virtuous action. Gunn uses it to describe what motivated the
actions of “all the toughs through history.” Winters, the tough critic, unsurprisingly
receives a similar characterization.81 In “To Yvor Winters, 1955,” Gunn describes him as
one of the few who “still / Control with the deliberate human will.”82 Gunn repurposes the
same pair of rhyme in the last two lines: “And, as you do, persistent, tough in will, / Raise
from the excellent the better still.”83 By the end of the collection, Gunn’s concept of will,
like his poetic statements, remains ambiguous.

Syllabics and Gestures
At this point we might take a step back to consider the male-dominated landscape
that surrounded Gunn’s early career. Just like the critics that influenced him, Gunn also
latches on to a term (“will”) that stands in for the indescribable surplus of power and force.
All of the heroes in this second book, as in the first, are masculine figures and “tough boys”
whose pursuits are wedded to the Elizabethan rhetoric of disarming and seduction. The
totalizing, epigrammatic relief of Wintersian poetic statement happens to rely
unconsciously on the erotic structure of building up to a climax. Most importantly, perhaps,
the critics that haunt these early volumes are thorough embodiments of machismo. Quite
appropriately, in an interview, John Haffenden asks Gunn whether he was aware of
Shakespeare’s use of “will” with phallic connotations. Gunn explains that he had no clue
at the time, but that he must have been using it “unconsciously… It was very much a male
kind of will, a penis-like will.”84
This phallic landscape ushers the resources of psychoanalytic inquiry. If we
remember the previous chapter’s efforts to situate O’Hara relationship to objects as
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happening in a pre-Oedipal realm before the symbolic structure completely intervenes, we
can easily think of Gunn’s first two collections as occupying the Oedipal realm, with the
Father or proto-paternal figures dominating his poetic discourse. Without diving once more
into psychoanalytic jargon, we should at least acknowledge that the publication of The
Sense of Movement overlaps with Jacques Lacan’s formulation of his renowned theory of
the objet (petit) a in his fifth seminar, which subsequently becomes the basis for his theories
on anxiety. (You may remember from last chapter that Lacan identifies anxiety with the
absence of this little object of desire, which itself is filling in for a lack. Anxiety for Lacan
was practically the absence of an absence.) Lacan introduces what he initially calls “the
little other” partly to bring a phenomenological dimension to his theory.85 Without this
“semblable or the imaginary other” which temporarily occupies a position of absence, the
very essence of desire, determined by the Symbolic order, remains unknowable in his
framework.86 Most important for poetry analysis is Lacan’s conception of voice as “little
other.” Voice, after all, is a partial object that is separable from the body and sets desire in
motion. Yet it is merely a cause and not the embodiment of desire.
There is a hint of idealism in Lacan’s system, as all objects become mere
placeholders after the intervention of the Symbolic patriarchal law. As I showed in the
previous chapter, this is not the only nor the scientifically accurate way of thinking about
our lifelong relationship to objects. Had Gunn’s poetic career ended with the second book,
his subordination of poetic practice to the critical discourse of realization could vindicate,
as it were, Lacan’s framework. But Gunn radically departs from this phase as he abandons
the obsession with realization in favor of the vague, the indeterminate and the not-yetrealized. On a more social level, this interest in the indeterminate opens Gunn’s poetry to
performative identities which struggle for visibility and recognition. He develops
resistance to the correlation of plain style with “obvious” and “common sense” attitudes.
The plain statement, in Gunn’s later career, comes to serve the function of
disembodiment, which José Esteban Muñoz describes as going “a step further than
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cracking open the code of the majority; it proceeds to use this code as raw material for
representing a disempowered politics or positionality that has been rendered unthinkable
by the dominant culture.”87 The deceptive tension between image and idea that motivated
much of Gunn’s early work now turns into an opportunity for subverting the codes of poetic
representation. Repurposing the plain statement is not the only strategy here.88 More
importantly, Gunn turns to syllabics to simultaneously propagate and resist the conception
of knowledge as a structural phenomenon.89 The investments of the ego – concrete or
abstract - cannot be structured or traced by a series of poetic realizations. So much of the
ego’s interpretive activity relies on motions that either fall short of finding concrete
correlatives or exceed the material conditions of its sociality.
Charles Altieri captures this conundrum in Postmodernisms Now while examining
mid-century departures from modernism. He explains how the poets of this generation
“turned against the New Critics’ principles of graceful, impersonal, formal balance
sustaining intricate meditations on timeless themes,” and opted more for a poetry of
“conjecture.”90 In other words, the poets began “to recognize the apparently arbitrary or
uncaused leap of proprioceptive activity fundamental to a person’s making any part of the
world of her own.”91 By emphasizing the “proprioceptive activity” captured in these
poems, Altieri calls attention to how positions and movements of the body become central
to mid-century departures from modernist and New Critical doctrines. We have observed
that Gunn shows substantial interest in the body as early as his first book. But his depiction
of the body was often impersonal and restricted to postures already imprinted in cultural
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awareness. As his poetry adopts a more conjectural responsiveness to the world, he begins
to write about more imprecise and elusive gestures.
Before theorizing any further, let us turn to “Vox Humana,” one of Gunn’s first
poems in syllabics and the final poem in The Sense of Movement. The poem acts like a
bridge to Gunn’s third book, My Sad Captains, which is Gunn’s self-conscious departure
from his early style – with a mournful attitude towards his older, tough heroes – and which
features an entire section of syllabic poems. As we turn to “Vox Humana,” let us remember
the Lacanian characterization of voice as a petit objet a, as an object that causes desire
without being its actual source.
The title might simply refer to “the human voice” in Latin, but more prominently,
the phrase refers to a reed-organ which produces sounds resembling the human voice. Both
meanings “throw” voice as a disembodied phenomenon, finding some – not full –
embodiment through reading:
Being without quality
I appear to you at first
as an unkempt smudge, a blur,
an indefinite haze, merely pricking the eyes, almost
nothing. Yet you perceive me.92
Voice here is an imprecise visual phenomenon. Its connection to self-consciousness
remains performatively ambiguous. The first line is either a definition for voice, asserting
its ontological inexactitude, or a kind of adverbial clause attached to the “I” of the speaking
voice. Structurally, the syllabic arrangement of the lines, introduces new projective
dynamics that turn it into technological device and a mode of revealing in the Heideggerian
sense. It is at first difficult to ascertain the syllabic pattern given the vowel combinations
in the first two lines (being, quality, appear), which confuses the “quality” of syllable
sounds. But with the onset of monosyllables and the unexpected line break (mere-ly), the
poem announces a clear design in its formal arrangement. Each line consists of seven
syllables which variously mimic iambic movement. By the end of the first stanza, we can
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feel the artificial mechanism behind the voice. It is designed to speak in a certain way,
within certain formal restrictions.
There is, of course, an inherent doubleness here: Within the self-other dialectic that
the poem establishes, the voice is the other that seduces us into giving it some distinction.
Yet, we also happen to be the ones that give it voice in the first place. “Aha,” it schemes,
“sooner or later / you will have to name me, and / as you name I shall focus / I shall become
more precise.”93 At this point, voice becomes an inescapable figure of destiny, with power
to determine our future. It introduces itself as “the certain victory” for Alexander and
“hemlock for Socrates.” Voice, in other words, was powerful enough to deliver a military
victory for Alexander and to occasion the execution of Socrates. Had the poem ended here,
it would be consistent with the rest of the book, both in terms of its interest in tough
historical figures and its belief in a strict interplay between language and action. But there
is one more stanza:
Or if you call me the blur
that in fact I am, you shall
yourself remain blurred, hanging
like smoke indoors. For you bring,
to what you define now, all
there is, ever, of future.94
At first, the stanza gives a strong sense of inescapability. It seems to be arguing that naming
something is tantamount to describing it, and that description comes to generate the entire
field of possibilities around it. However, the measured statement at the end is perplexing
just like the other poetic statements in The Sense of Movement. The proliferation of the
temporal markers blurs connections between the present, the past and the future. By turning
from the established heroism of figures like Alexander to the language of blurs, Gunn
shows this state of blurry identity and equivocal statement in a positive light.
The final word of the poem, devoid of any rhyme, begs explanation. What does
Gunn mean by “all / there is, ever, of future”? Does he mean that naming predetermines
the future identity of the thing named? Or does he mean that we imbue something with
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futurity when we name it? Just like the statement “One is always nearer by not keeping
still,” this final statement at best remains ambiguous. Yet, despite the more arbitrary
syllabic form in his poem, the statement feels less detachable and more “embodied.”
Ontologically, we have gone from “being without quality” to something more effortless,
something “hanging like smoke indoors.” The blurriness that characterizes the entire stanza
opens it radically towards a future, which itself remains blurry. This last statement fills the
poem with what Muñoz calls “a feeling of forward-dawning futurity.”95
Muñoz identifies a crucial relationship between queerness and futurity. In his
account, the idea of the future exists on similarly blurry grounds. For heterosexual
dynamics, including those embraced by Gunn’s early poems, future is a “fantasy of
heterosexual reproduction” based on the “here and now” of enunciation, sexual seduction,
and realization. Queer conceptions of futurity, however, demand conjectural attitude.
Rather than ontological certitude and a clear knowledge of the present (think of the refrain
in Gunn’s “Carnal Knowledge”: “I know you know I know you know I know”) queer
hermeneutics, Muñoz argues, involve “a glance toward that which is forward-dawning,
anticipatory illuminations of the not-yet-conscious. The purpose of such temporal
maneuvers,” he continues, “is to wrest ourselves from the present’s stultifying hold.”96
Likewise, in Gunn’s poem, the idea of future is not entirely up for grabs. It is still very
much rooted in the heteronormative syntax of his early career. But in “Vox Humana,” Gunn
begins to liberate the idea of the future from the pressure of existing evidence, and relocates
it to the realm of half-consciousness and the not-yet-realized.
Gunn’s turn to syllabics in this period is timely because it coincidences with his
departure from normative structures towards a new type of formal organization that is
devoid of any claim of naturalness. Reading syllabics is at first a matter of suspicion and
compulsion.97 We count for no apparent reason, “Yet,” as Gunn’s poem declares, we
“gradually perceive” it.98 A successful execution of syllabics makes us doubt, count again,
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puzzle over a word, and actively contemplate what it might mean to think and perceive
within the confines of an emergent structure.99 In response to Marianne Moore’s syllabics,
Altieri argues that “[w]e are… asked to appreciate our own physicality by seeing it in a
new light. What we hear depends on how we count.”100 In the rest of this chapter, my aim
will be to understand this “physicality” that is fundamental for syllabics.
Gunn was aware of the various poets writing syllabic verse, including Marianne
Moore and Robert Bridges. But his interest in syllabics, especially the seven-syllable line,
was mostly inspired by Donald Hall’s experiments with the form. As he said in a late
interview, “… the person whose syllabics were of greatest interest to me was my old friend
Donald Hall.”101 Hall, in turn, had learned about syllabics from Yvor Winters just a few
years before Gunn at Stanford. Their experiments with syllabic verse are roughly
contemporaneous, with some published in the Poetry magazine in 1957-58.102 Gunn
praised Hall’s collection The Dark Houses in a 1959 review: “Perhaps the principal
achievement of the book is in Hall’s use of syllabics and a kind of syllabic blank verse, two
techniques by which he produces an effect where the deliberate flatness of a certain type
of free verse is combined with the emotional control of regular meter.”103 This threshold
state between freedom and control, between definition and openness characterizes the
subject matter in Gunn’s own syllabic poems.
First, let us look at “The Scream,” the first poem in Hall’s “Three Poems from
Edvard Munch,” which influenced Gunn’s own experiments with the form. Hall offers an
ekphrasis of Munch’s famous painting, describing how the habits of perception “fail here,”
where the partaking viewer is freed
into the under-skin of his fear.
Existence is laid bare, and married
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to a movement of caught perception
where the unknown will become the known
as one piece of the rolling mountain
becomes another beneath the stone104
The poem is organized in quatrains of nine-syllable lines. Given how each line falls one
syllable short of the “normative” iambic template, line-breaks become especially
intentional and urgent. This movement complements the subject matter, since the habit of
“surrender[ing] to one response in vision” fails the viewer, and perception unfolds with the
ceaseless motion of a continuously metamorphosing landscape. The syllabic construction
helps Hall move away from established ways of bridging experience and knowledge.
Rather than the realization of sensory data, perpetual movement becomes a way of
recording experience.
In the second section, Hall writes about the difficulty of capturing painterly effects
in words. The poet’s “words go / faster and faster… in order to lay bare
in words, naturally, unworded
insides of things, the things that are there.105
Sandwiched between “word” and its negation “unworded” sits the devious adverb
“naturally,” which is naturally pronounced with three syllables. However, given the ninesyllable organization of the poem’s lines, Hall invites his readers to consider a slightly
unnatural pronunciation of this word with four-syllables. Or he simply calls attention to the
“unworded” quality of the line. Either way, these lines are not so concerned with accurately
representing visual imagery; they barely evoke any images. Instead, they capture the shock
of indeterminacy, and the kind of expressive agency that develops from this shock.
More important for Gunn will be the way Hall records some original apprehension
of truth or knowledge on the surface of the body. In “Shudder,” the speaker feels freed
from imposed categories of perception: “I am rattled free / Of time and its dimensions and
the rest / Of the hard outlines of identity.”106 By the end, he realizes that no matter what he
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does, nothing will “let your shudder or your knowledge go.” In “Marat’s Death,” he
describes Charlotte as “stiffened with will, and she / will never move or make a sound.”107
In these examples, unconventional visions and perceptions trigger the mind into an
expressive responsiveness to both the source of perception and the bodily registration of
this force. Syllabic verse offers an excellent formal medium here because it starts out as an
arbitrary mechanism but gathers intentionality as various resistances to the form emerge
on language’s surface. In other words, what makes syllabics a compelling structure are not
the rule-bound lines which conform perfectly to the syllable count, but rather those possible
deviant words that register, what Adorno calls, “the antagonistic content of aesthetic
experience, that of an unreconciled reality that nevertheless wants reconciliation.”108
The lexical resistances within syllabics are registered like jolts in the act of reading.
The momentary doubts about the exact syllable count and the subsequent compromise for
alternative pronunciations inscribe the readerly desire for structural coherence. The
selective resolution of these moments of resistance is partial at best and they survive in
consciousness as moments in which the force of the particular survives as a distant echo.
Gunn titled his first poem in syllabics “Vox Humana” to highlight the need for a technology
of voice that makes audible the timbre and tremble of human voice. The petty and
mechanical counting of syllables can indeed increase our receptivity to the negotiations
made to launch an authentic voice. Inspired by Hall’s poems in syllabics, Gunn also uses
the form to treat similar questions about precision, definition, impulse and indecision. The
gestural and unconscious language of the body becomes even more central in his work.
Gunn’s increasing attentiveness to the impulsive movements of the body was
recognized by Terry Eagleton, first in 1977, where he describes Gunn’s move to the US
and My Sad Captains as prompting “the distinction between having a body and being a
body” and later in 1980, as marking Gunn’s transition “from the urge to firm definition
towards a guarded acceptance of the sensual and instinctual.”109 Stephanie Burt likewise
characterizes Gunn’s poetics as “kinesthetic aesthetics,” since the poet “grabs and holds
even those abstract virtues in terms of physical sensations – muscles, strength, warmth, a
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tug on somebody’s willing, living hand.”110 Indeed, starting with the first poem in My Sad
Captains, Gunn attributes some inexplicable significance to gestures and the way the body
registers affective charges.
The first poem, “In Santa Maria del Popolo” – not in syllabics - is about
Caravaggio’s 1600 painting, The Conversion of St. Paul, which depicts the iconic gesture
of St. Paul as he receives revelation with arms outstretched. “O wily painter,” Gunn asks,
“limiting the scene / From a cacophony of dusty forms / To the one convulsion, what is it
you mean / In the wide gesture of the lifting arms?”111 Paul’s gesture carries such force that
the speaker feels compelled to extract some sort of meaning from it. But the visionary
aspects of the painting preempt any desire for descriptive realization, for St. Paul’s vision
remains invisible even though it configures the entire gestural landscape.
The painting prompts Gunn to abandon any ekphrastic attempt at precision. So
“hardly enlightened,” he turns instead “to the dim interior of the church.” There, he sees
old women praying with gestures more contained but comparable in their intensity, as
“each head closeted
In tiny fists holds comfort as it can.
Their poor arms are too tired for more than this
— For the large gesture of solitary man,
Resisting, by embracing, nothingness.112
The gestural correspondence between Caravaggio’s St. Paul and the old women in the
church helps Gunn articulate a new understanding of what it means to be “enlightened”
and apprehend some truth. The language of gestures challenges his former interest in
descriptive and rational realization. He is now searching for a psychosomatic language that
can attend to the everyday world with gestural responsiveness rather than a language that
desires to comprehend every act of perception. We can see signs of that language already
in these lines. Unlike the peculiar ambiguity of his earlier poetic statements, here the
muscular syntax keeps offering more elaboration.
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After characterizing the old women’s gestures with a deictic, “too tired for more
than this,” the speaker does not offer visual clarity to the gesture itself. Instead, he relocates
the syntax to resume the juxtaposition: “For the large gesture of solitary man.” The
comparison, after all, is what propels the speaker’s language towards more elaboration.
Similarly, in the last line, the qualification augments the gestural qualities of language. If
Gunn had written, “resisting and embracing nothingness,” the line would have a more
abstract and generalizing quality. With the adverbial qualification, we feel the muscular
responsiveness of syntax which simultaneously foregrounds the gesture of embracing.
The last line also inclines faintly towards poetic statement, with the definitional
impulse of a polysyllabic sequence of words. But unlike his earlier statements, this one
does not have a detachable and epigrammatic quality. Like a gesture, it insists on being an
embodied projection. In fact, at the end of the poem, our attention is centered neither on
St. Paul nor on the old women. We observe the speaker as he tries to situate himself and
his language between the two scenes. This encounter with “nothingness” is a
transformative experience for the speaker himself as he pursues a new poetic expression.
His turn from the heroically vast description of St. Paul to an everyday scene of piety
announces a transition in his subject matter as well. He now turns his gaze towards the
more experiential scenarios of everyday life.
A majority of the syllabic poems in the collection especially foreground gestures
and bodily movements as bearers of apprehension. In “The Monster,” a poem of selfencounter, he recognizes his body with “[t]hose arms held tight against the haunches, /
Poised, but heavily staying there.”113 “Blackie, the Electric Rembrandt” takes place in a
tattoo parlor where the boy, getting the tattoo, “does not see it / for his eyes follow the point
/ that touches (quick, dark movement!).”114 In the 7-syllable lines of this syllabic poem, a
captivating tension emerges between the deliberate hand movements of Blackie, the
tattooist, and the unexpected sensuousness of bodily contact. Gunn’s masterful assortment
of monosyllabic and polysyllabic words with the assonance of round sounds (“follow”,
“movement”) liken the surface of language to the surface of the body. “Hotblood on
Friday”, also organized in 7-syllable lines, starts with the poised and erotic description of
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a young man standing at the street light.115 “[H]e basks within the body’s tight limits.” The
particulars of the scene “accumulate to a sense of crude richness // that almost unseats
reason.” In all these poems, Gunn explores body, gesture and touch as reliable bases for
knowledge. These moments present him with an apprehension of some truth that would be
corrupted if instrumentalized by reason.116 In “The Feel of Hands,” for instance, “[t]he
hands explore tentatively, / two small live entities whose shapes / I have to guess at.”117
The speaker never finds out “whose hands they are.”
Despite the lack of precision, the sensuous texture of touch brings a forceful
dynamism to experience. Sensuous knowledge, like syllabic composition, might feel
indiscriminate and arbitrary at first, but it is capable of stimulating more significant modes
of attunement. Syllabics elicits a more embodied experience of reading, as we turn to our
fingers to identify some underlying formal structure. More implicitly, it attunes us to the
material surface of the poem, making us sensitive to changing distributions of syllables
between lines, the way our skin is receptive to the lightest touch.
“L’Epreuve,” takes place on the streets of San Francisco as the speakers grows
conscious of his body’s movement: “My body trots semblably / on Market Street…”118 The
speaker attempts to “control” the sovereign energies of his body and begins to “contemplate
new laws meanwhile.” The adverbial construction of “semblable” is unusual and with the
insistence of alliterations, the surface of the language demands more attention. Gunn once
again reinforces the relationship between textual and bodily surfaces. Semblable, which
means one’s counterpart or even doppelgänger, demonstrates how the body is both a bearer
of identity and an object of contemplation. Similarly, the surface of the poem’s language
where meaning emerges while semantic units call attention to a material mechanism.
In these examples from My Sad Captains, we can observe the centrality of gestures
and bodily movements. More specifically, gestures allow Gunn to develop a more
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embodied and tactile relationship to language and, therefore, to escape the false dialectic
between concrete and abstract which was perpetuated by his earlier exposure to literary
doctrines of realization. The question of whether an instance of abstraction is warranted,
or whether an abstract idea deserves concrete instantiation engenders the false belief that
one precedes the other. Lingering in this dialectic, Gunn finds, one inevitably relies on
culturally endorsed and recognized modes of valuation. The language of the body, on the
other hand, brings to the fore affective states that resist description and definition. They
capture a more unmediated responsiveness and register the “shocks” and “shudders” of
apprehension in the material surface of language. These somatic instants continue to haunt
language and mark the occasion that engendered the need for thought and reconciliation in
the first place.
In the earlier section on Adorno’s Negative Dialectics, I had flagged an important
question: How does thought recognize its own fallibility? As Gunn’s poetic development
demonstrates, a gestural language equips a text with a somatic memory that haunts its
various elaborations and retains the capacity to unsettle claims for the autonomous
realization of imagery or rational statement. We might now close the loop and return to
Adorno to acknowledge the centrality of gestural language to his own framework. Though
Adorno never explicitly wrote about the role of gestures in discourse, he undoubtedly relied
on a vocabulary of gestures to characterize the inexhaustible energy of artworks. At times
he even goes so far as to characterize the entire artwork as a gestural projection out of its
intended autonomy into reality.
Here is a brief catalogue of the various ways in which Adorno describes gestures
as carrying the “truth content” of artworks. He describes the ”convulsive gestures of the
Mahlerian orchestra,” the way Beckett’s characters speak “with the routine gesture of
someone jaded by the inviolable boredom of existence,” and their expressive style as a
“linguistic shrugging of the shoulders,” Hölderlin as “the master of the intermittent
linguistic gesture,” how in Goethe’s poetry “the nature-dominating gesture relaxes, and
language loses its cramped quality” and how “the heroic gesture of [Rudolf] Borchardt’s
speech” resembles “the way a child speaks to himself in the darkness, intermittently, in
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order to alleviate the anxiety silence causes him.”119 Adorno also often paraphrases
gestures in his own language to capture the urgency with which an artwork extends
outward. He argues that the more realist novels speak with a “gesture that says ‘this is how
it was,’ the more every words becomes a mere ‘as if,’” the way Paul Valery foregrounds
graphic imagery “with a gesture that says, ‘That’s it exactly,’” how Schubert eventually
announces resignation with a “It is thus… the gesture of letting oneself fall,” how Nietzsche
manages to “equally trivialize and defend” social conventions “with the gesture of
‘Precisely!’” and how the reprise of the Ninth Symphony “resonates like an overwhelming
‘Thus it is.’”120
Adorno uses the word “shudder” thirty-nine times in Aesthetic Theory as a specific
type of gestural reaction modern art manages to elicit “in the age of reification.” We can
see how Adorno’s account is an implicit reaction to the objectifying tendencies of various
artistic movements preoccupied with descriptive realization. For Adorno, the shudder is a
vital bodily reaction because it coincides with the “instant of appearance” of some truth
content.121 It captures the anxiety of there being something that exceeds the interpretive
resources of the mind, as well as an ensuing desire to reconcile the conflicting pieces under
a false unity. Adorno argues that “what later came to be called subjectivity, freeing itself
from the blind anxiety of the shudder, is at the same time the shudder’s own development…
Consciousness without shudder is reified consciousness.”122 He therefore does not oppose
subjective efforts to locate meaning by pursuing illusory resolutions to contradictory
tensions in an artwork, so long as they preserve the original shudder, “through the tension
of which artworks become eloquent with wordless gesture.”123 The tension Adorno
describes here is the very tension that constitutes the dialectic between need and thought.
In this chapter, we observed how Gunn’s attitude evolves from realization to
movement for its own sake, and finally to gestural movement which simultaneously calls
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for embodiment and separation from the body. Although Adorno does not offer an explicit
explanation for the centrality of gestures to his philosophical discourse, Gunn’s poetry
elucidates why both aesthetic and metaphysical inquiry would make sense of their own
activity through gestural metaphors. Despite growing skepticism about institutions like
truth and referentiality in the period, both figures abstain from wholesale rejections of their
relevance to modernity. They identify a referential core to aesthetic experience that is at
once a radical form of embeddedness and separation, registered like a shudder on the
surface of the body and of language. To retrieve that shudder means to pursue ways of
imagining a world experienced not through realization or interpretation, but through
imprecision, apprehension and interpretability. In order words, gestures hold those initial
states which trigger the mind into developing new modes of responsiveness and agency.
Let me end the chapter with a close-reading of Gunn’s most successful syllabic
poem from My Sad Captains. “Waking in a Newly Built House” was first published in the
Poetry magazine with a slightly different title, “Waking in a Newly-Built-House,
Oakland.”124 This aubade-like poem introduces the syllabic section of My Sad Captains
and marks a new chapter in Gunn’s formal and thematic evolution.125 The inclusion of
“Oakland” in the earlier title ties the poem more keenly to an entirely different climate than
the academic and heteronormative contexts which had informed his first two collections.
As the poem is about waking up and the gradual renewal of sensory experience, it serves
as a convenient metaphor for poetic awakening.
Upon waking, the poet’s eyes rest on the “colourless / peeling trunks of the
eucalyptus / recurring against raw sky-colour.” The contrast between the wood trunk and
the sky arrests the speaker’s attention. Then, the poet studies the shapes on the trunk, trying
to find a momentary dwelling in the world of objects, “seeking merely all / of what can be
seen, the substantial / where the things themselves are adequate.” The language is filled
with contradictory and imprecise qualifications like “merely all,” which emphasize the
arbitrary movement and selectivity of the gaze. The object that holds his attention does not
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immediately become the locus of intentionality and demand imagist precision. Calista
Mcrae characterizes the poem as “a deliberate reduction of [Williams Carlos] Williams, in
the chemical sense of simplifying and concentrating a substance.”126 The speaker’s
alertness to the thingly is indeed reminiscent of Williams’s short poems, but Gunn’s style
continues to be drawn towards the resources of plain poetic statement. Each instance of
unfocused imagery invites an abstract rejoinder. For instance, the speaker announces that
he is “able to see / them as they are, the neutral sections / of trunk, spare, solid, lacking at
once / disconnected and unity.” Williams, too, often manipulates the illusory sense of
coherence perpetrated by poetic statements (“so much depends”), but for Gunn the
instinctual pull of statement is more recurrent and localized.
With this poem, it also becomes clear that Gunn has managed to move away from
a Wintersian attitude towards rational statement. Winters’s conception of the plain style
was informed most vehemently by mid-Tudor poets like George Gascoigne and Barnabe
Googe, and epigrammatic poems by Ben Jonson.127 After Gunn leaves Winters’s field of
influence, he finds the most curious and unexpected conception of plainness in the poetry
of Fulke Greville, especially in the sonnet sequence titled Caelica. Caelica was compelling
to Gunn because the first half of the sequence uses an profusion of ornamental Petrarchan
rhetoric. In the second half, Greville gradually abandons this rhetoric in search of a more
plainspoken attitude that could express the ideals of the Protestant religion. Gunn later
edited a selection of Greville’s poems. In the introduction, he calls attention to the
frequency with which the word “refine” appears in Greville:
[T]he language itself is being ‘refined’ of the heavy impunities of the life of this
world. The poem, almost void of imagery, gentle and firm in tone, complex in
thought but lucid in syntax and language … is one of the triumphs of the plain
style.128
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Unlike the Wintersian emphasis on rationality, Gunn associates the success of plain style
with the fine-tuning of language, and the ability capture the impulsive demands of
“apprehension,” as opposed to “comprehension” which “disfigures” truth.129 Even more
striking is Gunn’s juxtaposition of Greville’s plain style with Imagism: “When he speaks
about ‘images of life’, Greville is not suggesting the adoption of some kind of sixteenthcentury Imagism, he means something like ‘reality.’”130 By “Imagism” Gunn implies a
Petrarchan rhetoric based on ornamental imagery and private metaphor. Nevertheless it is
striking that he would refer here to a twentieth-century poetic movement whose influence
he himself was trying to escape. Gunn’s commentary on Greville is equally pertinent to
“Waking in a Newly Built House,” which is also a poem about the apprehension, rather
than the comprehension, of truth.
In the last stanza, Gunn offers a more generalized statement, representative of his
new attitude towards the thingly:
Calmly, perception rests on the things,
and is aware of them only in
their precise definition, their fine
lack of even potential meanings.
The trunk of the eucalyptus does not feature here. Still, dropping the object does not drive
Gunn’s language into the kind of anxious evasions we have observed in his earlier works,
or in O’Hara’s experiments with surrealism. We are now at the of the 1950s and poets have
gradually overcome the anxiety of losing an object by establishing more open stances
towards the objectual. “Precise definition” is not tantamount to clear meaning; it
corresponds in this poem to the “fine lack of even potential meanings.” As McRae shows,
the poem relies on a diction and syntax that “seem to remove detail even though they add
information.”131
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But what is the information? We do not necessarily obtain a clear visual description
of the eucalyptus trunk. What we do get is a growing awareness of the material qualities of
language. Organized in quatrains of nine-syllable lines and an enclosed rhyme scheme, the
poem is haunted by the more traditional and strict prosody of Gunn’s earlier works.
Metrically, each line is just one syllable short of realizing the normative pattern of five
stresses. The rhyme scheme likewise looks systematic at first, but in reading one finds that
each rhyme deviates self-consciously from precision with an assortment of evasions: Slant
rhymes (bare/colour, it/adequate), eye rhymes (all/substantial), provocative pairings of
drab Anglo-Saxon and luscious Latinate words (colourless/eucalyptus), and line breaks
which truncate rhymes to form compound nouns (chill/hill-top). The haunting specter of a
more precise and conventional prosody vitalizes the poem’s bourgeoning appreciation of
indistinctness and lack.
We also grow more self-conscious of the particular texture of individual words.
Syllabic economy intuitively favors monosyllabic words since they are less capricious and
easier to count. “Costly” Latinate words like “eucalyptus” present satisfying challenges
which

enhance

aural

experience,

while

humdrum

Anglo-Saxon

nouns

like

“disconnectedness” and “remoteness” invite, well, a more disconnected and remote
experience of language. Syllabic verse, therefore, facilitates a dynamic responsiveness to
the surface and material qualities of language, as opposed to the rhythmic propulsion and
movement of traditional verse forms. Though Greville did not use syllabics, Gunn
presumably learned the power of a controlled diction that alternates between Latinate and
Anglo-Saxon registers from reading his works (i.e. “thick depriving darknesses” and
“images of self-confusednesses”).132
Gunn continued to write syllabic poetry in his next collection Touch (1967) and
throughout his career.133 As he acknowledged in later interviews, the syllabic period also
served as a way to flex the muscles of his language for free verse. Even though he went
through periods of singular engagement with free verse, Gunn’s poetry always maintained
a stimulating and provocative affinity with conventional and innovative prosodic forms.
Provocative because formal prosody, especially after the rise of free verse, became a
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relentless ground for playing out erroneous dichotomies. For instance, critics habitually
raise false tensions between form and freedom. For Gunn, however, formal prosody would
become the vehicle for representing his experiences with acid and LSD. Critics tended to
associate Gunn’s formal qualities and Elizabethan archaisms with his English background.
But, of course, formalist tendencies were equally alive in mid-century American poetry.
Gunn categorically rejected such claims based on identity. As he said in a radio program
in the Sixties, “[t]he cliché nowadays in the literary reviews in America is that free verse
is essentially American and that metrical verse, traditional metre is essentially English. It
seems to me that there is an element of mysticism in this distinction in that, you know,
English can speak colloquially as well, just as colloquially as the Americans.”134
Syllabic verse occupies a middle position; it has affinities with both conventional
prosody and free verse. This anti-structural structure of verse form encouraged Gunn to
tackle prejudiced assumptions about what is “natural.” It also helped him rethink what
margins might mean to poetry both in terms of lines that break in most unexpected places,
and in terms of societal structure. With My Sad Captains, Gunn began to extend the “vox
humana,” the distorting machinery of poetic voice, to directly autobiographical subjects,
lived experiences and depictions of queer life. The beauty of Gunn’s outstanding works
lies in their ability to describe human experiences even where, or especially where, “their
precise definition” presents a “fine lack of even potential meanings.” As he would come to
write in the final lines of his final poem: “The ultimate moment of the improvisation, / A
brief bow following on the final leap.”135 Even though the poetic voice searches for
instances of realization, Gunn seems to remind us, it is an arc of improvisation that launches
from the body. As we get ready to turn to Eavan Boland in the next chapter, let us conclude
with her outstanding summation of Gunn’s career: “He made a wonderful, unusual arc
between rootedness and experiment, between being the outsider and someone who has
insider access. Few poets in our time have been as deeply nourished by tradition and as
lovingly open to change.”136
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Chapter 4: The Middle Voice: Eavan Boland and Irish Poetry in the 1960s
And only when the danger
was plain in the music could you know
their true measure of rejoicing in
finding a voice where they found a vision.
Eavan Boland, “The Singers”
all depends on a sense of mystery;
the same things in a different light.
Eavan Boland, “A Different Light”

Eavan Boland started writing poetry at the beginning of the 1960s when two literary
styles – that of the Movement and W.B. Yeats – had major influences on Irish poetry. These
two styles have in common their divergence from modernism, interest in traditional verse
forms, and plain epigrammatic statements. However, some of their central features are also
irreconcilable. Where Movement poets exalt anti-Romantic, empiricist and descriptive
procedures which rest firmly on quotidian experience, Yeats’s imagery is habitually
energized by a lifelong interest in occult practices and magic. In later autobiographical
writings, Boland explicitly situates her early work between these two fields of influence:
“The stanza I wrote, almost without thinking, was a hybrid: half British movement poem
and half Irish lyric.”1 Though the poet makes the hybridization sound instinctual, her
earliest works demonstrate active and sustained negotiations between the irreconcilable
aspects of the two styles. This chapter argues that these negotiations helped Boland
discover one of the most characteristic rhetorical gestures which endure in her poetry and
elucidate the ethical foundations of her work.
On the face of it, this is a very unassuming rhetorical gesture that simply involves
the use of colons, often preceded by deictic markers such as “this.” Readers might
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ordinarily expect this maneuver to be followed by elaboration, explanation, or
exemplification. Instead, however, Boland uses it to announce a rupture in syntax and to
invite a middle voice that resembles the muse-like disembodied voice in Romantic poetry.
Put differently, the colon marks both a continuity and rupture between the two parts of her
poems: The first typically begins in the manner of a Movement poem with a first person
speaker plainly describing quotidian experience. We looked at examples of this model in
the previous chapter on Gunn. The second part recognizes the limitations of a first-person
account and develops an alternative syntax to find a middle ground between active and
passive stances. This middle voice displays the negotiations of a private perspective as it
tries to hold on to the plain resources of language to think through social and political
issues. As Colm Toibin aptly describes, this transition to a middle voice involves “casting
off one tone to create another one, a tone more urgent, more exact, a tone caught in a strange
grip between clarity and cry, between simple statement and a tense undertone filled with
the sheer need to make this statement finally.”2
The middle voice also dramatizes some of the principal tensions between word and
syntax we have been tracing in mid-century poetry. Boland crafts this voice to establish an
important dialectic between the evocative functions of sensuous signifiers and the need for
poetry to work through issues of social and political relevance. On the one hand, the idea
that the quasi-Romantic notion of an ‘overheard’ poetic voice finds purchase in midcentury poetry sits rather uncomfortably with cherished theories of postmodernism which
celebrate reticence and disenchantment. In this respect, Boland’s work offers a different
poetics, where the poet recognizes the importance of speaking for the multitude and using
poetic statements to advance truth claims. In this version of postmodernism, enchantment,
affirmation and statement emerge as significant resources of poetic expression. On the
other hand, these resources are hardly surprising, if we only remember that this historical
period witnesses many political movements with ideals in need of affirmation. These
movements based largely on identity politics demand a proliferation of both private
perspectives and public visibility.
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Investigating why Boland continues to use this rhetorical gesture throughout her
career will help us understand the two seemingly inconsistent critical responses to her
work. While critics like Pilar Villar-Argáiz celebrate that Boland eventually recognizes
social identities as “social constructs and not as transcendental and universal notions,”
others like Edna Longley and Leontia Flynn approach her valuation of concepts like truth
in the opposite direction.3 Longley criticizes Boland for failing to treat the nation as a
construct. Flynn, in her extended study of the Irish poet Medbh McGuckian, sympathizes
with McGuckian who does not take on “the role of spokeswoman obliged to tell the truth
about gender,” where poets like Boland “are clearly preoccupied with truth, the word itself
appearing with great regularity in her work.”4 How come does Boland’s work attract such
conflicting criticism, one arguing that Boland gradually abandons truth-claims about
identity, and the other raising skepticism about her preoccupation with the same concept?
These two critical strains work with what José Esteban Muñoz calls “exhausted”
notions of identity that reduce “subjectivity to either a social constructivist model or what
has been called an essentialist understanding of the self.”5 The former has become the
engine of most postmodern theories. Under its rubric, the poet is applauded for mastering
the art of abstaining from generalizing or universalizing notions. The limits of speech, the
struggle with what can and cannot be said become more important than the actual meaning
or argumentative core of a poem.6 Boland’s poetry, however, never loses its political core
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and belief in poetry’s ethical responsibility to tell the truth. Therefore, understanding
Boland’s commitment to notions like truth and ethics, as well as her measured distinctions
between the public and the private, will be an exercise in examining the role and place of
enchantment in an age which “fancies itself a formation that… has achieved a distanced
relationship to all ‘great narratives.’”7
This chapter will begin with close-readings of several poems from different periods
in Boland’s career to demonstrate how the middle voice ripens in her work and continues
to provide a compelling structure for her political outlook. We will then trace this rhetorical
gesture back to her earliest works which display the “unassimilated influences” of the
dominant literary styles in Ireland in the 1960s.8 The influences of Yeats and the Movement
together provide models for collective departures from modernist legacies around obscurity
and objective imagery. The widespread dissatisfaction with modernism promotes a
preference for plainer expression and a syntax that captures the natural rhythms of speech.
Nevertheless, Yeats’s influence on Irish poets was neither limited to his similarities with
the Movement and nor to his uncluttered rhetoric.
Various critics use “excess” to describe Yeats’s complex legacy in the Irish
tradition. For poets starting to write in the middle of the century, his influence lingered
particularly for the ways in which his chameleonlike style “exceeded” the claims of other
dominant influences. The visionary, magical, and what many mid-century poets will call
‘personal’ element in Yeats’s poetry, continued to generate a surplus of subjectivity during

encroachment of the symbolic does not necessarily constitute a totalizing and inescapable immersion in a
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a period when virtues like “hushed affection,” “stylistic and emotional reticence,” and
“restraint” were becoming the norm.9
This period also marks a turning point in the interpretation of Yeats with a
significant rise in systematic criticism of his works, giving poets like Boland an opportunity
to develop more purposeful attitudes towards the mythic ‘excess’ of his poetry.10 Yeats’s
influence is evident everywhere in Boland’s early work.11 Her first collection, 23 Poems
(1962), published while she was studying at Trinity, is rife with characters from Celtic
mythology which had once colored Yeats’s imagination: “Ni Houlihan 1960,” “Dream of
a Cathleen,” and “Tir na nOg.”12 This chapter will offer a critical survey of the major fields
of influence behind Boland’s early poetry and investigate the stylistic negotiations that
brought her to reimagine the possibility of re-enchantment in modern poetry through the
disembodied middle voice.
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The Middle Voice in Boland’s Poetry
The dissertation began by considering the popularity of the aubade (dawn song)
during the mid-century period. We thought about how poets used the threshold state
between obscurity and perceptual clarity to ‘wake up’ from modernism, as well as to
reevaluate the power of plain language and perception. Boland is no exception. Throughout
her career, she has been fascinated by threshold states like dawn and dusk. She foregrounds
this state to establish a provisional relationship to images and objects, demonstrating how
so much of their significance has temporal and spatial dependencies. As Patricia Hagen
and Thomas Zelman argue, “just as the still point of dusk or dawn achieves equilibrium
only for a moment, then yields to the light of morning or night, Boland’s imagery thus
reminds us that every living form is really a pattern of movement.”13 This provisional
relationship to images, whose meanings depend on “pattern[s] of movement” is
reminiscent of a Yeatsian attitude towards imagery that is kept in perpetual motion through
orientating motifs like dancing and whirling.
“Making Up” from In her Own Image (1980) is perhaps the most obvious example
where Boland uses dawn as a temporal metaphor for self-actualization.14 In this poem, the
speaker starts by describing a morning make-up ritual. “My naked face; I wake to it.” From
the outset, Boland designs a split awareness between an active speaking subject and a face
that might easily turn into a passive, objectified image. The main challenge then is to locate
meaning in the active process of make-up without letting the face turn into mere ornament.
In the first part, the speaker sticks to the active voice to describe a purposeful activity:
I raddle
and I prink,
pinking bone
till my eyes
are
13
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a rogue-washed
flush on water.
While the incremental descriptions of this first-person voice is reminiscent of a Movement
attitude, Sylvia Plath emerges throughout this volume as the more obvious model behind
Boland’s use of short, concentrated and alliterative sounds. The changes in the speaker’s
face, joined by this linguistic metamorphosis, already intimates a mythic atmosphere.
As the speaker finishes her make-up, Boland turns to her iconic rhetorical gesture,
preparing the poem for a syntactic schism and the intervention of the middle voice. “I look
/ in the glass,” she announces, “My face is made, / it says:” With this colon, Boland ushers
the blunt middle voice which is as instructive as it is evasive. “Take nothing, nothing, / at
its face value:” The directive cautions the speaker to go beyond stereotypical
objectification. Like “legendary seas,” those images are “myths… made by men.” The
interjection prompts the speaker to move her attention away from the “made” face. Now,
rather than describing the way her face looks with make-up, she decides to foreground the
objects which come to resemble a painter’s palette.
Mine are the rouge pots,
the hot pinks,
the fledged
and edgy mix
of light and water
out of which
I dawn.
In this final stanza, which concludes the entire volume, a renewed sense of agency emerges.
The poet veers away from the representative urges of an ekphrastic poem and offers an
alternative to the practice of image-making. She presents a sensuous catalogue of objects
which are more than just tools; they bear private significance that make the ‘final’ product
of the make-up feel, in retrospect, like an ongoing performative process. The transition
from the visual towards the performative is reinforced with the peculiar final
announcement: “I dawn.” The morning has broken, but the poet emerges from the dawn
experience having adopted the threshold state as a powerful model for identity. By
associating the self with dawn, the speaker presents identity as neither an ‘essentialist’
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notion nor a mere ‘social construction.’ It is neither pure reality nor a linguistic
composition. It emerges, rather, from a complex series of negotiations that involve
rehearsing active and passive stances.
In the last chapter on Gunn, I demonstrated how syllabic verse plays a similar kind
of role, situating the poet in a liminal state between free verse and the more traditional
verse structures. There we had taken up Muñoz’s invitation to look at complex patterns of
identification and disidentification which might underlie the political negotiations of
marginalized subjects. Like Gunn, Boland uses a conventional poetic code – the Romantic
notion of a middle voice – “as raw material for representing a disempowered politics.”15
The plain directives of the middle voice along with the sensuous descriptions of make-up
urge the poet to find a middle ground where the privacy of individual perception can pursue
a plain language capable of making political statements.
Boland acknowledges her purposeful reliance on certain poetic codes that might
ironically carry a sense of traditional authority. “The language,” of her poems, she argues,
“remained partially inherited: resistant and engrossing.” However, she continues,
the life at least was wholly mine. It took place in a house, in a garden, with a child
in my arms, on summer afternoons, in winter dusks, and with eventual confidence
that however formidable a poetic tradition might be, however assured its inherited
language, its ethical survival still depended on the allowance it provided for a single
life to make – in the ironic and historic sense – a new name for itself and commend
it to all the old ones.16
Thus, her relationship to poetic tradition cannot be categorized as a form either of
identification or disidentification; it comprises more complex combinations of the two
modes of political engagement. She puts pressure on traditional rhetorical devices to test
their ability to dramatize the private life of an identity which has been marginalized by the
tradition itself. The proliferation of colons in this poem which keep cracking the syntax
and introducing tonal variations is the clearest evidence for what she calls the “grammar of
imagination split from top to bottom.”17
15
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Let us now turn to “The Muse Mother,” a poem from her next collection Night Feed
(1982) which is on the mother-child relationship.18 The dynamics of this relationship
interested Boland throughout her career, since it really tests the limits of identification and
representation. Both the mother and the child witness some of the most dramatic and
private instances in each other’s lives, often feeling empowered to talk on behalf of and
represent one another. The fact that Boland’s mother, Frances Kelly, was a painter makes
things even more complicated. She often incorporates instances of ekphrastic
responsiveness in her poems. These ekphrastic efforts provoke a thorny combination of
sensuality and unease, as if the poet is entering the gestural territory of her mother’s work.
“The Muse Mother” begins with a loaded tercet that applies painterly diction:
My window pearls wet.
The bare rowan tree
berries rain.
The stanza is compact, the syntax is straightforward, and the nouns are turned into verbs
which emphasize the strength with which the scene impresses itself on the speaker. The
noun-verbs “pearls” and “berries,” reminiscent once again of Plath, are self-consciously
metaphorical. They announce a distance between reality and language. This distance allows
Boland to create a sense of duration, a timeframe within which an observed event takes
place. Later, the first-person voice begins to narrate: There is a mother, “her busy hand /
worrying a child’s face, / working a nappy liner / over his sticky loud / round of a mouth.”
As the speaker’s concentration deepens, it fixates on the mother’s caring hand, which
organizes both the child’s and the speaker’s fields of vision:
Her hand’s a cloud
across his face
making light and rain,
smiles and a frown,
a smile again.
As the dynamics of the relationship become more established, the noun-verbs (“pearls,”
“berries”) yield to insistent present participles (“hunkering,” “worrying,” “working,”
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“making”) and more resolute imagery (“Her hand’s a cloud”). The mother’s hands move
in a painterly manner that adjusts the lighting and the expression on the child’s face.
In psychoanalytic terms, the absorbing omnipotence attributed to the mother and
her intimate relationship with the child paint a compelling picture of the transitional period
preceding the Oedipal complex or the onset of symbolic consciousness. 19 In fact, the poet
subsequently moves our attention away from this image to an explicit meditation on
language itself. Even after the mother and the child walk away, the speaker cannot relax
her attention and, with Boland’s characteristic gesture, syntax experiences a rupture,
inviting the middle voice:
but my mind stays fixed:
if I could only decline her –
lost noun
out of context,
stray figure of speech –
from this rainy street
again to her roots,
she might teach me
a new language:
The syntax has become more convoluted, and the main verb (“decline”), which supplies
the conjectural (“if only”) attitude to the rest of the stanza, yields multiple meanings. It
might refer to the speaker’s desire to see the street with fresh eyes, releasing the powerful
image of the mother and the child “from this rainy street.” The linguistic terms in the rest
of the stanza, however, summon a different meaning: Declining in a grammatical sense,
19
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that is, stating the different forms of a noun or verb. But since the speaker is looking at an
empty street, all she has of “her” is a haunting memory; so on a linguistic level, the mother
is described as a “lost noun / out of context.” The speaker is not looking anymore at a
particular mother-child relationship. Instead, motherhood as an institution is removed from
its context and the speaker is searching in language for clues about its possible “roots.”
The colon at the end of this movement might yet again create a readerly expectation
for explanation or exemplification. Instead, however, we get a similar distortion of syntax
that expands the enigmatic claims of the middle voice.
to be a sibyl
able to sing the past
in pure syllables,
limning hymns sung
to belly wheat or a woman –
able to speak at least
my mother tongue.
The speaker wishes to use the prophetic model of a poet not to make predictions about the
future but rather to recover “the past” by singing “in pure syllables.” The highly alliterative
sounds in this stanza suggest a possible reference to the Irish language, which Boland could
not learn because she spent much of her childhood away from Ireland. But more than just
a specific language with a national history, the speaker here is more likely describing an
idealized language that could successfully recover the stories, sufferings and crossed
destinies of women. In “The Muse Mother,” Boland manages to create such a complex
psycho-semantic web around the term “mother” that it is difficult to decide whether she
feels the need to distance herself from this mother figure (decline her) or to infuse every
atom – syllable – of her language with it.
This dual attitude calls to mind Julia Kristeva’s notable notion of the semiotic chora
which she associates with the relationship between the mother and the child. Just as Boland
uses “decline” to establish a dialectic between the rejection of an identity and its perpetual
construction in language, Kristeva describes chora as “no more than the place where the
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subject is both generated and negated.”20 Like Winnicott, Kristeva dilates the pre-Oedipal
theater to give primacy to the gestural and affective constitution of the subject before the
symbolic system takes over. The syntactic ruptures and silences in Boland are very much
a part of that gestural realm and the wished-for “mother tongue” is composed less of signs
and symbols and more of the prehensive gestures of a “dawning” self.
Finally, let us turn to “Lava Cameo” a later poem from In a Time of Violence (1994)
where Boland attempts to reconstruct the story of her mother, Frances Kelly’s family.21
Boland’s grandmother died in a fever ward only a few years after Kelly was born and her
grandfather drowned in a shipwreck when she was fourteen.22 Nevertheless, she grew up
with a foster-mother who was an accomplished story-teller. Through the combination of a
dramatic life and passion for storytelling, Kelly brought to Boland’s life as a child “this
wonderful fragrance of the unrational, the inexplicable, the eloquent fragment.”23 As we
observed in “The Muse Mother,” Boland’s desire to craft a language capable of doing
justice to stories of pain and suffering is rooted in the mother-child relationship. “Lava
Cameo” is another instance where she takes a story inherited in mythic fragments through
her mother and tries her own hand at breathing life into it.
Like in other poems analyzed here thus far, Boland begins the poem with a firstperson speaker and everyday language. “I like this story,” she announces, “My grandfather
was a sea-captain. / My grandmother always met him when his ship docked. / She feared
the women at the ports —” This will not suffice. Boland knows that the power of this story,
its drama and tragedy, owes to the imaginative power that contributed to its movement
down the generations: “[E]xcept,” she retreats, “it is not a story / more a rumour or a folk
memory, / something thrown out once in a random conversation; / a hint merely.” This
concession frees the speaker to exercise her imagination and speculate about specific
details such as the garments the grandmother could have worn while going to meet the
grandfather. Despite the explicit announcement of a conjectural attitude, however, the
speaker’s sensuous descriptions risk turning the past into a series of images. As a result,
20
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Boland enacts a rupture to foreground the work of syntax and to introduce the disembodied
middle voice, asking readers to “consider this:”
there is a way of making free with the past,
a pastiche of what is
real and what is
not, which can only be
justified if you think of it
not as a sculpture but syntax:
a structure extrinsic to meaning which uncovers
the inner secret of it.
Boland acknowledges that remembering the past, the act of putting it together, relies
inevitably on both real and fictive pieces. Thus, it is problematic to take “sculpture” as a
model for this process, just as poetry’s image-making inclinations risk imposing an illusory
unity or coherence on the past. Instead of sculpture, Boland suggests “syntax” as a viable
tool for thinking through and remembering the past. Peculiarly, Boland characterizes
syntax as “extrinsic to meaning” but still capable of disclosing “the inner secret of it.” This
rather paradoxical description of syntax echoes Boland’s enigmatic use of the verb
“decline” to simultaneously undermine and reinforce the power of the “mother tongue.”
Here, too, Boland presents syntax as capable of being dissociated from the work of
signification, while foregrounding the very same device to compel readers to work through
a convoluted set of claims.
What can be said about the series of statements pronounced by the middle voice?
Even if it offers a detached commentary on the speaker’s struggle to tell her grandparents’
story, it makes no specific reference to it and therefore sounds epigrammatic and
generalizable. This middle voice brings us to the here-and-now of the process of working
through a historical trauma. Various critics interpret the shattered or ruptured syntax of
Boland’s poetry as demonstrating “the impossibility of her project,” or “the impossibility
of fully representing experience in words.”24 This reticence is characteristic of much
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postmodern criticism which makes silence or reticence the ultimate answer to the
impossibility of doing justice to an other’s narrative. This critical impulse underlies the
melancholy engine that motivates postmodern approaches to literature. But there is another
way to understand this syntactically distinct and epigrammatic middle voice in her poetry.
Rather than acknowledging an impossibility, this syntax-conscious middle voice
identifies the possibility of working through a specific loss and demarcating a thought
structure in the here-and-now. This thought structure can then allow the speaker to master
the loss without letting it turn into, what Dominick LaCapra calls, an “indiscriminate
generalization of historical trauma into the idea of a wound culture.”25 Boland expresses
this possibility by dividing her poetry between the specific imaginative demands of private
stories and the more general and epigrammatic urges of a middle voice that manage to pull
private expression into the syntax of public scrutiny. As Patricia Haberstroh argues, the
poet observes “a close relationship between the aesthetic and the ethical” and “often
combines her images with direct statement.”26 Boland herself has repeatedly emphasized
the importance of seeking a rapprochement between the individual and communal aspects
of poetry, which, she holds, have been polarized during the modernist era.27 In an article
on Adrienne Rich, she identifies modernist obscurity as “cost[ing]” poetry the ability to
pursue a public imagination: “In a later stage of modernism, the popular reader was
25
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disdained… the public poem—that glowing centuries-old instrument of passion and
protest—was relegated to the shadows.”28 In the next section, we shall see how Irish poetry
in the 1960s fortified these sentiments with extensive examinations of modernist principles.

Whence, This Desire for Plainness? Influences of The Movement and W.B. Yeats
Now that we have seen some examples of the middle voice in Boland’s poetry and
the way she uses it to stage negotiations between various structures (public/private,
experiential/mythic, semantic/syntactic, imagistic/epigrammatic), let us now turn to the
historical context and examine the exhausted engine of modernism in the 1960s. This
exhaustion was substantiated by the combined influences of the Movement and W.B.
Yeats, whose shared penchant for quotidian experience and ordinary language largely
motivated the plain attitude of Boland’s early poetry. We will then turn to the irreconcilable
divergences between these two influences to historicize the layer of mythic enchantment
in her work.
By the time Boland returned to Ireland in 1958, after eight years of living abroad
in London and New York, the descriptivist and empiricist attitudes associated with the
English Movement poets had already travelled across the Irish Sea. When Boland first met
the Northern Irish poet Derek Mahon, he was “reading Gunn’s work in the late sunshine.”29
Irish poets from the Republic like Thomas Kinsella and John Montague, who had started
to climb up the literary ladder shortly before Boland, had already absorbed the influences
of the Movement, employing meditative syntax to describe scenes from ordinary life.
In a brief article in 1958, Montague offers an important assessment of contemporary
poetry, describing the prevalent English attitude of the Movement as “a teasing of language
so as to uncover the honest core of an experience,” and situating its roots in “modern British
philosophy, and its technique of linguistic analysis.”30 Referring to poets like Thom Gunn,
D.J. Enright, and Elizabeth Jennings, Montague observes that this Movement attitude has
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indeed “become a method, a generation’s formula for experience.”31 Later in the same
year, the literary journal of Trinity College, Icarus, published an editorial by R.W. Ewart
commending the Movement poets’ “precept of urbane statement for a momentous theme,”
and characterizing their work as a much-needed relief: “[T]he time has surely come for the
re-affirmation of faith in humanity, and a readiness, by poets, to treat human themes.”32
The clarity and urbanity of much Movement poetry leads Ewart to find a “humanitarian”
strain in their “simplicity of form” and “clarity of language.”
The same generation of Northern Poets, some of whom were Boland’s classmates
at Trinity in the early Sixties, would also find in the Movement a useful model and template
for their works. When Boland evaluates the poetry of Michael Longley, Seamus Heaney
and Derek Mahon in a 1966 review titled “Three Young Poets,” she calls attention to their
joint interest in traditional forms and Movement principles. She characterizes this style as
an “Embarrassed Imagination… that distressing and obstinate emphasis… on descriptions
of experience together with evasions of its meaning.”33
Boland’s observation was very accurate because many Northern poets had indeed
received a guided and systematic introduction to the Movement principles through the
scholar and critic Philip Hobsbaum. Hobsbaum spearheaded The Group, a poetry workshop
originally founded in Cambridge, subsequently moved to London in 1955 and finally to
Belfast in 1959. He was an affectionate reader of Larkin and a champion for the Movement
attitude.34 The Writers’ Group in Belfast was attended by prominent critics and poets
including Seamus Heaney, Michael Longley, and Edna Longley.35 Influenced by
31
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Hobsbaum’s workshops, many poets, Heaney in particular, demonstrated an interest in the
ordinary, formal composure and traditional verse forms.
On a more stylistic level, it is possible to observe the effects of this obsession with
experience and description in the wearying proliferation of adjectival attitudes in Irish
poetry in the 1960s. For example, in her 1962 review of Thomas Kinsella’s early work,
Edna Longley (then Broderick) quotes a stanza that clearly resembles a Movement poem:36
A naked foot steps out onto the bare naked mud.
Blue-and-scarlet live crystals of gossamer,
Burning giant dragonflies, hum and vanish,
Glass-dreams shimmering above outermost reeds.
The coppery lake lies calm, heavy-lidded.
Longley characterizes this stanza as “curiously adjectival writing,” observing that “even
the verbs and participles depict rather than enact. Description fails to achieve the
dimensions of significance.”37 In reading this stanza, we are hardly aware of the work of
syntax. Rather, we read line by line, since each stanza individually strives to evoke a sense
of atmospheric fullness. The stanza foregrounds those sensuous qualities which bring the
scene a degree of exuberance.
Michael Longley observes a similar issue with Boland’s earlier work in New
Territory (1967). Though he acknowledges Boland’s ability to craft “well-orchestrated
stanzas through which the argument is carried carefully,” and to sustain “swift and
exciting” rhythms in her poetry, he notices an overabundance of adjectives: “‘Starved,
wasted, worn, lost’ – this is simple addition rather than multiplication – and occasionally
that precision of observed detail … is absent.”38 It is clear that the Movement template
acknowledges that Leavis’s “age, now passing, was one which required a large dose of destructive criticism.
The period between the wars rang with Ezra Pound’s prophetic appeal, ‘Make it new!’ and in order to make
it new the slate of complacent and worn-out values needed to be wiped clean” (6). Arnold also observes the
need for more constructive and unpretentious types of criticism. In the previous chapter on Gunn, I explained
the importance of Leavis’s concept of “realization” for his early, Cambridge poetry. Now, almost a decade
after the publication of Fighting Terms, the Movement principles are still alive, but increasingly, as they
move to different geographies and contexts, its gendered attitude becomes more exposed. The obsession with
sense data, empirical knowledge and description promises to leave out so many marginalized experiences
that cannot easily become a part of public awareness.
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limits as much as it liberates: While it encourages poets to become more attuned to
anecdotal and personal rhetoric, it also leads them to overemphasize the relationship
between observation and abstraction. The prevalence of adjectival attitudes reveal an
important anxiety about the amount of empirical observation that is necessary before a poet
can feel authorized to issue bardic pronouncements. There are echoes, in this attitude, of
the Hobbesian empiricist notion that “[i]magination… is nothing but decaying sense.”39
The proliferation of adjectives creates the illusion of a certain prolongation or
strengthening of sensory engagement.
Why did the Movement style become such an influential actor in Irish poetry?
Aside from the institutional factors and the lack of publishing opportunities in Ireland, the
most important reason was the lingering influence of W.B. Yeats.40 In many ways, Yeats
had already done some of the things that the Movement poets were trying to accomplish,
especially when it comes to questioning the central tenets of modernism. Yeats is often
erroneously grouped with Anglo-American modernists for a variety of reasons, including
the privacy his imagery in certain periods, his tendency to detemporize historical events,
and his associations with modernism through figures like Arthur Symons and Ezra Pound.
Nonetheless, Yeats maintained a purposeful distance from all modernist movements.
Despite the never-ending stylistic evolution in his work, and his emphasis on form and
juxtaposition, certain elements of his style, which clearly distinguish him from modernism,
remained fairly consistent.
Yeats’s most notable disagreement with modernist principles, also articulated later
by Movement poets, concerned their practice of imagery. Where modernists foregrounded
image-making, giving great authority to perception and the hard objective structures that
undergird it, Yeats had a much softer relationship to images. He charged them with
personal significance and continuously recycled them to accomplish a fluid and animated
syntax.41 C.M. Bowra, one of the first critics to call attention to these distinctions in a 1962
39
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book The Heritage of Symbolism, argues that Yeats’s Irish origins gave him “an
independence from established English ideas and a mental outlook impossible in
England.”42 Most notably, Bowra argues, Yeats could not afford to leave contemporary
issues and political subjects out of his work, and could not, like Mallarmé, commit his
imagery to the realm of the abstract and the evocative: “He maintains that a symbol may
stand for an idea and play a corresponding part in poetry.”43
Denis Donoghue similarly observes essential differences between Symbolism’s
commitment to the visual and Irish literature’s preoccupation with the oral, arguing that
“Symbolism and the Irish tradition run in opposite directions.” Where “Symbolism aspires
to the fixity of the sculptured object, freeing itself from responsibility to people, places,
and things; Irish literature is devoted to these, and content to survive in a long memory.”44
More recently, in Yeats and Modern Poetry, Edna Longley offers the most comprehensive
account on the topic, describing the way in which “[i]magist poems are pulled towards the
visual or marmoreal, … because Imagist theory neglects speech and syntax as sources of
‘prose directness.’” She finds Yeats’s emphasis on voice, syntax, and movement closer to
poets like Robert Frost and Wallace Stevens who also remained on the margins of the
modernism that emphasized the objective and the concrete.45
In his own critical writings, Yeats also maintained a consistent distance from postSymbolist poetic traditions which prioritized objectivity and perception. Yeats’s
understanding of creative and intellectual trends across history rested on a spectrum that
runs between objective and subjective attitudes, outlined most systematically in 1925 in
for its ostensible objectivity: the image is newly invented, while the Symbol, being old, is too tired to resist.
The image, in Imagism, represents the poet’s self-denial, his refusal of ancestral resonance: the image is hard,
the symbol is soft” (49).
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his esoteric account, A Vision. Yeats believed in the importance of maintaining a strong
subjectivity, that is, making active efforts to differentiate one’s self in the face of objective
pressures from the external world. But in each phase of human history, the balance between
the two kept changing, and Yeats maintained that his contemporary moment was marked
by a ubiquitous preference towards the objective. In a 1898 essay “The Autumn of the
Body,” Yeats observes a need to challenge “that picturesque and declamatory way of
writing,… that ‘externality’ which a time of scientific and political thought has brought
into literature.”46 He finds that various Symbolist and modernist impulses in modern
literature were complicit in sanctioning this fetishization of externality. A few years later,
in 1903, he proposes that “there are two kinds of poetry,” the first based on imagery and
the second on personality.47 “When the tide of life sinks low,” he argues, “there are
pictures,” and this desire to create pictures augments the distance between the subject and
the object, such that “we share the poet's separation from what he describes.”48
The second mode, which Yeats favored in his own practice and associated with
Ireland, appears when “the tide of life is rising,” and “we turn, not to picture-making, but
to the imagination of personality – to drama, gesture.”49 Yeats continued to lament the
“over development of the picture-making faculty” in relation to the rising acceptance of
Symbolist methods in poetry.50 Later on, especially after developing personal relations with
prominent modernist figures like Pound, his criticism would veer towards their techniques,
distancing himself in particular from Imagism and the rising popularity of free verse. In
the first edition of A Vision (1925), he identifies modernist figures like Pound and Eliot as
representatives of the twenty-third Phase of his cosmological system and characterizes their
shared impulse as dissociating imagery from ideation. This, he maintains, was a period
defined by a “hatred of the abstract, where the intellect turns upon itself.”51 In 1931, when
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Yeats prepared the second edition of A Vision, he added a special section on Ezra Pound,
describing his art as “the opposite of mine” and his criticism “what I most condemn.”52
Yeats’s impatience with Pound’s antipathy toward “logical discourse” and
“abstractions” parallels Gunn’s reaction to Pound and the way in which his emphasis on
the objective and the visual made the “common sense” element in poetry feel irrelevant to
modern writers. It also anticipates mid-century criticism surveyed in the Introduction
(Winters, Empson, Kermode, and Hough) which questions modernism and calls for a return
to plainer rhetoric. These critics argue that the impoverishment of the metaphorical impulse
and the philosophically untenable separation of perception from ideation were responsible
for the popularization of obscurity in modern poetry. Yeats, too, believed that the Imagist,
detemporizing, and fragmentary qualities of Pound’s technique, put readers’ “active
faculties in suspense” and “make his meaning unintelligible.”53 This reaction might explain
Yeats’s relentless emphasis on syntax as one of the principal engines of poetry, and his
lifelong predilection to use argumentative forms like the sonnet to stage emotional as well
as intellectual debates in his poems. Likewise, Yeats might have turned to epigrammatic
statements, experiential diction and personal meditation more decisively in his later years
as a result of his mounting distaste for these widespread modernist principles.
It is, therefore, not a surprise to find that the best critics of Yeats’s work have also
identified a clear strain of plain rhetoric in it. C.M. Bowra observes a “loosening [of] style”
in Yeats’s later poetry and argues that he eventually “found a new power of plain statement
and wrote with directness about familiar and elementary passions.”54 Similarly, David
Rosen notices that in Yeats’s later works “various registers low and high – visionary,
traditional, drab and plain, as well as grand and oratorical – are played against each
other.”55 And finally, Edna Longley identifies a kinship between late Yeats and late Stevens
for their shared tendency to pursue “an abstract zone where poem and critical aphorism
merge.”56 Ultimately, it was Yeats’s plain rhetoric, habitually energized by aphoristic and
epigrammatic statements, which made Irish poets so receptive to the plain rhetoric of the
52
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Movement. Since his death in 1939, Yeats’s lingering influence had already been paving
the way for more thorough departures from modernism. Its stylistic convergence with the
Movement in the late 1950s became the decisive blow.
Boland, therefore, was clearly not alone in charging modernism with promoting
obscurity and debilitating the notion of a public poem. A brief glance at the literary
accounts and discussions from the period will further establish that the anticipation for
plainer rhetoric had become the norm in the Irish literary context. Louis MacNeice’s
Modern Poetry (1938) begins with this statement: “This book is a plea for impure poetry,
that is, for poetry conditioned by the poet’s life and the world around him.”57 MacNeice
argues that movements like Symbolism and Imagism “were all attempts to divorce art from
life,” because they “lifted [images] out of their context.”58 He ends his book with optimistic
notes about the future of poetry, observing that, finally, “[o]n the whole modern poetry is
becoming more lucid, and that because its subject is less esoteric.”59
MacNeice was also instrumental in the success of the Irish literary magazine The
Bell (1940-54) which played a crucial role in broadening the nationalist horizons of Irish
literature, as well as bringing literary and social matters into closer contact. Most notably,
one of the 1943 issues features “Sense and Nonsense in Poetry,” an impassioned debate
between the editor, Sean O’Faolain, and the poetry editor, Frank O’Connor. They decide
to take their debate to this public forum after some consistent disagreements about the
poetry submissions, which the “Poetry Editor admires but of which the Editor confesses
that he understands but little.” 60 Accordingly, they begin by asking “how much a poem is
one expected, then, to ‘understand’? In what manner does one ‘understand’ poetry? What
degree of freedom from normal language must one allow to a poet?”61 O’Connor represents
a more modernist understanding of language based on signifiers and private association,
arguing that words come with an “aura of association” and “nonsense” is nothing more
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than this proliferation.62 O’Faolain argues that the issue is more about whether the poet
extends the communicative resources of language “outward” or “inward,” associating the
latter impulse with modernism. Had manuscripts by Joyce or Eliot landed on his desk, he
quarrels, he probably would have rejected them. “My objection,” he declares with slight
embarrassment, “is simply that I refuse to abdicate my reason.”63 Though O’Faolain’s
language is more straightforward, his criticism is very much in line with Yeats’s
dissatisfaction with the absence of an intellectual and syntactical core that should compel
readers of poetry to work and reason through debates that come out of everyday life.
The Bell was not the only publication to cross-examine modernism. Though one
might expect a student magazine to champion more avant-garde or experimental taste,
Icarus, Trinity College’s magazine, consistently announced a desire for clarity, simplicity
and the use of conventional language in poetry. Kate Lucy’s 1958 editorial was one of the
first to remark that “[o]bscurity in poetry has become a Thing” and triggered subsequent
editors to tackle this issue head on.64 A few months later, editor R.W. Ewart praises
Movement poets for finally bringing the poet down from “the Ivory Tower” back into a
realm of human relations and for returning decisively to a “simplicity of form” and “a
clarity of language.”65 Likewise, the next editor, R.J. Wathen, finds it necessary to
overcome academicism of “compost poetry,” which looks for images in “a rubbish heap.”66
The metaphor immediately recalls Wallace Stevens’s mockery of modernist poets in “The
Man on the Dump.” Ewart emphasizes the need for “simplicity and directness of
statement… and a pact between the poet and the public.”67
The next editor, Michael Leahy associates obscurity directly with Pound and Eliot,
poets who assume a “preposterously over-informed reader, or at least one as familiar with
a cobweb of reference as he himself.”68 Leahy also turns his attention to the Movement and
the “resurgence of poetry writing in England,” encouraging poets not to be afraid to take
up “a language that means something, underlining ordinary human values.” 69 Just a few
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months before Boland enrolls in Trinity, the poet and editor Rudi Holzapfel observes in
Icarus “a strong, fluent, centralized, fundamentally pure poetic movement right here in
Trinity,” and the student poets’ general ambition “to achieve fluidity in standard poetics
instead of expressing ourselves poorly in an idiom which is (to all intents and purposes)
strained and uncommunicative.”70 During Boland’s time at Trinity, this attitude continues
to inform Icarus’s editorial policy. Ulick O’Connor finds the modernist “clinical observer
posing as a poet,” responsible for the “barrier… erected between the poet and his public.”71
Donald Carroll characterizes a good poem as striking a “harmony between its rationality
and its emotion,” and like Yvor Winters, emphasizes the need for a poet “to choose his
words with extreme precision as regards their denotative and connotative values.”72
Carroll, who had arrived at Trinity from the University of Texas, went on to revive
the prominent Irish literary journal, The Dublin Magazine, under a slightly different name,
The Dubliner. Boland published a majority of her early poems in this magazine, whose
critical attitude and preference for plainness were largely aligned with Icarus. In an early
issue, editors published an essay by Donald Davie, who, like Thom Gunn, was heavily
influenced by F.R. Leavis and associated with the Movement. Davie argues in this essay
against the modernist notion that good literature requires “above all freshness of
perception,” identifying instead the more pressing need to return to “conventional
language.”73 As this literary climate makes evident, by the time Boland began her creative
and academic journey at Trinity, the desire for plainness, lucidity and ordinary language
had been established as urgent priorities for modern poetry.
Yeats the Magician, and The Power of Ambivalence
It is true that the plain aspects of much of Yeats’s later works increased Irish poet’s
receptivity to the Movement principles. Yet, while some features that underlie Yeats’s
divergences from modernism find affinity in Movement poets, others generate
considerable incompatibilities. These other features comprise what Seamus Heaney aptly
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describes as “the off-centre viewpoint [Yeats] deliberately maintained as a member of
occult societies, a student of mystical thought and a practitioner of magic.”74 Yeats’s
visionary impulse and passionate interest in magic crusted his poetry with a layer of excess
and enchantment that contradicts the empiricist and experiential basis of Movement poetry,
as well as creating a strange tension in his own work.75 Mid-century critics were largely
ambivalent about this peculiar combination of plain and mythic elements in Yeats. While
the former quality was immediately desirable, the latter was confusing, especially since the
romanticized energy of a new nation which had originally supported Yeats’s mysticism
was being replaced by the harsh and brutal reality of sectarian violence.76
One of the most important critical responses to Yeats from this period was written
by Yvor Winters, whose work on the plain style has been central to this dissertation. His
essay “The Poetry W.B. Yeats,” a scathing criticism of the poet’s style, was originally
published in Twentieth Century Literature in 1960. Donald Carroll and his fellow editor at
The Dubliner, Bruce Arnold, saw in Winters’s account an opportunity to finally question
Yeats’s revered legacy in Ireland. In his editorial introduction, Arnold writes:
We believe that Yeats is a great poet. We also believe that at times he was a foolish
man and at times he wrote very bad poetry. Any criticism levelled at Yeats should
find a more immediate renunciation, if there is one, here in his own city among his
own people. For this reason we publish Yvor Winters’s essay. 77
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Though Winters’s account generated considerable interest in the public, it fails on various
fronts.78 He categorizes Yeats too firmly with the usual suspects of his own critical
apparatus - the Symbolists and the modernists - arguing that “Yeats employs the word
symbol as we employ it in speaking of French Symbolist poetry.”79 The nationalist impulse
behind Yeats’s catalogue of images and his ability to integrate them into a dramatic and
argumentative syntax clearly challenge Winters’s classification. Winters himself briefly
acknowledges that Yeats “deviated from [the Mallarmian] theory of the symbol and wrote
forthright poems,” however, he is not willing to take the excess of occult and mythic layers
in Yeats’s poetry seriously, characterizing them as the poet’s withdrawal into a “convenient
little [symbolist] corner… whenever he is embarrassed by the meaning.”80 Winters, in other
words, yields that Yeats “was usually trying to say something clearly,” while also brushing
away the more private and mythic layers of his imagery as just another instance of
Symbolist escapism: “His obscurity,” Winters argues, “results from his private symbols.”81
Despite the obvious biases that motivate Winters’s poorly-conceived categories, his failure
to evaluate Yeats’s imagery on its own terms gives us the important critical task of
examining how these mythic layers contribute to the plain texture of his poetry.
The interest in magic manifests in a variety of ways in Yeats. Intimations of rituals
and ceremonies create a metaphorical undercurrent in historical poems like “Sailing to
Byzantium.” He ascribes spiritual essences to figures from nature, tales and Celtic
mythology, calling them up in different poems to tap into a more divine form of memory.82
As a result, the tone of Yeats’s poetry is divided between the careful and measured quietude
of description, and the riotous, uncontrollable influx of images which are “in the Great
Memory stored,” and “[c]ome with loud cry and panting breast / To break upon a sleeper’s
rest.”83 Most importantly, these various dualities provoke, as in Boland’s poetry, the
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emergence of a middle voice that simultaneously brings about an epigrammatic release and
reinforces the privacy of the poet’s theater of imagery. The speaker of “Those Images”
addresses the reader with the broad authority of a middle voice, inviting them to “leave /
The cavern of the mind,” to leave, in other words, the world of Platonic forms where
sensuous existence is treated as a mere shadow or intimation of Reality.84
Seek those images
That constitute the wild,
The lion and the virgin,
The harlot and the child.
Find in middle air
An eagle on the wing,
Recognise the five
That make the Muses sing.
On the one hand, the images presented here – wild, lion, virgin, harlot, eagle – are all a part
of Yeats’s mythology, part of that “Great Memory” of nature and civilization. They keep
returning in his poems and promise access to a larger system of symbolic meaning. On the
other hand, they are not to be found in “Moscow… or Rome,” they are very much a part
of the sensuous life that one finds at “home.” The reference to “the five,” captures this
ambiguity, as Yeats could be referring to five listed objects that bear such force, or to the
five senses which give us access to the world of sensuous experience in the first place.
This duality explains the proliferation of deixis in Yeats’s poetry, which, as we have
seen, is also the characteristic signal that Boland uses to announce the middle voice.
Winters, showing no patience for the mythic elements in Yeats, describes his generous use
of demonstratives “unnecessary.”85 But other critics find that the “wild proliferation of
‘that’-ing” in Yeats enacts a reconciliation between a private system of symbols and a
sensuous mise en scène that lives only in the here and now.86 Despite the readers’
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knowledge of a mythological core to Yeats’s imagery, the deixis foregrounds a conjectural
“as if” attitude. As Richard Ellmann argues, the reader is made to feel “as if the poet’s
world contained only objects which were readily recognizable.”87 Or as MacNeice
sympathetically observes, “if we examine the poems in ‘The Tower’ we find that the Tower
is both the real stone tower owned by Yeats in Co. Galway and an intellectual symbol.”88
What did the mid-century writers make of this Yeatsian imagery, its at once
sensuous and mythic suggestions, its magical and empirical injunctions, and its restless
pursuit of fleeting and timeless truths? Their widespread attitude might be best described
as ambivalence. 89 A few years after writing Modern Poetry and calling for lucidity in
poetry, MacNeice published in 1941 the first book-length study on Yeats in English. This
project compelled MacNeice to revisit some of his earlier assertions about the poet’s
responsibility to stick to the ordinary and the earthbound. The mythic layers of Yeats’s
work immediately challenged this conviction. MacNeice admits to having “over-stressed
the half-truth that poetry is about something, is communication.”90 While he remains
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committed to the idea that poetry “is a normal human activity,” he now finds it necessary
to reconsider the role of mysticism.
Mysticism might appear foreign to our daily existence, yet “it represents an instinct
which is a human sine qua non” since people need “mystical sanction or motivation for all
their activities which are not purely utilitarian.”91 It is significant that MacNeice does not
characterize mysticism solely as a poetic mode. He regards it as an important and necessary
part of the human condition. This momentary liberation from “the stage of thought” and
“of distinctions and of consciousness of the ego” is what allows the poet’s receptive attitude
towards figures of enchantment.92 Ultimately, MacNeice refuses to categorize Yeats as an
“escapist.” It is, after all, these very negotiations between the intellectual and the mythic
that distinguish Yeats from his contemporaries and makes him such a relatable poet.
Accordingly, unlike Winters, MacNeice refuses to characterize Yeats’s commitment to
myth and magic as an escape from rationality. On the contrary, he finds that this aspect of
Yeats’s work is what attunes him to the everyday confrontations of human life and creates
the “extraordinary force of personality” in his work.93 MacNeice’s emphasis on personality
is continuous with other mid-century valuation of attributes like sincerity and authenticity
which were studied in previous chapters.
“Personality” becomes one of the most widespread critical terms that critics use to
characterize Yeats’s work in this period.94 As Elmer Andrews observes, Yeats’s “exotic
themes and images allowed him to see his own personality,” by requiring him to
persistently reconsider their associations and keeping them “from congealing into doctrine
and dogma.”95 The mythic layers of Yeats’s poetry could very well have been brushed off
for delegating responsibility to unknown and mysterious powers. Instead, however, critics
paint the opposite picture of a poet perpetually compelled to remain responsive to the
newfound associations demanded by ‘received’ imagery. As we shall see, the attribution
of “personality” helps critics to make something workable out of the apparent tensions
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between the plain and mythic layers of Yeats’s work. But more importantly, it allows poets
to find a middle ground between modernist and postmodernist conceptions of the lyric self.
In her early critical accounts on Yeats, Boland also puts particular emphasis on the
poet’s personality.96 She argues in 1965 in The Irish Times that “Yeats was an intensely
personal man: he saw things only through his own eyes, he could apply general principles
only in the case of his own particular convictions.”97 That same year, in The Dublin
Magazine, she characterizes Yeats as “a poet who labored hard for unity and effect.” The
precision of his formal arrangement “evokes an emotion which trembles on the verge of
mysterious knowledge.”98 In Boland’s account, personality is something that exceeds the
claims on the page; it emerges as a surplus from the poet’s “labor” to create the sense of a
unified voice. Yeats’s lifelong pursuit of dramatic voices which can be cultivated through
fitting metrical and syntactic conditions gives rise to personality as a rhetorical affect.
Finally, in a more recent piece, Boland evaluates Yeats’s enduring influence on her poetry
by putting emphasis, once again, on the personal qualities of the poet: “I began to see
Yeats’s faith in personal utterance as a blueprint, an escape route for the modern poet…
His mapping of the relation between a durable lyric form and a vulnerable human
experience remains one of the great formal achievements of poetry.”99 Like MacNeice,
Boland interprets what many deem a form of “escapism” as a marker of his “faith in
personal utterance.”100
This mid-century emphasis on Yeats’s “personality” is important for the critical
attitudes on the lyric self on either historical end of this moment. For many modernists,
Eliot’s characterization of poetry as “not the expression of… but an escape from
personality” made impersonality into a virtuous disposition.101 This conviction, in turn,
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stimulated poets to foreground the objective and practice ways of recording sense data
without enhancing them with emotional surplus. For postmodern discourse on lyric poetry,
however, “subjectivity” became the central term, resisting “the humanist notion of the self
as coherent, unified, and centered.”102 With the help of post-structural and psychoanalytic
theories, the lyric self was increasingly seen as a discursive structure constituted by
symbolic operations like language.
Lacan’s distinction between the enunciating subject and the enunciated subject
offers a compelling parallel to differences between modernist impersonality and
postmodern subjectivity.103 Modernism, with its emphasis on the signifier, idealizes the
enunciating position in an effort to prevent the self from getting caught up in a continuous
process of deferral so that it can maintain an objective mode of concentration. This ensures
a level of impersonality where the self does not have to represent its struggle with
unexpected and supplementary processes like slips, errors, and evasions. Postmodernism,
with its emphasis on the phrasal and the syntactical, cherishes these supplementary
processes, arguing that the subject is never what it “enunciates,” but rather what gets
“enunciated” in the act of speaking. “For the modern subject,” caught between these two
modalities, individuation involves “this question of how to bear the traumatic void
authorizing the enunciative space between itself as transcendental agent, and itself as
reflexively sedimented through its own significations.”104 The sense of trauma results from
the disappearance of the “possibility that the subject would preside over reality in
general.”105 We have seen throughout the dissertation how this traumatic conception of
language powers the postmodern engine of melancholy, turning trauma into the normative
structural condition underlying all expressive acts.
Yeats’s theory of the self based on personality situates him somewhere between
these discursive regimes, between the enunciating and the enunciated subject. Yeats
believed in the need “for uniting literature once more to personality,” arguing that “this
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mysterious thing, personality, the mask, is created half consciously, half unconsciously,
out of the passions, the circumstance of life.”106 When writing about personality, Yeats
insists on the importance of subjecting the reality of one’s circumstances to the pressures
of technical and stylistic discipline. “When a man cultivates a style in literature,” he states,
“he is shaping his personality.”107 The emphasis on reality and formal self-restraint is what
allows him utilize the magical layers of his work in service of sustained and intellectual
meditations on experience. MacNeice’s aversion to widespread characterizations of Yeats
as an “escapist” stems precisely from this aspect of his work. The “pleasure” of the magical
in Yeats is never an endless absorption in a spiritual ritual; it is always supplemented by a
deliberate logical form and syntax. In other words, unlike occult rituals that try to do away
with self-awareness, Yeats turns to magic to foreground the self and its efforts to absorb
‘received’ symbols into personal and coherent speech patterns.
We can understand this combination of a pleasure-seeking impulse and formal
control by turning to the Freudian concept of the Reality Principle. In Freud’s account, the
pleasure-seeking ego is “educated” by “taking account of reality.”108 Though it still “seeks
to obtain pleasure,” it has become “reasonable.” The relevance of the Reality Principle is
even more valuable when we turn from Yeats to his influence on mid-century poets like
Boland who utilize his formal and syntactic methods to think through sociopolitical issues.
With the onset of postmodern theory, Freud’s Reality Principle largely disappears from
psychoanalytic criticism. But object theorists like Winnicott preserve its core by describing
how “transitional objects” may allow the ego to become aware of an object’s reality and
individual autonomy. They find it necessary to return to the Reality Principle because there
are pleasure-driven experiences which are not entirely contingent on the twofold dialectic
between consciousness and the unconscious. As we have seen, mid-century poets indulge
in the mythic layers of Yeats’s poetry and appropriate it in their works as a conscious, an
even an academic, choice. They acknowledge what may be considered “silly” or “foolish”
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elements in Yeats’s work but still find them relevant for modern poetry. At work here is a
practice that is performed despite knowing better.109
Right around this time, Octave Mannoni, a French psychoanalyst published an
article titled “I Know Well, but All the Same,” thinking precisely about these practices
where an individual performs an action despite being perfectly aware of the possibly
irrational nature of the performance. Mannoni adamantly resists the notion of a strong
unconscious being at play in these cases, “repressing” the individual’s better knowledge:
“the but all the same is not unconscious. It finds its explanation in the fact that desire or
fantasy operates, as it were, at a distance.”110 Mannoni’s article is powerful as a piece of
observation – namely, “how a belief can, if transformed, survive even if it flies in the face
of reality.” Though he does not offer a satisfying explanation of this behavior, he issues a
crucial metacommentary on methodology, admitting that “psychoanalysts have taken up
the notion of magical thinking in too simplistic a fashion.”111
This admission captures the problematic spirit of postmodern theory which often
maintains a skeptical distance to acts and figures of enchantment. However, lyric poetry,
often unwilling to part too quickly with tradition, is a genre that persistently tasks poets to
make up their minds about enchantment. Jonathan Culler famously describes lyric
apostrophe as “embarrassing to me and to you.”112 The act of addressing and ushering of
inanimate objects is also the performance of an illusion. Nevertheless, it survives in poetry
in ways that still elicit affective response.
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Robert Pfaller, who revisted Mannoni’s pivotal essay recently, calls these acts
“illusions without owners.”113 These illusions – like reading the horoscope, watching a
magician at work – are performed despite a better knowledge. Nobody “believes” these
illusions so when we practice them, we often posit an “invisible other” or “naïve observer”
that supposedly enjoys these acts for us.114 This, in a way, is how the disembodied middle
voice operates in modern poetry. It is delegated to a mysterious other, and when it appears,
the positions of the speaker and the reader are quickly aligned: They both have to
attitudinize to ventriloquize this mysterious voice. Most importantly, Pfaller demonstrates
why it is necessary to take these illusions seriously: Despite postmodernism’s skeptical
stances towards “great narratives,” in actual fact, postmodern culture is rife with practices
of enchantment.115 By paying attention to these ambivalent practices which nonetheless
manage “to exist in a society,” theory can “explain the excess of affect” that they
generate.116 That is, these illusions organize their own proto-public spheres around certain
gestures, practices and manners. Lyric poetry is one such proto-public sphere. As we have
seen, the middle voice gives Boland’s poetry a unique political elasticity, whereby the poet
at once recognizes the distance she has to maintain while reconstructing others’ stories and
still manages to issue vigorous epigrammatic statements that speak for a multitude.
Boland’s Early Poetry and the Emergence of the Middle Voice
At the beginning of this chapter, we looked at Boland’s poems from different
periods to think about her use of the middle voice. But returning to the historical context
of the early 1960s has given us a strong account of the influences that have occasioned the
poet’s stylistic and rhetorical negotiations. Let us, in this final section, turn to two of her
earliest poems to see how these negotiations first appear and how the poet rehearses the
rhetorical gesture that will endure in her entire career. The poems will be provided in full
since none of them appear in Boland’s later collected volumes and they are never
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mentioned in criticism.117 Though these poems are the works of a beginner, they allow us
to situate Boland more meaningfully in a literary-historical context. They show us Boland
as an avid sonneteer. Given the generative prevalence of the sonnet form in both Yeats and
modern Irish poetry, her handling of the form inevitably speaks to her negotiations with
tradition. More importantly, where postmodern readings of her work keenly construct
trajectories of her eventual “decolonisation as a gendered postcolonial subject” by calling
attention to her early-career reliance on male-dominated conventions and themes, these
early poems show a formal strategist and a poet unafraid to tackle questions of gender,
representation and family.118
When Boland sat down to write sonnets in the early 1960s, the possibilities of the
form had been reimagined by Yeats, who had taken radical freedoms with it. As Allan
Gillis argues, Yeats’s take on the sonnet was “probably game-changing, in terms of future
development of the form” in Ireland.119 Though it is possible to find a number of traditional
sonnets in his work, Yeats more often used the sonnet as a template, curtailing or stretching
the form to depart from its established conventions. Moreover, he regularly created a
hybrid, combining aspects of Petrarchan and Shakespearean sonnets. As Helen Vendler
observes, he found that the “two-part verse structure” of Petrarchan form supported his
“dialectical” and argumentative meditations, and the four-part Shakespearean form enabled
him to dramatize “multiple perspectives,” and pursue more cyclical narratives of change.120
An avid reader of Yeats, Boland was surely aware of his multifaceted attitude towards the
sonnet. In New Territory (1967), she included two poems about Shakespeare,
“Shakespeare” and “The Comic Shakespeare.”121 In the first, Boland playfully opts for the
Petrarchan rhyme scheme, while in the second she returns to the Shakespearean. But in
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both, she chooses a variety of slant-rhymes, giving the form a more tentative sense of
authority. This brief sonnet sequence ends with the poem, “Yeats in Civil War,” which is
also a sonnet, where Boland establishes Yeats as the ultimate influence for her negotiations
with the form: “Whatever we may learn / You are its sum, struggling to survive.” 122
Boland’s preference for the Yeatsian variety of the sonnet, despite her strong
familiarity with Shakespeare, begs an important question: What aspects of the
Shakespearean sonnet did she find unsatisfying? And to answer this question, we first need
to understand the role of plain rhetoric in Shakespeare’s work. Shakespeare is a difficult
poet to classify: On the one hand, his tendency to anchor poetic debate in sensuous and
private images represents some of the most important features of the Petrarchan sonnet
tradition in late-sixteenth-century English literature. The intricacy and privacy of imagery
is sustained by a persistent compulsion to reformulate the self. Hence, various critics locate
the origins of the modern obsession with self-fashioning in the rise of Petrarchan poetics
and in Shakespeare in particular.123 On the other hand, Shakespeare’s language embraces
some impulses of the plain style, the other dominant poetic tradition of the period. These
features comprise his playful interest in idiomatic language and the epigrammatic couplets
at the end of his sonnets. As a result, Shakespeare’s poetry feels compelled to perform a
meta gesture, reflecting about its own language and its dubious capacity for representation.
Hence, inevitably, in Shakespeare’s sonnets, the possibility of self-fashioning turns
into a question of language. As Joel Fineman argues, “the continually rediscovered
‘insufficiency’ of speech establishes traditional literariness as something posthumous.”124
But, as we have seen, efforts by poets like Yeats and Boland invite us to question this
critical belief that representational melancholy “becomes the governing model of literary
subjectivity in literature successive to Shakespeare.”125 In their ability to embody the
problematic division of plain and eloquent styles in sixteenth-century poetry,
Shakespeare’s sonnets might very well demonstrate how modern poetry stylistically
oscillates between these discursive regimes. But it does not therefore follow that “the poet’s
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sense of broken person” becomes paradigmatic for the lyric tradition. The lyric self in
Boland is neither solely enunciated nor inferable only from the army of signifiers. Their
unique combination of enchantment and plainness reinforces the notion of poetry as a
public and communicative act, or as Paula Bennett argues, “as a form of public speech
addressed to concrete, empirically identifiable others.”126
Boland’s formal negotiations with the sonnet are playful and complex in her earliest
volumes. Sonnets in Autumn Essay (1963), Boland’s third publication, mimic the liberties
Yeats had taken with the form, using either a Shakespearean variety of rhymes with the
twofold Petrarchan structure or mixing the fourfold Petrarchan structure with a rhyming
Shakespearean couplet. The dedication poem, “November Sonnet for my Mother” uses the
former arrangement: The Petrarchan structure conveys the sense of a debate while the
variety in rhymes makes this underlying either/or attitude feel illusory.127 The formal
tension is augmented by the stylistic duality we have observed in her later poems: She
begins in the Movement manner, with a straightforward first person account of experience.
Subsequently, she uses two colons to mark tonal changes, and to carry the poem gradually
towards a more mysterious and magical register:
If there is a dawn for mighty love
Then I was three and can remember when
You took your hand from mine and bent
To pick a cattle horn up from its den
Of February grass: All that there was
Of sunshine seemed quite suddenly to light
Upon your frowning head and touch your face
With precious thought. You smiled into the bright
Far-distant mystery of old conjectures:
If I try to chain that picture of you
In one image, in my own mind’s riot
You were then a figurehead, breasting the bitter lectures
Of the northwind taking me with you to
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The magic grateful days the heart is quiet.
The sonnet is organized in three movements. The first, characterized by raw and
monosyllabic sounds, sets the scene for a childhood memory that involves an uncanny
object: the cattle horn. The colon in the fifth line introduces a deepening of perception, as
the sunshine clarifies the expression on the mother’s face. The frown on the mother’s face
possibly suggests a response to the violent dehorning of a cattle, though the speaker’s old
self does not seem to understand what exactly might have caused the mother’s frown.128
The sun’s illumination intensifies the poet’s desire to draw and represent the mother, and
the increasing presence of Latinate diction like “precious” and “conjecture” suggest the
increasing allure of her reaction.
But the speaker quickly recovers from this impulse, and with another colon, her
earlier representational desire becomes suspect. Now, returning to present tense, she adopts
the conjectural stance that once described the mother’s reaction. Holding the mother’s
image in her mind, she realizes that a similar violence might be involved in “chaining that
picture of you in one image.” She immediately changes course, abandons the descriptive
syntax for a more private, enchanted and almost “magical” account of their time together.
The final chime of the Yeatsian rhyme between “quiet” and “riot” beautifully captures the
dialectic of concern that Boland will bring to imagery. This “magic” reminiscence in the
third section and the syntactic rupture which turns speech from description towards an
ethical interrogation predict Boland’s signature rhetorical gesture, as well as her political
attitude towards imagery: “No poetic imagination,” Boland will later argue in Object
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Lessons, “can afford to regard an image as a temporary aesthetic maneuver. Once the image
is distorted, the truth is demeaned. That was the heart of it all as far as I was concerned.”129
In “Sonnet in September” we encounter Petrarch’s fourfold structure of
quarrelsome meditation brought to tentative resolution with a Shakespearean couplet.130
This poem has more Romantic undertones with strong hints of Keats’s ode “To Autumn”
and Yeats’s “The Falling of the Leaves.”
The day is cold enough to chill, although
The buxom ghost of Autumn makes a true
Appearance in St. Stephen’s Green, and a twilight
Shows a hermitage of stars – the few
And many of the Winter constellations:
And the mind is free of everything
Except an old and passionate desire
To make some sort of creature which is thrilling
As its dreams: Love is a piecemeal thing
Or an entirety: It can be wasting
Equally on one or many objects,
But its joy and sorrow are for tasting:
Love and I have parted for the best,
I could not bring to Autumn so uncouth a guest.
Like the previous sonnet, this one is divided into movements, with each transition marked
by a colon. The first movement is devoted to description. The month of September is a
time of unsettling transition between a sense of fullness and a sense of barrenness. The
syntax embraces the feeling of disquiet as the speaker feels continuously compelled to
qualify her statements and capture both sides of the story. It is “cold enough to chill” but
there is still a sense of residual fullness that has presumably lingered on from summer. The
general sense of obscurity is supplemented by the reference to “a twilight” which makes
visible a series of brilliant “Winter constellations” that will become visible in time.
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After describing this sensitive balance and the state of suspension, Boland uses a
colon to change registers. Though the anaphora (“and”) makes it seem like the speaker is
bringing an intensification to the previous thought, there is a clear shift from the descriptive
to the abstract. As we observe this voice and its increasing pull toward plain statements,
we may overhear echoes of Stevens’s lines: “After the leaves have fallen, we return / To a
plain sense of things.” In the second movement, the speaker begins to describe how the
mind, now free of associations, keeps returning to that one exciting “creature”: it keeps
thinking about love. The autumnal melancholy gives rise to an ever-growing sense of loss
that fuels the speaker’s desire for a language that can capture the power of loss. In response,
the speaker produces a series of epigrammatic statements.131 Subsequently, love begins to
take on Autumn’s attributes: It, too, is stuck in an either/or dialectic between the
“piecemeal thing” or “an entirety.” The wearying sense of a love story that has lost its
fullness in Autumn echoes the second stanza of Yeats’s “Falling of the Leaves”:
The hour of the waning of love has beset us,
And weary and worn are our sad souls now;
Let us part, ere the season of passion forget us,
With a kiss and a tear on thy drooping brow.132
Differently, however, Boland manages to shake off the sense of despondence that colors
Yeats’s imagination. Rather than dwelling on the “joy and sorrow,” and ending the poem
on bittersweet imagery, the speaker issues another statement with a firmer sense of finality.
Boland is reluctant to drag a love story into the event of a full-fledged melancholy
meditation which characterizes many Autumn sonnets.
In Sonnet 73, Shakespeare situates readers in a similar autumnal twilight, but his
final couplet delivers the opposite resolution: “This thou perceiv'st, which makes thy love
more strong, / To love that well which thou must leave ere long.”133 Boland ends – what is
structurally a Petrarchan sonnet – with a Shakespearean rhyming-couplet but manages to
convey an even more potent sense of finality. She interrupts grief before it can, as in
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Shakespeare, become constitutive of the ego and subjectivity. As Freud famously remarks,
“[i]n mourning it is the world which has become poor and empty; in melancholia it is the
ego itself.”134 The final colon and syntactical rupture in Boland’s poem introduces a fullfledged plain statement which distinguishes it from the metaphorical vortex of autumnal
barrenness. She refuses to accept loss and separation as the constitutive condition of
language, recognizing instead the excess of affect that gathers in description and allows
her to work through loss.
While Shakespeare’s distinctive embodiment of a division may not provide a
paradigmatic account for lyric poetry, it surely offers an important model for later
watershed moments in history when tensions between sensuous and plain rhetoric arrive at
deceptive standoffs. This is how Shakespeare enters Yvor Winters’s critical apparatus. For
Winters, Shakespeare proves the most difficult poet to explain given his tendency to use
“both plain and ornate styles, sometimes in the same poem.”135 Winters, however, blames
Shakespeare for championing a “decay of rational structure” in poetry, “allow[ing]… the
connotative power of language to blind him to the necessity for sharp denotation, with the
result that a line or passage or even a whole poem may disappear behind a veil of
uncertainty.”136 Throughout this dissertation, we have seen how attributes like obscurity
have been, at times with dubious generality, attributed to modernist writing. Winters is no
exception. He immediately associates Shakespeare’s “indirect and evasive” attitude with
modernism, arguing that he could very well be a “forerunner of some of the deliberately
obscure work of the past hundred years,” and in particular, for those works inspired by the
theories “of Mallarmé or of Pound.”137
Winters’s customarily sweeping and provocative perspective allows us to frame
Yeats’s subversion of the Shakespearean sonnet as an off-site negotiation with modernism.
Boland retains Yeats’s revisionist sonnet because she finds that it provides a compelling
vehicle to come to terms with tradition. More importantly, by combining Petrarchan quarrel
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with Shakespearean epigrammatic statements, this hybrid sonnet allows Boland to
conceive the middle voice. Boland, in other words, confronts modernism through a
Yeatsian prism. Throughout this dissertation, we have analyzed how mid-century poetry,
rather than simply rejecting modernist principles, moves through and beyond it: Stevens’s
sarcastic negotiations with Imagism, O’Hara’s persistent returns to surrealist methods, and
Gunn’s partial resistance to Imagism and free verse. Let us now complete this account with
a final reassessment of the stakes of Boland’s departures from modernism. After all, the
middle voice in Boland’s poetry emerges from her negotiations with influences (The
Movement and Yeats) that actively challenged modernism.
In her most recent poetry collection, A Woman without a Country (2014), Boland
included a poem titled “Advice to an Imagist.”138 The entire poem is written in the middle
voice, instructing the “imagist” poet with a plain rhetoric that is nevertheless drawn to
mystification. “Follow / the line you wrote / as if it were salt,” says the speaker. This
instruction kicks off a sentence that will continue for six more stanzas with negation as the
primary strategy: “as if it were salt – not,” cautions the speaker, “the substance that was
first traded / along sea routes / and solid for cedar trees / and silk.” The list goes on, and
the poet surveys various historical uses of salt, obscure references to its mythological
appearances (“mineral mausoleum where / winged birds and fish / were laid down to feed
/ cruel kings on their way / to the underworld”) and banal, sculptured descriptions of “the
old porcelain shaker / in your pantry.” Throughout the poem there are indirect allusions to
Pound’s references to salt in The Cantos, which mention salt trade in Cantos 35 and 44.
Boland also devotes a single line to “the functionary,” which could simply refer to the
“functional” properties of “sodium / and chloride” mentioned in subsequent lines. It is,
however, a more likely reference to the Salt Commissioner in Pound’s Canto 98.139 Though
the allusions are subtle, the “imagist” addressed in the poem is quite obvious: Boland uses
Pound’s style of negation in “A Few Don'ts by an Imagiste,” and targets his procedures
directly through her encyclopedic and historical references. At the end of this catalogue,
the speaker repeats, “no, none of these,
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but the word that comes
to the edge of meaning
and enters it.
What a man is worth.
What is rubbed into the wound.
What is of the earth.
Boland characterizes language like Ron Silliman as “a medium in the sense of a membrane,
as capable of blocking the real as of letting it in.”140 The word, the individual signifier,
waits on the edge of meaning, perhaps before a line-break, before it joins the larger
syntactic organization of the poem. Though the anticipation at the end of a line may
entertain a momentary connotative proliferation, giving the word sensuous and even
symbolic significance, the word eventually joins the stream of language in search of
recognizable and idiomatic turns of speech.
In the last stanza, Boland uses three common idiomatic expressions to demonstrate
how salt “enters” meaning. The first, “to be worth one’s salt,” has its origins in the salt
trade mentioned earlier in the poem, but here it is not a reference lingering on the surface
of the poem. It is rather dissolved into language, carrying history along without objectifying
it or ascribing sculptural significance to it. The next two idioms (“rubbing salt into the
wound” and “the salt of the earth”) also dissolve salt into meaning. This idiomatic language
is “salty,” it is down-to-earth and plain, but not at the cost of sensuous intimation. Unlike
Imagist poets, Boland is interested not so much in the presentation of sensuous imagery,
but its absorption into plain language and appearance as a shared linguistic memory. When
an image or an object refuses to animate the poem’s syntax, the poet faces the danger of
claiming ownership and authority over the image. Rather than a mode of representing
reality, language is conceived as a vehicle for carrying it. As Helen Emmitt says in her
analysis of this poem, Boland endorses a language which “engages fully with that space
where the real and the figurative meet.”141
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Boland’s interest in an absorptive idiom carries echoes of Yeats’s lifelong ambition
to “make the language of poetry coincide with that of passionate, normal speech.”142 Rather
than aiming for a “subjectivity” which makes the self into a construct inferable from the
poem’s language, both Boland and Yeats aim for a poetry of personality that emerges from
the poet’s relentless efforts to find that salty language which “comes most naturally when
we soliloquise.” But, as Yeats once stated, “all that is personal soon rots; it must be packed
in ice or salt.” Opposing Pound and the craving to “make it new,” Yeats proclaims: “Talk
to me of originality and, I will turn on you with rage. I am a crowd, I am a lonely man, I
am nothing. Ancient salt is best packing.”143 The influence of Yeats’s divergence from
modernism on Boland is evident from their shared reference to “salt” to oppose Poundian
techniques and pursue compelling coincidences between reality and language. “Advice to
an Imagist” is the perfect embodiment of how Boland settles on plain rhetoric after moving
through modernism, and learning from its sensuous referential apparatus.
To conclude, let us return to dawn, the time of day where our inquiry into the
modern uses of plainness began. In the following passage from “Reading as Intimidation,”
Boland returns to a winter dawn from 1965, the year her first daughter was born. She
archives a scene whose object relations would turn into one of the most generative contexts
for her work:
At dawn the window was slow to let in light. The shelves of the dressing table stood
opposite the window and were plainly useful. The fabric of the curtaining was
something more. It seemed to promise something far beyond its stopgap role. It
showed a woodland with trees and distances. It gazed into the interior as if the soul
of some unexpected pastoral had slipped into plainspoken cotton. A few more
shelves near the window held books and an ornament or two. Another opposite the
door supported an oddly shaped porcelain cat, its skin crazed with blue flowers. A
room like this lasts a short time.144
As Boland reflects back on this suburban domestic scene, with the newly-born daughter in
the background, there is at first a threatening tedium, a danger that the “plainly useful”
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furniture might refuse to produce the kinds of visions she used to seek during her solitary
walks on the streets of Dublin late at night. But as her attention deepens and the sense of
solitude begins to populate the world with impressions, the language becomes more
figurative. The word “plain” is repeated, this time to describe the “plainspoken cotton” of
the curtain fabric. Boland begins to assign the objects in the scene semantic and rhetorical
properties. The tension between these two senses of plainness – perceptual and rhetorical
– is what energizes Boland’s poetic vision. The threshold of daybreak makes the poet more
perceptive to the objects in their individuality, and the illumination of the sun gives them
even more significance and intention.
As plain perception attains significance, perceptual plainness turns into an
expressive ideal. There is no seamless transition between plain perception and plain speech,
since as Stevens says, “the absence of the imagination had / Itself to be imagined.” Let us
return to the first stanza of that Stevens poem:
After the leaves have fallen, we return
To a plain sense of things. It is as if
We had come to an end of the imagination,
Inanimate in an inert savoir.
There comes a point when the desire for plainness brings us to the “end of the imagination.”
“End” here can mean finality, such that the imaginative layers of perception or expression
have been peeled away completely. Yet, the speaker’s conjectural maneuvers (as if) and
the proliferation of adjectival descriptions make it obvious that Stevens wants readers to
hear that other meaning: We are now aware of the work of the imagination as an “end,” we
can recognize its purposive character. Stevens performs an enchanting make-believe in
these lines to demonstrate that we cannot reason away the imagination completely, that
“finitude… is not just a sad end of rationality, but rather, its founding condition.”145
Sometimes to see things at all, we need to believe - though “we know better” - that we are
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seeing them plainly. We need the poet to perform, as Simon Critchley puts it, “that paring
down of language that transfigures things and draws them into a queer poverty, an eerie
plainness, so that we might stand transfixed by them and see them a new, renewed.”146
In this final chapter, we have seen how the widespread desire for plainness in midcentury Ireland found an unlikely ally in Yeatsian enchantment. Perhaps the most important
thing we can learn from the endurance of plainness as an expressive ideal in culture is this:
Though it may be an unattainable ideal, the myth of a language capable of referring directly
to the world is precisely what keeps us returning to poetry, and it is what inspires us, at the
end of the day, to remember and believe that tomorrow the sun will shine again on a world
eager to take on new meanings. This world will surely convey yesterday’s visions, but
before it can, in in the meantime, at dawn or in some other threshold, we may catch the
world plain, see it for what it is, and then say what it is about. “If I lean,” Boland says in
“Endings,” “I can see / what it is the branches end in:
The leaf.
The reach.
The blossom.
The abandon.
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